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Introduction

A

ll of us have been excluded at some point in our lives. Perhaps

because of our size, or class, or age, or race, or nationality, or reli-

gion, or education, or interests, or ability. And of course, many of us are
excluded because of different forms of sexism—that is, double standards

based on one’s sex, gender, or sexuality. Many of us are undermined and

excluded by our culture’s male/masculine-centrism—that is, the assump-

tion that male and masculine people and perspectives are more legitimate
than, and take precedence over, female and feminine ones. And those of

us who are gender and sexual minorities are stigmatized and excluded
by our culture’s insistence that only “normal” bodies, and “straight” and
“vanilla” expressions of gender and sexuality are valid. This sense of

exclusion drives many of us to become involved in feminism and queer

(i.e., LGBTQIA+) activism. We seek out like-minded people who share
our goals to eliminate sex-, gender-, and sexuality-based hierarchies, and

together, we work hard to build new movements and communities with
the intent that they will be safe and empowering for those of us who
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have been shut out of the straight male-centric mainstream. And yet,
somewhere along the way, despite our best intentions, the movements

and communities that we create almost always end up marginalizing and
excluding others who wish to participate.

Sometimes we are consciously aware that exclusion is a bad thing,

and we may deny that it is taking place within our feminist or queer circles. We may even resort to tokenism—pointing to one or a few minority
members in order to make the case that our movement or community is
truly diverse. But in other cases, we are blatantly exclusive.

Some feminists vocally condemn other feminists for dressing too

femininely, or because of the sexual partners or practices they take up.

More mainstream gays decry the presence of drag queens and leather
daddies in their pride parades, and there is a long history of lesbians

and gay men who outright dismiss bisexual, asexual, and transgender
identities. Within the transgender and bisexual umbrellas, there are
constant accusations that certain individuals do not qualify as “real”

members of the group, or that their identities or actions somehow reinforce “the gender binary” (i.e., the rigid division of all people into two

mutually exclusive genders). And in most queer communities, regardless of one’s sex or identity, people who are more masculine in gender

expression are almost always viewed as more valid and attractive than
their feminine counterparts.

The astonishing thing about these latter instances of exclusion is

not merely their brazen, unapologetic nature, but the fact that they are

all steeped in sexism—in each case, exclusion is based on the premise that certain ways of being gendered or sexual are more legitimate,
natural, or righteous than others. The sad truth is that we always seem

to create feminist and queer movements designed to challenge sexism
on the one hand, while simultaneously policing gender and sexuality

(sometimes just as fiercely as the straight male–centric mainstream
does) on the other.
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There have been many attempts to reconcile this problem. Newer

feminist submovements have sprung up with the expressed purpose of
accommodating more diverse expressions of gender and sexuality within

feminism. More inclusive umbrella terms such as “queer” (meant to

include all sexual and gender minorities) and “transgender” (meant to
include all people who defy societal gender norms) have come into vogue
in an attempt to move away from infighting over identity labels. And

what were once simply called “lesbian and gay” organizations have since
added B’s, followed by T’s, then a panoply of other letters at the ends of
their acronyms in an attempt to foster inclusiveness. And while all of

these measures have brought a modicum of success, sexism-based exclusion still runs rampant in feminist and queer movements.

As a transsexual woman, bisexual, and femme activist, I have spent

much of the last ten years challenging various forms of sexism-based
exclusion within feminist and queer settings. Over that time, I have
come to the conclusion that we cannot Band-Aid over this problem by
simply calling for more diversity in a general sense, or by petitioning for

the inclusion of specific subgroups on a one-by-one basis. Nor do I think
that we can blame this situation entirely on the human tendency to be

tribal or cliquish (although admittedly, such us-versus-them mentalities
do exacerbate the problem).

Rather, I believe that sexism-based exclusion within feminist and

queer circles stems primarily from a handful of foundational, albeit
incorrect, assumptions that we routinely make about gender and sexual-

ity, and about sexism and marginalization. These false assumptions infect
our theories, our activism, our organizations, and our communities. And
they enable us to vigorously protest certain forms of sexism (especially

sexisms that we personally face!) while simultaneously ignoring and/or
perpetuating other forms of sexism. In short, the way we describe and set

out to challenge sexism is irreparably broken. My main purpose in writing this book is to highlight these fallacies in our theory and activism,
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and to offer new and more accurate ways of thinking about gender and
sexism that will avoid the pitfalls of the past.

This book is divided into two parts, the first chronicling instances

of sexism-based exclusion within feminism and queer activism, and the
second forwarding my proposed solutions to the problem.

The first section, entitled “On the Outside Looking In,” is a col-

lection of essays, spoken word pieces, and speeches that I have written

over the course of an eight-year period (2005-2012), all of which, in

one way or another, address the issue of sexism-based exclusion within
feminist and queer settings, and offer my early formulations for how we
might create more open and accepting movements and communities.

It is a journey that begins with my activism fighting for trans woman–
inclusion in lesbian and women’s spaces, and my efforts to articulate
trans women’s experiences of sexism, both within these settings and

in society at large. Later chapters grapple with femme and bisexual
exclusion within various LGBTQIA+ settings. To be clear, this section is not meant to provide a comprehensive overview of the problem
of exclusion. For one thing, the chapters are centered on practices of

sexism-based exclusion—the hypocrisy of policing other people’s
gender and sexual identities and behaviors within spaces that were

supposedly founded on anti-sexist principles. Furthermore, they focus
rather exclusively on forms of exclusion that I have personally faced as a
bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman. In addition to those identities, I also happen to be a white, middle-class, educated, able-bodied1,
normatively sized U.S. citizen—aspects of my person that are privileged in our culture, and which do not result in my exclusion. My focus

on instances of trans, femme, and bisexual exclusion is not meant to
suggest that these are the only, or most egregious, forms of exclusion—

they most certainly are not, and I discuss other forms of exclusion in

the second half of the book. Rather, trans, femme, and bisexual represent my vantage point onto the issue of exclusion within feminist and
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queer movements, and this is why I use them as my primary examples
over the course of this book.

The second section of this book, “New Ways of Speaking,” is a col-

lection of previously unpublished essays that forward a new framework

for thinking about gender, sexuality, sexism, and marginalization. Here,

I explain why existing feminist and queer movements (much like their
straight male–centric counterparts) always seem to create hierarchies,
where certain gendered and sexual bodies, identities, and behaviors are

deemed more legitimate than others. Of course, past feminist and queer
activists have been concerned about these pecking orders, and they have

often placed the blame squarely on identity politics, essentialism, clas-

sism, assimilationism, and/or reformist politics. However, such claims
ignore the fact that sexism-based hierarchies are just as prevalent in

radical, anti-capitalist, anti-essentialist, and anti-assimilationist circles
as they are within so-called “liberal” feminist and single-issue “A-gay”
activist circles.2

Rather than blaming the usual suspects, here I show how sexism-

based exclusion within feminist and queer movements is typically driven
by what Anne Koedt once called the perversion of “the personal is

political”—that is, the assumption that we should all curtail or alter our
genders and sexualities in order to better conform with feminist or queer

politics.3 This perversion of “the personal is political” can be seen in both

reformist feminist and queer activist circles that seek to purge “less desirable” identities and behaviors from their movements in the name of political expediency, and among their more radical counterparts who denounce

identities and behaviors that they perceive to be too “conservative,”

“conforming,” or “heteronormative.” In other words, both extremes

share the expectation that their members will be relatively homogeneous and conform to certain norms of gender and sexuality. Such one-

size-fits-all approaches ignore the fact that there is naturally occurring
variation in sex, gender, and sexuality in human populations. We all
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differ somewhat in our desires, urges, and attractions, and in what iden-

tities, expressions, and interests resonate with us. Furthermore, each of

us is uniquely socially situated: We each have different life histories, face
different obstacles, and have different experiences with sexism and other

forms of marginalization. So the assumption that we should conform

to some uniform ideal with regards to gender and sexuality, or that we
should all adhere to one single view of sexism and marginalization, is
simply unrealistic.

One-size-fits-all approaches to gender and sexuality—whether

they occur in the straight male–centric mainstream, or within feminist

and queer subcultures—inevitably result in double standards, where
bodies and behaviors can only ever be viewed as either right or wrong,

natural or unnatural, normal or abnormal, righteous or immoral. And
one-size-fits-all models for describing sexism and marginalization—
whether in terms of patriarchy, or compulsory heterosexuality, or the

gender binary—always account for certain forms of sexism and mar-

ginalization while ignoring others. As a result, such models validate

some people’s perspectives while leaving many of us behind. I believe

that this pervasive insistence that we should all conform to some fixed
and homogeneous view of sexism and marginalization, or of gender
and sexuality, is the primary cause of sexism-based exclusion within
feminist and queer movements.

In this book, I make the case that we should distance ourselves

from these one-size-fits-all models, and instead embrace an alternative
approach—what I call a holistic approach to feminism. I call this model

“holistic” for a number of reasons. First, it moves away from the trite
and overly simplistic “nature-versus-nurture” debates about gender and
sexuality, and instead recognizes that biology, culture, and environment

all interact in an unfathomably complex manner in order to generate the
human diversity we see all around us. Second, this approach recognizes
that each of us has a rather specific (and therefore, limited) view of gender
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and sexuality, and sexism and marginalization—a perspective largely

shaped by our own life experiences and how we are socially situated.
Therefore, the only way that we can thoroughly understand these complex phenomena is through a multiplicity of different perspectives. Third,

this approach to feminism is holistic in that it provides a framework for
challenging all forms of sexism and marginalization, rather than merely

those that we personally experience or are already familiar with. I must
admit that I was initially hesitant to describe this approach as “holis-

tic,” as the word often evokes “new age”- or “hippie”-esque connotations
(whereas I am personally more agnostic- and punk rocker-identified).

But despite these reservations, I feel that holistic best captures the totality
of the approach that I will outline here.

A Word About Words
chapter one

M

any disagreements within feminist and queer politics stem from language. So in order to avoid such confusion, in this chapter I will

define many of the basic terms that I will use throughout this book, often
with an accompanying explanation for why I have chosen certain words

over others. While I cannot promise that all readers will agree on the

terms I use or how I define them, I do believe that knowing where I
am coming from, and what precisely I am trying to convey, is crucial to
understanding many of the ideas that I forward in this book.

Sex, Gender, and Sexuality
Throughout this book, three particular terms will come up over and over

again: sex, gender, and sexuality. The word sex is typically used to refer to
a person’s physical sex (e.g., their anatomy, genitals, reproductive capac-

ity, hormones, sex chromosomes, secondary sexual characteristics, and so
forth). Sexuality may refer to a person’s sexual orientation, interests, acts,

expressions, and/or experiences. The word gender is often used to refer to
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a number of different things, including a person’s gender identity (e.g.,

whether they identify as a girl/woman, boy/man, or somewhere outside
of those identities), their lived sex (whether they move through the world

as female and/or male or other), or their gender expression (whether their
dress, mannerisms, and interests are deemed to be feminine and/or masculine or other).

While it is often useful to distinguish between sex, gender, and

sexuality, it is important to recognize that one cannot easily draw a sharp
line dividing where each of these categories ends and another begins. For

example, many aspects of physical sex (such as genitals) play an important

role in acts of sexuality. Similarly, specific types of feminine or masculine clothing are sometimes considered to be sexually arousing. Gender
expression more generally can play an important role in sexual attraction,

as seen in conventionally straight people who prefer feminine female or

masculine male partners, or queer people who may have a preference for
either butch, or femme, or androgynous partners.

Along similar lines, some people try to make a sharp distinction

between sex and gender by claiming that the former is exclusively biolog-

ical in origin while the latter is exclusively social. This ignores the fact that
biology likely plays some role in influencing gender identity and expression (discussed in Chapter 13, “Homogenizing Versus Holistic Views of

Gender and Sexuality”), and that sex also has social components. For
example, in our society, we are each assigned a “legal sex” based on certain sex characteristics (typically genitals) but not others (e.g., hormones,

reproductive capabilities, etc.). Thus, the decision of which sex characteristics count (and which do not) is very much a social matter.

So while sex, gender, and sexuality are different from one another,

they are also often connected or intertwined. (For this reason, on certain

occasions in this book, I will use the word “gender” as shorthand for “sex,
gender, and sexuality.”) The fact that these three aspects are generally

viewed as interconnected explains why most people typically assume that
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they should all “line up” in the same direction within any given person.

In our society, most people routinely presume that all of an individual’s sex attributes (e.g., their genitals, hormones, chromosomes) will all

match up perfectly and fall within typical male or female parameters;
that their gender identity and lived sex will align with their physical sex;

that they will be gender conforming with regard to gender expression
(i.e., feminine if female, masculine if male); that they will experience
sexual attraction toward other people, and that this sexual attraction

will be oriented toward members of one sex or the other, but not both;
that their attractions and relationships will be exclusively heterosexual

in nature; that the sexual acts they engage in will center around penilevaginal penetration sex; and so on.

When a person lives up to all of these societal assumptions, they

are often described as being “straight.” Since straight mainstream values

dominate in our culture, straight people can take their sexes, genders,
and sexualities for granted, and are seen as “normal” in this regard.

When a person defies one or some of these assumptions, straight mainstream society often deems that person to be not-straight, and therefore “queer.” Throughout this book, I will be using the term queer to
describe people who fall outside of straight mainstream expectations

and assumptions (such as the ones listed in the previous paragraph)
regarding sex, gender, and sexuality. Some people use the acronym (or

part of the acronym) LGBTQIA+ (where L = lesbian, G = gay, B =

bisexual, T = transgender, Q = queer and/or questioning, I = intersex,
A = asexual, and + to recognize other identities and individuals not
explicitly included) in the same way that I am using the word “queer”

here. In addition, queer/LGBTQIA+ people may also be described as

being sexual and gender minorities. Like other minorities, queer people
are routinely delegitimized by society because of the fact that they are
perceived to be different from the majority.

It should be noted that queer is one of many reclaimed words, that
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is, a derogatory term that targets a certain population which takes on a

new life and meaning when that same population starts using it as a selfempowering term. The idea goes something like this: If people are going

to use the term “queer” as a slur, I can either distance myself from the
word and insist that others use more respectable language to describe me,
or alternatively, I can embrace the word, in effect saying, “Yes, I am queer

and proud of it!” Other examples might include women who reclaim the
words “slut” or “bitch,” sex workers who reclaim the word “whore,” queer
women who reclaim the word “dyke,” gay men who reclaim the word
“faggot,” or trans women who reclaim the word “tranny.” Reclaimed
words tend to generate controversy, although sometimes (as in the case

of “queer”) the reclaimed word eventually evolves into a more acceptable
term that is commonly used by everybody.

Essentialism, Identity Labels,
and Umbrella Terms
It is impossible to talk about sex, gender, and sexuality—or any human

trait for that matter—without using specific words or labels to describe

differences that exist between people. There are at least three different
ways in which such words or labels can be used. The first way is to view

such words in terms of essentialist categories. Essentialism is the belief

that all members of a particular category must share some particular
characteristic or set of characteristics in order to be considered a legitimate member of that group. People often resort to essentialist thinking

when considering categories they consider to be “natural”—i.e., ones that

arise on their own, independent of any social context or influence. People who view sex, gender, and sexuality as entirely “natural” traits will

often try to categorize differences between people in essentialist ways.
An example of essentialism is when people claim that all women have

a womb, are chromosomally XX, and/or are naturally nurturing. Feminists (including myself) typically reject essentialism for reasons I discuss
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in Chapter 13, “Homogenizing Versus Holistic Views of Gender and
Sexuality.” So when words like “woman” or “gay” or “transsexual” appear
in this book, they are not meant to represent essentialist categories.

Another way to view such words is in terms of identity labels. For

example, I identify as a woman, as transgender, as bisexual, and so forth.

Identity labels are a highly personal way of conveying to others how we

believe that we fit (or don’t fit) into the world. Because they are so personal, often people who share the same trait or behavior may differ with

regards to what identity labels they use to describe themselves. So unlike

me, other people who are female-bodied may not identify with the word

“woman,” other trans people may not identify with the word “transgen-

der,” and other people who are sexual with members of more than one
sex/gender may prefer the word “pansexual” over “bisexual,” or they may

choose not to label their sexuality at all. I am a big believer in the right of
people to self-identify and to self-describe their own life experiences, and

at no point in this book will I purposefully use a label to describe a specific person if I know that label runs contrary to how they self-identify.

It should be noted that people can use identity labels in either an

essentialist or non-essentialist way. So, someone who believes that all

women are chromosomally XX may identify as a woman on the basis

that she shares that characteristic, and someone who believes that all
transsexuals have a specific brain condition may identify as transsexual

based on their belief that they have that supposed brain condition. In

contrast, I call myself a woman and transsexual, not because I hold essentialist beliefs about those categories, but because I feel those words best

describe some aspect of my person. Along similar lines, I also happen

to identify as a musician (because I play musical instruments) and as a
bird person (because I have parrots as animal companions, not because I

identify as a bird!). I do not believe that there is some magical underlying
quality that all musicians, or all bird people, or all women, or all transsexuals have in common. Rather, the only thing we have in common is
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that we loosely share some non-essentialist quality (e.g., we play musical

instruments, we have birds as animal companions, we move through the
world as women, we identify and live as members of the sex other than
the one we were assigned at birth, respectively).

In the course of this book, I will occasionally use words like “woman”,

or “transsexual”, or “bisexual” as identity labels, particularly when I am
referring to a specific person. But more often than not, I will be using these

words in the third manner: as umbrella terms. So for example, throughout
this book, I will use the word “queer” as an umbrella term to describe people

who (for one reason or another) are deemed by society to be “not-straight”
because some aspect of their sex, gender, and/or sexuality falls outside of

societal norms. I contend that one can use the word “queer” in this manner (i.e., as an umbrella term) while simultaneously recognizing that not all
people who fall under the queer umbrella will necessarily identify with the

term (i.e., they may not personally use “queer” as an identity label to describe

themselves). Furthermore, one can use the word “queer” as an umbrella
term without making any additional assumptions about individuals who

fall under that umbrella. Indeed, I personally do not believe that any two
given queer people necessarily have anything in common with one another

other than the fact that they are both viewed by society to be “not-straight.”

One might ask: “If some people don’t identify with the term

‘queer,’ why not use a different word entirely?” Well, for one thing, there
is about a twenty-year-long history of people using the word “queer” as

an umbrella term in this way. And even if I were to invent a completely
different word to describe this same group of people, there will always
be some people who will choose not to identify with that term.

Others might ask, “If people who fall under the queer umbrella

are all different from one another, and many of them do not personally
prefer the term ‘queer,’ then why bother lumping them all into the same

category in the first place?” My answer to this is simple: I am not the
one lumping us all into the same category! It is society at large that
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makes a distinction between people who are deemed to be “normal”
with regard to sex, gender, and sexuality (i.e., straight) and those who

are deemed “abnormal” (i.e., queer). More importantly, those who are

deemed straight are generally viewed as more natural and legitimate

than those who are deemed queer. This double standard constitutes a
form of sexism, one that routinely marginalizes and injures those of us
who are queer. If we were to stop using words such as “queer” (on the

basis that not all people who fall under that umbrella identify with the

term), it would do nothing to stop society at large from deeming us to
be queer and treating us inferiorly as a result. Indeed, not having a word
to describe people who are marginalized by this double standard makes

it difficult, if not impossible, for sexual and gender minorities to organize and carry out activism to challenge this double standard.

This point gets to the heart of the identity-labels-versus-umbrella-

terms distinction: We use identity labels to tell our stories, to describe
our experiences, to let people know how we see ourselves and how we

believe we fit into the world. This is an important, albeit primarily per-

sonal, matter. In contrast, umbrella terms are primarily used in order to

form alliances between disparate people who share some obstacle or form
of discrimination in common. By saying that we both fall under the same
umbrella term, I am not claiming that you and I are “alike” in some way,
but rather that we are treated in similar ways by society, and that it is in

our mutual interest to work together to challenge the negative meanings
and presumptions that other people project onto us.

Since this book is about challenging societal double standards and

norms, I will primarily be using words like “queer” (and other terms
described below) as umbrella terms rather than identity labels.

Sexism and Feminism
Throughout this book, I will be using the word sexism to describe dou-

ble standards based upon a person’s sex, gender, and/or sexuality. The
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most commonly discussed form of sexism is what I call traditional sexism,
which is the assumption that femaleness and femininity are inferior to,

or less legitimate than, maleness and masculinity (i.e., what most peo-

ple refer to as just plain “sexism”). This form of sexism primarily targets
girls and women in our culture, although it also negatively impacts other

people as well.1 There are many other forms of sexism that exist, and
which target specific sexual and gender minorities. People are probably

most familiar with heterosexism—the assumption that same-sex attraction and relationships are less legitimate than their heterosexual counterparts. But there are many other forms of sexism out there, including

monosexism/biphobia, cissexism/transphobia, and masculine-centrism/
femmephobia, to name just a few. I will define less familiar forms of sexism when I first introduce them in the text, rather than overwhelming
readers with a slew of definitions here. Note that labels describing sexism
often take the form of an “ism” where the dominant majority is cited (e.g.,

heterosexism), or a “phobia” where the marginalized group is cited (e.g.,
homophobia). While some people use the “ism” and “phobia” variations
differently, for simplicity’s sake, I will use them interchangeably here.2

I will use the word feminism to describe various movements that

work to challenge and eliminate sexism. There are many different strands
of feminism, some of which are more narrowly focused on women’s

rights, issues, and liberation, while others are broader in scope and seek

to challenge all forms of sexism. In other words, these latter strands of

feminism are focused on challenging the marginalization of not only
women, but of sexual and gender minorities (i.e., queer folks) as well.

While I personally share this latter and broader perspective of feminism,

I realize that not everyone does, so in the course of this book I will often
refer to “feminism and queer activism” as though they are two differ-

ent movements, even though they need not be. I will frequently refer to
intersectionality, which is a concept that has come out of the work of fem-

inists of color, and which examines how different forms of sexism, and
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other forms of marginalization (e.g., racism, classism, ableism, ageism,

sizeism), can intersect with, and exacerbate, one another.3 Thus, feminists who are coming from an intersectional perspective (such as myself)
believe that feminism should be concerned not only with all forms of
sexism, but with all forms of marginalization as well.

Sexual and Gender Minorities
Throughout this book, I will be using the word gay to describe men who

are exclusively attracted to other men, and the word lesbian to describe
women who are exclusively attracted to other women. Over the last two

decades, the word dyke has come into vogue as a word to describe women
who partner with other women, albeit not necessarily exclusively.

On a few occasions, I will collectively refer to gay and lesbian people

as being homosexual to distinguish them from people who are heterosexual
(i.e., individuals who are exclusively attracted to members of the other
sex or gender) or bisexual (i.e., individuals who experience attraction to

members of more than one sex or gender). There is no hard and fast line
one can draw to definitively separate heterosexuals from bisexuals from

homosexuals. Many people are bisexual in experience (e.g., they have

been sexual with members of more than one sex) but identify strictly as
heterosexual or homosexual, perhaps because they view some of their sexual experiences as inauthentic or merely experiments. Some people, both

within and outside of the bisexual community, have issues with the word

“bisexual,” and instead prefer alternative labels such as pansexual or poly-

sexual (this debate is discussed in more depth in Chapter 9, “Bisexuality
and Binaries Revisted”). In any case, I will stick with the word “bisexual”

for the same reason why I will use the terms “lesbian” and “gay” over other

potentially synonymous labels: because they are the most commonly used
and accepted labels for such people at this time and place.

Within lesbian, gay, and bisexual circles, people often use the term

butch to refer to masculine individuals, and the word femme to refer to
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feminine individuals, regardless of the person’s sex. Of course, in reality,
gender expression is not a strictly dichotomous trait, and individuals may

use variants such as androgynous, or soft butch, or stone butch, or high

femme, or low femme, or (in my case) femme-tomboy, in order to communicate these differences. Many straight mainstream folks automatically assume that if a queer person is butch, then they must be attracted
to femmes (and vice versa), but this is not necessarily the case. As a femme

who prefers other femmes over butches, I can assure you that people are

not necessarily attracted to their “opposites” in gender expression any
more than they are necessarily attracted to the “opposite” sex.

There are at least two other sexual orientation categories: Asexual

refers to people who do not experience sexual attraction toward other
people, and questioning, which refers to people who are unsure of, or

who are in the process of trying to figure out, their sexual orientation.

(Note: This label is also sometimes used to describe people who are currently questioning some other aspect of their sex, gender, or sexuality.)

Outside of sexual orientation, there are other sexual practices or

experiences that defy straight mainstream assumptions. One of these

is polyamory, which refers to sexual relationships that are not monoga-

mous. People unfamiliar with the term may mistakenly confuse it with
polygamy, but the two terms are significantly different. Polygamy refers

to relationships where a single man takes up more than one wife; such
relationships are typically rooted in patriarchal ideas of men and women

(e.g., that men are the head of the household, and that women are prop-

erty and/or their primary duty is to bear their husbands’ children). In
contrast, polyamory refers to people (of any sex or gender) who have sexual relationships with more than one person (of any sex or gender). Such

relationships may take place within or outside of the context of marriage. Polyamory is also sometimes described as ethical non-monogamy in
order to stress that such relationships are consensual—that is, all parties
involved are aware that their partners also have other partners.
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Another sexual practice that also falls outside of straight main-

stream presumptions is BDSM, a complex acronym meant to include
bondage/discipline, dominance/submission, and sadism/masochism.
Those who practice BDSM sometimes describe themselves as “kinky”

and refer to sexual practices that fall outside the realm of BDSM as
“vanilla.” BDSM is also sometimes referred to as “role-play” or “power
exchange” because the parties involved consensually take on roles where

one party has power over another. Some people might mischaracterize
BDSM as being equivalent to nonconsensual forms of abuse or rape, but
this ignores the fact that BDSM practices are consensual—in fact, an

often quoted tenet of BDSM relationships is that any act that occurs
must be “safe, sane, and consensual.”

While both BDSM and polyamory certainly fall outside of what

the straight mainstream considers “normal,” it is not generally accepted
that people who engage in these sexual practices fall under the umbrella
term “queer.”4 However, these groups are clearly sexual minorities who

are unfairly marginalized for their consensual behaviors by mainstream
society, and as such, I will consider them here.

There are a number of different gender minorities. The term trans-

gender is typically used as an umbrella term to describe all people who defy
straight mainstream notions regarding gender. The transgender umbrella

may include (but is not necessarily limited to) people who are transsexual,
crossdressers, drag artists, androgynous, two-spirit, genderqueer, agender,

feminine men and/or masculine women. People who are intersex—that is,
who are born with a reproductive or sexual anatomy that does not seem to
fit the “standard” definitions for female or male—are sometimes included

under the transgender umbrella as well (although some argue that intersex
people differ with regards to their physical sex, not gender). As with all

umbrella terms, many people who fall under the transgender umbrella do

not identify with the term.5 Some people use trans* or gender variant as

alternative umbrella terms to describe people on the transgender spectrum.
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With regards to transgender trajectories, I will refer to people who

were assigned a male sex at birth but who identify as female and/or are
feminine in gender expression as being on the MTF (male-to-female) or

trans female/feminine spectrum. And those assigned a female sex at birth
but who identify as male and/or are masculine in gender expression will

be described as being on the FTM (female-to-male) or trans male/masculine spectrum.6

Of the many transgender spectrum identities that exist, gender-

queers and transsexuals are particularly common within contemporary
queer communities, and as such, they are mentioned most frequently
throughout this book. People who are genderqueer do not identify within
the male/female binary, and instead may identify as being neither woman
or man, or as a little bit of both, or as being gender-fluid (i.e., moving

between different gendered states over the course of their lives). People

who are transsexual identify and/or live as members of the sex other than
the one they were assigned at birth. A trans woman (such as myself) is

someone who has socially (and sometimes physically) transitioned from

male to female, and a trans man is someone who has similarly transitioned from female to male. While the medical establishment and the

mainstream media typically define “transsexual” in terms of the medical
procedures that an individual might undergo (for example, hormones and

surgeries), many trans people find such definitions to be objectifying (as
they place undue focus on body parts rather than the person as a whole)

and classist (as not all trans people can afford to physically transition).
For these reasons, trans activists favor definitions based on self-identity

or lived experience—i.e., whether one identifies and/or lives as a woman

or man. It should be noted that “transsexual” and “genderqueer” are not
mutually exclusive identities.

It is difficult to discuss trans people without also having language to

describe the majority of people who are not trans. For this purpose, trans

activists often use the word cisgender as a synonym for non-transgender,
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and cissexual as a synonym for non-transsexual.7 In general, I tend to

use the term cisgender when I am making a distinction between people
on the transgender spectrum and those who are not, and I use the term

cissexual if I am making a distinction between people who are transsexual and those who are not. And, in the same way that people often

use “trans” as an abbreviation for transsexual and/or transgender, the

term “cis” is routinely used as shorthand for cissexual and/or cisgender.
Because I personally began using cis terminology around 2006, some
of the earlier essays collected for this book use the more clunky phrase
“non-trans” instead of “cis.”

Finally, some people who pick up this book may be unfamiliar with

and therefore curious (or perhaps even dubious) about transgender people. If you happen to fall into this camp, then I suggest that you check

out my previous book, Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and

the Scapegoating of Femininity, as I address most of the common questions, stereotypes, and assumptions about trans people there.8 While I

will often talk about trans people, politics, and issues here, it is mostly to
highlight specific instances of exclusion and/or to draw parallels between
how different forms of sexism function.

PART ONE

on the outside
looking in

On the Outside Looking In
chapter two

August 2003.

W

hen we hear story after story set in a landscape that we have never

set foot in before, we can’t help but create our own mental picture

of that place. I realized only as my wife Dani and I turned off a dirt road
and up to the welcome center that I always imagined that Camp Trans
would resemble pictures I had seen of Woodstock, with tents strewn

everywhere and people buzzing about busily with a sense of purpose

and energy, with a sense that they were a part of history. But Camp
Trans looked nothing like that. It was set on a modest-sized clearing in

the middle of the woods. Cars were parked close to the entrance, tents

tucked away just out of sight behind the trees. There was a main congre-

gating area, where campers were slurping up the vegan miso soup that

was being served for lunch. Everyone was way more mellow than I had
imagined, perhaps because they had been baking in the ninety-degree
heat for close to a week now.
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Some of my straight friends thought it was hilarious when they

heard that Dani and I were going to spend a long weekend at Camp

Trans. They probably imagined something like summer camp meets
Priscilla Queen of the Desert, only set in the Michigan wilderness. They
seemed a bit disappointed when we told them that this was primarily a

political, rather than social, event. We were there to protest the Michigan
Womyn’s Music Festival’s “womyn-born-womyn-only” policy, which is a

fancy way of saying that transsexual women like myself are not welcome.1

My straight female friends were always the most offended on my behalf
upon hearing this. These were women who welcomed me with open arms

when I first started sharing women’s restrooms with them, who made a
point of inviting me along on their girls’ nights out, who made it clear,
even in those early days just after my transition, that they considered me

to be one of them. When they asked me why the lesbian organizers who
ran the festival were adamant about excluding trans women, I told them,
“There’s just a lot of really bad history there.”

It all started during the ’70s and ’80s, when a number of influential

lesbian feminists began to trash transsexuals in their writings and theo-

ries.2 They argued that we propagated sexist stereotypes and objectified
women by attempting to possess female bodies of our own. Eventually,

this all became unquestionable dogma, and transsexuals, even those who
identified as feminists and dykes, were conveniently banished from most
lesbian and women’s spaces. But things started to change by the mid-

’90s, as a growing number of dykes began coming out as trans and referring to themselves as men. This caused many to question their views and,

over the years, has led to a certain level of acceptance of trans men in the
lesbian community. These days, it is not uncommon to find dykes who

openly discuss lusting after trans guys. And many trans people who were
assigned female at birth will still call themselves dykes long after they

have asked their friends to refer to them with male names and pronouns.

So you may be asking where trans women fit in. Well, we don’t
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really. Granted, there are some queer women who respect our female

identities, many of whom now boycott Michigan because of the festival’s

trans woman–exclusion policy. And there are also quite a few lesbians
who still view the identities of trans folks on both the MTF and FTM

spectrums as somewhat dubious. But in between those two extremes

lies a growing consensus of dykes who see female-assigned trans folks

as their peers, as a part of the lesbian community, while viewing trans
women with suspicion, disdain, or apathy.

Now an objective observer might suggest that this preference for

trans men over trans women suspiciously resembles traditional sexism.
As with most forms of prejudice, there is no shortage of theories one

can use to rationalize their predilections. For instance, many lesbians
believe that male-identified trans folks are more trustworthy because
their ex-dyke status instills them with political enlightenment, whereas

I, a trans woman who has lived as woman and a dyke for several years
now, apparently can never truly understand what it means to be female

because testosterone and male socialization have dumbed down my
brain permanently.

These days, it is common to see the word “trans” used to welcome

trans men (but not trans women) on everything from lesbian events to

sex surveys and play parties. And even at Michigan, women are no longer
defined based on their legal sex, appearance, or self-identification, but on

whether or not they were born and raised as a girl. And while perform-

ers like Animal and Lynnee Breedlove, who identify as transgender and
answer to male pronouns, are invited to take the festival stage each year,

someone like myself who identifies one hundred percent as female isn’t
even allowed to stand in the audience.3 As if that wasn’t bad enough,
many now use Michigan’s tolerance of folks on the FTM spectrum to

argue that the festival’s policies are not transphobic. Well I’m sorry, but
any person who considers trans men to be women and trans women to be
men is not an ally of the transgender community!
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Shortly after arriving, Dani and I met Sadie, a trans woman who

is one of Camp Trans’s main organizers. She tells me that she is excited

to have another trans woman in attendance—I was the seventh one to

make it so far. Virtually all of the remaining hundred or so campers
were assigned female at birth: Some were dykes and bisexual women,
some trans men, and the rest were genderqueers, who identify outside

of the male/female gender binary. Apparently, the unbalanced demographics were a by-product of the more genderqueer-centric direction
Camp Trans had taken a few years earlier. Many trans women, who felt

they should be allowed into Michigan because they identified as female,
felt abandoned by the cause when so many of its members seemed hellbent on deconstructing their genders out of existence. I was told that
this year’s organizers were working hard to get Camp Trans back on
track and to encourage more trans women to come to the event.

After Dani and I finished setting up our tent, we headed down

to the main area and hung out by the campfire, starting up conversations with some of the other campers. Despite being so far from home, I

almost felt like I knew a lot of these people. Demographically speaking,

the mix was similar to the crowds who come out to the San Francisco
trans and queer performance events I’m involved in. The campers were
predominantly in their early twenties, white, and many either previously

or currently identified as dykes. They shared similar political sensibilities:

Many were anarchists and vegans, and many self-described as pansexuals
and practitioners of BDSM and open relationships.

I always feel incredibly uncomfortable when people refer to this

sort of crowd as “the trans community.” The truth is, this is but a small
segment of it. I’ve attended other trans gatherings where the crowd was
predominantly made up of MTF crossdressers and transsexual women,
plus their female partners. I’ve performed spoken word at events put on

by the Tenderloin AIDS Resource Center, where many of the trans people in the audience were poor or homeless. I’ve been to San Francisco’s
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Transgender Day of Remembrance, where trans people of all races and
ethnicities, all generations, and all economic classes come together to pay
respects to those in our community who have been murdered.

No, this right here is not the trans community; it is merely a

clique—a pro-sex, pro-trans faction of the dyke community borne out

of the backlash against ’80s-era Andrea Dworkinism.4 And sometimes

I feel like I’m a part of it and other times I feel like I’m on the out-

side looking in. I think about this as Dani passes me a small tin tray of
salmon that we cooked at the foot of the campfire this evening, a much-

anticipated meal as we were both unable to stomach the vegan beets and
cabbage the camp offered for dinner. And I am grateful that none of the

campers complain that our eating habits are triggering them. And as I
enjoy this rare occasion of taking part in a trans-majority space, it occurs

to me that I have never felt so old, so monogamous, so carnivorous, and
so bourgeoisie in my life.

The following day, Dani and I sign up for a work shift at the Camp Trans
welcome center. Part of the job involves briefly orienting incoming campers about the rules of the space, telling them where to park their cars,
where to pitch their tents, and other such things. The hard part of the

job is acting as an ambassador for Camp Trans if any festival folks come
visiting us from just down the street.

In the middle of our shift, a woman from the festival makes her way

over to our booth. She is carrying a pamphlet on trans woman–inclusion

that Camp Trans had passed out earlier in the week. She told us she agreed
with most of it, but that she was furious about one particular passage that
read, “When members of the dominant group believe that they have the
right to get rid of the minority group solely because of their own fear, such

as when white aircraft passengers request Middle-Eastern passengers to

be removed from a flight because the presence of Middle-Eastern people
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makes them feel uncomfortable or unsafe, it is called an undeserved sense
of entitlement and it needs to be challenged.”5

This festival woman (who happened to be white) proceeded to lecture

us about how inappropriate it was for us to make any analogies with race. It
didn’t seem to faze her when I mentioned that the author of the pamphlet,
Emi Koyama, is Asian. I find that the people who seem to get the most

upset by comparisons between Michigan’s anti–trans woman policy and

instances of race-based exclusion are white women defending the festival’s reputation. To me, it seems as though their primary motivation is not
actually sticking up for people of color, but rather to thwart any attempt
at comparing Michigan’s policy to other historical examples of exclusion.

Dani, who has been a queer activist since she first came out as a dyke

in the early ’90s, does her best to reason with the woman. Eventually the

woman calms down and brings up other issues that concern her. She asks

if Camp Trans is fighting to let trans men into the festival, a common
question since so many male-identified trans folks continue to attend the

festival. We tell her no—Camp Trans supports the idea of women-only
space, but believes it should be open to all self-identified women.

Next, the woman brings up her fear that trans women might bring

“male energy” onto the land at Michigan. This is a classic argument that
has been used time and time again to justify trans woman exclusion. So
I ask the woman if she senses any male energy in me. She looks confused
at first, but then I see the change in her eyes, a look I’ve seen hundreds

of times before, the look that signifies that she is starting to see me differently, noticing clues of the boy that I used to be, processing this new

realization that she is speaking with a trans person. She tells me that she
is surprised, that she has never met a transsexual woman before. I tell her
that every person I have ever met has met a transsexual woman, whether
they realize it or not.

I go on to explain how Michigan, being the largest annual women-

only event in the world, sets a dangerous precedent with its trans
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woman–exclusion policy, contributing to an environment in lesbian and

women-only spaces where discriminating against trans women is con-

sidered the norm. I tell her about how trans women are routinely turned
away from domestic violence shelters and rape crisis centers. I tell her
about my own experiences dealing with lesbian bigots who have insulted

me to my face once they discovered my trans status. And as I tell her this,
it becomes apparent to me that my spiel doesn’t really matter anymore.

She is nodding her head up and down, agreeing with me. She gets it now,
but it had nothing to do with my words or reasoning—it was my person

that convinced her. Her senses told her that I was a woman and a dyke,
not a “man in a dress” or some other stereotype. She now understands
that if I am a transsexual, then any woman she meets could also be trans.

And it’s hard to justify discrimination when you are unable to find any
distinguishing differences to begin with.

As the woman walks away smiling, Dani and I collapse in our chairs

and squeeze each other’s hands to celebrate the fact that we just changed

someone’s mind. But for me, the feeling is fleeting. I almost immediately
begin second-guessing myself, wondering whether I took the easy way

out, placating that woman’s fears rather than challenging them. A part

of me wishes that, instead of coming out to her, I had told her flat-out
how anti-feminist the whole “male energy” argument is. By suggesting
that trans women possess some mystical male energy as a result of being

born and raised male, they are essentially making the case that men have

abilities and aptitudes that women are not capable of.6 It baffles me how

anyone can argue this point without seeing how excruciatingly sexist it is.
Or maybe this just seems obvious to me because I am forced to deal

with this sort of thing day in and day out. When you’re a trans woman,

you are made to walk this very fine line, where if you act feminine you
are accused of being a parody, but if you act masculine, it is seen as a

sign of your true male identity. And if you act sweet and demure, you’re
accused of reinforcing patriarchal ideals of female passivity, but if you
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stand up for your own rights and make your voice heard, then you are
dismissed as wielding male privilege and entitlement. We trans women
are made to teeter upon this tightrope, not because we are transsexuals,

but because we are women. This is the same double bind that forces

teenage girls to negotiate their way between virgin and whore, that
forces female politicians and business women to be aggressive without

being seen as a bitch and to be feminine enough so as not to emasculate

their alpha-male colleagues, without being so girly as to undermine
their own authority.

I find it disappointing that so many feminists seem oblivious to

the ways in which anti–trans discrimination is rooted in traditional

sexism. This is why the media powers-that-be systematically sensation-

alize, sexualize, and ridicule trans women, while allowing trans men to
remain largely invisible. It is why the “tranny” sex and porn industries

catering to straight-identified men do not fetishize folks on the FTM
spectrum for their XX chromosomes or their socialization as girls. No,

they objectify trans women, because our bodies and our persons are

female. Many female-assigned genderqueers and FTM trans folks go
on and on about the gender binary system, as if trans people are only
ever discriminated against for breaking gender norms. That’s probably

how it seems when the gender transgression in question is an expression
of maleness or masculinity. But as someone on the MTF spectrum, I

am not dismissed for merely failing to live up to binary gender norms,
but also for expressing my own femaleness and femininity. And person-

ally, I don’t feel like I’m the victim of transphobia so much as I am the
victim of trans-misogyny.7

The following day, two women from the festival came over to the main
congregation area where a few of us were enjoying the shade. One carried

a notebook and referred to herself as a graduate student. She asked us
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if we would like to be interviewed for her thesis project on the Michigan trans-inclusion debate. These days, it seems like everybody and their

grandmother is getting advanced degrees in trans people. And while
I can’t help but feel insulted at the prospect of being somebody else’s
research subject, I usually agree to do these interviews in the off chance

that my words may counteract some of the misinformation, appropriation, and exploitation of trans identities and experiences that have been
propagated by academia.

The grad student introduces the other woman as her life partner.

She says they have been coming to Michigan for years, but this is their

first time visiting Camp Trans. The partner looks noticeably disturbed to

be in our presence. When you’re trans, you get used to not only the thesis
interviews, but also having other people feel inexplicably awkward and
uncomfortable around you.

The interview begins, and it is only a matter of time before the

graduate student’s line of questioning arrives at the “penis issue.” This
is a highly contentious matter, as many trans women (including myself)

either cannot afford to have sex reassignment surgery or choose not to

have it. The trans woman–exclusionists often take advantage of this situation, arguing that it would be a violation of women’s space to have

penises on the land and playing up how unsafe and uncomfortable some
women would feel if they accidentally caught a glimpse of one of our

dreaded, oppressive organs. Now granted, there are probably more dildos

and strap-ons at Michigan than you would ever want to shake a stick
at, many of them resembling anatomically correct penises. So I suppose

phalluses in and of themselves are not so bad, just so long as they are not
attached to a transsexual woman.

I answer the woman’s question by stating the obvious: that it’s ridic-

ulous to believe that once trans women are allowed inside the festival that
we would all go around flaunting our penises. I went on to talk about the
societal shame that many of us have been made to feel about our bodies
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not living up to the cultural ideal, an issue which most women at Michigan should be able to relate with.

This was apparently the last straw for the graduate student’s partner.

After about fifteen minutes of fidgeting in silence, she suddenly burst out

with questions of her own. While there were several of us being interviewed, she turned directly to me, and in a terse and condescending tone

of voice, said: “How dare you! You have no idea what many of these

women have been through. Don’t you understand that many of them are

abuse survivors who could be triggered by you? Can’t you see why some
women wouldn’t feel safe having you and your penis around?”

I remember being dumbfounded, like a deer caught in the head-

lights, at the venom in her voice as she lashed out at me. And all of my

well-thought-out trans-inclusive soundbites and anecdotes completely
dissipated from my brain when confronted by this woman’s anger for me.

I’m not quite sure how I responded at the time. What I do recall are all
of the things that I wish I had said to her after the moment had passed.

How I wished I could go back in time, look her directly in the eye, and

reply: Yes, I do know what those women have been through. I have had
men force themselves upon me. Like you, we trans women are physically
violated and abused for being women too. And there are no words in

your second-wave feminist lexicon to adequately describe the way that

we, young trans girls forced against our will into boyhood, have been
raped by male culture. Every trans woman is a survivor, and we have triggers too. And my trigger is pseudo-feminists who hide their prejudices
behind “womyn-born-womyn-only” euphemisms.

I wish I could have told her how hypocritical it is for any self-

described feminist to buy into the male myth that men’s power and domination arises from the penis. What’s between my legs is not a phallic

symbol, nor a tool of rape and oppression; it is merely my genitals. My
penis is a woman’s penis and she is made of flesh and blood, nothing
more. And we have a word to describe the act of reducing a woman to
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her body parts, to her genitals: It is called objectification. And frankly, I
am tired of being objectified by other lesbians!

Whenever I think about that woman’s assertion that my penis would
endanger safe women’s space, I can’t help but think of our daily trips
to the lake. Piling up four to five people per car, waves of Camp Trans

folks would take turns driving to a small, secluded beach to escape the

humid August heat with an innocent skinny-dip. And as a trans person

who has been on hormones but hasn’t had any surgery, this is normally
the sort of situation that I avoid like the plague. But here, it was okay

for me to be my almost-naked self. This was a place where trans men felt

comfortable enough to take off their T-shirts and unbind their breasts.

Many of the trans women, dykes, and genderqueers would go topless too.
And I remember how amazing it felt for the first time since my transition

to strip down to nothing but my underpants, bulge be damned, in front
of other people. And as we all soaked in the shallow water, laughing and

talking with one another, I can’t tell you how amazing it felt to have my
body be absolutely no big deal to other people.

I realized right there at the lake what a mistake many women from

Michigan make when they insist that trans women would threaten their
safe space, destroying a rare place where they feel comfortable revealing their own bodies. Because there is never any safety in the erasing of
difference, and no protection in the expectation that all women live up

to certain physical criteria. The only truly safe space is one that respects
each woman for her own individual uniqueness.

On our last night, there is a benefit show, and I am invited to perform
spoken word. The event takes place shortly after a small procession of

trans-inclusion supporters from Michigan march out of the festival gates
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and parade down the road to Camp Trans. Some of the campers had
issues with the fact that these folks were being called “supporters,” as
each of them had spent about three hundred dollars for tickets to the very
same festival we were protesting.

Some of these so-called supporters try to justify their attendance at

Michigan by asserting that they are trying to change the festival’s policy

from within. But to me, that seems like a seriously flawed notion. If you

look back at history, there has not been a single instance where people
have overcome a deeply entrenched prejudice without first being forced to

interact with the people they detest. Mere words cannot dispel bigoted stereotypes and fears, only personal experiences can.8 Those who talk about

changing the festival from the inside out often cite past instances where

the festival has changed its ways, how it has overcome internal resistance
to allowing BDSM, dildos, or drag kings on the land. But those policy
changes did not occur because of discussions or debates—they happened
because dykes were bringing those things into the festival with them, and

there was nothing anyone could do to stop it. And once women at the fes-

tival had to live next to leather-dykes and drag kings, they began to realize
that those women were not really so different from them.

The debate over trans woman–inclusion at Michigan has been going

on for almost fifteen years now. And at this late date, anyone who still
believes that they can change the festival from within is simply enabling
lesbian prejudice against trans women.9

When the festival supporters finally arrive at the camp, they get a

brief orientation at the welcome center. Some were apparently offended
to find out that certain areas of the camp had been designated as

“wristband-free” zones, a reference to the plastic bracelets they wore which
allowed them to go in and out of the festival. They assumed that we were

trying to teach them a lesson about exclusion, but that wasn’t actually the
case. The rule was put into place because the previous year there had been

several incidents in which trans women were verbally attacked by festival
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visitors. The wristband-free zones were meant to offer trans women a safe
space, just in case something similar happened again this year.

Eventually, the benefit show begins and there are a variety of acts:

singers and spoken word artists, drag kings and queens, skits and puppets, even cheerleaders. My favorite performer of the night is Carolyn

Connelly, a trans woman spoken word artist I hadn’t met yet. In a thick
Brooklyn accent, she belts out: “Fuck the lesbians who think I’m straight,

I can’t be femme/I’m not a girl/Fuck the gay men who out me at Pride
every fucking year/Call me fabulous/Tell me to work it/And they’re
really girls too/Fuck the transsexual women who think I’m too butch/
Cause of my short spiked hair/Cause I drink beer or I’m a dyke . . . Fuck
the genderqueer bois and grrrls/Who think they speak for me/Or dis
me cause I support the gender binary . . . Fuck Post Modernism/Fuck

Gender Studies/Fuck Judith Butler/Fuck theory that isn’t by and for and
speaks to real people . . .”10

When it is my turn to go on, I perform a poem called “Cocky,”

which I wrote to connect the dots between the uneasiness other people
feel about me, the violent hate crimes that are committed against trans

people, and the shame that I have been made to feel about my own body.
“If I seem a bit cocky/that’s because I refuse to make apologies for my
body anymore/I refuse to be the human sacrifice offered up to appease

other people’s gender issues/Some women have a penis/Some men don’t/
And the rest of the world is just going to have to get the fuck over it!”11

And as I recite these lines, four days worth of tension pours out of

me. I perform my poem defiantly, my words fueled by a frustration that

has finally boiled over after years of simmering on the backburner. I orig-

inally thought I could come to Michigan to intellectually fight for trans
woman–inclusion. But coming to this place and having my body become
the actual battleground upon which the trans revolution is being fought
upon, well let’s just say that it sobered me up a bit. And while other folks

in my community may be content to simply celebrate their fabulous trans
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selves or take pride in living outside the gender binary, I am no longer

satisfied with simply being allowed to exist as some third-sexed male-

to-female trans-gender novelty. I maybe a transsexual, but I am also a
woman. And my dyke community needs to realize that the anger that
they feel when straight people try to dismiss the legitimacy of their samesex relationships is what I feel when they try to dismiss my femaleness.

And later, after the show, I was told that several festival women

left in the middle of the benefit because they were disturbed by the

angry content of some of the acts. Well fuck them and their supporting-

both-Michigan-and-Camp-Trans wussy fence-sitting politics! I am tired
of lesbians and gay men who try to meet me halfway with fuzzy, pseudo
trans–inclusive sentiments. Trans people are not merely a subplot within
the dyke community, nor fascinating case studies for gender studies

graduate theses. No, we trans people have our own issues, perspectives,

and experiences. And non-trans queer people everywhere need to realize

that they cannot call themselves “pro-trans” unless they fully respect our

identities, and unless they are willing to call other queers out on their
anti-trans bigotry.

And after releasing all of this pent-up tension and frustration, I

had one of those rare moments of clarity. It happened just after my performance, when one of my new friends, Lauren, came over to give me a
hug. She said, “Your piece made me proud to be a trans woman.” And
her words were so moving because I had never heard them spoken before.

“Proud to be a trans woman.” And as I looked around the camp at all of

the female-assigned queer women and folks on the FTM spectrum, I
realized that in some ways I am very different from them—not because of

my biology or socialization, but because of the direction of my transition
and the perspective it has given me.

I am a transsexual in a dyke community where most women have

not had to fight for their right to be recognized as female—it is merely
something they’ve taken for granted. And I am a woman in a segment
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of the trans community dominated by folks on the FTM spectrum

who have never experienced the special social stigma that is reserved
for feminine transgender expression and for those who transition to
female. My experiences as a trans woman have given me a valid and

unique understanding of what it means to be both female and feminine—a perspective that many women here at Michigan seem unable
or unwilling to comprehend.

At Camp Trans, I learned to be proud that I am a trans woman.

And when I describe myself with the word “trans,” it does not necessarily signify that I transgress the gender binary, but that I straddle two

identities—transsexual and woman—that others insist are in opposition

to each other. And I will continue to work for trans woman–inclusion
at Michigan, because this is my dyke community too. And I know that

it will not be easy, and plenty of people will try to make me feel like an
alien in my own community. But I will take on their prejudices with my
own unique perspective because sometimes you see things more clearly
when you’ve been made to feel like you are on the outside looking in.

On Being a Woman
chapter three

A

friend of mine was asked to write about being a femme for a queer
women’s event. She wasn’t quite sure where to begin. “It’s hard to

write about being a girl,” she said, and I knew exactly what she meant.

For some time, I’ve been trying to write my own poem about what

it means to be a woman. But every time I pick up my pen, I’m afraid that

I’ll paint myself into a corner, betrayed by words forged from soft vowel
sounds and weak, diminutive connotations. Words so delicate that they

crumple under any further introspection. I’m afraid that I may lose a part

of myself as I navigate my way through the landmines of other people’s
definitions and dogmas.

Pop culture tells us that a real woman knows how to use her body to

get what she wants, wielding the power of attraction, seducing with her
animal magnetism. But I ask, how much power is there in being a carrot
on a stick that is dangled in front of someone? And I can’t help but notice

that when men try to flatter us, they often use words like “enchant-

ing” and “mysterious.” But to me, those words seem like a subconscious
attempt by them to place some distance between us.
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So it bothers me when I hear women buy into a similar mysticism,

as they try to empower us by proclaiming that we are magical, that we
are mother earth with the ability to give birth, bearing life cycles that

follow the moon like the tides of the ocean. But don’t they see the danger
in buying into the idea that we are supernatural beings? For if we call

ourselves “goddesses,” then there is no need for anyone to treat us like
human beings.

I believe that this is where second-wave feminism came to a grind-

ing halt: When we got caught up in the myth that women are special

because of our biology.1 Because when we take pride in how fundamen-

tally different we are from men, we unknowingly engage in a dangerous

game of opposites. For if men are big, then women must be small. And if
men are strong, then women must be soft. And it becomes impossible to

write a loud and proud poem about what it means to be a woman without
either ridiculing men or else pulling the rug out from under ourselves.

And being a woman is contradiction enough without being both a

transsexual and a dyke like myself. I often feel like the monkey in the middle: On one side of me are older lesbians who insist that I am still a man, as
if being born male was some awful disease that has infected my blood and

my bones permanently. On the other side of me are younger dykes who are
infatuated with trans men and tranny bois, yet secretly confess to friends

that they are disturbed by trans women because we act so “effeminate.”2 I
wonder how they can be so oblivious to their own arrogance, for anyone

who admires trans men but dismisses trans women is simply practicing
another form of sexism.

I used to think it was a contradiction that some dykes abhorred me

for my masculinity while others hated me for my femininity, until I realized that being a woman means that everyone has a stake in seeing what
they want to see in me.

My friend said, “It’s hard to write about being a girl.” I believe that’s

because the word “girl” doesn’t really have a meaning of its own, as it is
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always defined in opposition to “boy.” So when being butch is to make

yourself rock solid, then being femme becomes allowing yourself to be
malleable. And if being a man means taking control of your own situation,
then being a woman becomes living up to other people’s expectations.

Well, I refuse to believe in this myth of opposites. If we want to shatter

the glass ceiling, we must first learn to move beyond biology and give ourselves permission to become anything we want to be. I say to set any standard
that all women must meet is to commit an act of misogyny.

I refuse to believe in the myth that all women share a common bond.

The truth is we are all very different from one another. We each live with

a different set of privileges and life experiences. And once we acknowledge

this fact, it will become obvious that when we try to place all women into
the same box, we unintentionally suffocate ourselves.

Instead of pretending that all women share the same experience,

that we are one and the same, let’s make the word “woman” a perpetual
agent of change. Instead of repeating history by chaining ourselves to one

specific definition or concept, let’s make the word “woman” a celebration
of each of our uniqueness.

Margins
chapter four

November 2006.

T

he nurse is pulling the stitches out of my face. I can tell that something is wrong because she doesn’t offer any of the typical “it’s-

healing-nicely” affirmations that one usually expects. The doctor enters
and tells me that the tumor exceeded three of the four margins of the

diamond-shaped sliver of skin that he removed from my cheek one week
ago. He explains that most basal cell carcinomas grow in one big lump,
like a basketball, making them easy to remove in one fell swoop. But my

tumor was a rarer, more aggressive type that grows unpredictably under
the skin like an amoeba, sending out projections like tentacles.

He tells me that he won’t know how far it has spread until the next

surgery. Hopefully they won’t have to remove too much more tissue. But

he can’t rule out the possibility that I might lose so much of my cheek that

the plastic surgeon they will assign to me will have to resort to skin grafts.
Nobody wants skin cancer. And the very thought of skin grafts ter-

rifies me. But in the three weeks prior to my scheduled surgery, what
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bothered me the most about the worst-case scenario was not just what I
might look like afterward, but rather how it played into my trans issues.

Most people view transsexuals as constitutively artificial, as mere

products of plastic surgeries and medical technologies. When I come

out to people as trans, they often compulsively scan my body for any
physical signs that my femaleness is fake. As a trans activist, I intellectually know that all of these attitudes are transphobic and complete
bullshit. But I’d be lying if I said that I haven’t internalized many of
these very sentiments.

What frightened me most about the possibility of skin grafts was

not my potential appearance, but rather the symbolism—my obviously
stitched-together face being interpreted by others as a metaphor for the

fakeness of my entire body, my gender. Whenever I shared this thought
with cissexual friends, they always responded the same way, telling me

that it was nonsense, that cancer-related skin grafts have nothing to do
with transsexuality. And while that may be true in a logical sort of way, it

seemed to me to be particularly convenient for them to say. Unlike them,
I don’t have the privilege of having my body viewed as inherently natural

and congruent. My body is always betraying me, whether it was the male

body that used to feel completely alien to me, or my current female state,
which others view as inherently unnatural and illegitimate.

Eventually, I have surgery. The doctor ends up removing three square

centimeters of my cheek—a big hole to be sure, but there is enough tissue
left for the plastic surgeon to stitch me back up without requiring skin

grafts. Afterwards, I am grateful, but I really feel the need to talk about
my experience. I find out that the Women’s Cancer Resource Center in

Oakland has support groups, and at first I am excited. But then it hits
me that I can’t talk about my experience with skin cancer without also
talking about transsexuality and the way that I’ve internalized other people’s assumptions about my supposed artificiality. I realized not only that

cissexual cancer survivors would not be able to relate to my experience,
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but also that because it was a support group for women, there was a distinct possibility that my presence might make others uncomfortable, that

I may even have to face accusations of being an imposter or infiltrator.
So instead of attending the meetings, I did what I always seem to do: I

bottled up all of my anger, frustration, fears, anxiety, and sadness, and
promised myself that I would write about it later.1

Trans Feminism:
There’s No Conundrum About It
chapter fIVE

I

n March of 2012, Ms. Magazine’s blog ran a month-long “Future
of Feminism” series, which was billed as “celebrating organizations

and ideas that represent the future of feminism.” The author of the
series covered a variety of topics, and portrayed them all—even those

that have generated significant debate within feminism—in a generally

positive light. The glaring exception to this was her article on trans
feminism (ominously entitled “Transfeminism and Its Conundrums”),
which framed the movement as a “controversy” that is fundamentally

incompatible with certain basic tenets of feminism.1 As far as I can

tell, this was the only “Future of Feminism” article in which she gave
equal space to arguments against the featured feminist submovement. I

strongly disagreed with the article, as did a number of commenters, and

Ms. blog graciously gave me the opportunity to post a rebuttal. Here’s
what I wrote2:
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Trans feminism—that is, transgender perspectives on feminism, or
feminist perspectives on transgender issues—is one of many so-called

“third-wave” feminisms.3 Its origins are closely linked with other feminist submovements—specifically, sex-positive feminism, postmodern/

poststructuralist feminism, queer theory, and intersectionality. These

strands of feminism represent a move away from viewing sexism as
an overly simplistic, unilateral form of oppression, where men are the
oppressors and women are the oppressed, end of story.

Instead, these feminisms recognize that there are numerous forms

of sexism—that is, numerous double standards based on a person’s sex,
gender, or sexuality. In addition to traditional sexism (where men are

viewed as more legitimate than women), there is heterosexism (where

heterosexuals are viewed as more legitimate than homosexuals), mono-

sexism (where people who are exclusively attracted to members of a single
gender or sex are viewed as more legitimate than bisexuals/pansexuals),

masculine-centrism (where masculine gender expression is viewed as
more legitimate than feminine gender expression), and so on.

There are also other forms of marginalization prevalent in our soci-

ety, such as racism, classism, and ableism. As feminists of color have
articulated, these do not act independently of one another, but rather
intersect with and compound one another. A woman of color doesn’t face

racism and sexism separately; the sexism she faces is often racialized, and
the racism she faces is often sexualized.4 This concept of intersectionality

is now very well accepted among many contemporary feminists (albeit
not by those who continue to adhere to a unilateral men-oppress-womenend-of-story approach to feminism).

Trans feminism is rooted in this idea that there are multiple forms

of sexism that often intersect with each other, and with other forms
of oppression.

Although some feminists have historically framed sexism in terms

of patriarchy, early trans feminists forwarded the gender binary—being
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nonconsensually assigned a female or male sex at birth—as a way to
describe the myriad forms of sexism in our society. Those assigned a male

sex are expected to grow up to identify as a man, to be masculine in gender expression, and to be exclusively attracted to women; those assigned a

female sex are expected to grow up to identify as a woman, be feminine in
gender expression, and be exclusively attracted to men. Anyone who fails

to conform to the gender binary—whether an intersex child, a tomboyish

girl, a gay man, a transgender person, etc.—is marginalized by society,
albeit in different ways. The gender binary concept was an attempt to

create a synthesis between feminist, queer, and transgender activism, and
it has become quite popular among many feminists and LGBTQIA+
activists since its inception.

Trans feminists have also focused on how trans people are impacted

by institutionalized cissexism—forms of sexism that construe trans peo-

ple’s gender identities and expressions as less legitimate than those of
cis people (those who are not trans). Cissexism—or as some describe it,

transphobia—can be seen in how individuals, organizations, and governments often refuse to respect trans people’s lived experiences in our

identified genders/sexes; in the discrimination we may face in employment or medical settings; and in how trans people are often targeted for
harassment and violence.

While some examples of cissexism are quite trans-specific, others

have strong parallels with what women face in a male-centric society. For
instance, trans people and women are routinely objectified and deemed

incompetent to make informed decisions about our own bodies, and our
perspectives and lived experiences are often not taken seriously by cis
people and men, respectively.

Of course, cissexism does not occur in a bubble. It occurs in a

world where other forms of sexism and oppression exist. For instance,

trans feminists such as myself have articulated the concept of transmisogyny—that is, the way cissexism and misogyny intersect in the lives of
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trans women and others on the trans female/feminine spectrum.5 Trans-

misogyny explains why the lion’s share of societal consternation, demon-

ization, and sexualization of transgender people is concentrated on trans
female/feminine individuals. Cissexism also intersects with other forms
of marginalization—for instance, victims of transphobic violence are
overwhelmingly trans people who are poor, who are of color, and/or who
are on the trans female/feminine spectrum.6

So basically, that’s it: Trans feminism is not a conundrum. Rather,

it is simply one of numerous third-wave feminisms that take an intersectional approach to challenging sexism and oppression. The only thing
different about trans feminism is that it extends this feminist analysis to
transgender issues, which have been largely overlooked or misinterpreted
by feminists in the past.

The article “Transfeminism and Its Conundrums” gave credence to

those feminists who refuse to acknowledge cissexism or intersectionality,

and who instead frame trans issues solely in terms of male privilege. In
the past, such feminists have dismissed trans feminism, depicting trans

men as being “female” traitors who transition to attain male privilege,

and trans women as being entitled “men” who transition in order to infiltrate women’s spaces. While this rhetoric has mellowed somewhat over
the years, some feminists still argue that trans women have no right to

participate in feminism because we were not socialized female, or because
we may have benefited from male privilege in the past.

Of course, male privilege is a real phenomenon. In my book Whip-

ping Girl, I discuss my own experience with male privilege—and losing
it post-transition—at great length.7 However, trans people’s experiences

of male privilege vary greatly depending upon the direction of one’s
gender transgression or transition, the age one transitions (during early

childhood, as a teenager, or at various points in adulthood), one’s sexual orientation, whether one “passes” as cisgender, one’s race, and so on.

For instance, many trans men of color say that whatever male privilege
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they have gained since transitioning has been very much offset by the
increased visibility and the societal stereotypes of black men as predators

that are constantly being projected onto them by others.8 It’s impossible

to talk accurately about male privilege—or any aspect of sexism—without framing it in terms of intersectionality.

The myth that there is some kind of universal women’s experience

was debunked by women of color, among others, long ago.9 All of us have

different life histories; sexism impacts each of our lives somewhat differently, and each of us is privileged in some ways but not others. Some

feminists may obstinately insist that cis women have it far worse than
trans women, or that traditional sexism is far worse than cissexism, or
heterosexism, but the point of feminism is not to engage in this kind of

“oppression Olympics.”10 Rather, the point is to challenge societal sex-

ism and other forms of marginalization. This is what trans feminists are
focused on doing.

When trans feminism is reduced to a debate about whether trans

women “count” as women or as feminists, it’s a disservice not only to us,
but to feminism as a whole.

Reclaiming Femininit y
chapter SIX

O

ver the last few years, my femme identity has very much informed

the way that I relate to myself as a trans woman, as a queer woman,

and as a feminist more generally. If you were to ask a hundred differ-

ent femmes to define the word “femme,” you would probably get a hundred different answers. Having said this, most femmes would no doubt
agree that an important, if not central, aspect of femme identity involves

reclaiming feminine gender expression, or “femininity.” It is common-

place for people in both the straight mainstream as well as within our
queer and feminist circles to presume that feminine gender expression is

more frivolous, artificial, impractical, and manipulative than masculine
gender expression, and that those of us who dress or act femininely are

likely to be more tame, fragile, dependent, and immature than our masculine or “gender neutral” counterparts.1 By reclaiming femininity, those

of us who are femme are engaged in a constant process of challenging
these negative assumptions that are routinely projected onto feminine
gender expression.
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While reclaiming femininity is an important part of our femme

identities, the specific ways in which we engage in reclaiming,

re-appropriating, and re-conceptualizing femininity differs from person

to person based on our varied experiences, struggles, and histories. I have

found that my life history as a transsexual woman has led to me having
a somewhat different view of femininity and femme identity than that

commonly held by the majority of cissexual femme women. In this chapter, I will explore some of these differences. My hope is that, rather than

drawing a sharp distinction between trans femmes and cis femmes, what
I have to say will make clear the many similarities that we share. And

rather than dis-identifying with my trans experience, it is my hope that

cis femmes (and other readers) will draw parallels between my struggles
and experiences and their own.

Many of my thoughts regarding the similarities and differences

between cis and trans femmes grew out of my experience at the Femme
2006 conference, which took place in San Francisco in August of that

year. At the time, I was about three-quarters finished writing the book

that would eventually become Whipping Girl. My main purpose in writ-

ing the book was to debunk many of the myths and misconceptions that
people have—both in the mainstream and within feminist and queer
communities—about trans women and femininity. Focusing simultaneously on both femininity and trans women was no accident. I had spent

five years doing trans activism up to that point—conducting transgender 101 workshops, writing essays critiquing media depictions of trans

people, and working to challenge trans woman exclusion from lesbian
and women’s spaces. And the one thing that came up over and over again

was the way in which trans women and others on the trans female/feminine spectrum receive the bulk of society’s fascination and demonization
with regard to transgenderism. In contrast, people on the trans male/
masculine spectrum have remained relatively invisible. This disparity in

attention suggests that those of us on the trans female/feminine spectrum
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are culturally marked, not for failing to conform to gender norms per se,
but because of the specific direction of our gender transgression—that

is, because of our feminine gender expression and/or our female gender
identities. And while it has become common for people to use the word

“transphobia” as a catchall phrase to describe anti-trans sentiment, it is

more accurate to view the discrimination and stigma faced by trans people on the trans female/feminine spectrum in terms of trans-misogyny.

I have found that many people who have not had a trans female

or trans feminine experience often have trouble wrapping their brains

around the concept of trans-misogyny, so I will offer the following two
anecdotes to help illustrate what I mean by the term. Once, about two
years ago, I was walking down the street in San Francisco, and a trans
woman happened to be walking just ahead of me. She was dressed

femininely, but not any more feminine than a typical cis woman. Two

people, a man and a woman, were sitting on a doorstep, and as the
trans woman walked by, the man turned to the woman he was sitting

next to and said, “Look at all the shit he’s wearing,” and the woman
he was with nodded in agreement. Now presumably the word “shit”
was a reference to femininity—specifically, the feminine clothing and
cosmetics the trans woman wore. I found this particular comment to be

quite telling. After all, while cis women often receive harassing comments from strange men on the street, it is rather rare for those men to

address those remarks to a female acquaintance and for her to appar-

ently approve of his remarks. Furthermore, if this same man were to
have harassed a cis woman, it is unlikely that he would do so by refer-

ring to her feminine clothing and makeup as “shit.” Similarly, someone
who is on the trans masculine spectrum could potentially be harassed,

but it is unlikely that his masculine clothing would be referred to as
“shit.” Thus, trans-misogyny is both informed by, yet distinct from,
transphobia and misogyny, in that it specifically targets transgender
expressions of femaleness and femininity.
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The second example of trans-misogyny that I’d like to share occurred

at an Association for Women in Psychology conference I attended in

2007 (for those unfamiliar with that organization, it is essentially a
feminist psychology conference). One psychologist gave a presentation
on the ways in which feminism has informed her approach to therapy.
During the course of her talk, she discussed two transgender clients of

hers, one on the trans male/masculine spectrum, the other on the trans

female/feminine spectrum. Their stories were very similar in that both

had begun the process of physically transitioning but were having second thoughts about it. First, the therapist discussed the trans masculine spectrum person, whose gender presentation she described simply as

being “very butch.” She discussed this individual’s transgender expressions and issues in a respectful and serious manner, and the audience

listened attentively. However, when she turned her attention to the trans
feminine client, she went into a very graphic and animated description of

the trans person’s appearance, detailing how the trans woman’s hair was

styled, the type of outfit and shoes she was wearing, the way her makeup
was done, and so on. This description elicited a significant amount of
giggling from the audience, which I found to be particularly disturbing

given the fact that this was an explicitly feminist conference. Clearly, if a
male psychologist gave a talk at this meeting in which he went into such
explicit detail regarding what one of his cis female clients was wearing,

most of these same audience members, as well as the presenter, would

surely (and rightfully) be appalled and would view such remarks to be
blatantly objectifying. In fact, in both of these incidents I have described,

comments that would typically be considered extraordinarily misogynistic if they were directed at cis women are not considered beyond the pale
when directed at trans women.

As both of these anecdotes demonstrate, expressions of trans-

misogyny do not merely focus on trans women’s female gender identities,

but more often than not, they specifically target her feminine gender
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expression. Trans-misogyny is driven by the fact that in our culture,

feminine appearances are more blatantly and routinely judged by society

than masculine ones. It is also driven by the fact that connotations such
as “artificial,” “contrived,” and “frivolous” are practically built into our

cultural understanding of femininity—these same connotations allow
masculinity to invariably come off as “natural,” “sincere,” and “practical”
in comparison.

For example, when a woman wishes to charm or impress someone,

she is often described as using her “feminine wiles.” But when a man
tries to charm or impress someone, nobody ever accuses him of using

his “masculine wiles.” Instead, he is simply seen as being himself. The
word “wiles” is defined as “a trick, artifice, or stratagem meant to fool,

trap, or entice; a device.” This is the how people typically view feminine
gender expression: as manipulative, insincere, and artificial.

There is a common, yet false, assumption that those feminists and

queer women who favor trans woman exclusion are primarily concerned
with the fact that trans women were born male, that we have experi-

enced male privilege, that we have had or may still have penises, or that
we may still have residual “male energy” (whatever the fuck that is). I
would argue that the growing acceptance, and even celebration, of trans

male and trans masculine folks within queer women’s communities
over the last decade demonstrates that this supposed fear of maleness
and masculinity is largely a red herring. Rather, in my many encoun-

ters with cis feminists who are hesitant or resistant about including
trans women’s voices and issues within the feminist movement, almost
invariably, the first thing they mention is what they consider to be our

“over the top” or “exaggerated” feminine gender expression: the way

we supposedly dress hyperfemininely and wear way too much makeup,
that we turn ourselves into “caricatures” of “real” women. Janice Ray-

mond chided trans women for the fact that we supposedly, “conform
more to the feminine role than even the most feminine of natural-born
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women,” and Robin Morgan claimed that by doing so we “parody
female oppression and suffering.” 2

Anyone who knows multiple actual trans women knows that this

monolithic image of trans women as “hyperfeminine” is nothing more
than a ruse, one that typically grows out of an uncritical acceptance of

media depictions of trans women, or out of stereotyping based on one or
two actual trans women the person may have seen or met (and who were

obvious as trans precisely because of their especially high femme presentation). Actual trans women differ greatly in our personal styles and gender

expressions. Some are rather conventional in their femininity, while others

are understated, and still others strive to be fabulously feminine. Some
identify as femme dykes or femme tomboys. Other trans women are very

androgynous in their manner of dress and gender expression, and still others dress and identify as butch. So what purpose does this monolithic image

of trans women as hyperfeminine serve? Well, in a world where femininity
is regularly disparaged as being manipulative and insincere, such images

reinforce the popular cissexist assumption that our female gender identities
are “fake” or “contrived,” and therefore not to be taken seriously. Indeed, in

the eyes of society, trans women are seen as doubly artificial, both because
we are trans and because we are perceived as feminine.

As I became more and more aware of the ways in which anti-

feminine sentiment is used to undermine and delegitimize trans women,
I began to realize the ways in which I had unconsciously (and sometimes

consciously) distanced myself from femininity in order to gain acceptance
in the queer community. When I first began attending and performing

spoken word at queer and feminist events back in 2002 and 2003, I definitely played down my femme side and played up my tomboy side. And
you know what? It worked. I became relatively accepted in those circles.

I honestly don’t think that I would have been accepted so readily within

San Francisco’s queer and feminist communities if I attended those first
events dressed in an especially feminine manner.
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This, of course, is not just a trans woman issue; it is a femme issue.

It’s not just the heterosexist mainstream that promotes the idea that

masculinity is strong and natural while femininity remains weak and

artificial. In today’s gay male communities, masculinity is praised while
femininity remains suspect. In today’s queer women’s communities,
masculinity is praised while femininity remains suspect. If one wants to

be taken seriously in these communities, then they will inevitably feel a

certain pressure to conform to the community’s masculine-centric ideals. I can’t tell you how many of my cis queer female friends have shared

with me stories similar to my own, of how they really tried to butch it
up when they first came out as lesbians or as dykes, because they really
wanted to be accepted and to be taken seriously.

For me, as a trans woman, my attempt to distance myself from my

own feminine expression was particularly poignant. After all, I had spent
most of my life coming to terms with my feminine inclinations. As a kid,
I repressed my feminine tendencies for fear of being called out as a sissy

or fairy. As a young adult, I began to reclaim them, to feel empowered by
them, and I lived openly as an unabashedly feminine boy for several years

before I decided to transition. So it’s sadly ironic that after my transition,
I felt the need to play down femininity once again in order to be taken
seriously as a queer woman and a feminist.

It was through conversations with my femme-identified friends—

some who were trans, but many of whom were cis—and their sharing

with me their own struggles with being feminine in a queer culture that is

so masculine-centric, that I began to embrace my femme identity around
2005. So when the Femme Conference came to San Francisco in 2006,

and when I was invited to do spoken word at one of the performance
events, I was ecstatic. For me, it represented a sort of a publiclycoming-out-as-femme moment. It was also important for me because

I was convinced that trans women and femmes were natural allies.

I believed this not only because of the overlap between these two
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communities (for example, individuals such as myself who identify as

both trans women and femmes), but because both groups share a history
of being considered suspect in lesbian communities because of our feminine gender expression. My belief that trans women and femmes were

natural allies also stemmed from my own experience in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area, where I generally found that the cis queer women who

were most willing to stand up for their trans sisters, and to call their peers
out on trans-misogyny, were almost always femmes.

However, when I attended the conference, I found that my belief

that trans women and femmes were natural allies was not shared by all of
the attendees, not by a long shot. So for me, the conference was a bit of
an emotional roller coaster ride. I want to share some of these moments,

both the good and the bad. My purpose for doing so is not to call anyone
out or to make people feel defensive. Neither is this a critique of the conference itself, because I feel the organizers sincerely intended the space to

be inclusive and welcoming of trans feminine voices. Rather, I am sharing these moments with you in the hope that it might offer some insight
into where trans women such as myself are coming from.

First, there was the love and appreciation I felt among the artists

with whom I shared the stage at the performance—especially my friends

Meliza and Celestina, with whom I performed. Their love gave me the
strength to do something that I had never done before: to perform for a

predominantly queer women’s audience while wearing make-up, heels,
and a dress. And a rather slinky dress at that. I’m sure this may not sound

like such a big deal to many femmes, but anyone who has been on the
receiving end of as many trans-women-are-caricatures-of-real-women
comments as I have would surely understand.

After we performed our piece, I was on cloud nine, excited by how

well it went and how well it was received. But I was brought back down
to earth by a well-meaning audience member who stopped me to tell
me that she enjoyed the piece. And before I could thank her, she added,
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“And you look so real. I never would have guessed.” On the outside I
smiled, but on the inside all I wanted to do was cry.

Then, there were the events that occurred during a “Femininities,

Feminism, and Femmes” panel that followed a film screening of the
movie FtF: Female to Femme (and a number of other short films).3 Many

of the conference attendees seemed to love FtF, and I myself enjoyed

much of the film—it included some excellent interviews, and I especially

appreciated the fact that it depicted “femme” without automatically pair-

ing it with “butch.” But personally, I found it difficult to get around a
recurring scene in the film (that was apparently meant to provide comic

relief) that depicted a femme support group that was obviously meant
to be parody of trans support groups. Having attended trans support

groups myself, and having seen grown adults emotionally break down
because for the first time in their life they were sharing their crossgender

feelings with other people, or because they had lost their jobs or family after deciding to transition, I found those scenes to be disturbing.

To draw what I feel is an apt analogy, as someone who has survived an
attempted date rape, I would be offended if someone were to do a parody
of a rape survivor’s support group. Similarly, as someone who for much of

my life would have rather been dead than have anyone else know about

my transgender feelings, I found the parody of trans support groups to
be offensive (despite the fact that it was probably not the filmmakers’
intention to offend trans people).

Thankfully, the panel that followed the film was designed to pres-

ent different perspectives within the femme community, and it included

a trans woman, artist and activist Shawna Virago. Shawna brought up
her similar feelings about the film, and how she felt that it invisibilized
the cis privilege most of the conference attendees enjoy. I was grateful

that that perspective (which I shared) was voiced. It made me feel like my
own voice was included in the conversation.

But then, the first question immediately following the panelists’
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opening statements came from a cis woman who suggested that Shawna

“didn’t get” the film, that it was “just a spoof.” She then added that she

felt that Shawna’s comments were “divisive.” The word “divisive” is a red
flag for me. I can’t begin to tell you how many times I have heard trans

women, or allies of trans women, called “divisive” when we call out people on their transphobia or trans-misogyny. In contrast, I have never once
heard anyone use the word “divisive” to describe cis queer women who
make trans-misogynistic comments, or who organize or attend queer

women’s spaces that exclude trans women. The fact that acts that marginalize trans women are not typically described as being “divisive” implies

that there is a presumed and unspoken “one-ness” that exists in queer
women’s communities that implicitly precludes trans women.

The most difficult moment for me at Femme 2006 occurred

during a keynote talk that I attended in which the speaker made three
separate disparaging remarks about trans women. The first comment
came out of the blue (as she was not discussing trans people or trans
issues) when she referred to herself as a “bio-dyke” and defined that

as someone who is born female and who is attracted to other women
who are born female. (By the way, I am a biologist by trade. And I

can assure you that I am 100% biological!) Anyway, I tried my best to
ignore that remark. But then, a little later on in her talk, she made two

more comments. The first was a rather confusing comment that seemed
to legitimize queer women’s fears of “accidentally” becoming attracted

to a trans dyke—a sort of lesbian version of The Crying Game syndrome,

I suppose. Shortly thereafter, she dusted off the thirty-year-old stereotype of the trans woman who “takes up too much space” at a lesbian

meeting. This last comment was particularly infuriating for me given
the fact that (like virtually all queer women’s events these days) there

was a significant turn out of trans male/masculine spectrum folks (even
despite the fact that it was a femme-themed conference) yet there were
hardly any trans women in attendance. So for the speaker to suggest
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that trans women “take up too much space” in a community where we

have almost no voice and are often explicitly unwelcomed is both illogical and offensive.

My immediate impulse after hearing that comment—being the

rabel rouser that I am—was to begin to craft a biting response for the

question-and-answer session that was to follow. But then I realized how
pointless that would be, as I would be playing right into her stereotype of

me as “taking up too much space.” She had placed me in a double bind.

So, upset and without any other obvious recourse, I walked out of the
session. I wasn’t trying to make a statement or anything. I honestly just
wanted to get as far away as possible. I wanted to go home.

During that long walk (as it was a large conference room), a couple

things were going through my mind. First, I felt very alone. There was no
evidence that the audience at large was bothered at all by these comments

(although, after the fact, I found out that there were others who were also
disturbed). Second, the phrase “trans woman exclusion”—which I had

used countless times in my activism to change the policy at the Michigan
Womyn’s Music Festival and other women’s events and spaces—suddenly

popped into my head. For all of my work rallying against “exclusion,”
here I was leaving a queer women’s event that I was explicitly invited to.
In a sense, I was excluding myself, not because of any policy, but because

I found the atmosphere and rhetoric in that room to be intolerable. I was
leaving because I was made to feel like I didn’t belong.

This latter form of trans woman exclusion, driven not by any formal

policy, but by a more general sense of disregard or disrespect for trans
women, typifies many queer women’s events and spaces. Often, when

trans women ask me when I’m performing next and I tell them that it
is at a queer women’s event, they will tell me that they’d rather not go
because they do not feel comfortable or safe in those spaces, because they

have been harassed or belittled at similar events before. In most cases,
these women are sexually oriented toward women and identify as lesbian
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or bisexual themselves. But they want no part of queer women’s events
because of the unchecked trans-misogyny that is often pervasive there.

Anyway, I walked out of that talk, and it’s very likely that I would

not have come back to the conference if it weren’t for the fact that an

amazing cis woman named Tara followed me out. She stopped me in the

lobby to tell me that she was embarrassed and disturbed by the speaker’s
comments, and she showed me much love and support in a discussion we

shared just outside of the session. She let me rant for a couple minutes

about how upset I was over those comments. And she listened. And that’s

really what I needed right then, to be listened to. To be reminded that my
voice, my thoughts, my feelings still counted, at least to somebody.

In a way, what happened at that keynote talk and at the panel

after the FtF film screening, while frustrating and difficult for me,
also had a silver lining. These events provoked discussions about trans

woman irrelevancy within queer women’s communities—discussions

that were long overdue. I don’t think that such dialogue would have

occurred at any other predominantly queer women’s event. I believe it
happened then and there precisely because it was a femme conference—

because many femmes recognize trans women as being a vital part of
the femme community.

Two years later, I was invited to give one of the keynote talks at

the Femme 2008 Conference.4 Because of my experience at the previous

conference, I attended Femme 2008 with somewhat different expecta-

tions than I had before. For one thing, I no longer believe that femmes
and trans women are “natural” allies. In fact, in retrospect, the very
phrase “natural allies” strikes me as rather oxymoronic. Being an ally is

not something that comes naturally. It requires work. To be an ally, you
have to listen. You have to be willing to stand by your ally’s side, even
when it is not directly in your interest to do so.

I still believe that trans women and femmes make good potential

allies, as we both face discrimination (both in the straight mainstream
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and within our own LGBTQIA+ communities) because of our feminine gender expression. And in similar (and sometimes different) ways,

we are both working to reclaim femininity, to be empowered by our

own feminine gender expression despite the negative and inferior connotations the rest of the world projects onto us for it. And trans women

and femmes share another important attribute: We are survivors. The

rest of the world may assume we are weak and fragile because of our

feminine inclinations, but in reality, living with other people’s relentless misogynistic bullshit has made us tenacious bad-asses.

While I feel that these shared experiences provide fertile ground for

us to build an alliance upon, I also must recognize that there are many
femme-identified folks who do not view trans women as potential allies
and who do not see us as a part of their communities. Many femmes are

indifferent toward trans women and our issues, and still others are downright antagonistic (as was evident at Femme 2006).

I have come to realize (and have written about this in Whipping

Girl) that there tend to be two prevalent and very different attitudes

regarding what queer communities should look like and who they should

include.5 The first—which is the one I favor—views queer community in

terms of alliances built on shared experiences and interests. As a kinky
femme-identified trans woman who just so happens to get it on with the
ladies, I seek alliances with other women, with other femmes, with other

transgender-spectrum folks, with others who engage in same-sex relationships or BDSM, and with fat, disabled, and intersex folks who share

the experience of being made to feel that their bodies are unworthy and

inferior to those of other people. Furthermore, as someone who experiences marginalization because of my queerness and transness, I also
recognize the importance of creating and fostering alliances with people
who are marginalized in other ways, for example, because of their race,

class, and so on. For me, community is not so much about surrounding
myself with people who are “just like me,” but rather about learning from
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and supporting others who share issues and experiences that are similar
(yet somewhat different) from my own.

This alliance model exists in sharp contrast to the second view of

queer communities, which is centered on sameness rather than difference,

on closed, insular communities rather than open ones. Many lesbian and
gay communities are built according to this model, as are those segments

of the queer community where one must constantly tout their über-queer
credentials, lest they be accused of being “assimilationist,” conformist, or

simply passé. Queer people who prefer closed, insular communities typically insist that their own ideologies, values, expressions, and norms are

not merely different, but superior to those who have more conventional
genders and sexualities. And those gender and sexual minorities who don’t

quite conform to those community standards are typically seen as having
no place within the community.

When I was first coming out as a dyke, I really wanted to fit in, to be

accepted. I was really hoping that the dyke community would become a

home for me. Unfortunately, it hasn’t. While I’ve met a lot of really great,
amazing, supportive women in those spaces, I’ve also had a lot of really

sucky interactions with people who are either apathetic or antagonistic
toward trans women. I’ve come to realize that I will never fully be accepted

within lesbian or dyke circles because of the ways in which I differ from

the majority: because I am a trans woman, because I am a femme, and
also because I have recently come out as bisexual. In a world where many

women define “lesbian” as being in opposition to maleness, in opposition
to heterosexuality, and in opposition to femininity, I realize that I literally

have three strikes against me. So I have instead decided to embrace the fact

that I am lesbian kryptonite, as my existence blurs all of those distinctions,

calls into question all of those oppositions. I no longer have any desire to
try to gain inclusion or “acceptance” within lesbian- or dyke-centric spaces.

Fuck insular communities that are centered around any identity. I’m no
longer looking for a home; I’m looking to make alliances.
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While many of us may call ourselves “femme,” it is important for

us to acknowledge that we are all socially situated in different ways, and

this often results in each of us having our own perspectives on femininity
and femme identity. Sometimes I find it difficult to talk about my very

different history—specifically the fact that I was socialized male (or as I
would put it, forced against my will into boyhood) because it is so often

cited by trans-misogynistic women as evidence that I don’t belong in
lesbian or women’s spaces, because I am not a “real” woman. But at the

same time, I feel that often the most important conversations to engage
in are also the ones that leave you most vulnerable. So in the last part of

this chapter, I am going to throw all caution to the wind and talk about
how my very different trans history has led to me having a very different
perspective on femininity and femme identity than that held by many of
my cis femme sisters.

It seems to me that for many cis femme dykes, a major issue that

they must reconcile in their lives is the way their feminine expres-

sion seems to be at odds with their queer identity. This can lead to
invisibility—that is, because they are feminine, they are often not read
by others as queer. It can also result in having their queer and feminist

credentials constantly called into question by those who view femininity as an artifact of compulsory heterosexuality and therefore, inherently
conformist. In an apparent attempt to challenge accusations that they

are conformists, or that they reinforce sexist stereotypes, many femmes
have instead argued that their gender expression is subversive because

it is employed toward queer ends, thus challenging heterosexism. Or

they might argue that their gender expression is merely a performance,

one that makes visible the ways in which gender itself is constructed. As

Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha put it in her Femme 2008 keynote
talk, this is the idea that femme gender expression is “ironic and campy.”
Now I can certainly relate to the notion of feminine expression as

performance. As someone who has to “dress down” for my day job, I
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know that when I do get the chance to dress up for an occasion, there is
a definite sense of doing something different, of putting on a different

exterior than I normally do. Having said that, even when I’m at my most

outwardly feminine, the feeling that my gender expression is a “performance” does not even come close to how contrived and self-conscious I

felt back before my transition, when I had to wear male-specific clothing (e.g., putting on a suit and tie when attending a wedding). So while

you can make the case that both masculinity and femininity are “performances,” for me, feminine expression feels way more natural. It resonates
with my sense of self in a way that I don’t really have words to describe.
It just feels right to me, where as masculine expression always felt wrong.
What also strikes me is the fact that, while being dressed up as a

guy felt very artificial and contrived to me, other people tended to read

my masculine presentation as natural. In contrast, when I am wearing
feminine clothing, it may feel natural to me, but other people tend to

see me as being “all dolled up.” This touches on what I said earlier about
“feminine wiles” and femininity being seen as inherently artificial. In our
culture, masculine expression seems to arise out of who one simply is,

whereas feminine expression is always viewed as an act, as a performance.
This is why I recoil from this idea of femme gender expression as

“ironic and campy,” as a form of drag or performance, as it plays into the

popular assumption that femininity is artificial. I am particularly sensi-

tive about this because, as I mentioned earlier, others often view me as
doubly artificial both because I am trans and because I am feminine. The

assumption that my gender is artificial or a performance is regularly cited
by those who wish to undermine or dismiss my female identity. I refuse to
let anyone get away with the cissexist presumption that my gender must

be a “performance” simply because I am a transsexual. And I similarly

refuse to let anyone get away with the masculine-centric presumption
that my gender must be a “performance” simply because I am feminine.

I also find the notion of femininity as performance to be somewhat
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disingenuous and oversimplistic. I mean, I can “perform” femininity. I can

put on makeup, skirts, and heels. I can talk with my hands or twirl my hair
if I want. But performance doesn’t explain why certain behaviors and ways
of being come to me more naturally than others. The idea that femininity

is just a construct or merely a performance is incompatible with the countless young feminine boys who are not self-conscious about their gender

expressions, who become confused as to why their parents become outraged at their behavior, or why the other children relentlessly tease them
for being who they are. Many such children find their gender expression

to be irrepressible, and they remain outwardly feminine throughout their

lives despite all of the stigmatization and male socialization to the contrary. Other femininely-oriented male children learn to hide their feminine gender expression in order to survive, but at a great cost.

I was one of the latter children. I know that for many cis queer

women, femininity is something that others foist upon them, an
unwanted burden, an expectation that they are unable or unwilling to

meet. This is perhaps why so many cis lesbian feminists have gone to
such great lengths to argue that femininity is artificial, a mere artifact

of patriarchy. But for me, femininity was like ether or air—it was always
there, just waiting for the chance to leak out of me. When I think about

gender expression as being a “performance,” I think about myself as a
kid, watching my S’s when I spoke to make sure they didn’t linger. “Per-

formance” was me fighting back the urge to be more animated with my
hands when I talked, or learning never to use words like “adorable” or
“cute” nonsarcastically. “Performance” was going to the barber to get my

hair cut short like my parents wanted it, when what I really wanted was

to let my hair grow long. Like I said, for me, masculinity always felt artificial, while femininity felt natural.

Natural. The word natural has become super fucking taboo in queer

and feminist circles. Usually when I utter the word “natural” in such
settings, I feel as though the queer theory police will bust into the room
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at any minute and arrest me for being an essentialist. People are quick
to toss around accusations of “essentialism” without really giving much
thought to what that word actually means. An essentialist is someone

who believes that all women are the same: that we are all naturally feminine, that we are all naturally attracted to men, and so forth. Essentialists view women who are not feminine, or not exclusively attracted to
men, as unnatural. As artificial.

I am not an essentialist (despite the fact that some have accused me

of that). I do not believe that all women are the same; I believe that all

women are different. I believe that women naturally fall all over the map
with regards to gender expression and sexual orientation. I believe that

there are no wholly “artificial” genders or sexualities. I believe that many
of us experience natural inclinations or predispositions toward certain

gendered and sexual behaviors. But these inclinations do not exist in a
vacuum—rather they arise in a culture where gender and sexuality are

heavily policed, where they are defined according to heterosexist, cissexist, transphobic, and misogynistic assumptions, where they intersect

with racism, classism, ableism, ageism, and other forms of oppression. I

would argue that this view of gender and sexuality is not essentialist. It
is holistic.

As I alluded to earlier, it is common for people to have somewhat

varied opinions regarding what the word “femme” actually means. For

me, having a holistic view of gender and sexuality, I would suggest that
most of us who are femme share two things in common. First, we find
that, for whatever reason, feminine gender expression resonates with us

on a deep, profound level, in an inexplicable way that isn’t easy to put
into words. The second thing that we share is a sense of being different,

perhaps because we are lesbian or bisexual. Perhaps because we are trans

women or feminine men, or we fall somewhere else along the transgender spectrum. Or perhaps because our bodies fall outside of the norm

in some way, because we are fat, or disabled, or intersex. Or perhaps
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we experience some combination of these, or maybe we are different in
some other way. Because of our difference, we each have to make sense
of what it means to be feminine in a world where we can never achieve

the conventional feminine ideal, and in a world where feminine gender

expression and sexualities are plagued by misogynistic connotations. For
me, that’s what femme is. It’s a puzzle we each have to solve. And because

we are all different, we will each come up with a different solution, a different way of making sense of, and expressing, our femme selves.

One reason why I forward holistic views of gender and sexuality is

because they allow us to finally put to rest “the femme question.”6 People

who dismiss femininity—who consider it frivolous, or vain, or a patri-

archal trap, or a product of socialization, or an artifact of the gender
binary, or whatever—have been fucking with femmes for far too long.
Their attempts to try to artificialize or artifactualize our feminine gender expression (rather than accepting it as natural and legitimate) is the
same sort of tactic that occurs when homophobes assume gay people are
looking for an “alternative lifestyle,” or just haven’t met the “right person”

yet. It’s the same bullshit that occurs when bisexuals are accused of being

“confused” or of “still having one foot in the closet,” or when people
assume that trans men transition to obtain male privilege, or assume that

trans women transition in order to fulfill some sort of bizarre sex fantasy.
We shouldn’t have to explain why we are trans or why we are queer, and
by the same reasoning, we shouldn’t have to explain why we are feminine!

Once we accept that on some level feminine expression is natural,

that for some of us—whether female, male, both, or neither—it resonates
with us on a deep profound level . . . once we accept this, then we can

tackle the real problem: the fact that femininity is seen as inferior to masculinity, both in straight settings and in queer and feminist circles. Once
we accept the fact that femininity exists and it needs no explanation,

then we can focus on debunking the countless double standards, like
that masculinity is strong while femininity is weak, that masculinity is
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tough while femininity is fragile, that masculinity is practical while femininity is frivolous, that masculinity is active while femininity is passive,

that masculinity is rational while femininity is overly emotional, and of
course, that masculinity is natural while femininity is artificial. Once
we get beyond having to account for why we are feminine, then we can

finally make the case that all of the dismissive connotations and meanings that other people associate with feminine expression are merely
misogynistic presumptions on their part.

This is why I also take issue with the notion of framing “femme” as

transgressive or subversive because, unlike conventional femininity, it occurs

within a queer context. This argument seems to buy into the assumption
that expressions of femininity that do not occur in a queer context somehow
reinforce the gender binary, or heterosexism, or the patriarchy, or what have

you. And I think that is really fucked up! My mother is a heterosexual cis
woman. My sisters are heterosexual cis women. As heterosexual cis women,
they experience some privileges that I do not experience. They are accepted

in the straight mainstream way more readily than I will ever be. But they
are marginalized in their day-to-day lives because they are feminine. To

argue that they are reinforcing the binary, or the patriarchy, or the hegemonic gender system, because they are conventionally feminine (as opposed

to subversively feminine) essentially implies that they are enabling their own

oppression. This is just another variation of the claim that rapists make when
they insinuate that the woman in question was “asking for it” because of what

she was wearing or how she behaved. I understand why male rapists try to

blame the victim in this way, but for the life of me I cannot understand why
we as feminists and queers buy into this same sort of mentality.

I’ll be the first one to admit that the expectation that all girls

and women are, or should be, conventionally feminine marginalizes
and injures many people. Those who are androgynous, or tomboys, or

butches, or on the trans masculine spectrum face disdain for their gen-

der non-conformity. And many women who tend to be feminine are
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routinely made to feel embarrassed, ashamed, unworthy, and disempowered because they don’t quite meet society’s practically unattainable standards of beauty. But the problem here is not femininity, but expectations.

What we as feminists should be challenging is compulsory femininity,
rather than femininity itself.

If there is one thing that all of us femmes have in common, it is that

we all have had to learn to embrace our own feminine expression while

simultaneously rejecting other people’s expectations of us. What makes
femininity “femme” is not the fact that it is queer, or transgressive, or

ironic, or performative, or the complement of butch. No. What makes
our femininity “femme” is the fact that we do it for ourselves. It is for that
reason that it is so empowering. And that is what makes us so powerful.

As femmes, we can do one of two things with our power: We can

celebrate it in secret within our own insular queer communities, pat ourselves on the back for being so much smarter and more subversive than

our straight feminine sisters. Or we can share that power with them. We

can teach them that there is more than one way to be feminine, and that
no style or expression of femininity is necessarily any better than anyone

else’s. We can teach them that the only thing fucked up about femininity
is the dismissive connotations that other people project onto it. But in

order to that, we have to give up the self-comfort of believing that our

rendition of femme is more righteous, or more cool, or more subversive
than anyone else’s.

I don’t think that my femme expression, or anyone else’s femme

expressions, are in and of themselves subversive. But I do believe that the

ideas that femmes have been forwarding for decades—about reclaiming femininity, about each person taking the parts of femininity that
resonate with them and leaving behind the rest, about being femme for

ourselves rather than for other people, about the ways in which feminine
expression can be tough and active and bad-ass and so on—these ideas
are powerful and transformative.
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I think that it’s great to celebrate femme within our own queer

communities, but we shouldn’t merely stop there. We need to share with
the rest of the world the idea of self-determined and self-empowered

feminine expression, and the idea that feminine expression is just as

legitimate and powerful as masculine expression. The idea that feminin-

ity is inferior and subservient to masculinity intersects with all forms of
oppression, and is (I feel) the single most overlooked issue in feminism.

We need to change that, not only for those of us who are queer femmes,
but for our straight cis sisters who have been disempowered by society’s

unrealistic feminine ideals, for our gender-variant and gender-nonconforming siblings who face disdain for defying feminine expectations

and/or who are victims of trans-misogyny, and also for our straight cis
brothers, who’ve been socialized to avoid femininity like the plague,

and whose misogyny, homophobia, transphobia, and so on, are driven

primarily by their fear of being seen as feminine. While I don’t think
that my femme expression is subversive, I do believe that we together as
femmes have the power to truly change the world.

Three Strikes and I’m Out
chapter SEVEN

June 2008.

I

n queer communities, we often talk about coming out. As far as

I’m concerned, we should call it coming out again and again and

again and again, because that’s how life often feels. Sometimes I even

find myself sort of “coming out” to people about aspects of my life that
have nothing to do with gender or sexuality. For example, I might be at
a queer or feminist event and mention offhand to an acquaintance that
by day I’m a scientist, and they’ll kind of freak out about it: “You’re a

scientist? No way, I never would have guessed!” Maybe they are sur-

prised because they stereotype scientists as unapologetic heterosexists

who delight in essentializing and pathologizing our genders and sexualities. Or maybe I “pass” as a nonscientist because I don’t wear a lab coat, or

because I don’t have unruly Einstein hair. I’m not sure. All I really know
is that when I come out to people, it’s not really about me or my identity.
It’s about their assumptions, their expectations, their investment in who
they think I am. If they didn’t make any assumptions about me, then I
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couldn’t possibly be “closeted” and I couldn’t be accused of “passing” as

anything. And if I told them something about myself, it wouldn’t be a
“coming out” because they wouldn’t have already made their minds up
about me in the first place.

Far and away, my biggest coming out occurred back in 2001, when I

came out as transsexual. I just referred to that coming out in the past tense,

which is weird, because I’m always still coming out to people as trans. (In

fact, for anyone who has just picked up this book and randomly turned to
this page, I have just come out to you as trans. Congratulations!)

But the coming out story that I wish to share with you now is

not about me being or becoming transsexual. Rather, it’s about my
sexual orientation.

For most of my life—from puberty onward—I’ve been primarily

attracted to women. Although pre-transition, I admittedly had fanta-

sies about being with men, and I experimented with them to a certain
extent, usually in the context of role-playing relationships. Sometimes
those explorations were awkward or unpleasant, other times they were
sexy and fun, but not one even came close to evoking the sexual or
romantic intensity that I experienced when I was with women.

But then I transitioned. And things changed a little bit. Shifted,

you might say. I’m still very attracted to women, but in addition, I find
that men sometimes pique my interest. These are not the fantasies of

being with faceless guys that I used to imagine. But rather, they’ll often
involve specific men. Sometimes I’ll find myself appreciating the way a
man looks or smells, and sometimes I’ll think about fucking him.

I’m not sure what caused this shift. Maybe it’s from me being on

female hormones, or finally settling into my female body, or from years of
interacting with the world as a woman, or perhaps some combination of all

three.1 Many people’s sexual orientations shift for no apparent reason, so

maybe that is what happened to me. I’m not sure. But the one thing that I
do know is that my budding attraction to men kind of freaks me out a bit.
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I’ve been running away from maleness and masculinity my whole

life—especially with regards to my own male anatomy and history. For
me, transitioning was not merely about physically becoming female—it

was also about disassociating myself from the world of men more generally. And for years that felt like such a relief. So it’s strange for me to find
my mind wandering back to men, to ponder re-exploring them.

Another thing that makes this difficult for me is the fact that,

frankly, men scare the shit out of me. During my transition, as soon as

men started reading me as female, I was barraged by cat calls, sexual

innuendos, come ons, occasional threats, and so on. A lot of it was the
same bullshit that most women have to deal with, and other times it was

the more hardcore, hypersexualizing remarks that I only ever seem to
get when men know that I’m a trans woman.2 I’ve survived by putting
my guard up, by not letting any men get to me. So the idea of letting my

defenses down, to allow myself to fool around with a man, is more than
a little bit intimidating.

Anyway, while I first noticed this shift in my sexuality several years

ago, I was not in a position to act on it, because for most of the last
decade, I’ve been in a monogamous relationship—something else which

I’ve found myself having to come out about on many an occasion, given

the high frequency of polyamorous relationships in the queer circles I

inhabit. Whenever I would mention being monogamous, I’d often feel
the need to relieve the tension by reassuring people that it’s okay, my

monogamy is not “hegemonic,” it’s just a “me” thing, at which point
they’d usually laugh, probably because I just used the word hegemonic,
but anyway, I digress . . .

While my partner and I were together, and I was not acting on

my latent desires, it just made sense to identify as a lesbian. After all,
I was a woman who was in a relationship with another woman. But we
have recently split up—which of course, is another coming out, with

friends replying: “Oh My God?” “I’m stunned!” “I’m not sure what to
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say?” Anyway, now that I am on my own and beginning to explore my
attraction to men, I’ve started using the word bisexual to describe myself.
There. I said it. Bisexual. It only took me halfway through the piece

to admit it!

For many gay men and lesbians, the word bisexual is the second

most anxious-making word in the dictionary (just after bi-curious).

When I told a queer friend that I was beginning to call myself bi, she jok-

ingly replied, “No, don’t do it!” And you know, I really don’t have to do
it. I could just call myself pansexual—that sounds hella queer. Or I could

refuse to call myself bisexual on the grounds that the label “reinforces the
gender binary” (a common soundbite that I debunk in Chapter 9, “Bisexuality and Binaries Revisited”). Hell, I know so many women partnered to
trans guys who still identify as dykes—not to mention trans guys who also

still identify as dykes—that I could easily just keep calling myself a dyke
while dating guys, and it’s likely that no one would even notice.

But I don’t want to do that. My attraction to male-bodied/identified

people feels very different from what I experience with female-bodied/identified individuals. The former occurs less frequently and feels more dangerous to me. So, at this time and place, bisexual feels like the best fit for me.

Maybe it’s easier for me to identify as bi because of my ambivalence

regarding the lesbian community. For many queer women, that community is where they first felt accepted, where they feel most empowered,

the place they call home. I can understand why many bi-leaning queer
women might feel reluctant to risk losing that. But I can’t say the same
is true for me. The lesbian community has not been a place where I have

felt unconditionally accepted. It’s a place where I am often explicitly disrespected or excluded. While some of my best friends and most loyal

allies are dykes, I have found that the community in general expresses
anything from apathy to antagonism toward trans women.

Furthermore, as a queer woman who is not ashamed about being

feminine, I often find dyke spaces to be way too masculine-centric for
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my liking. Being a femme and a trans woman in the lesbian community,

I’ve long felt that I already had two strikes against me. So I guess being
bisexual is strike number three.

Most people I know who have come out as bisexual after identify-

ing as a lesbian for many years only do so upon winding up in a serious

relationship with a man. This makes me wonder whether I’m jumping the

gun a bit. I mean, right now I am not dating a guy, so why come out as
bi? Is it presumptuous for me to claim a bisexual identity if I’ve only ever
had serious or committed relationships with women? Or did I become

bisexual when I first started sexually experimenting with guys in the
early ’90s? Where does one draw the line?

Maybe this has more to do with the context of one’s life than any-

thing else. For cis queers, coming face-to-face with one’s own bisexuality causes anxiety because it seems to signify a shifting back toward

the heterosexual world they came from. But for me, a woman who was

socialized male, with all the homophobic hysteria that that entails, the
opposite is true. If I were with a guy, we might look pretty het on the
outside, but on the inside, it would all feel really super fucking gay to me.
And as out and proud to be queer as I am, I’d be lying if I said that I had

completely worked through all of my own internalized bullshit. It took

me years to become proud of being outwardly feminine, proud to call

myself a woman and a transsexual. And now, to come out as transitioning from lesbian to bisexual is another step on that journey.

Lots of my friends consider themselves post-identity, shunning all

labels related to sexuality. They see gay and lesbian and bisexual as boxes

that people stuff themselves into—they find the words stifling and suffocating. But sometimes, for some of us, embracing a new identity isn’t
about boxing ourselves in, it’s about setting ourselves free. At least that’s

how the word bisexual feels for me. It’s about acknowledging a part of
myself that I am honestly not completely comfortable with yet. It’s about
giving myself permission to be.

Dating
chapter EIGHT

June 2010.

I

’ve spent much of the last decade writing about trans woman exclu-

sion and trans woman irrelevancy in queer women’s communities.

You would think that by now, I would have little left to say about the
subject, but this is not the case. In deciding what I would write about this

time around, I wrestled with so many possible themes: for instance, dis-

cussing how my views on this issue have evolved over the years; critiquing

the masculine-centrism of modern-day dyke communities; highlighting
the need for heterogeneous queer spaces that are accepting of difference;

explaining how trans male/masculine folks who claim a place in dyke

spaces by emphasizing their lack of male genitals or their assigned-female-at-birth status royally screw over their trans sisters; or the misogyny inherent in the fact that the queer community loves it when trans

female/feminine spectrum folks get all dragged up and lip sync along to
some record, but when we speak in our own voices about issues that are
important to us, nobody wants to take us seriously.
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While these are all worthy topics, I couldn’t make up my mind

about what I most wanted to write about. So I decided to take a different approach. Instead of figuring out what I most wanted to say, I

asked myself: What do I most want to hear? What topic would I most
like to see addressed? And the answer to that question is easy: dating.

Unfortunately for me, this also happens to be the topic that I least want

to publicly share my thoughts about, in part because I like to keep some

parts of my life relatively private, and in part because I know some people will not like what I have to say. But I suppose that neither of these
reasons has ever stopped me from speaking my mind before.

About two years ago, my ex and I split up after being together for

nearly a decade. She was a cis queer woman who was supportive when I

transitioned a few years into our relationship, and we were monogamous

during the lion’s share of our time together. This meant that for the first
time in a decade, I would be re-entering the dating scene. This could be

somewhat disconcerting for any person, but there were a few compounding factors that made it especially . . . well, let’s say “interesting” . . . for

me. First, this would be the first time that I would be dating people

as a woman. Furthermore, while I had dated queer women before my

transition, this would be my first time formally dating within the queer
women’s community. On top of that, around this same time, after years

of identifying as a lesbian, I came out as bisexual, so I also planned on
dating men.

With regards to meeting queer women, it seems that traditionally

much of this takes place in dyke bars and clubs. While I am sometimes

in such spaces, I don’t feel that they are very conducive for me to meet

potential romantic or sexual partners. This is partly due to the fact that I

am generally read as a cis woman. While I recognize this is a privilege,

as it makes my life significantly easier in many ways, it also means that
any flirting, making out, or heavy petting I engage in will eventually lead

to a coming-out-as-trans moment, which often leaves me with an awful
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feeling in the pit of my stomach. While you would think that cis dykes
(being more trans aware than the public at large) would take such coming

outs in stride, this is not actually the case. Trans female friends of mine
have had to suffer through cis dyke “freak out” moments, or even accu-

sations of deception, that rival stereotypical reactions of straight people.
For obvious reasons, I’d rather avoid this if I can.

The second reason why the bar and club scene doesn’t work for me

is that I fall outside of the butch/femme binary, which is a central part
of the San Francisco Bay Area’s dyke dating scene. While I identify as

femme, I am not “high femme” or “sexy femme,” which are the only
kinds of femme that seem to get read as legitimately femme in dyke
spaces. Several of my trans female friends have told me that cis dykes

began to take way more interest in them once they cut their hair short
and began to dress more androgynously. While I don’t doubt that this

is true, I have no desire to do this, as I am very happy with my gender
expression the way that it is, thank you very much. Even if I did take that

route, it wouldn’t necessarily solve all of my problems. One trans woman
friend told me about how she recently met a cis dyke, and they were really

hitting it off, until she realized that this person was misreading her for

a person on the trans masculine spectrum. When my friend told the cis
dyke that she was in fact a trans woman, the cis dyke seemed to immediately lose interest.

So, given all this, I figured that I would have better luck with personal

ads, which are often driven more by shared interests rather than appearance or dress, and in which I can disclose my trans status beforehand. On
numerous occasions I have looked over the “w4w” section of Craigslist, but

it inevitably leaves me traumatized.1 There is so much trans hate speech on

that site, and the very few ads that mention being open to trans are specifically looking for trans men or tranny bois, not trans women.

I had heard decent things about OkCupid, so I figured I’d give it a

try. I listed myself as bisexual, and at the end of my profile, I explicitly
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mentioned that I was a trans woman. I got a significant number of
responses from women as well as men. But in follow-up emails, it became

clear that most of the women who responded hadn’t read my entire profile. At some point, once we started chatting, I would usually ask if they

had ever dated a trans woman before (just to see what I was getting
myself into), and suddenly—surprise!—I wouldn’t hear from them again.

So then I decided to try an experiment. I rearranged my profile

to put the trans disclosure right at the top, and I changed my orientation from bisexual to “gay” (OkCupid’s category for exclusively same-sex)
to ensure that I’d only receive replies from women. Over a four-month

period, I received only five responses: one from a cis bisexual woman,

three from trans women, and one from a trans man. Now one possible
explanation for this is that perhaps there are four times as many trans

people on OkCupid than cis queer women. But a quick browsing of
OkCupid listings will show that this is certainly not the case. Therefore, the inescapable conclusion is that while trans people and cis bisexual

women are often open to dating trans women, the overwhelming majority of cis dykes are not.2

While cis dykes have generally shown little interest in me, my

experiences with cis men have in comparison gone rather swimmingly.
We have all heard stories about how the only cis men interested in trans

women are “tranny chasers,” who are creepy, closeted, and who wouldn’t
be caught dead being seen with an out trans woman in public. And cer-

tainly, those men do exist. But many of the cis men that I have met or
chatted with on OkCupid and other sites do not fall into that stereotype.

Lo and behold, some of them are even kind, intelligent, interesting, and
fun to hang out with.

When I asked the cis men who responded to my ad if they had ever

dated a trans woman before, they didn’t disappear like the cis dykes usually

did. Instead, most of them gave thoughtful answers. Some said that they

found trans women more interesting, open-minded, and/or courageous
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than the average cis woman. Others said they had honestly not consid-

ered dating a trans woman before, but they really liked my profile, and
they considered themselves to be queer-positive, so they didn’t consider my
transness to be a big deal. Still others put it quite simply: They are attracted

to women, and while most of their past partners were cis women, a few
were trans women, and it really makes no difference to them.

When cis men tell me these things, it honestly makes me a little

sad. I mourn the fact that I have not heard similar sentiments from my

own cis queer women’s community. I also find it ironic that cis dykes—
many of whom pride themselves on their progressive politics and sub-

versive sexualities—tend to be far more conservative and conforming to
our culture’s yuck-dating-a-trans-woman-is-gross mindset than their cis
male counterparts, at least here in the San Francisco Bay Area. I am
also embarrassed as a queer for the fact that so many straight cis men

have worked through, or are beginning to work through, their own issues
regarding trans women, whereas most cis queer women refuse to even
consider the possibility that they even have an issue.

I know first-hand that it can be difficult to confront such issues.

I remember a time many years ago—I was either just about to transition, or I had just transitioned, I can’t quite recall—when I saw a short

documentary about two trans women who were life partners. And I am
horribly embarrassed to say that, at the time, I was somewhat squicked
by their relationship. 3 The irrationality of my reaction was not lost on

me. After all, I am a trans woman. And I am also attracted to women.

So what was it about the idea of being with a trans woman that bothered me so? Over time, I realized that on an unconscious level, I was
still buying into the idea that trans women were somehow unattractive,

defective, and illegitimate, and that being partnered to a cis woman
was somehow inherently better, or more authentic. After much per-

sonal reflection, I had to admit that my reaction was profoundly antitrans. And I eventually got over my internalized transphobia, just as I
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had to get over my internalized homophobia the first time I sexually
experimented with a man, and just as I had to overcome my own fatphobia the first time I dated a differently-sized woman.

Sexual attraction is a complex phenomenon, and of course there is

lots of individual variation. I certainly do not expect every cis queer woman
to swoon over me. And if it were only a small percentage of cis dykes who
were not interested in trans women at all, I would write it off as simply a

matter of personal preference. But this not a minor problem—it is systemic; it is a predominant sentiment in queer women’s communities. And
when the overwhelming majority of cis dykes date and fuck cis women,
but are not open to, or are even turned off by, the idea of dating or fucking
trans women, how is that not transphobic? And to those cis women who

claim a dyke identity, yet consider trans men, but not trans women, to be a

part of your dating pool, let me ask you this: How are you not a hypocrite?
I did not write this piece to vent about my dating life. I go out on

plenty of dates, and I’m having lots of super-fucking-awesome sex, just
not with cis women at the moment. My purpose in writing this piece

is to highlight how cis dykes’ unwillingness to consider trans women

as legitimate partners translates directly into a lack of community for
queer-identified trans women. After all, queer women’s communities

serve several purposes. They are places where we can build alliances to
fight for our rights. They are places where we can find friendship and

chosen family. But one of the most critical functions that queer women’s

communities serve is in providing a safe space outside of the heterocentric mainstream where women can express interest, attraction, and

affection toward other women. In other words, queer women’s spaces

fulfill our need for sexual validation. Unless, of course, you are a trans
woman. And personally, with each passing year, it becomes harder and
harder for me to continue to take part in a community in which I am not
seen as a legitimate object of desire.

Bisexualit y and
Binaries Revisited
chapter NINE

O

ver the last several years, it has become increasingly common to hear

people in queer communities claim that the word bisexual “rein-

forces the gender binary.” In October 2010, I wrote an Internet article
(which I’ll refer to here as the “reinforcing” essay) challenging these

claims.1 Specifically, the article illustrated how the reinforcing trope (i.e.,

the notion that certain genders, sexualities, or identities “reinforce” the
gender binary, or heteronormativity, or the patriarchy, or the hegemonic-

gender-system-of-your-choice) is selectively doled out in queer and
feminist communities in order to police their borders. Since queer com-

munities are dominated by non-feminine, cisgender, and exclusively gay
and lesbian folks, these individuals are almost never accused of “reinforcing the gender binary.” In contrast, more marginalized identities (e.g.,

bisexual, transgender, femme) are routinely subjected to the reinforcing
trope. While my “reinforcing” essay received many positive responses, it
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also garnered some harsh criticism, particularly from within certain segments of transgender and gender variant communities. All of the critiques
that I heard or read pretty much ignored my primary point—namely,

there are underlying forms of sexism that determine who gets accused of

“reinforcing” shit and who does not—and instead focused solely on the
rote assertion that the word “bisexual” (and, by association, anyone who
identifies as bisexual) really does “reinforce the gender binary.”

Since then, I have been considering writing a follow-up piece to

discuss the numerous problems with such claims (aside from the obvious
fact that they single out bisexuals for being attracted to “two” sexes, but
not the overwhelming majority of gays and lesbians who view themselves

as attracted to the “same” sex, but not to the “opposite” sex—a notion

that appears to be just as binary). In addition, since my piece was pub-

lished, I became aware of an excellent blog post by Shiri Eisner called
“Words, binary and biphobia, or: why ‘bi’ is binary but ‘FTM’ is not.” 2
Eisner’s piece made a number of points similar to my own, but it also
forwarded new arguments that had not occurred to me before and which

led me to think about this debate in new ways. For all of these reasons, I
felt that it would be worthwhile to pen a new essay (this very one here!)
to revisit this subject.

Before delving into this topic, let me state for the record that I am

writing this piece from the perspective of a bisexual-identified transsexual woman. Since some people paint bisexual-identified folks out to be

“binarist” in our partner preferences, I will mention for the record that

I date and am sexual with folks who are female and male, trans and
cis, and non-binary- and binary-identified. I most certainly do not speak

for all bisexual or all transgender people. My views on this subject are

my own, and if you disagree with what I have to say, please consider
the possibility that our disagreements may stem from our differing vantage points. Finally, over the course of this chapter, I will sometimes use

the word “we” to refer to transgender folks, and other times to refer to
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bisexual folks. Perhaps some may find this a bit confusing, but it is an
unavoidable consequence when one straddles multiple identities.

Some Preliminaries: Monosexism,
Bi-invisibility, and Bisexual Communities
(or the Lack Thereof)
In my previous essay, I used the word “bisexual” because (both historically and currently) it is the term most commonly used and understood
to denote people who do not limit their sexual experiences to members
of a single sex or gender. Of course, “bisexual” is not a perfect word,
but then again, neither is gay, lesbian, dyke, homosexual, heterosexual,

straight, queer, asexual, or any other sexuality-related label. However,

perhaps more so than with any of the other aforementioned labels, people who are bisexual in experience often fiercely disavow the “bisexual”

label. For instance, many prefer the labels queer, pansexual, omnisexual, polysexual, multisexual, or even no label at all, over the term bisexual. Sometimes I use the phrase experientially bisexual to refer to people

who, regardless of label choice, do not limit their sexual experiences
to members of a single sex or gender. But alas, some folks may also
reject experientially bisexual because it contains the word bisexual. So
an alternative solution, taking a page from the LGBTQIA+ acronym,

is to describe experientially bisexual folks as BMNOPPQ folks, where

B = bisexual, M = multisexual, N = no label, O = omnisexual, P =

pansexual, P = polysexual, and Q = experientially bisexual folks who
primarily identify as queer (arranged alphabetically).

Am I advocating BMNOPPQ terminology? Not necessarily. I

think that it is rather clunky and confusing. Personally, I would prefer
it if we all simply accepted bisexual as an imperfect, albeit easily understood, umbrella term for people who share our experience. But since I

don’t expect that to happen any time soon, I will instead use BMNOPPQ

here in the hopes that we can put aside the issue of label preference for
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a moment, and instead focus on what the bisexual-reinforces-the-binary
accusation means for BMNOPPQ people.

Important disclaimer: Above, when I used the phrase “share our

experience,” I am not in any way insinuating that BMNOPPQ folks
all share the same sexual histories, or experience their sexualities in the

exact same way. We do not. We are all different. We are all attracted
to different types of people, different types of bodies, different types of

gender expressions. We all fall at somewhat different positions along the

dreaded “Kinsey scale.”3 Some of us are more immersed in queer com-

munities, while some of us primarily exist in straight communities, and
many (if not most) of us find ourselves constantly navigating our way
within (and between) both queer and straight communities.

So if we are all so different, then why even bother to try to label or

lump together BMNOPPQ people? Well, because the one thing we do
share is that we all face societal monosexism—i.e., the assumption that
being exclusively attracted to members of a single sex or gender is somehow more natural, real, or legitimate than being attracted to members of

more than one sex or gender.4 Monosexism is also sometimes referred to

as biphobia. While biphobia is clearly the more common term, I will use

monosexism here, both because I am not a big fan of the use of the suffix
“phobia” when discussing forms of sexism (as it seems to stress “fear” over
marginalization), and also because monosexism avoids the pesky prefix

“bi” that some BMNOPPQ folks seem to find objectionable (more on
that in a minute).

Monosexism exists because most people, whether in the straight

mainstream or in gay and lesbian communities, view sexual orientation

as a rigid binary, where people can only ever be heterosexual or homosexual in orientation. This hetero/homo binary directly leads to monosexual

assumption—that is, the assumption that all individuals are exclusively
attracted to members of a single sex or gender. (Note: The hetero/homo

binary also assumes that all people are sexually attracted to somebody—an
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assumption that marginalizes asexual folks.) Because of monosexual
assumption, most people automatically assume that BMNOPPQ folks

must be heterosexual if they perceive us to be in an “opposite”-sex pair-

ing, or that we must be homosexual (i.e., lesbian or gay) if they perceive
us to be in a same-sex pairing. This is a foundational predicament experienced by BMNOPPQ individuals.

If we BMNOPPQ folks outwardly claim to be bisexual (or pan-

sexual, or polysexual, etc.), monosexual assumption leads many people
to doubt the validity of our identities, and to project ulterior motives

onto us. This is why people will often say, “You’re not really bisexual
(or pansexual, or polysexual, etc.), you’re just confused about your sexuality,” or “. . . it’s just a phase,” or “. . . you still have one foot in the

closet,” or “. . . you’re really gay/lesbian, but seeking out heterosexual

privilege,” or “. . . you’re really straight, but just sexually experimenting,
or perhaps overly promiscuous,” and/or “. . . you’re just a fence sitter.
Choose a side already!”

In other words, monosexual assumption leads to what has histor-

ically been called bi-invisibility: We are presumed not to exist, and any
attempt to assert our existence is immediately thwarted by accusations

that we are hiding, faking, or simply confused about our sexualities.

Bi-invisibility is what leads many of us to simply blend into existing
monosexual communities (whether straight, gay, or lesbian) rather than

seek out or create BMNOPPQ communities. This lack of community
has had a devastating effect on BMNOPPQ folks. For instance, even
though we outnumber exclusively homosexual people, we have poorer

health outcomes and higher poverty rates than gays and lesbians, and we
are generally not acknowledged or served by LGBTQIA+ organizations,
even the ones that have “B” in the name.5 Our invisibility is what allows

straight, gay, and lesbian folks to regularly get away with forwarding
stereotypes about us—that we are mentally deranged, predatory, hyper-

sexual, promiscuous, deceptive, and/or fickle—without being called out
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or challenged. But most poignantly, bi-invisibility leads many of us to

identify more with the straight, lesbian, or gay communities we exist in
(and rely upon) than with other BMNOPPQ folks. This lack of identification with other BMNOPPQ folks, in combination with the external

pressure placed on us to blend in with the monosexual communities we

exist in, is a major reason why BMNOPPQ folks have historically tended
to avoid calling ourselves “bisexual,” often by refusing to label our sexu-

alities at all. In stark contrast, exclusively homosexual people do not tend
to outright disavow the labels “lesbian” and “gay,” nor do they tend to get
bogged down in philosophical battles over whether or not they should
label their sexualities at all, to nearly the same degree that BMNOPPQ
folks do.

I have heard countless BMNOPPQ people ask, “Why do we

have to label our sexualities?” I do agree that we should not be forced
to reduce our complex sexual attractions and orientations down to a

simple moniker. But as an activist, I would argue that the most per-

suasive argument for why BMNOPPQ folks should unite around some
kind of umbrella label (whether “bisexual” or otherwise) is to challenge
monosexism and bi-invisibility. In this scenario, said label would not
blithely detail who we are sexual with, nor claim that we are somehow
inherently different from hetero- or homo- or asexual folks (because I

do not think we are), but rather point out that we (and we alone) are

targeted by a particular sexist double standard, namely, monosexism.

Doing this would enable us to raise awareness about, and to challenge,
monosexism in our culture.

Given that I am more well known for my trans activism than my

bisexual/BMNOPPQ activism, I should point out that the case that I
am making here is identical in form and structure to the case I make in

Whipping Girl regarding cissexism.6 That argument goes as follows: We

live in a world where trans people are unfairly targeted by a sexist double

standard (i.e., cissexism, analogous with monosexism) where one group
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(i.e., trans people, analogous with BMNOPPQ people) is assumed to be

less natural, real, or legitimate than a majority group that does not share
that experience (i.e., cis people, analogous with monosexual people). As
I once wrote in a blog post called “Whipping Girl FAQ on cissexual, cisgender, and cis privilege”:

When I use the terms cis/trans, it is not to talk about *actual*
differences between cis and trans bodies/identities/genders/

people, but rather *perceived* differences. In other words, while
I don’t think that my gender is inherently different from that

of a cis woman, I am aware that most people tend to *view* my

gender differently (i.e., as less natural/valid/authentic) than cis
women’s genders.7

I would argue that the above paragraph also holds true if you were

to substitute “mono” for “cis,” “bisexual/BMNOPPQ” for “trans,” and
“sexual orientation” for “gender.”

So to sum up, from this activist perspective, the primary reason

why I call myself trans or bisexual is not to communicate things that

I have done (e.g., aspects of my gender transition, people I sexually

partner with). After all, it should not be incumbent upon me to have
to reduce the complexities of my gender and sexuality down to a one-

word label and provide it for other people at the drop of a hat. Nor am

I insisting that I am “ just like” other trans or BMNOPPQ people

when I call myself “trans” or “bisexual,” respectively. After all, it goes
without saying that all trans people and all BMNOPPQ people are
different from one another. Rather, I embrace these labels in order to be

visible in a world where trans and BMNOPPQ people are constantly

erased by the male/female and hetero/homo binaries, respectively, and
to build alliances with people who are similarly marginalized in order
to challenge societal cissexism and monosexism, respectively.
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How Might Relinquishing the
Term “Bisexual” Impact
Bisexual/BMNOPPQ People?
With this background in mind, let’s go back to the recurring claims that
calling oneself bisexual “reinforces the gender binary.” Mind you, this

claim is not typically made against people who gravitate toward sex-

ual identity labels such as gay, lesbian, dyke, homosexual, heterosexual,
straight, queer, asexual, and so on. Just bisexual folks. And it puts us in
the unenviable position of constantly having to defend our label choice.

For example, even though my “reinforcing” essay was focused on

how the reinforcing trope has been used to delegitimize both trans and
bisexual communities, I still felt compelled to begin the piece with an

explanation as to why I call myself bisexual. To this end, I offered both
a personal and political justification. The personal explanation related

to the fact that, while I am sexual with both female- and male-bodied/
identified people, I tend to be more attracted to the former than the

latter, and perhaps for this reason, being sexual with a woman feels

very different to me on a visceral level than being with a man. For this
reason, labels like pansexual and omnisexual (which imply attraction
to everyone) do not personally resonate with me, because they seem
to erase a difference that I experience. While this continues to be an

accurate description of how I experience sexual attraction, I now realize

that this comment is somewhat superfluous. After all, all BMNOPPQ

folks experience our sexualities somewhat differently, and if we each
had a unique word to precisely describe our internal experiences of

attraction, that wouldn’t necessarily help us challenge monosexism and
bi-invisibility. So if I were writing the “reinforcing” essay today, I probably would have left that personal tidbit out.

It is worth noting that (perhaps unsurprisingly) a few people took

this personal comment as evidence that I must hold essentialist and rigidly binarist views of gender, even though earlier in the essay I stressed
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that there is lots of variation among, and overlap between, female and
male bodies (this includes the existence of intersex people, and trans people who physically transition). Elsewhere, I have made the case that one
can acknowledge differences between female and male bodies without

necessarily engaging in essentialism or binarism, so I won’t bother to

rehash that argument here.8 Suffice it to say, if simply recognizing differ-

ences between female and male bodies is tantamount to essentialism and
binarism, then that means that all heterosexual and homosexual people
are essentialist and binarist, because they are sexually attracted to one

sex but not the other. It also means that all transsexuals who physically

transition are essentialist and binarist, on the basis that we choose to be

one sex rather than the other. Once again, calling out a bisexual person’s
experience of sex differences as “essentialist” and “binarist,” while paying

no heed to gay, lesbian, and trans people’s experiences of sex differences,
can only be viewed as monosexist.

The political explanation that I gave for why I choose the bisexual

label stems from the fact that societal monosexism invisibilizes bisexuality and ensures that we can only ever be read in one of two ways, namely,
as homosexual or heterosexual:

The “ bi” in bisexual does not merely refer to the types of people

that I am sexual with, but to the fact that both the straight and
queer worlds view me in two very different ways depending

upon who I happen to be partnered with at any given moment.9
I admit that this is a relatively novel way of viewing the word bisex-

ual, but it is one that I personally fancy, and it is consistent with the theme
of challenging monosexism, bi-invisibility, and the hetero/homo binary.

Here is another potential interpretation of the word bisexual: The prefix

“bi” can mean “two,” but it can also mean “twice” (e.g., as in bimonthly).

So while monosexual people limit their potential partners to members
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of only one sex, bisexual/BMNOPPQ folks challenge the hetero/homo

binary by not limiting our attraction in this way, and are thereby open
to roughly twice as many potential partners. My main point here is that
the prefix “bi” has more than one meaning, and can have more than

one referent. So claiming that people who use the term bisexual must be
touting a rigid binary view of gender, or denying the existence of gender

variant people, is as presumptuous as assuming that people who use the

term “bicoastal” must be claiming that a continent can only ever have
two coasts, or that they are somehow denying the existence of all interior,
landlocked regions of that continent.

The truth is that there are many different ways one can interpret the

word bisexual (or other sexuality labels, for that matter). The bisexualreinforces-the-binary accusation is an attempt to fix bisexual to a
single meaning, one that is an affront to how many bisexual-identified

people understand and use that label. As an analogy, what if cis people

suddenly started claiming that they do not like the label transgender
because (in their minds) it seems to imply that all people should change

their gender. (I actually have heard someone make this bizarre claim
once before.) How would we, as transgender people, react to that accusation? Personally, I would respond by saying that transgender is our
word: it’s about transgender-identified people’s experiences with gender

and gender-based oppression, and it makes absolutely no claims at all
about what other people are, or how they should be gendered. Similarly, my response to the bisexual-reinforces-the-binary accusation is
that bisexual is our word (in this case, bisexual-identified people): It is

about our experiences with sexuality and sexuality-based oppression,

and it makes no claims whatsoever about what other people are, or how
they should be sexual or gendered.

But upon looking back on my “reinforcing” essay, my main regret

is that I failed to explicitly mention what is perhaps the most import-

ant political reason behind why I call myself bisexual. Namely, the
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word bisexual has a long history, and it was the word that the original
BMNOPPQ activists embraced several decades ago when they fought

for visibility and inclusion within (and beyond) lesbian, gay, and queer
communities. This activism spurred the creation of now common terms

such as “biphobia” and “bi-invisibility” that have played a crucial role

in challenging societal monosexism since their inception. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, the word bisexual is familiar to most people,
both in the straight mainstream and within LGBTQIA+ communities.

Having a familiar umbrella term is critically important given that one
of the biggest challenges that BMNOPPQ folks face is invisibility and
societal erasure.

I appreciate the sentiments behind alternative labels such as pan-

sexual, omnisexual, polysexual, and multisexual, and I respect the right

of BMNOPPQ folks to choose any of these (or other) labels over bisexual. But from an activist standpoint, the notion that we should completely abandon the word bisexual in favor of some alternative label that
is unfamiliar to most people does not seem to be a wise political move.

Indeed, such a move would make it significantly harder for us to come

out and gain visibility in our communities, and we would need to start
from scratch with new activist terminology (panphobia? poly-invisibility?) to describe how we are marginalized.

Along similar lines, I respect the right of BMNOPPQ folks

to choose to identify as queer rather than bisexual. (For the record, I
identify as both bisexual and queer.) However, queer is a much broader

umbrella term meant to include all LGBTQIA+ people, and as such, it
does not seem to be the best position from which to challenge monosexism and bi-invisibility.

Now of course, language is constantly evolving. And if this mass

fleeing from the word bisexual toward alternate identity labels was simply part of a natural progression—such as the historically recent shifts
from the label “homosexual” to “gay,” or from “lesbian” to “dyke”—then
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I would not have any problem with it. However, it seems to me that the

primary force driving these alternate label choices is not coming from

within the BMNOPPQ community itself, but rather from external pres-

sure exerted on us by other queer subgroups. As I’ve already discussed,
there has always been pressure on BMNOPPQ folks to hide or subsume

our identities in order to fit into existing gay, lesbian, and queer communities. But these days, there is additional pressure placed on us by certain

transgender voices that insist that we must stop using the term bisexual
because it supposedly “reinforces the gender binary.”

Lots of folks these days (both transgender and BMNOPPQ ) seem

to be buying into this “reinforcing” allegation, which essentially accuses
bisexual-identified people (such as myself) of propagating cissexism/

transphobia. And yet, virtually no one is asking what should be a rather

obvious question: Isn’t this argument quite one-sided? Shouldn’t we
also be considering what affect relinquishing the label “bisexual” would

have for BMNOPPQ folks and our efforts to challenge monosexism and
bi-invisibility? Genderqueer-identified bisexual activist Shiri Eisner (in

the aforementioned blog post) was the first person I heard make this
crucial point:

A discussion focusing around bisexuality solely in relation to

transgender politics performs structural bisexual erasure, as it

prioritizes transgender politics over bisexual politics in a discussion about bisexual identity.” [emphasis Eisner’s]10

When put this way, it becomes clear just how brazen it is for trans-

gender folks to claim that bisexuals should abandon an identity label
that BMNOPPQ folks have been using for decades simply because it
is supposedly incompatible with transgender politics. Why stop there?
While we are at it, why don’t we tell lesbians that they have to stop using

that word? After all, few ideologies have spouted as much cissexism over
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the years as lesbian feminism has. Come to think of it, what about people

who describe themselves as a “woman” or a “man”—those labels most
certainly reinforce the binary! Shouldn’t we be calling out anyone who
uses those labels? Or what about trans people who self-identify as “MTF”

and “FTM”—acronyms that imply that there are two sexes. Don’t they
reinforce the binary?

Or, what if we put the shoe on the other foot? Cisgender femi-

nists have long argued that gender is a patriarchal invention designed

to oppress women. Given this, what if cisgender feminists took a similar tactic and began accusing transgender people of “reinforcing the
patriarchy” because the word “transgender” has the word “gender” in it?

Isn’t this argument structurally identical to the bisexual-reinforces-the-

binary claim? If cisgender feminists made this claim, how might we
react? Would we stop calling ourselves transgender (or genderqueer, or

gender variant) as a result? What would that mean for us as a marginalized group that has only recently garnered visibility and a modicum of

acceptance in our society? What would happen to all the policies that
now include “transgender” people, or that prevent discrimination on the

basis of “gender identity” (yes, that term also has that pesky word “gen-

der” in it)? Would we, as a transgender community, really be willing to
give up all that in order to accommodate cisgender feminist politics?

I didn’t think so. So how can we, as a transgender community,

expect bisexual/BMNOPPQ folks to give up the same in order to
accommodate our politics?

There Is More Than Just One Binary!
Nothing demonstrates the fact that the bisexual-reinforces-the-binary

claim prioritizes transgender politics over bisexual politics more than
the assumption that the “bi” in bisexual must automatically be referring

to “the gender binary.” This is a bold assertion given that BMNOPPQ
folks have our own sexual orientation binary to contend with, and that
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bisexual activists have long argued that being “bi” subverts the hetero/

homo binary. So how is it that a debate about “bisexual” (a sexual orien-

tation label) can wind up being solely centered on the gender binary, yet
completely ignore the sexual orientation binary?

This seems to me to be a fairly new development. Back when bisex-

ual and transgender activism were first gaining momentum in the 1990s,
it was quite common for activists from both camps to point out the parallels between the way transgender folks challenge the male/female binary
and how bisexuals challenge the hetero/homo binary. There was even an

entire anthology (entitled Bisexuality and Transgenderism: InterSEXions of
the Others) largely centered on this theme.11 Around the time that I tran-

sitioned (back in 2001), trans people referred to “the male/female binary”
(which seems to acknowledge the possibility that there are other binaries
out there) about as frequently as they mentioned “the gender binary.”

But over time, this perspective has shifted. These days, many

transgender folks seem to be referring to an all “caps lock” version
of THE GENDER BINARY, as if it were the one and only binary

from which all gender and sexual oppression stems. This interpretation

reminds me of the way many cisgender lesbian feminists talk about
THE PATRIARCHY, using it as the single lens through which they

view all aspects of gender and sexuality. Viewing all forms of sexism in

terms of THE PATRIARCHY (i.e., men are the oppressors, women
are the oppressed, end of story) is precisely what led many cisgender

lesbian feminists to misinterpret trans men as “female” traitors who
transition in order to obtain male privilege, and trans women as privileged “men” who attempt to appropriate women’s oppressed status and/
or to infiltrate women-only spaces.

When we view the world through any one single lens, we are

bound to overlook many things. Viewing all aspects of gender and sexuality through the lens of THE PATRIARCHY has led many cisgender lesbian feminists to condemn not only transgender people, but
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feminine and masculine gender expression, butch/femme relationships,
BDSM, pornography, sex workers, sex toys that resemble phalluses,

and so on. Similarly, viewing all gender and sexual oppression in terms
of THE GENDER BINARY might seem to make sense to some trans-

gender people, but it overlooks (and thus erases) numerous other gender
and sexual hierarchies, such as trans-misogyny, masculine-centrism,
subversivism, asexophobia, and of course, monosexism.12

So, in other words, if we are going to have a cross-community con-

versation between transgender and bisexual/BMNOPPQ folks, then we

have to talk about the male/female binary and cissexism, as well as the
hetero/homo binary and monosexism. If we are not taking both communities’ issues and interests into account, then we are not having a conversation, we are merely engaging in one-sided slander.

One final note on this point: During the course of writing this

piece, it struck me how strange it is that the bisexual-reinforces-the-

binary debate, which prioritizes transgender politics over bisexual politics, has successfully proliferated for several years now, and has persuaded

many BMNOPPQ folks to disavow the word bisexual without that much
of a pushback. And I find it alarming that, even though the word monosexism was coined and used by bisexual activists at least a decade before
the word cissexism was by trans activists, these days I find myself having

to explain what the former means far more so than the latter. In other
words, while the bisexual movement gained initial momentum prior to

the transgender movement (which is why the B typically precedes the

T in most queer acronyms), the transgender movement seems to have
leap-frogged over the bisexual movement, at least within the context of
queer communities. To be clear, I am not in any way insinuating that

BMNOPPQ folks are “more oppressed” than transgender people (lord

knows, there is nothing I loathe more than playing “oppression Olympics”). But I do think that transgender people have gelled more as a community than BMNOPPQ folks have. And this lack of cohesion among
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BMNOPPQ folks (in combination with the single-minded THE GEN-

DER BINARY perspective) has certainly contributed to the one-sided
nature of the bisexual-reinforces-the-binary debate.

One Final Observation
Finally, it must be stressed that this bisexual-reinforces-the-binary

debate is not raging uniformly throughout all LGBTQIA+ communities.
It seems to be largely absent from gay men’s communities, and among

transgender and bisexual folks who spend most of their time in straight
communities rather than queer ones. As far as I can tell, this debate is
primarily occurring within queer women’s communities and among trans
folks who also inhabit those spaces. And I think this specificity offers

some insight into why this debate has surfaced and gained traction at this
particular place and time.

This connection occurred to me after, on a couple separate occa-

sions, I heard trans men claim that, in their opinion, bisexuals (as a

group) tend to be more transphobic than lesbians. Frankly, this claim

astonished me. Historically, transgender and bisexual activists often saw
themselves on the same side of challenging exclusion within greater gay
and lesbian communities and organizations.13 And in my own personal

experience, I have found that the self-identified bisexuals in my queer

community tend to be far more supportive of me (as a trans woman) than

exclusively lesbian and gay folks. And while cisgender lesbians typically

do not view trans women such as myself to be legitimate romantic or

sexual partners, cisgender bisexual women often do. As a testament to

this, all of my queer female sexual and romantic partners have been either
bisexual and/or gender variant in some way. While I am definitely open
to the idea of having a cisgender lesbian lover or partner, I have never
once had a cisgender lesbian express interest in me in that way. And this
experience is not specific to me—it is pervasive enough that trans women
and allies often refer to it as “the cotton ceiling.”14
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Of course, things are different for trans men and trans masculine

spectrum folks. They often feel relatively accepted (as both individuals

and prospective lovers/partners) by cisgender lesbians these days. So it
makes sense that, from their point of view, bisexuals might appear more

transphobic than lesbians (indeed, Eisner makes this point as well).15 In

stark contrast, from my perspective as a trans woman, I find that cisgen-

der lesbians tend to be way more likely to be trans-misogynistic than
cisgender bisexual women. These are generalizations, of course, but they
seem to account for our greatly differing perspectives on this matter.

Ironically, while lesbian feminism is largely considered to be passé

these days, its foundational premise—that cisgender men are inherently
oppressive, and that women who partner with them are traitors to the

cause—still lives on in today’s queer women’s communities. Elsewhere,

I have referred to this mindset as FAAB-mentality, as it describes the
presumption that the only truly valid relationships are those between

individuals who are female-assigned-at-birth (whether they be cis
women or trans male/masculine folks).16 Because of FAAB-mentality,
trans women are seen as suspect because we are viewed as being “really

cisgender men,” and femmes are dismissed for too closely resembling
heterosexual women in their gender expression. And of course, bisexual
women are viewed as suspect because some of us choose to partner with
cisgender men.

I believe that this FAAB-mentality is at work behind the scenes

when trans male/masculine folks stress how different they are from cisgender men in order to be accepted in queer women’s spaces, and when

queer women who partner with trans men (and who therefore fall under
the BMNOPPQ umbrella) go to great lengths to avoid identifying as

bisexual. While I respect any person’s right to choose pansexual, polysexual, queer, etc., over bisexual, I sometimes feel that these alternative

labels function like code words in queer women’s communities, as if to

say, “I am sexual with everyone except cisgender men.” While people
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are certainly free to choose not to partner with cisgender men, I am

disturbed by a new binary that seems to be developing here, one that
positions pansexual/polysexual/etc.-identified women as supposedly

subversive and queer because they refuse to sleep with cisgender men,
whereas bisexual-identified women are presumed to be conservative

and straight-minded because they do sometimes partner with cisgender men. And it seems to me that the bisexual-reinforces-the-binary

trope exacerbates this binary, which is probably why this accusation has
become so prevalent in queer women’s communities.

While it is true that some bisexuals are cissexist, it is also true

that many lesbians and trans folks are monosexist.17 As a bisexual trans

woman who is very active in queer women’s communities, I would like

to see us all stop pitting ourselves against one another, and instead work
together to challenge all binaries and all forms of sexism.

How to Be an Ally
to Trans Women
chapter TEN

F

or many years, a major focus of my activism has been challenging
the way in which trans women are often excluded from, or made

to feel irrelevant within, queer women’s spaces. Because I have been so

vocal about the subject, people sometimes ask me for advice on how they
can make their space or organization more genuinely welcoming to trans
women. Sometimes I’d offer suggestions that would pretty much apply

to being a good ally to any minority or marginalized group: Educate

yourself about trans women’s issues, call out transphobic and transmisogynistic attitudes in your community, allow trans women to have

more than just a token voice in the space, don’t project your assumptions
onto us, listen to what we have to say about our own lives and perspec-

tives even if it differs from yours, and so on. Of course, these are all helpful suggestions, but the more that I thought about it, the more I’ve come

to realize that they don’t quite get to the root of the problem. So lately
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I’ve tried to boil down my “how to be a trans woman ally” spiel into one
simple point: Destroy the insider/outsider myth.

The myth is very simple: it assumes that cis women are perpetually

on the inside of queer women’s communities while trans women are
perpetually on the outside trying to get in. This is why cis women who

take issue with trans women in their communities tend to portray us as

infiltrators, interlopers, or impersonators—essentially, entitled “men”
who have the audacity to want to take part in a women’s community

that we supposedly do not understand. This ignores the fact that trans
women have been a part of queer women’s communities since at least

the 1960s, and we’re not going away any time soon. More importantly,
the insider/outsider myth ignores the fact that virtually all of us—
whether cis or trans—begin our lives outside of the queer community.
Almost all of us grew up in straight families. Our formative years were

spent navigating our way through predominantly straight schools and
communities where we were made to feel shame and stigma about our
gender and sexual desires.

Like many queer women, I spent my teenage years closeted, feeling

isolated and scared. I didn’t dare tell anyone about my earliest fantasies,
which invariably involved me (as a girl) making out with some girl I
was crushed out on from my junior high or high school. As a young

adult, I experimented a bit with men, but the lion’s share of my relationships were with queer-identified women. Eventually, I came out to
everyone in my life as a woman who loves other women. These days,
when I move through the world, people generally perceive and treat me

as a queer woman, either because I openly identify as queer, I am with a
female partner, and/or because of my tomboyish nature. In other words,
my story isn’t really that much different from that of the average cis queer

woman, except for the fact that I (unlike her) had been forced against

my will into boyhood. But like all self-empowered queer women, I did

not meekly accept the future that others had laid out for me. Instead, I
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followed my own desires, created my own path, just like my cis queer

sisters. And I believe that we share a vital, mutual goal: to find a support
network outside of the hetero male–centric mainstream where we can
finally feel empowered and affirmed as women who love other women.

Lots of people in our culture express negative attitudes toward

trans women. They will remark or rant about how sick or dangerous or

gross or confused or fake or pathetic or ridiculous we supposedly are. But

honestly, when straight folks make those remarks, it bothers me, but it
doesn’t hurt me as much as it does when a queer woman says the same

thing. The reason for this is simple: I long ago gave up on trying to fit into
the straight majority. But queer women are my chosen community. So

when straight people dis me, it feels like it’s coming from a stranger. But
when queer women do it, it feels like it’s coming from family.

Unfortunately, the insider/outsider myth creates differences in how

cis and trans women are treated within queer women’s communities.

I remember asking a cis queer friend about how she felt the first time
she ventured into a queer women’s space, and her response was similar

to what most of us would probably say: She said she was both excited
and nervous. Excited about the possibilities the space held, but nervous
because, up until that point, she had been a complete outsider. She was
worried that she might say the wrong thing, come off as clueless, that

she might not be accepted or taken seriously. But she found that over

time she was warmly embraced. Older dykes saw her as a younger version
of themselves and took her under their wing. They called her a “baby

dyke”—a pejorative admittedly, but one that implied that it was inevitable that she would eventually grow into her queer womanhood. The more
established dykes were patient with her and gave her the benefit of doubt.

Trans women are rarely given the benefit of doubt. Sometimes we

are explicitly excluded. More often these days, we are formally allowed

to participate, but are never made to feel welcome. Sometimes it feels
like we’ve been placed on double-secret probation—we are tolerated
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until we say or do anything wrong or that can be misinterpreted in any
way. And as soon as we do, others will not attribute it to our naiveté or
the fact that we simply have a different perspective, but rather they will

view it as some vestigial ever-present manifestation of our male privi-

lege, socialization, and/or our dreaded “male energy.” In other words,
they will use the incident to portray us as outsiders.

When trans women are openly accepted in queer women’s spaces,

it is generally despite our trans status rather than because of it. In other

words, we are expected to play down or even hide our trans histories,
perspectives, and bodies in order to blend in with the cis majority.

This is in stark contrast to the way in which our counterparts on the
FTM-spectrum are often embraced, even celebrated, because they are
trans, for the difference they bring to queer women’s spaces.

I have heard numerous trans men complain about how they

are “fetishized” by some queer women. As someone who is often
“fetishized” by men, I can relate to how annoying or invalidating
that can be. Having said that, there are some things that are worse

than being “fetishized” in queer women’s spaces—for instance, being
de-sexualized in those spaces—to not be considered a legitimate object

of queer female desire. Sadly, this is how trans women are often viewed.

And while there are countless support groups for cis queer women who
are in relationships with trans guys, there are virtually no resources

for, or even discussions about, cis queer women who are partnered with
trans women. Sometimes others even treat our cis partners as though
they have been infected with our “trans woman cooties.”

Because trans women are viewed as perpetual outsiders, people

often assume that we can never fully become women. For example,
although I transitioned eight years ago, occasionally when I am talking

to my mom, she’ll ask me, “So how is your transgendering going?” as

though being a woman is a goal I am always trying to reach for but

can never fully achieve. While it admittedly sounds somewhat cute
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coming from my mother, this assumption can be endlessly frustrating
for me in queer women’s communities. It doesn’t matter how long I’ve

been living as a woman, or how many books about lesbianism or queer
feminism I have read (or written), I still come across cis queer women
who will speak down to me as though I don’t know anything about
our community at all. So when I complain about some transphobic or

trans-misogynistic comment that a queer woman has made, I am often
told that I must be mistaken, or perhaps I’m too sensitive. I may even be

lectured about how I should just be patient with the woman in question
because she has been oppressed by the patriarchy (as though I haven’t
been oppressed by the patriarchy!).

Sometimes I will joke with friends that I am but one bad experi-

ence away from becoming a trans woman separatist. People always laugh
when I say that because of how absurdist it is. There are simply too few

trans women in the world to create a viable separatist movement. And

while I find trans women to be extremely hot, I have no desire to limit
my dating pool to just trans women. And while I think trans women

have crucial (and underappreciated) insights into gender and sexism, I do
not believe that we (and we alone) have all of the answers. In fact, I don’t

believe that any one group can have all the answers, because each of us
inhabits different bodies. We have different histories, different predispositions, and we each lie at the intersection of different privileges and
forms of marginalization.

So when people ask me what they can do to be allies to trans

women, I tell them that the most important thing they can do is to help

work toward creating new queer women’s communities: communities
that celebrate difference rather than sameness; communities where all of

us are listened to and valued for our unique perspectives; communities
where every person is seen as a legitimate object of desire; communities

where our gender expressions and presentations are not policed; communities where “gold star” lesbians1 are not viewed as any better than
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devoutly bisexual women, and where trans women are not viewed as less

legitimate than cis women; communities that acknowledge that women
who love other women may take an infinite number of different life paths

in order to get there. Let’s work together to build new queer women’s
communities where all of us, despite superficial differences in our bodies
and histories, are given the benefit of doubt.

Performance Piece
chapter ELEVEN

I

f one more person tells me that “all gender is performance,” I think

I am going to strangle them.1 What’s most annoying about that

soundbite is how it is often recited in a somewhat snooty “I-took-agender-studies-class-and-you-didn’t” sort of way, which is ironic given

the way that phrase dumbs down gender. It is a crass oversimplification
that is as ridiculous as saying all gender is genitals, all gender is chromosomes, or all gender is socialization. In reality, gender is all of these
things and more. In fact, if there’s one thing that all of us should be

able to agree on, it’s that gender is a confusing and complicated mess.
It’s like a junior high school mixer, where our bodies and our internal

desires awkwardly dance with one another and with the external expectations that other people place on us.

Sure, I can perform gender: I can curtsy, or throw like a girl, or bat
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my eyelashes. But performance doesn’t explain why certain behaviors and

ways of being come to me more naturally than others. It offers no insight
into the countless restless nights I spent as a pre-teen wrestling with the
inexplicable feeling that I should be female. It doesn’t capture the very

real physical and emotional changes that I experienced when I hormon-

ally transitioned from testosterone to estrogen. Performance doesn’t even
begin to address the fact that, during my transition, I acted the same—
wore the same T-shirts, jeans, and sneakers that I always had—yet once

other people started reading me as female, they began treating me very

differently. When we talk about my gender as though it were a performance, we let the audience—with all of their expectations, prejudices,
and presumptions—completely off the hook.

Look, I know that many contemporary queer folks and feminists

embrace mantras like “all gender is performance,” “all gender is drag,”
and “gender is just a construct.” 2 They seem empowered by the way these

sayings give the impression that gender is merely a fiction. A facade. A

figment of our imaginations. And of course, this is a convenient strat-

egy, provided that you’re not a trans woman who lacks the means to
change her legal sex to female, and who thus runs the very real risk of

being locked up in an all-male jail cell. Provided that you’re not a trans
man who has to navigate the discrepancy between his male identity and

female history during job interviews and first dates. Whenever I hear
someone who has not had a transsexual experience say that gender is

just a construct or merely a performance, it always reminds me of that
Stephen Colbert gag where he insists that he doesn’t see race. 3 It’s easy

to fictionalize an issue when you are not fully in touch with all of the
ways in which you are privileged by it.

Almost every day of my life I deal with people who insist on seeing

my femaleness as fake. People who make a point of calling me effem-

inate rather than feminine. People who slip up my pronouns, but only

after they find out that I’m trans, never beforehand. People who insist
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on third-sexing me with labels like MTF, boy-girl, he-she, she-male,

ze, hir,4 it—anything but simply female. Because I’m transsexual, I am
sometimes accused of impersonation or deception when I am simply

being myself. So it seems to me that this strategy of fictionalizing gender will only ever serve to marginalize me further.

So I ask you: Can’t we find new ways of speaking? Shouldn’t we be

championing new slogans that empower all of us, whether trans or nontrans, queer or straight, female and/or male and/or none of the above?

Instead of saying that all gender is this or all gender is that, let’s

recognize that the word gender has scores of meanings built into it. It’s

an amalgamation of bodies, identities, and life experiences, of subconscious urges, sensations, and behaviors, some of which develop organi-

cally, and others which are shaped by language and culture. Instead of
saying that gender is any one single thing, let’s start describing it as a
holistic experience.

Instead of saying that all gender is performance, let’s admit that

sometimes gender is an act, and other times it isn’t. And since we can’t

get inside of one another’s minds, we have no way of knowing whether

any given person’s gender is sincere or contrived. Let’s fess up to the fact
that when we make judgments about other people’s genders, we’re typi-

cally basing it on our own assumptions (and we all know what happens
when you assume, right?).

Let’s stop claiming that certain genders and sexualities “reinforce

the gender binary.” In the past, that tactic has been used to dismiss

butches and femmes, bisexuals, trans folks and our partners, and feminine people of every persuasion. Gender isn’t simply some faucet that
we can turn on and off in order to appease other people, whether they be
heterosexist bigots or queerer-than-thou hipsters. How about this: Let’s

stop pretending that we have all the answers because when it comes to
gender, none of us is fucking omniscient.

Instead of trying to fictionalize gender, let’s talk about all of the
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moments in life when gender feels all too real. Because gender doesn’t
feel like drag when you’re a young trans child begging your parents not

to cut your hair or not to force you to wear that dress. And gender doesn’t

feel like a performance when, for the first time in your life, you feel safe
and empowered enough to express yourself in ways that resonate with
you, rather than remaining closeted for the benefit of others. And gender

doesn’t feel like a construct when you finally find that special person

whose body, personality, identity, and energy feels like a perfect fit with
yours. Let’s stop trying to deconstruct gender into non-existence and

instead start celebrating it as inexplicable, varied, profound, and intricate.
So don’t dare dismiss my gender as a construct, drag, or a perfor-

mance, because my gender is a work of non-fiction.

PART TWO

New Ways
of Speaking

The Perversion of
“The Personal Is Political”
chapter TWELVE

A

s countless writers and activists have chronicled1, and as my own

essays in the previous section of this book attest to, exclusion is a

recurring problem in feminist and queer movements, organizations,
and spaces. Whether unconscious or overt, exclusion always leads to

the same end result: Many individuals who wish to participate are left
behind, and the few who remain often bask in the misconception that

they are part of a unified, righteous movement. To put it another way,
exclusion inevitably leads to far smaller movements with far more narrow
and distorted agendas.

Those of us who face exclusion within feminism or queer activ-

ism will often focus our efforts on challenging the specific isms that we
believe are driving our exclusion. In my case, this has led me to spend

much of the last decade critiquing cissexism, trans-misogyny, masculine-centrism, and monosexism within the queer and feminist spaces I
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have participated in. Others have focused their efforts on challenging

heterosexism, racism, classism, ableism, ageism, and sizeism within these
movements. All of this is important work, to be sure. But honestly, sometimes I feel like we are all playing one giant game of Whac-A-Mole2—
as soon as we make gains challenging a particular type of exclusion,

another type arises or becomes apparent. So while we may make significant inroads in challenging certain isms, as a whole, the phenomenon of
exclusion continues unabated.

For this reason, over the last several years, I have focused my atten-

tion on a more fundamental, underlying question: Why do feminist and

queer movements, which would so clearly benefit from strength in num-

bers, always seem to exclude certain people who are committed to our

overall goal of challenging sexism? And is there a way to eliminate, or at
least mitigate, our tendency toward excluding people simply because they
are different from us?

Many other feminists and queer activists have asked these very

questions. And, almost without exception, they all seem to reach similar conclusions: Exclusion, they will claim, always stems from conservative forces or ideologies within our movements. And, according to these

accounts, the only way that we can ever transcend exclusion is to adopt
a more radical approach to feminism and queer activism. For example, people who forward this approach often claim that the exclusion

of women of color and/or queer women from mainstream feminism is

the result of essentialism. Such people will often advocate social constructionist perspectives (which attempt to destabilize gender and sexual categories rather than portraying them as natural) as an alternative.
Others will point to how mainstream feminism and queer activism have
largely ignored their most economically disadvantaged constituents,
and will argue that these movements should therefore move away from

previous liberal or reformist approaches, and instead take a more politically radical and/or anti-capitalist approach. Others will argue that the
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exclusion of gender variant and unconventionally sexual folks from feminism and queer activism is a sign that these movements have become

too “assimilationist.” Such people will often encourage us to be even

more unconventional and revolutionary in our genders or sexualities as
a way to subvert heteronormativity and mainstream society. And still

others will claim that activists who portray gay people or trans people
as oppressed minorities that require legal protection are merely clinging to an outdated “identity politics” approach, one that is inferior to
more anti-identity strategies for bringing about change.

While there is some truth to all of these claims, I strongly believe

that this overarching narrative—that exclusion is an inherently “conservative” tendency that can only be countered by taking more “radical”

approaches—is severely shortsighted. After all, radical movements practice exclusion and police their own boundaries just as fiercely as conservative ones (as can be seen in many self-identified radicals’ pronouncements
that certain individuals or identities are not feminist or queer enough).

Indeed, exclusion within feminist and queer movements is not a conser-

vative, liberal, or radical phenomenon, but rather a systemic problem that

stems from the way we conceptualize sex, gender, and sexuality, and the
way we frame sexism and marginalization more generally. And in this
second section of the book, I hope to thoroughly detail this problem as
I see it, and to offer alternative ways of thinking about sexism that more

accurately reflect the world, and that are more likely to give rise to inclusive movements.

In order to illustrate these fundamental problems that exist with

how we currently view gender and sexism, I will spend this chapter
focusing on one specific example of exclusion, namely, the exclusion of

transsexuals within more radical strands of feminism. While transsexuals
have also faced exclusion in liberal or reformist feminist circles, I want to

focus specifically on more radical feminist perspectives in order to challenge the assumption that exclusion necessarily stems from conservatism.
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My goal here is not to simply petition for transsexual inclusion in feminism (I’d like to think that by this point in the book readers are already
convinced that we should be included!), but rather to point out the fatal

flaws in how we conceptualize sexism, and how these flaws often lead to

exclusion. So while this chapter will begin with a lot of talk about transsexuality, toward the end I will be making much broader points about
feminism and queer activism.

Parallels between Cissexism
and Heterosexism
Throughout this book, I have been using the word transsexual to refer to
people who are cross-gender–identified—that is, who identify and live

as members of the sex other than the one they were assigned at birth. 3
I find that during cissexual discussions about transsexuality, there is
one question that invariably sucks all of the proverbial oxygen out of

the room: “Why do some people cross-gender identify?” Of course, an

analogous question can be (and often is) asked with regards to sexual
orientation: “Why do some people experience same-sex attraction?”

Despite well over a century of medical, biological, psychological, and

sociological inquiry into these phenomena, no clear, singular, undisputed cause for either cross-gender identity or same-sex attraction

has been found. And the fact that cross-gender identity and same-sex

attraction are both pancultural and transhistorical phenomena4, and

that individuals who experience these inclinations typically describe

them as unconscious, inexplicable, persistent, and deeply felt, seems
to indicate that these are complex traits—this is the term biologists
sometimes use to refer to traits that arise from a complex interaction
between numerous biological, social, and environmental factors, and

which always results in a panoply of outcomes rather than specific, fixed
outcomes. So to clarify, I am not suggesting that biology is the only,

or even primary, factor that shapes gender and sexuality. I am simply
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saying that biology and biological variation do, on some level, influence
our gender and sexuality. (I will explain precisely what I mean by this
in the following chapter.)

Over the years, lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) individuals have

forcibly made the case that the actual challenge they face stems not from

their same-sex attraction per se, but rather from heterosexism—the insti-

tutionalized belief that heterosexual attraction and relationships are
considered valid and natural, whereas same-sex attraction and relationships are not.5 Analogously, the major obstacle that transsexuals face

is not simply the fact that we are born into the “wrong body” (as that

dilemma can be resolved via transitioning and living as members of our

identified gender), but rather that our gender identities, expressions, and
sex embodiments are typically viewed as being less valid and natural than

those of cissexuals. As I have discussed in previous chapters, this double
standard is called cissexism.

Now, heterosexism and cissexism have much in common. They are

both forms of oppositional sexism, in which certain attributes are viewed

as natural, legitimate, and taken for granted in one sex, and unnatural,

illegitimate, and questionable when expressed in the other.6 In fact, upon
closer inspection, it becomes clear that heterosexism and cissexism are

enforced in almost identical ways. Over the next few paragraphs, I want
to highlight some of these parallels, both because they are germane to

this chapter’s focus on transsexual exclusion within feminism, and also
because they provide insight into how sexist double standards function

more generally—a topic that I will delve into more thoroughly in subsequent chapters.

First, heterosexism and cissexism function by ensuring that same-

sex desire and cross-gender identity, respectively, are viewed as being

inherently questionable, while their heterosexual and cissexual counterparts remain unquestionable and taken for granted. As a result, LGB
individuals are expected to account for, and provide details about, our
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sexualities and relationships that heterosexuals typically are not (typi-

cal questions may include, “How do you know that you’re really gay?”
or “How do you have sex?”). Rarely does anyone ask reciprocal questions (such as “How do you know that you’re really straight?”) to heterosexuals. Transsexuals are similarly expected to provide details about
our childhood gender identity and expression, to describe what medical

procedures we have undergone, and so on, in order to justify our gender
identity. In addition, same-sex attraction and cross-gender identity are

generally deemed more remarkable—that is, people constantly comment
upon, and openly debate, these phenomena, whereas heterosexuality and
cissexuality typically receive little attention or discussion.

Often, people who are unapologetically heterosexist or cissexist are

not content with merely bringing LGB and transsexual identities into

question, but rather they seek to assign ulterior motives to these groups
in order to explain these phenomena. For example, those who engage

in same-sex relationships are often assumed to be merely sexually confused, to not have met the “right” other-sex person yet, to be looking for

an “alternative lifestyle,” or to have been recruited by the “homosexual

agenda.” Likewise, transsexuals are presumed to have similarly dubious
motives: We are often accused of transitioning in order to obtain certain
gender privileges, to satisfy some sexual urge or perversion, to assimilate
into straight society, or because we are mentally ill or merely confused
about our gender.

Another way that heterosexism and cissexism operate is by portray-

ing same-sex relationships and cross-gender identities as inferior copies of heterosexual and cissexual ones, respectively. (In Whipping Girl,

I referred to this tactic as facsimilation.)7 For example, straight-minded

people often compulsively attempt to assess which member of a same-

sex couple is the “boy” (butch) and which is the “girl” (femme) under the

assumption that their relationship merely mimics heterosexuality. Similarly, upon finding out that someone is transsexual, cissexual-minded
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people will often compulsively scan the person for any evidence of their
assigned (read: “real”) sex and begin interpreting the transsexual’s behav-

iors and presentation as an “imitation,” “emulation,” or “impersonation”
of cissexual women or men. The assumption that transsexuals merely

imitate cissexual genders is apparent in media depictions, which almost
invariably forward scenes of trans women and men in the act of putting

on gender-specific apparel and accoutrement, and practicing and affecting female or male mannerisms.8 Such depictions reinforce cissexual
“realness” and transsexual “fakeness.”

Heterosexism and cissexism function not only by portraying

same-sex attraction and cross-gender identities as artificial, but by

invisibilizing them in day-to-day life. Just as heterosexual assump-

tion (the assumption that all people are heterosexual unless evidence

is provided to the contrary) often erases the existence of same-sex
attraction and relationships, cissexual assumption erases the existence
of transsexual people. Many of the most common tropes that plague

LGB and transsexual people—that we are “closeted,” that we “pass”

(as heterosexual or cissexual, respectively), or that we “deceive” other
people—would not exist if it were not for these assumptions.

Of course, heterosexism and cissexism are not merely abstract con-

cepts, but rather institutionalized forms of marginalization: They ensure
that same-sex relationships and cross-gender identities will be viewed as

being less socially and legally valid than heterosexual and cissexual ones,
respectively. Obvious examples include the lack of legal recognition of
same-sex marriages and transsexuals’ identified genders in many jurisdictions. As a result, heterosexuals and cissexuals experience privileges that
are regularly denied to LGB and transsexual individuals, respectively.
Just as heterosexuals often take their sexual orientations for granted, and

are oblivious to the heterosexual privilege they enjoy, cissexuals are able
to take their gender identities and sex embodiments for granted, and are
oblivious to their own cissexual privilege.
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So with that quick primer in mind, we can now turn to our case

study: transsexual exclusion within radical strands of feminism.

The “Gender System” and Gender
Artifactualist Politics
The issue of transsexuality has come up time and time again in cissexual

feminist theory. In the trans, queer, and feminist circles that I inhabit,
I find that there is a recurring narrative that is often told to describe the
supposed evolution in feminist thought regarding transsexual issues and

individuals. According to this narrative, the negative views of transsexuality held by many second-wave feminists (e.g., radical and lesbian feminists) are attributed to gender essentialism, whereas the acceptance, and
sometimes even embrace, of the phenomenon by more recent feminists

(e.g., queer theorists and poststructuralists) arises from their recognition

that sex and gender are both socially constructed. I believe that this narrative both misrepresents the concerns of radical and lesbian feminists

and overlooks the high degree of ambivalence that social constructionists
have expressed toward transsexuality over the years. Here, instead, I will

be making the case that the views of transsexuality forwarded by all of
the aforementioned camps of feminist thought are actually more similar

to one another than they are different. And the reason for this similarity

stems from their shared belief in gender artifactualization—the tendency
to conceptualize and depict gender as being primarily or entirely a cultural artifact. Cissexual feminist fascination with transsexuality (where it

has occurred) has typically been motivated not by a concern for transsex-

ual individuals but by an interest in how the existence of transsexuality
might impact, or provide support for, gender artifactualist perspectives
and politics.

It is important here to make a distinction between gender artifac-

tualization and social constructionism. To have a social construction-

ist view of gender (by most standard definitions) simply means that one
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believes that gender does not arise in a direct and unadulterated manner
from biology, but rather is shaped to some extent by culture—by social-

ization, gender norms, and the gender-related ideology, language, and
labels that constrain and influence our understanding of the matter. By
this definition, I am most certainly a social constructionist. Gender artifactualists, on the other hand, are typically not content to merely discuss

the ways in which gender may be socially constructed, but rather they

discount or purposefully ignore the possibility that biology and biological variation also play a role in constraining and shaping our genders.

Sometimes, even the most nuanced and carefully qualified suggestions
that biology may have some influence on gendered behaviors or desires
will garner accusations of “essentialism” in gender artifactualist circles (I
discuss this tendency at greater length in the next chapter).

There have been two major approaches to gender artifactualism.

Some subscribe to a sex/gender distinction, where the primary focus is on

“gender,” which is associated with the mind and viewed as entirely social
and learned, whereas “sex” (the biological) is relegated exclusively to the

body and is assumed to play little to no role in gendered behavior. Other
gender artifactualists instead make the case that “sex” is just as much of
a cultural artifact as “gender.”

It has been my experience that many (albeit certainly not all) fem-

inists who describe themselves as social constructionists in fact forward

gender artifactualist positions. This tendency is perhaps most blatantly
obvious in the popular slogans that are often quoted in feminist or

gender studies settings—“all gender is performance” or “gender is just
a construct.” Such phrases seem to intentionally deny any possible role

for biology. Gender artifactualism tends to be embraced in more “radical” or “revolutionary” feminist traditions (e.g., radical feminism, lesbian feminism, poststructuralism, and queer theory) because it forcibly

challenges biological determinist notions that dominate in the culture.

More importantly, gender artifactualism allows one to view gender solely
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in terms of a hegemonic gender system that may be challenged, undermined, subverted, displaced, or overthrown. Of course, this hegemonic

gender system goes by many names—the patriarchy, the sex/gender system, compulsory heterosexuality, the heterosexual matrix, the gender

binary, kyriarchy 9, and so on. For simplicity, I will simply refer to it as
the gender system.

The gender artifactualist belief that “woman” and “man” are

entirely socially derived categories foisted upon us by an oppressive gender system automatically forecloses any possibility that there might be
non-social or intrinsic factors that influence or predispose one to

cross-gender identification. As a result, gender artifactualists have typically dismissed transsexuals’ claims of having a deep, profound, subconscious self-understanding of which sex we belong to, and instead have

presumed that transsexuality is a form of “false consciousness” that arises
as a symptom or by-product of the gender system. For example, feminist

psychologist Sandra Bem claimed that transsexuality was part of “the

same process of gender polarization that also produces highly conven-

tional males and females. In a less gender-polarizing culture, after all,
it would matter much less if the individual’s personality did not cohere
into a tightly gender-polarized package that matched her or his biological

sex.”10 In her book Woman Hating, Andrea Dworkin states that “‘man’

and ‘woman’ are fictions, caricatures, cultural constructs,” and she forwards androgyny as a way of undermining the gender system.11 Accord-

ing to her worldview, “community built on androgynous identity will

mean the end of transsexuality as we know it. Either the transsexual will

be able to expand his/her sexuality into a fluid androgyny, or, as roles
disappear, the phenomenon of transsexuality will disappear.”12

Further, because gender artifactualists believe that the categories

of “woman” and “man” underpin the gender system, they often view
transsexuals and/or transsexuality as enabling or “reinforcing” the gen-

der system. The most hardline take on this view has been advocated by
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radical and lesbian-identified cissexual feminists such as Janice Raymond

and Sheila Jeffreys. In her book The Transsexual Empire, Raymond argues
that, “Within [a patriarchal] society, the transsexual only exchanges one

stereotype for the other, thus reinforcing the fabric by which a sexist

society is held together.”13 Similarly, Jeffreys views transsexuals and oth-

ers on the transgender spectrum as “engaging in behaviour which is in
opposition to the feminist project of the elimination of gender, thereby
helping to maintain the currency of gender.”14

Critics of Jeffreys and Raymond often dismiss their work on the

grounds that it is rooted in gender essentialism. I would argue that

such claims are somewhat off the mark. After all, the main point both
authors make—that transsexuals buy into gender and reinforce the

gender system—is not rooted in gender essentialism, but in gender
artifactualism. Indeed, the force of their critiques rests entirely on the

assumption that gender identity and expression are cultural artifacts
that have no biological basis and that serve the sole purpose of maintaining the gender system.

Furthermore, conclusions that are very similar to Raymond’s and

Jeffreys’s radical feminist perspectives have been forwarded by a variety of

social constructionist and poststructuralist theorists. For example, Judith
Lorber (who, according to promotion for her book Paradoxes of Gender,
“argues that gender is wholly a product of socialization”) has said that

“transsexuals do not challenge the social construction of gender. Their

goal is to be masculine men and feminine women.”15 Serena Nanda, an

anthropologist who celebrates how so-called “third gender” categories in

other cultures challenge Western notions of binary gender, claims that
“[t]ranssexuals . . . far from being an example of gender diversity, both

reflected and reinforced the dominant Euro-American sex/gender ide-

ology in which one had to chose to be either a man or a (stereotypical)
woman.”16 Other theorists who take psychoanalytic or poststructuralist

approaches, such as Carol-Anne Tyler, Bernice Hausman, and Marjorie
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Garber, have portrayed transsexuals as being semiotically-challenged

individuals who take signifiers a little too seriously and therefore wind
up “literalizing,” “essentializing,” and literally embodying aspects of the

gender system at the same time that they simultaneously reveal gender’s

constructed nature.17 While these critiques differ from one another, and

from those of Jeffreys and Raymond, they all rely on a similar gender
artifactualist logic: 1) Gender is a cultural artifact; 2) Transsexuals mistake gender to be something real (rather than recognizing it as artificial);
3) Therefore, transsexuals reify the gender system.

Now from a transsexual perspective, such claims that we reinforce

or uphold the gender system seem rather odd. For one thing, I didn’t

transition in order to better fit into the gender system—as a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual women, I am still regularly viewed as

gender–non-conforming. For me, transitioning wasn’t about conforming to society, but about self-actualization, about becoming the person I know myself to be. In fact, I would argue that changing one’s
sex is generally viewed by most people to be the most extreme act of

gender non-conformity that one could possibly engage in. When I come

out as transsexual to straight mainstream folks, I have never once had

someone say, “Thank you Julia for reinforcing our gender binary! You’re
such an outstanding gendered citizen, thank you for being you!” In fact,
quite the opposite happens: People often become bothered, or confused,

or disturbed. So the notion that my gender somehow reinforces the gender system does not have any bearing on my everyday life.

But what strikes me even more about the reinforcing-the-

gender-system claim is how selectively it is doled out. For example,
I never hear cissexual feminists say, “My mom reinforces the gender
binary,” or “My next door neighbor upholds heterosexist gender norms,”

even though such things may be true. Even more to the point, if a cis-

sexual feminist such as Janice Raymond or Bernice Hausman or Sandra
Bem were to call themselves a woman, or to do something generally
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associated with women, would it spark great debates within feminist
circles over whether these individuals reinforced the gender system? I

think not. Therefore, the reinforcing-the-gender-system trope seems to

represent a double standard in that it is routinely applied to transsexu-

als but not to most cissexuals. In other words, it represents a cissexist
double standard.

Trans man Max Wolf Valerio provides an anecdote that illustrates

just how inane this double standard is. He had the opportunity to speak

with a class on transgender and transsexuality just after they viewed a
short documentary on him. Some of the more critical questions Max

fielded centered on the fact that, at one point in the film, he boxes the
camera—some of the students interpreted this action as evidence that

Max was reinforcing conventional gender roles. Max muses about how,

had he engaged in the very same boxing gestures prior to his transition (when he was perceived as female), these students would likely have

viewed his actions as “rebellious” and “charming” rather than as oppres-

sively masculine. He then imagines asking the women in the class how
they feel whenever they do anything stereotypically female, such as

wearing “women’s” clothing, or being nurturing or communicative. He
hypothetically asks these cissexual women:

Would you only be filmed doing things that women are never supposed to do, or haven’t typically done? Do you . . . monitor your

actions and thoughts to prevent slipping up and “ buying into the

bipolar gender system?” Probably not. Then why expect me or any
other transsexual to?18

So the fact that transsexuals, but not cissexuals, are routinely

accused of reinforcing the gender system is clearly just a by-product of
cissexism: Our gender identities and sex embodiments are seen as less
legitimate than those of cissexuals.
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As I noted earlier, a major way in which cissexism is enforced is

via the assumption that transsexual gender identities, expressions, and
sex embodiments are inherently “fake” and therefore can be called into

question, whereas their cissexual counterparts are “real” and therefore
taken for granted. This discrepancy explains why transsexuals seem to
garner more disdain and criticism for reinforcing the gender system than

the gender-normative cissexual majority. Furthermore, because cissexism causes cissexual-minded people to constitutively view transsexuals

as “fakes”—as mere imitations or impersonations of cissexual genders—

such people are inclined to (mis)perceive and (mis)interpret transsexuals
as actively and purposefully trying to fit themselves into female and male
stereotypes even when they are not.

Granted, some transsexuals do purposefully emulate the behaviors

of cissexual women and men in order to “pass” successfully as cissexual.19

Cissexual feminist theorists seem to share the mainstream media’s fascination with capturing transsexuals in the act of affecting, practicing, and

performing femaleness and maleness. Most often, these depictions focus

on transsexuals who are newly embarking on social and physical transition—that is, transsexuals who are at their most gender incongruous,

their most visibly “fake.” An investment in “fakeness” is evident in most
cissexual feminist accounts of transsexuality, whether it’s Raymond and
Jeffreys, who rebuke transsexuals for acting like grossly exaggerated caricatures of feminine stereotypes, or Tyler, Hausman, and Garber, whose

primary interests are in the ways that transsexuals make the artificial and
constructed nature of gender appear visible.

Once we acknowledge this double standard with regards to “fake-

ness,” then it becomes apparent that many feminist writings that are

not blatantly anti-transsexual are nevertheless rooted in cissexism. For
example, in Kessler and McKenna’s classic book, Gender: An Ethnomethodological Approach, they dedicate an entire chapter to exploring “what

transsexualism can illuminate about the day-to-day social construction
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of gender by all persons.”20 But one might ask, if all people’s genders
are constructed, then why focus on transsexuals? Their reasoning: “It is

easier for us to see that transsexuals ‘do’ (accomplish) gender than it is
to see this process in nontranssexuals.”21 Kessler and McKenna make

this provocative claim, yet they never take the next obvious step and ask,
“Why is that?” While they never explicitly spell out why, it seems rather
clear that this is due to the fact that transsexual genders are already

assumed to be “fake” a priori. Thus, their approach both relies upon, and
also exacerbates, societal cissexism.

To understand why this is so problematic, consider the following anal-

ogy: What if a sociologist hoped to demonstrate the socially constructed
nature of monogamy? And to make their case, they focused on same-sex,

rather than heterosexual, couples because they felt that the former better illustrated the ways in which monogamous relationships are artificial

and contrived. Clearly, such an approach would reinforce the heterosexist
assumption that same-sex relationships are unnatural, illegitimate, and
inferior copies of heterosexual relationships. It would also exploit those who

cannot socially and legally take their desires and relationships for granted
in the way that the heterosexual majority can. Similarly, using transsexuals

to illuminate the artificial nature of gender exploits the fact that transsexuals are viewed as “fakes,” and that we cannot socially or legally take our
gender identities, expressions, and sex embodiments for granted in the way

that cissexuals can. In other words, such approaches simultaneously exploit
transsexuals and reinforce cissexism.

Given Kessler and McKenna’s assertion that all people’s genders are

constructed, we should consider what the effect might be if, rather than

focusing on transsexual subjects, they were to focus their deconstructive
efforts on a cissexual person instead. Let’s imagine, for instance, that
they chose Judith Lorber or Carol-Anne Tyler or Sheila Jeffreys as their

subject. And in their analysis, they highlighted and detailed all of the
aspects of that person’s body, personality, mannerisms, attitudes, actions,
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desires, and interests that seemed mannish, androgynous, or incongruent
to them, and then used this information to argue that they are not “nat-

urally” female, but rather that they “perform” or “achieve” femaleness.

Would that be an effective way to demonstrate that gender is socially
constructed? Probably not. Because these women are all cissexual, their

female gender identities, expressions and sex embodiments are viewed as

natural and unquestionable a priori. So any attempt to deconstruct their
genders would yield limited results, as readers would no doubt have a
difficult time overcoming the nagging feeling that these women are really
female no matter what anyone were to say or do.

The reason why I chose to use actual people in this example is to

illuminate a second point, namely, that nonconsensually deconstructing
a person’s gender can be highly objectifying, even degrading. Yet this is

precisely what cissexual feminists have repeatedly done to transsexual

subjects. The fact that cissexual feminists regularly get away with dissecting and deconstructing the genders of actual trans people—whether

they be “Agnes,” Jan Morris, Beth Elliot, Sandy Stone, Renée Richards,
Venus Extravaganza, and countless others22—and not have it come off
as utterly disrespectful, suggests that most readers view transsexuals not

merely as “fakes,” but as inhuman to some extent as well. The fact that

cissexual-minded people are unlikely to sympathize or identify with
transsexuals undoubtedly plays a major role in why transsexuals are so

routinely depicted as specimens in such a broad variety of feminist, sociological, psychological, and other texts.

The Arbitrary Nature
of the Gender System
Gender artifactualist politics place an extraordinary burden on

feminist-minded transsexuals. In order to gain inclusion within feminism, transsexuals must constantly address accusations that they
reinforce the gender system. If they assert that they transitioned not to
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reinforce the gender system but because they experienced a deeply felt
self-understanding that they should be the other sex, their response

will likely be dismissed as “essentialist” and taken as a sign that they
buy into the gender system. Seemingly, the only alternative other than
abandoning feminism altogether is to reframe their cross-gender identity in political terms rather than personal terms, by arguing that their

transsexual gender identities and sex embodiments call the gender system into question, thus subverting it. This is precisely the approach
taken during the initial rise of the transgender movement in the 1990s,

and it is perhaps most evident in the writings of Kate Bornstein, Leslie Feinberg, and Riki Wilchins. 23 These authors use their own gen-

der incongruity to destabilize and deconstruct the male/female gender
binary, and they regularly draw parallels between their own gender

transgressions and those of cissexual gender non-conformists. The
notion that transgender people subvert or “shatter” the gender binary

was strengthened by the fact that these authors all explicitly identify

outside the binary. In today’s parlance, we would describe their identi-

ties as genderqueer, an umbrella term for people who see themselves as
being neither a man nor a woman, or perhaps a little bit of both, and/or
who move freely between genders.

In addition to having a huge positive impact on me as a young trans

person many years ago, the writings of these and other activists made

great strides toward convincing many cissexual feminists that transgen-

der people could be allies in the fight against sexism. This is clearly a
good thing. However, reframing trans bodies and identities in purely
political terms has several drawbacks. First, it is somewhat disingenuous.
After all, many trans folks experience an inexplicable feeling that there is

something wrong with the gender we were assigned at birth long before
being exposed to any sort of gender politics. So playing up our supposed

political motives, while playing down our personal motives, essentially
erases trans people’s subjectivity.
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Second, this approach has encouraged some cissexuals who have

no history of cross-gender identity whatsoever to embrace a transgender

or genderqueer identity out of their desire to shatter the gender binary.

I often refer to such people as being “intellectually genderqueer.” This is
not meant to be a pejorative by any means—I believe that every person
has the right to choose (or not choose) to identify with whatever gender

feels like the best fit for them. However, this trend can become an issue
because, in certain spaces, intellectually genderqueer voices dominate

discussions about trans people and issues. This can be problematic, especially for transsexuals, as it once again casts “trans” solely as a political
move to shatter the gender binary, while erasing the very real obstacles

transsexuals face, namely, the fact that we are seen as “fakes” and as illegitimate members of our identified genders.

Third, the claim that trans people subvert the gender system has

been routinely twisted by many cissexual feminists (as well as some
transgender activists) into an expectation that trans people must

actively refuse to identify within the male/female binary, and must

constantly make our gender incongruity visible in order to be viewed
as sufficiently feminist. 24 As a result, gender variant people who fail

to meet such criteria (e.g., transsexuals who fully transition and iden-

tify unqualifiedly as women or men) still to this day remain subject to
accusations that they reinforce the gender system. This expectation—

which I often half-jokingly refer to as compulsory genderqueerness—is

something that I have personally faced time and time again in feminist
settings, and I find it both endlessly frustrating and utterly silly. After

all, the aspects of my person that are most often called out as reinforcing the gender system—namely, the fact that my gender identity and
presentation are unqualifiedly female—are traits that also apply to the

overwhelming majority of cissexual feminist women. But of course,
unlike me, they are never called out for identifying as women and
wearing women’s clothing.
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So clearly, the tactic of politicizing transgender identities under the

rubric of “we subvert the gender system” is a well-meaning attempt to
gain legitimacy for trans folks, but in the end it fails because it does not

challenge the core problem: cissexism. This failure is especially evident in
feminist critiques of claims that trans people subvert the gender system.

For example, Bernice Hausman dismisses transgender politics as being

liberal or reformist because “transsexualism and transgenderism rely on
maintaining gender as a category of experience and being.” 25 In other

words, trans people fail to recognize the gender artifactualist position

that “gender itself exists only as a convention” (emphasis hers).26 Ray-

mond makes a similar point in her 1994 essay on the rise of transgender

politics, when she argues that trans people, “rather than transcending,

i.e. dismantling and going beyond gender roles, seek to combine aspects
of traditional femininity with aspects of traditional masculinity.”27

I cannot tell you how many times I have read and heard claims that

feminists are trying to “move beyond gender,” or to bring on the “end of
gender,” invoked in attempts to portray transsexuality and transgenderism
as antithetical to feminism. Here is what I want to know: What exactly is
the “end of gender”? What does it look like? Are there words to describe

male and female bodies at the end of gender? Or do we purge all words
that refer to male- or female-specific body parts and reproductive functions for fear that they will reinforce gender distinctions? Do we do away
with activities such as sports, sewing, shaving, cooking, fixing cars, taking

care of children, and of course, man-on-top-woman-on-bottom penetration sex, because these have been too closely associated with traditional

masculine and feminine roles in the past? What clothes do we wear at the
end of gender? Do we all wear pants? Or do we all wear skirts? Or do we
have to come up with a completely different type of clothing altogether?
Or perhaps we must go naked because, after all, clothing has a long and

troubled history of conspiring with the gender system. Who gets to make

these decisions? Who gets to decide what is gender and what is not? By
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what criteria does one determine whether any given behavior is a wholesome natural human trait or an abominable social artifact?

It seems clear to me that everybody has a somewhat different view

of what is “in” gender (and therefore bad) and what is “outside” of gen-

der (and therefore good). I have been in spaces that are predominantly
genderqueer where I have heard someone claim that anyone who uses

male and female pronouns necessarily reinforces the gender system. I
have on more than one occasion heard people who identify as bisexual or
pansexual suggest that people who are exclusively attracted to one sex or

the other reinforce the gender binary. Apparently, reinforcing the gender
system, like beauty, is truly in the eye of the beholder.

A few years back, I thought about writing a satirical manifesto mock-

ing the “reinforcing” trope. I would begin by claiming that the gender system is rooted in the premise that if you are born a boy, you will grow up to

be a man, and if you are born a girl, you will grow up to be a woman. And

based on this premise, I would go on to argue that transsexuals are at the
cutting edge—the vanguard, if you will—of the gender revolution, whereas
cissexuals (by virtue of their refusal to change their sex) reinforce the gender

system. I know I could have made a convincing case, and it would have been

a lot of fun to write, but in the end I decided not to because I knew that,
sadly, some people would probably have taken me seriously.

While transsexuals, or bisexuals, or pansexuals, or genderqueers

may have their own ideas about what reinforces or subverts the gender system, such views are usually not taken seriously in feminist circles because these groups constitute such small minorities. However,

majority opinions generally prevail. And in a world where most people

(and this includes cissexual feminists) consciously or unconsciously view

transsexuality as illegitimate, as fake, and as questionable, those of us
who are transsexual are essentially marked, and our behaviors and life
choices are placed under the microscope.

Now, if I wanted, I could end this chapter here by saying, “cissexism
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is bad, and transsexuals do not reinforce the gender system,” and we could
all go home feeling good about ourselves. But I think that there is a far

greater lesson to be learned here if we follow this through to its logical conclusion. Since I have been making an analogy between cissexism

and heterosexism throughout this chapter, one might ask: What if most
feminists believed that same-sex relationships were inherently less natural

and valid than their heterosexual counterparts? Might this possibly result
in lesbians getting accused of reinforcing the gender system? Well, this

question is not a hypothetical one—we can simply look back in history to
the late 1960s, when the “gay rights” movement as we know it was still in

its infancy. Now I’m not talking about reformist-minded feminists such

as Betty Freidan, who once infamously described lesbian feminists as “the
lavender menace.” I’m talking about radical feminists, who forwarded a

view of gender that we would nowadays describe as social construction-

ist, or which I would call gender artifactualist. Radical feminists often
referred to the gender system (as they saw it) as “male supremacy” or “the
sex-class system.”28 So how did they react to lesbians within their ranks?

Well, according to Alice Echols’s book Daring to Be Bad: Radical

Feminism in America 1967-1975, early on, radical feminists often made

accusations about lesbianism that were eerily similar to those that have
subsequently be made regarding transsexuality. For instance, some rad-

ical feminists claimed that lesbians were “hypersexual and oppressively

male” and “were too attached to sex roles.”29 Ti-Grace Aktinson, a radical feminist who would eventually undergo an evolution with regards
to her views about lesbianism, once said, “Because lesbianism involves

role-playing and, more important, because it is based on the primary

assumption of male oppression, that is, sex, lesbianism reinforces the sex
class system,” (emphasis mine).30

So what did lesbians do in order to gain legitimacy? You guessed

it: They claimed that lesbianism subverted, rather than reinforced, the

gender system! One of the most significant expressions of this move is
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found in a manifesto entitled “The Woman-Identified Woman,” written
by a group called Radicalesbians, in which they argued that lesbians,
rather than being (in Echols’s words) “male-identified ‘bogeywomen’

out to exploit other women” (read: reinforcing the gender system), they

were “woman-identified” (i.e., they subverted the gender system by

choosing women as partners, rather than men). 31 As Echols explains,

they “accomplished this by redefining lesbianism as a primarily political choice.” 32 So essentially, this is the same approach taken by trans-

gender activists in the 1990s—playing up their political motives (while

downplaying their personal ones) and claiming that their identity subverts the gender system. And according to Echols, it worked to some

extent in that it made heterosexual radical feminists more accepting
of lesbianism.

But if lesbians are woman-identified, and if that subverts the gen-

der system, then doesn’t that seem to imply that heterosexual feminists

are male-identified, and therefore reinforce that system? Well, that is
exactly what some lesbian feminists eventually went on to argue. As

Echols describes, one particularly influential lesbian feminist group,

The Furies, viewed “heterosexuality as the cornerstone of male supremacy and lesbianism as ‘the greatest threat’ to its continued existence.” 33

In an article in their newspaper, one of the Furies claimed, “Lesbianism
is not a matter of sexual preference, but rather one of a political choice

which every woman must make if she is to become woman-identified
and thereby end male supremacy.”34 According to Echols, “The Furies

portrayed heterosexual feminists as the movement’s albatross.” 35

In a 1971 pamphlet entitled “Lesbianism and Feminism,” radical fem-

inist Anne Koedt (who is best known for her essay “The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm”) described how heterosexual feminists of the time often faced
accusations such as, ‘“You’re oppressing me if you don’t sleep with women”;

“You’re not a radical feminist if you don’t sleep with women”.’36 Koedt also

mentions that she witnessed feminist women’s perspectives about totally
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different issues be entirely dismissed by lesbian feminists because the
woman in question “was not having sexual relations with women.”37

Koedt refers to this phenomenon as a “perversion of ‘the personal is

political’ argument.”38 For those unfamiliar with the phrase “the personal

is political,” it refers to the practice of women examining their own per-

sonal lives in order to better understand societal sexism.39 Koedt goes onto

observe that the perversion of “the personal is political” argument didn’t
originate with lesbian feminists. Rather, personal attacks (such as challenging a woman’s feminist credentials if she was married, had children, or wore

miniskirts) had always been a part of the movement, and in her words, these
accusations were always deployed “in the guise of radicalism.”40

If we step back for a minute, the assumption that we can subvert or

overthrow the gender system by simply engaging in certain gendered or

sexual behaviors (but not others) seems pretty silly. There have been gender outlaws and sexual outlaws of one stripe or another since the dawn of
history, yet our mere presence has never once simply made sexism vanish
into thin air. I would have to be pretty full of myself to believe that I
could undo the gender system simply by behaving in one way or another.
Such notions may be self-reassuring, but they ignore the fact that acts of

sexism occur, not by how we dress, or identify, or have sex, but through

the way we see and treat other people. Sexism occurs when we assume
that some people are less valid or natural than others because of their
sex, gender, or sexuality; it occurs when we project our own expectations

and assumptions about sex, gender, and sexuality onto other people, and

police their behaviors accordingly; it occurs when we reduce another person to their sex, gender, or sexuality rather than seeing them as a whole,

legitimate person. That is sexism. And a person is a legitimate feminist
when they have made a commitment to challenging sexist double standards wherever and whenever they arise. An individual’s personal style,

mannerisms, identity, consensual sexual partners, and life choices simply
shouldn’t factor into it.
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It is notable that the aforementioned instances of the perversion

of “the personal is political” within radical feminist circles very much
resemble the sexism-based exclusion that occurred in more reformist
feminist settings during the same time period. As alluded to earlier,
back in 1969, Betty Friedan of the National Organization of Women

(NOW) called lesbian feminists the “lavender menace,” and in a press
release about the First Congress to Unite Women to be held that year,

she purposely omitted the name of a lesbian organization that was one
of the sponsors of the conference.41 These statements and actions surely

put pressure on lesbians within NOW to either remain closeted or else

leave the organization (which some did).42 This exclusion of lesbians
was all done in the name of political expediency: Friedan was concerned that if feminism were to be associated with lesbianism (and per-

haps more specifically, stereotypes of lesbians as “man-haters”), that
it would undermine the women’s movement.43 So in other words, in

both reformist and radical feminist circles, certain people were deemed
to be politically righteous, while others were accused of undermining
the movement because they engaged in supposedly suspect personal
behaviors (e.g., being, or not being, lesbian, respectively). This dynamic

of sexism-based exclusion being justified via political arguments has
occurred over and over again in feminist and queer circles, whether

it be reformists who condemn the more “unseemly” or less politically
“palatable” minority groups within their ranks, or the radicals who

condemn anyone whose gender or sexuality is deemed too “seemly” or
“palatable” to mainstream society.

Transcending the Perversion of
“The Personal Is Political”
So how do we finally move beyond this perversion of “the personal is political” that has repeatedly created rifts and splits within feminism and queer
activism? Well, I would like to make the following three suggestions:
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First, whenever we come across a debate about whether some

behavior “reinforces” or “subverts” the gender system, rather than

engaging in that debate, we should instead ask ourselves which behav-

iors are marked (i.e., deemed questionable, remarkable, and therefore
susceptible to the reinforcing-versus-subverting argument) and which

are not, as this will usually expose some underlying double standard at
work. For instance, if someone says that women who wear miniskirts

reinforce the gender system, we should ask why women who wear pants

are never called out. Isn’t this because feminine clothing is marked in
our culture (and thus open to attention, interpretation, commentary,

and critique) whereas masculine clothing remains unmarked and taken
for granted?

Second, we should stop forwarding gender artifactualist theo-

ries and arguments. First, gender artifactualism is incorrect—as I will

explain in more detail in the next chapter, there is substantial evidence
that biology does influence gender and sexuality on some level, albeit

not in the ways, nor to the extent, that many people believe it does. Furthermore, gender artifactualism is inexorably linked to the perversion of

“the personal is political.” After all, if gender and sexuality are entirely
social artifacts, and we have no intrinsic desires or individual differences,

this implies that every person can (and should) change their gender and
sexual behaviors at the drop of a hat in order to accommodate their own

(or perhaps other people’s) politics. This assumption denies human diver-

sity and, as I have shown, often leads to the further marginalization of
minority and marked groups.

For decades now, we as feminists have been touting the fact that

gender and sexuality are socially constructed. I realize that people

within certain academic and activist circles may have a nuanced under-

standing of what “constructed” means. But as someone who has been

involved in front-line activism over the last decade, I can tell you that
most people equate “gender is socially constructed” with “gender is just a
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construct”—that is to say, they assume that gender is entirely an artificial
system that we can challenge by simply behaving in one way or another.
For this reason, instead of constantly saying that gender and sexuality

are socially constructed, I propose that we forward a somewhat different

model, what I would call a holistic view of gender and sexuality (which I
will explain more in depth in the next chapter). According to this holistic

view, our genders and sexualities arise from an unfathomably complex
interaction between a variety of biological, social, and environmental
factors. Because there is such a vast amount of biological variation, and

because each of us is uniquely socially situated, we will invariably fall all
over the map with regards to what gender and sexual behaviors resonate
with us personally. This is why some of us grow up with profound, inexplicable desires to express our genders and sexualities in ways that do

not conform to cultural norms, and it is also why the perversion of “the

personal is political”—that is, requiring people to alter their genders and
sexualities in order to accommodate someone else’s political agenda—is
always a futile endeavor.

Third, and perhaps most controversially, we need to stop pretending

that there really is a gender system. Certainly, for those of us who are
deemed by society to be gender outlaws or sexual outlaws, sometimes it

sure does feel like we are up against a massive monolithic gender system,
one that is institutionalized and which seems to permeate every facet of

life. Conceptualizing sexism in terms of a gender system does provide a

fairly decent first approximation of how sexism functions. But like most
models, it begins to fail when we look at exceptional circumstances—

for instance, the way in which heterosexual women were sometimes

marginalized in particular radical feminist circles, or the way in which

certain genderqueer individuals look down upon people who identify as
women or men. These more atypical forms of sexism cannot adequately

be explained via the concepts of patriarchy, or heteronormativity, or the
gender binary, and so on.
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But more importantly, when we start buying into the existence

of a hegemonic gender system, it becomes all too easy for us to get
caught up in the illusion that we are infallible warriors in the fight to

bring down that system. Suddenly we start seeing the world in blackand-white, cut-and-dried terms, where everybody is either with us or
against us. When we get caught up in that illusion, it is easy to assume

that any person who engages in a behavior that does not personally
resonate with us must somehow be reinforcing, or conspiring with, that

system. And when we accuse someone of reinforcing the gender system, it is always a dehumanizing act—it allows us to ignore that person’s experience or perspective because after all, they are colluding with
our enemy.

The truth is, there is no actual gender system, but rather just count-

less different sexist double standards. Some of these double standards are

pervasive, even institutionalized, while others are fleeting, temporary, or
loosely held. Some double standards change or disappear over time while

others remain entrenched for century upon century. Some double standards are obvious to us while others may remain beyond our awareness.

We may fight with all our might to overturn certain double standards,

yet at the same time we may consciously or unconsciously hold or enforce
other double standards.

Viewing gender and sexual oppression in terms of myriad double

standards rather than as a singular hegemonic gender system is admittedly a lot messier, and it sounds way less sexy, and it cannot easily be
summed up in a single witty catchphrase. But I do believe that it is more

accurate. It is also humbling, as it acknowledges that even though we

may righteously challenge certain double standards, we nevertheless
might hold or enforce other double standards without realizing it. In

fact, it challenges us to look for, and root out, all double standards, rather
than viewing the world through a distorting single-issue lens (e.g., as cissexual feminists do when they view transsexuality solely in terms of male
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privilege, and as cissexual gays and lesbians have done when they view
transsexuality solely in terms of heterosexual privilege).

And finally, as feminists, our goal should not be to “move beyond

gender” or to bring on the “end of gender,” as if such a thing were actually

possible. Instead, we should envision ourselves as working to bring an
end to all double standards based on sex, gender, and sexuality, as well

as any other double standard that is unjustly used to demonize, delegitimize, and dehumanize other human beings.

Homogenizing Versus
Holistic Views of Gender
and Sexualit y
chapter THIRTEEN

I

n the last chapter, I argued that we should abandon gender artifactualist theories because they inevitably lead people to presume that

one can (and should) alter their gender and sexuality in order to conform
to other people’s political views. I believe that this perversion of “the

personal is political” is a major (if not the major) tactic used to justify sex-

ism-based exclusion within feminist and queer movements. Of course,

the idea that gender and sexuality are entirely socially constructed is
a central and cherished belief held by many in feminist and queer circles, so I doubt that those who are devoted to this gender artifactualist
perspective will relinquish it simply because it promotes exclusion. So

here, I will show that, in addition to disenfranchising many people from

queer and feminist movements, gender artifactualism also happens to be
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flat-out incorrect as a theory to explain how gender and sexuality arise. I

will also flesh out the details of my holistic view of gender and sexuality,

which I believe has far more explanatory power than gender artifactualism, and which has the crucial benefit of fostering inclusiveness rather
than exclusivity.

The Dreaded “Nature
Versus Nurture” Debate
Gender artifactualism does not exist in a vacuum. Many feminists
and queer activists embrace gender artifactualism because it seems to
counter gender determinism—the belief that women and men are born

with predetermined sex-specific behaviors and desires. Gender deter-

minists typically believe that women are programmed to be feminine

and men to be masculine; that women are naturally attracted to men,
and men to women; and so on. So what force is supposedly at work
behind the scenes doing all of this “programming” or “determining”?

Some might claim that it is the hand of God. But in contemporary
Western societies, gender determinists usually rely on biology to make
their case. According to this account, women are chromosomally XX

and men XY, and this genetic difference leads to differences in sex hormone production (e.g., estrogen and testosterone), and these hormonal

differences lead to differences in brain development, which in turn supposedly leads to distinct and dramatic differences in women’s and men’s

behaviors and desires. This gender determinist narrative is entrenched
in our society. Rarely a day goes by where one does not come across

some news report, magazine article, or pop science book claiming that

our genes, hormones, brains, and evolutionary history all conspire to
turn us all into perfect little heterosexual feminine women and masculine men.

Feminists and queer activists have good reason to be suspicious

of gender determinism. There is a long history, going all the way back
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to Aristotle, of men pointing to supposed scientific facts to argue that
women are less rational, mature, and intelligent than men.1 Even today,

the belief that men are naturally more competitive and technically
oriented than women is often cited to justify inequities in the work-

place, and the belief that men are naturally programmed to be sexually
aggressive is sometimes used to excuse the nonconsensual sexualization

of women (after all, “boys will be boys” and “she should have known bet-

ter”). Along similar lines, the idea that people are simply programmed to
become heterosexual and cisgender implies that those who are typically
gendered and sexual are natural and normal, whereas those of us who are

exceptional in one way or another (e.g., LGBTQIA+) must be viewed as
unnatural and abnormal. As a result, exceptional gender and sexual traits

are marked—they are seen as questionable, illegitimate, and subjected to
undue scrutiny. So in other words, gender determinism seems to create
and uphold many sexist double standards.

One way to challenge gender determinism is to critically exam-

ine the scientific research that is cited to support claims that biologyequals-gender-and-sexual-destiny. The scientific method can be a

powerful tool to gain insight into the world around us, but it relies on
several important criteria. For starters, one must have a hypothesis that
is falsifiable—i.e., that has the potential to be proved incorrect. From

there, one must design experiments that can yield evidence to either support or refute the hypothesis. It is crucial that such experiments are well

controlled, to ensure that only one variable is being tested at a time; if
there is more than one variable in play, it may generate misleading results

that can lead to false conclusions. A scientist must also be aware of any
unquestioned assumptions they may harbor. Historically, there are many
examples of scientists who came to erroneous conclusions because they

were unconsciously trying to make their data fit their assumptions, rather

than allowing the data to challenge their assumptions. And finally, one
must take exceptional results (i.e., those that do not fit the hypothesis)
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seriously, as they generally signal that the starting hypothesis is oversimplified, incomplete, or downright incorrect.

As many writers and researchers have chronicled, the lion’s share of

the research investigating biology’s influence on human gender and sexuality fails to meet some of these basic standards of the scientific method.2
As an example, let’s take the common gender determinist claims that
women are biologically programmed to be nurturing, and that men are
biologically programmed to be aggressive. Now, the idea that women

are naturally nurturing and men naturally aggressive pre-dates modern science—indeed, most people consider these to be “common sense”
truths about gender. As a result, these ideas often become unquestioned
assumptions that many scientists hold, which may unwittingly influence

how they design their experiments or how they interpret their results.

Furthermore, as with many traits associated with gender and sexuality,
qualities like being “nurturing” or “aggressive” are situational and fairly
complex. One can be more nurturing to some people, or in some situations,

but not others. And one can express aggression in a number of different

ways: through violence, verbal barbs, humiliation, passive aggressiveness,

and so on. In fact, just about everyone expresses some degree of nurturing
and aggressiveness in their lives. So how does one measure such complex phenomena? Generally, measuring multifaceted behaviors involves

dumbing them down or oversimplifying them, for example, through a

one-dimensional Kinsey-esque scale or a multiple-choice survey. Because
many researchers unconsciously view aggressiveness as a masculine trait,
and nurturing as a feminine trait, these assumptions are likely to bias how
they define and measure these behaviors.

Despite such biases and the exaggerating effect they can have, vir-

tually all measurements of sexually dimorphic behaviors (i.e., behaviors
that tend to be more common in one sex than the other) reveal a large
amount of variation within each sex and significant overlap between the
sexes. So even if being nurturing or aggressive turns out to exhibit real,
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reproducible gender differences, we would still expect to find plenty of

nurturing men and aggressive women out there. An astute scientist would
pay heed to these exceptional results, as they indicate that the starting

hypothesis (i.e., that men are programmed to be aggressive and women
nurturing) is incorrect or incomplete in some way. Unfortunately, many
scientists who study gender differences tend to play down or invisibilize

these exceptions through various statistical methods—such as comparing men’s average result to women’s—thus giving the false impression
that gender differences are discrete, when in fact they are not.

Another problem is that, starting at birth, we actively socialize girls

to be feminine and boys to be masculine. Given that aggressiveness is

considered to be a masculine trait, and nurturing a feminine one, boys
are generally encouraged to express the former and not the latter (and
vice versa for girls). Girls/women and boys/men who do not conform to

these gender norms may face a significant amount of social stigma that
may lead them to alter their behaviors somewhat in order to fit in. It is

well accepted that the way that we are socialized, and our cultural beliefs,
influence our brain development, and therefore our behaviors.3 So while

biology is one possible source of gender differences, so is socialization.

In other words, research investigating gender differences is always dealing with two possible variables: biology and socialization. Despite this

obvious problem, many researchers automatically presume that the gen-

der differences they observed must stem from biology, and they discount
socialization altogether. Such conclusions are generally not justified by
the science. Some researchers (particularly those in a field called Evolutionary Psychology4) go even farther by assuming that these supposed
biological differences represent adaptations that were selected for during

human evolution, and from there, they will invent hypothetical evolutionary scenarios to explain why male aggressiveness and female nurturing came to be. Of course, many of these evolutionary tales are not
falsifiable, and therefore fall outside the realm of science.
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The prevalence of such shoddy gender-related research is exacer-

bated by two institutional factors. First, scientific journals rarely pub-

lish research articles that only provide “negative results”—that is, results
that do not confirm the hypothesis.5 So if a researcher were to carry out
tests looking for differences in aggression or nurturing between women
and men, and if they did not find any significant differences, their work

would likely not ever get published. However, if they were to find such a

difference, it is much likelier that such results would get published. Sec-

ond, most people (whether they be researchers, journal editors, or media
reporters) like to have their beliefs (e.g., about gender differences) confirmed—a phenomenon known as confirmation bias.6 Therefore, research

articles that claim to find a biological cause or source for gender differences tend to garner lots of attention, especially with the lay media.

While there is certainly plenty of sloppy science carried out with

regards to human genders and sexualities, it must be stressed that not

all biologists or scientists promote gender determinism. Indeed, it is
often biologists and other scientists who have challenged gender deter-

minist research for its lack of scientific rigor.7 In addition, over the last
two decades, there has been a lot of amazing research examining sexual

diversity, and biological variation more generally, much of which either

directly or indirectly challenges gender determinist accounts (some of
this work is discussed in the last section of this chapter). Unfortunately,

much of this research does not make it into biology textbooks or garner
media attention, most likely because it complicates or outright contradicts gender determinist and other deeply held beliefs that predominate
in our society.

While many biologists and other scientists challenge gender

determinism by critiquing the science (or lack thereof) behind it, this

has not been the main strategy taken by feminists and queer academics
and activists. Rather, the overwhelming sentiment within these latter

circles has been to challenge gender determinism by promoting gender
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artifactualism as an alternative. Feminist and queer researchers gener-

ally set out to show how gender and sexuality are socially constructed,
merely the product of socialization and social norms. They discuss how

categories and ideologies regarding gender and sexuality vary significantly between cultures and throughout history. They use transgender

and intersex people as examples to prove that our culture’s binary view of
gender is neither natural nor accurate.8 They stress that gender and sex-

uality are not something natural that stem from our biology, but rather
they are something that we actively “do” or “perform.”

In other words, just as gender determinists dismiss or ignore the

possibility that social forces shape our genders and sexualities, gender
artifactualists reciprocally ignore or dismiss any possible role for biology. In fact, gender artifactualists tend to portray biology, and science
more generally, in a monolithic way, for instance, by insisting that it is

an inherently patriarchal institution that seems to only exist in order to
subjugate women and to pathologize queer people. This demonization of

science, and of biology in particular, creates an atmosphere within gen-

der artifactualist circles where anyone who suggests that biology might
play some role in influencing our genders or sexualities will likely be

accused of being an “essentialist” (I should know, as this has happened
to me quite a number of times). Such stubborn responses ultimately lead
to a philosophical battle between the gender determinists (who dismiss

social influence) and the gender artifactualists (who dismiss biology).

And of course, this battle has a very snazzy nickname: the “natureversus-nurture debate.”

Now, I understand why many feminists and queer activists are

drawn to gender artifactualism. Gender determinists have mischaracterized biology as “programming” us and “predetermining” our behaviors,

and this misconception has often been used to justify the marginalization
of women, and of gender and sexual minorities. In contrast, the idea that

gender is a simple matter of socialization, or that it is all a performance,
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seems to allow us to intervene, to overturn this regime, and to replace
oppressive genders and sexualities with more liberated ways of being.

In other words, gender artifactualism appears to be a force of good to
counter the pure evil that is gender determinism. However, I believe
that this good-versus-evil narrative is highly dubious. For one thing, it

is possible to challenge sexism and the policing of genders and sexualities from a gender determinist perspective. An example of this is the

idea that LGBTQIA+ people are simply “born that way,” and therefore,
we deserve the same rights and respect as heterosexual and cisgender

folks. While such arguments tend to make gender artifactualists cringe,
it is hard to dispute the fact that mainstream acceptance of this idea has

helped make it far easier to move through the world as an openly queer
person than it was twenty or thirty years ago.

But more to the point, as I demonstrated in the last chapter, gender

artifactualism can also be used to promote sexist beliefs, and to police
other people’s genders and sexualities (e.g., via claims that certain gender

and sexual behaviors “reinforce the gender system” whereas others do
not). Many cis feminists, and cis gays and lesbians, seem to feel empowered and welcome in gender artifactualist circles, but as someone who

faces the reinforcing trope for being transsexual, bisexual, and feminine,

I can tell you that I often feel just as marginalized in gender artifactualist
circles as I do in gender determinist ones.

The truth of the matter is that gender artifactualism can be used

to promote sexist beliefs just as readily as gender determinism can. For

much of the twentieth century, Sigmund Freud’s hardline gender artifactualist theories were used to pathologize queer people and to por-

tray girls and women as inferior to their male counterparts. Similarly,
contemporary feminists and queer activists are outraged by stories of
intersex children being subjected to nonconsensual genital surgeries, or

gender–non-conforming children being subjected to rigid behavior modification regimes, yet the justification for these procedures is founded
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in the gender artifactualist theories of psychologists like John Money

and Kenneth Zucker, respectively.9 Indeed, people who promote sexist

beliefs often use a strange mix of gender artifactualism and determinism
to make their case. One example of this can be found among religious
fundamentalists who claim that we are all naturally heterosexual (after

all, “God made Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve”), yet who also hold
the seemingly contradictory view that their children can be easily swayed

into adopting a “gay lifestyle” as the result of having a gay teacher, or
legalizing same-sex marriage.

As feminists and queer activists, we should not waste our time

promoting gender artifactualism. Instead, our top priority should be

challenging all forms of sexism. Period. And we should recognize both

gender artifactualism and determinism for what they really are, namely,
concepts that are highly susceptible to being exploited by people with

sexist agendas. Why are they so susceptible to such appropriation? I

believe that it is because they are both overly simplistic models for how

gender and sexuality arise. When gender and sexuality are imagined to
arise in a straightforward, overly simplistic manner (i.e., from biology,

or from culture), it enables people to falsely conclude that there must be

right ways and wrong ways, good ways and bad ways, to be gendered and
sexual. Such misconceptions deny sexual and gender diversity, and thus
ultimately lead to gender policing and sexism, whether it be in straight
mainstream society, or within feminist and queer movements.

I am sure that some readers may object to my assertion that gender

artifactualism is overly simplistic. In response, they may point to numerous ways in which certain gender artifactualist theories are, in their eyes,

nuanced and comprehensive. To be clear, I am not claiming that gender

artifactualism is “not complicated enough,” but rather that it’s overly sim-

plistic with regards to its exclusive reliance on social explanations, and its
inability to explain how exceptional genders and sexualities arise. In the
next section, I will show exactly what I mean by this.
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Homogenizing Versus Holistic Models
As they are most commonly practiced, both gender artifactualism and
determinism are homogenizing models, in that they attempt to explain
why the majority of people tend to gravitate toward typical genders and

sexualities: Gender determinists claim that we are all biologically programmed to be heterosexual and cisgender, whereas gender artifactualists claim that we live under a hegemonic gender system that socializes
and coerces us into becoming heterosexual and cisgender. However, the

homogenizing nature of these models fails to account for the vast diversity

in genders and sexualities that actually exist. After all, if biology natu-

rally determines that everyone should be heterosexual masculine men and
feminine women, or if socialization artificially brainwashes all of us into

becoming heterosexual masculine men and feminine women, then how do

you explain the existence of fabulous bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual
women such as myself? I can most certainly assure you I was not socialized

to become a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman. And as a biologist, I feel confident in saying that there is no such thing as a bisexual–
femme-tomboy–transsexual-woman gene that made me this way.

Because gender artifactualism and determinism are homogenizing

models, they both have an “exception problem”—i.e., they fail to provide
a reasonable explanation for why so many of us gravitate toward various sorts of exceptional genders and sexualities. Indeed, the explanations

that determinists and artifactualists most commonly offer are nothing

more than handwaving. For example, gender determinists often try to
preserve their model by arguing that exceptional genders and sexualities
arise as a result of biological errors. However, this cannot be the case,
as statistically LGBTQIA+ people occur at a frequency several orders
of magnitude higher than one would predict if we simply represented

biological “mistakes” of some kind.10 Furthermore, if LGBTQIA+

folks were simply the result of some “mistake” (e.g., a mutant gene, or
hormonal dysfunction), then the matter of finding this supposed cause
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should be pretty straightforward. Yet, after decades of searching, a number of biological correlations have been identified, but no definitive cause

of same-sex attraction or gender non-conformity has been found.11 Gender artifactualists also struggle to explain how exceptional genders and
sexualities come to exist. Psychologists of the Sigmund Freud school of

gender artifactualism have long assumed that LGBTQIA+ people are
the products of parent-child interactions gone awry, yet many decades of

research has failed to provide any reproducible evidence to support this.12
In the feminist and queer activist circles that I travel in, there is a

strong tendency to try to explain exceptional genders and sexualities in
terms of choice. Indeed, this notion of choice is what drives the perversion

of “the personal is political,” where people claim that they are purposefully choosing to be gender or sexually non-conforming in order to subvert the gender system. In addition to addressing the “exception problem”

in a manner that is consistent with gender artifactualist logic, this asser-

tion does have a ring of truth to it: We all consciously choose who we will
sexually partner with, what clothes we will wear, what identity labels we

will embrace, and so on. Furthermore, the idea that we have actively chosen to behave exceptionally sounds infinitely more empowering than the
idea that we are the result of “wrong turns” during biological or childhood
development. However, the choice explanation fails to account for many of

our formative experiences back when our exceptional genders and sexualities first became apparent. For example, gender non-conforming children
often express their gender differences from the earliest of ages, and in an

apparently spontaneous manner. Given that these young children are relatively oblivious to gender expectations during that time in their lives, and
have little to no knowledge of gender politics or queer identities, it seems

disingenuous to assert that they are somehow consciously choosing to be

gender non-conforming. Furthermore, many of us have the experience of
being initially surprised, and sometimes even disturbed, by our same-sex

attractions or cross-gender identities when we first became aware of them.
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In fact, many of us go through significant periods of denying, disavowing,

or repressing our exceptional genders and sexualities for fear of the poten-

tial social stigma we might face. Such experiences are completely at odds
with the choice explanation.

In my own case, prior to becoming consciously aware of my desire to

be female at the age of eleven, I had a series of experiences over the course

of my early childhood (e.g., in my dreams, fantasies, and play, and in my

reactions to gender-segregated spaces and to my own body) that in retrospect seem to be manifestations of an unconscious self-understanding

that I should be female rather than male.13 In Whipping Girl, I coined

the phrase subconscious sex to describe this unconscious self-understanding that (for many trans people) precedes any conscious or deliberate

grappling with questions of gender identity.14 Analogously, many people
find that their exceptional gender expression or sexual orientation has a

similar unconscious component—that is, they experience indications of
it before becoming consciously aware of that aspect of themselves. So
in other words, when we discuss specific manifestations of gender and

sexuality, we often are conflating two things: an unconscious urge or self-

understanding that impels us toward a particular gender or sexuality, and
the conscious way that we make sense of that urge or self-understanding

(e.g., through identity labels, narratives, and meanings). While the latter is heavily influenced by language, culture, and ideology, the former

appears to exist somewhat independent of one’s culture and socialization.

I can imagine readers who favor gender artifactualism decrying my

claim that these unconscious underlying urges might somehow supersede

social forces. They would likely point out that we are social beings, and

that no aspect of ourselves can ever exist outside of society and culture.

Of course, this is true. But it is also true that we are biological beings,
and that nothing can exist outside of biology either. And the idea that

the unconscious underlying urges or self-understandings that I have

described are shaped to a certain degree by non-social (i.e., biological)
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forces is supported by the fact that many of us gravitate toward excep-

tional genders and sexualities despite being socialized to the contrary,
and despite our own conscious attempts to repress or disavow those tendencies. Furthermore, exceptional gender identities, expressions, and
sexual orientations seem to exist across cultures and throughout history,

and analogous behaviors have been observed in nonhuman animals—
this suggests that they are at least somewhat intrinsic to bodies rather
than societies.15

Gender artifactualists might still insist that these unconscious urges

can somehow be explained entirely by social forces, and that our biology
does not contribute one iota to our genders and sexualities. If this were

true, then one would expect that if you took a male child and raised them
as female from birth, and if they were not aware of having been gender

reassigned, then they would most likely grow up to identify as female,

to be feminine in gender expression, and to be attracted to men (just as

most people who are socialized female do). Unfortunately, this is not a
hypothetical scenario—there are quite a number of cases where doctors

have gender reassigned genetically male children and instructed their

parents to socialize them as girls. The most well-known case is that of
David Reimer, who was surgically reassigned to female after his penis was

inadvertently destroyed during circumcision.16 Despite being socialized

female, having a body that appeared female, and being unaware of having been born male, David was always very masculine in gender expression, was attracted to girls but not boys, and throughout his childhood

experienced difficult-to-articulate feelings that he should be male rather

than female. Upon learning his history, he began to outwardly identify
and live as a man. His unconscious self-understanding that he should be
male (what I would describe as his subconscious sex) bares similarities to

the experiences of transsexuals and of some intersex individuals who have
been subjected to nonconsensual genital surgeries and raised as female
because doctors considered them to have “ambiguous” genitals.
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Similar experiences seem to occur in male children born with clo-

acal exstrophy, a non-intersex medical condition in which an infant’s

pelvic region has not completely developed and abdominal organs are
exposed. Because male children with this condition are often partially

or completely lacking penises, they are sometimes surgically reassigned
to female and raised as girls, despite being genetically male and having

been exposed to male-typical fetal hormone levels. A follow-up study

of fourteen of such children revealed that by adolescence or early adult-

hood, eight of them had declared themselves male, often spontaneously,
without any previous knowledge of their sex reassignment.17 And all

fourteen children, including those that did not reject a female identity,

were described as “male-typical” with regards to their characteristics and
interests. Since their sex reassignments took place almost immediately

after birth, these children were never socialized male. It should be noted
that most of their parents had previously raised girls, and there is no evidence that the gender-reassigned children were socialized any differently

than their sisters. Also, genetically female children who have cloacal

exstrophy are also raised female, but they generally do not show any of
the aforementioned stereotypically masculine traits.

The fact that genetic males who are reassigned and socialized

female from birth tend to be masculine, attracted to women, and outright male-identified demonstrates that biology does play a significant

role in shaping our genders and sexualities, despite gender artifactual-

ist claims to the contrary.18 Granted, the precise role or extent of this
biological influence is up for debate, but the one thing that is clear is

that this biological influence does not occur in a determinist manner.
After all, there are many instances of genetically identical twins in which

one child grows up to be gay or trans, and the other does not.19 And,

of course, if being genetically male automatically led to a male identity,
masculine gender expression, and exclusive attraction to women, than

how did I become a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman? Those
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of us who are chromosomally XY differ significantly in our gender identities, expressions, sexual orientations, and in many other aspects of our

genders and sexualities (as do people of other chromosomal combinations). Even among the heterosexual cisgender majority, there is still a

lot of diversity in gender-associated behaviors (i.e., behaviors that people

tend to associate with femininity or masculinity), in the physical and personality traits that individuals are attracted to in their partners, in other
sexual interests and preferences, and so on. Sure, there may be certain
trends with regard to gender and sexuality—some traits may be more

typical and others more exceptional. But in the end, like snowflakes or
fingerprints, no two people share the exact same gender and sexuality.

This is why I believe that it is so important to embrace a holis-

tic (rather than homogenizing) model of gender and sexuality, one that
attempts to accommodate difference rather than focusing narrowly on
sameness. The holistic model that I am forwarding here begins with the

recognition that while we may be biologically similar to one another in

many ways, we are also the products of biological variation—nobody
shares our unique genetic and physiological makeup. And while we may

share the same culture, or may be subjected to the same social expecta-

tions and norms, we are also each uniquely socially situated—nobody
shares our specific set of life experiences or environment. Therefore,

while our shared biology and culture may create certain trends (e.g., a
preponderance of typical genders and sexualities), we should also expect

the variation in our biology and life experiences to help generate diversity
in our genders and sexualities (just as there is a great deal of diversity in
our bodies, personalities, interests, and abilities more generally).

A second tenet of this holistic model is that all human behaviors,

including those associated with sex, gender, and sexuality, are complex

traits—that is, they arise through an intricate interplay of countless biological, social, and environmental factors. Because there are many different inputs that may influence our sexes, genders, and sexualities, there
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will always be a wide range of variation in potential outcomes, rather
than one or a few discrete outcomes. Here is an example of how this
might work: Given the fact that the majority of people are heterosexual, we might predict that certain sex-specific factors (e.g., sex chromosomes or hormones) might influence sexual orientation on some level.
But there also might be other biological factors that are not sex-specific

that are involved as well. And most, if not all, of these biological factors
(whether sex-specific or not) would be expected to exhibit some variation

in the population. When you combine all this with numerous potential

social inputs—some of which may be homogenizing (e.g., gender/sexual

norms) and others diversifying (e.g., an individual’s unique environment
and experiences)—then we might expect certain sex-specific trends (due
to both biology and socialization), but we would also expect there to be

a lot of variation within each sex, as well as overlap between the sexes.

Indeed, this is precisely what is observed for sexual orientation, as well as
for all other gender and sexual behaviors.

A third tenet of this holistic model is that one can never truly peel

away the biological from the social or environmental. The most profound

example of how these phenomena are inexorably intertwined is brain
development. While our brains share a certain underlying architecture—

they are made up of neurons (i.e., nerve cells) organized into subregions
that specialize in different tasks—they are also extraordinarily plastic.20
Learning, socialization, and experience all lead to structural changes in
our brains—this can include increases or decreases in the strength of
neuron signaling, the number and types of connections made between

individual neurons, and even in the number of neurons themselves.
Numerous studies have shown that exposure to our culture, as well as
certain activities and experiences, can lead to visible, anatomical changes

in the brain itself.21 So in other words, as a result of our unique environment, experiences, and biological variation, our brains become quite
individualized to a certain degree. And it is through our individualized
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brains that we experience and respond to the world around us. So the
notion that one can point to a specific behavior or preference (e.g., some

aspect of gender or sexuality) and claim that it stems entirely from biology, or entirely from socialization, is flat out incorrect.

While our brains are shaped by learning and socialization, they

are not infinitely plastic—that is, they are not completely blank slates.
Some traits have a strong intrinsic component. One example of this is
handedness. Preferences for left- or right-handedness can be observed

in utero, and seem to precede socialization.22 A majority of people are

right-handed for reasons that remain elusive. (Humans are not the only
animal that displays “handedness”; for instance, most parrots are left-

footed.) While handedness appears to be innate, it does not occur in an
overly simplistic biologically-determinist fashion, as genetically identical

twins are often discordant in handedness (e.g., one is left-handed and the

other right-handed), and several potential environmental factors appear
to influence handedness.23 Given our right hand–centric culture, many

left-handed individuals have been socialized to write and do other tasks
with their right hands. Interestingly, being socialized right-handed has

been shown to result in visible changes in left-handed individuals’ brains,
yet despite these changes, these individuals often still retain a preference

for using their left hands for many tasks.24 So socialization does have a

significant impact on our brains and behaviors, even if it cannot fully
override certain intrinsic inclinations we may have. This handedness

example may have some import in thinking about some aspects of gender and sexuality. For instance, we may have some intrinsic inclinations

(such as the unconscious components of gender expression, sexual orientation, and subconscious sex that I discussed earlier). But that does not
mean that they arise entirely as a result of biology, as the specific ways in

which these traits manifest, and how we experience, interpret, and act on

these urges, is no doubt going to be shaped by social norms, expectations,
and ideology as well.
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Other traits might not exhibit such strong intrinsic components,

yet that does not mean that they are entirely social or completely abiological. An example of this is our taste in food.25 Taste is a biological
process: We have taste receptors organized on our tongue into taste buds

that are capable of discriminating between different tastes. For this rea-

son, most of us would agree that salt tastes salty, sugar tastes sweet, and

lemons taste sour. But taste is also cultural: Our palates and preferences
for certain foods are shaped to a large degree by the foods that are most

common and available to us in our communities, especially during our
formative years. There are also cultural meanings that are sometimes

associated with food: In our culture a particular food may be considered
to be gross, or a delicacy, and that may influence how it tastes to us.

Taste can also be influenced by biological variation. For example, scientists have discovered a genetic variant in one taste receptor that causes

some people to experience a strong bitter taste from cruciferous vegetables (such as broccoli, cauliflower, and cabbage), while people who do not
have this genetic variant do not experience a bitter taste.26 Furthermore,

people can have different numbers or ratios of specific taste receptors

than other people, and this may influence how certain foods taste to us.
And finally, taste can be influenced by individual experience: Sometimes
people do not like the taste of certain foods because they once got very

sick just after eating that food. Or perhaps they might especially like a
particular food because it evokes fond memories of eating it as a child.

All of these factors—culture, individual experience, shared biology, and
biological variation—come together in an unfathomably intricate manner to create our highly individualized palates.

Of course, if we wanted to, we could take a homogenizing approach

and reduce the unfathomable complexity of taste down to a matter of

simple trends, and make sweeping claims such as “most people like the
taste of fatty foods.” Determinists might then hunt for the “fatty food

gene” and make evolutionary arguments about how our ancestors must
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have been evolutionarily selected for their preference for fatty food, perhaps because it gave them increased sustenance or encouraged them to
hunt for high-protein meat. And artifactualists might argue instead that

it is clearly the rise of the fast food industry and the globalization of the
American-style diet that has socialized us all toward a preference for fatty

foods. But as with all nature-versus-nurture style debates, this obsession
with explaining the especially common masks a complete inability to
explain the exceptional. For instance, why is my very favorite food uni

(i.e., sea urchin roe), given that I was not socialized to eat it (I was thirty
when I first tried it), and about half of the people that I have introduced it

to here in the United States do not like the taste of it at all? Why is it that

I used to abhor asparagus and spinach as a child, but now they are two of

my favorite vegetables? Why is it that I cannot stand the taste of mustard
and pickles? It does not seem to be obviously genetic, as all my relatives

enjoy mustard and pickles. And I cannot blame it on socialization, as I
grew up in the United States, where it is standard fare for sandwiches to
automatically be served with mustard and a pickle on the side.

As with heterogeneity in taste, the full spectrum of gender and

sexual variation can only be adequately explained through a holistic
(rather than homogenizing) perspective. Because gender and sexuality

have many biological, social, and environmental inputs, they are not
particularly malleable—in other words, changing one or a couple inputs

would not likely result in a huge overall effect. This explains why most

of us find that we cannot easily or purposefully change our genders and
sexualities at the drop of a hat (despite some people’s claims that “gen-

der is just performance” or that one can simply “pray away the gay”).
Like our tastes in food, most of us experience our genders and sexualities to be profound, deeply felt, and resistant to change. Sure, some-

times people experience shifts in their gender or sexuality, just as our

taste for certain foods may change over time. But when these shifts do
occur, they are almost always inexplicable, unexpected, and sometimes
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even downright unwanted (at least at first). Such shifts might occur as a

result of changes in some combination of our physiology, environment,
and/or life experiences.

We may also, at certain points in our lives, purposefully try to fit

into societal gender norms, or into certain ready-made identities. When

I was growing up, I tried to fit into masculine male stereotypes, but I

rejected them because they did not resonate with me. And when I was

first experimenting with moving through the world as female, I admittedly put on a somewhat more feminine gender presentation than I do
nowadays. But once again, I eventually rejected that because it felt like an
act, it did not feel true to me. If you were to ask me why I turned out to

be a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman, I could not point to any

one cause. And I most definitely did not become this way to fit into the
gender binary or anybody else’s gender norms—lord knows, my identity
tends to confuse a lot of people in both the straight and queer worlds.

But what I can say—the only real truth as far as I am concerned—is that
being a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman feels right to me; it
resonates with me at a deep, profound, visceral level that defies words.

So in conclusion, homogenizing views dwell on either the biologi-

cal or social forces that supposedly strong-arm us all into conforming to
certain norms of human behavior. A holistic view instead focuses on the
variation that arises due to the fact that human behaviors are complex

traits with a vast array of biological, social, and environmental inputs.

As individuals, we fall all over the map with regards to our personalities, senses of humor, how we use language, the art and entertainment

we appreciate, our abilities, and the interests, hobbies, and recreational
activities we pursue. Similarly, certain ways of being gendered or sexual

will inexplicably resonate with us more than others, and this may lead
us to gravitate toward certain gender or sexual identities and expressions
rather than others. Sometimes, ways of being that resonate with us fit

well within societal norms, while other times they may defy such norms.
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While societal norms, expectations, and ideals may certainly influence
us, they do not wholly determine us.

A Holistic Model of Gender and
Sexuality Is neither Reductionist,
nor Determinist, nor Essentialist,
nor Pathologizing, nor Does it
“Reinforce” Sexism in Any Way
So far in this chapter, I have demonstrated that gender artifactualism
fails to adequately explain many facets of human gender and sexuality.
Furthermore, this ideology is often cited as justification for sexist double
standards (whether by psychologists like Freud, Money, and Zucker, or

by those who promote the perversion of “the personal is political”). For

these reasons, I believe that we should abandon gender artifactualism
altogether, and instead embrace a holistic model of gender and sexuality. The holistic model that I have outlined here is capable of accounting for the entirety of gender and sexual variation (both in humans and
other animals) and explaining why some facets of gender and sexuality

are irrepressible, not freely chosen nor readily changed. Furthermore,

this model is consistent with a broad range of research showing 1) that
almost all human traits are complex traits; 2) that gender and sexuality

are influenced by biology, albeit not in a simple or straightforward man-

ner; and 3) that social and environmental factors also help shape gender
and sexuality.

Having spent the last decade in feminist and queer circles (where

people often conflate biology with gender determinism), I know that
many people will be skeptical of the holistic model that I am forwarding solely because it invokes biology. And based on my past experience

forwarding a similar (albeit more rudimentary) model in Whipping Girl,
I know that some will make the same accusations of my model that

they typically make regarding gender determinism—claiming that it
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is reductionist, determinist, or essentialist, that it naturalizes heteronormative gender and sexual roles, pathologizes gender and sexual

minorities, and so on. While somewhat different in form, these claims
all imply that biological perspectives invariably “reinforce” sexism in

one way or another. While this laundry list of criticisms may be applicable to many gender determinist theories, they are misplaced when it
comes to the holistic view I have forwarded here. So in this last section,

I will preemptively respond to some of the criticisms that I expect this
model will encounter.

A word of warning: To fully explain why my holistic model is not

determinist, nor essentialist, and so on, I will need to discuss a few concepts in biology that fall outside of the “Biology 101” realm. Since most
readers do not have advance training in biology, I will introduce these

concepts in plain language, and may oversimplify them a bit for the sake
of clarity. Often, I will mention the biological jargon term (in italics)

associated with these concepts, so that interested readers can learn more
about them elsewhere. Some folks may find some of the arguments in

this last section to be esoteric or overly technical—if this is the case for

you, feel free to skip ahead to the next chapter, as understanding these
concepts is certainly not a prerequisite for understanding and appreciating the rest of the book.

A common critique of the field of biology is that it is reduction-

ist—i.e., it focuses on studying small, isolated parts of a system in order

to extrapolate how the system as a whole operates. It is true that, for
much of the late twentieth century, biology had been in an especially

reductionist phase, as researchers focused on identifying and understanding the functions of specific molecules, genes, proteins, hormones,

and neurons. This approach has sometimes led researchers to view these
individual components as “master switches” that simply turn certain

developmental pathways “on” or “off” in a deterministic manner. How-

ever, recent technological advances over the last couple of decades have
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allowed biologists to focus more on how biological systems function as
a whole (an approach that is sometimes called systems biology). 27 This

work has revealed that biological systems are far more plastic, dynamic,
and shaped by environmental influences than previously thought. It has

also shown that, rather than functioning like master switches, individual biological components (e.g., specific genes, proteins, hormones,

neurons) function through complex interactions with countless other
components and therefore act in a more contextual manner, rather than
a deterministic one (discussed more below).

I suppose that some critics might argue that, despite the rise of

systems biology, biologists still remain reductionist because they tend to

search for biological influences, while ignoring social ones. This is a fair
criticism, but it is one that can also be made of gender artifactualists who

focus solely on social or psychological influences, while ignoring biological ones. In any case, the model that I am forwarding acknowledges

that both social and biological forces shape our genders and sexualities,
and therefore it avoids the reductionist trappings on both sides of the
nature-versus-nurture debate.

To address more general accusations that this holistic view is deter-

minist, we must first lay out what determinism actually entails. As I

alluded to earlier, a determinist view of biology generally treats biological factors (e.g., specific genes or hormones) as though they are on/off

switches: If a particular biological factor is present, then it will auto-

matically lead to certain predetermined outcomes. Examples include
the claim that having two X chromosomes makes a person female, or
that the presence of testosterone during a particular stage of fetal brain

development will make a child masculine in gender expression. There
are several assumptions built into these biological determinist views. The

first is that outcomes (e.g., female or male, feminine or masculine) are
discrete, rather than display variation within the population. The second
is that outcomes are reproducible—that is, a specific trait or behavior will
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be reliably produced whenever that biological factor is present. The third

assumption is that other variables, whether biological, social, or envi-

ronmental in origin, will not affect the outcome. Finally, this biological
determinist view presumes that if the expected outcome does not occur,

that must mean that something has interfered with, or disrupted, what is
otherwise a normal and natural biological process.

While textbooks, pop-science articles, and news reports often por-

tray biology in this straightforward deterministic way, this is not how

biology actually works. Genes and hormones do not act all by them-

selves, and therefore, do not function like on/off switches. The human
genome has roughly 20,000-25,000 genes, and the products of thousands of these genes may be expressed and functioning within any given

cell at the same time.28 And there are numerous different hormones and

other chemicals that are produced and modified and whose signals are

interpreted by various other gene products. So in other words, the function of any given gene or hormone is dependent on the functions of, and
interactions between, countless other different factors. In genetics, the
term epistasis is often used to describe how different gene products can

interact with, and modify the function of, one another.29 This plethora

of different interactions is one of the reasons why virtually all human
traits are complex traits, which are dependent upon numerous factors,
and therefore always result in a variety of possible outcomes.

Because genes and other biological factors act within intricate net-

works (rather than as isolated agents), their function is probabilistic rather

than deterministic. In other words, any given biological factor may push
the system in a particular direction, or predispose one toward a particu-

lar outcome, but they do not single-handedly determine that outcome.30
The probability that a specific biological factor might influence a particular trait is also highly dependent on biological variation.31 For instance,
many genes have multiple variants—that is, slightly different versions of

the same gene. These variants may function in a slightly differently way,
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or one may be more or less active than the other. Humans also display a
significant amount of physiological variation—that is, differences in the
organs, cells, and chemicals within our bodies. Because we are genetically and physiologically unique, any individual biological factor (e.g., a

specific hormone, or gene variant) may have a somewhat different effect

from person to person—in fact, in some cases, it has been shown that a

single gene variant can have completely opposite effects in two genetically different individuals.32 Once again, this reality is incompatible with
biological determinism.

There are other phenomena that may alter the effect that any spe-

cific biological factor has within a given individual. First, there is noise—

that is, a certain element of randomness or chance that is always at play
during molecular interactions.33 This noise creates differences between

otherwise similar cells or organisms, and thus contributes to overall variation. Second, biological systems always exist within environments that

may have an impact on them. For instance, we may be exposed to cer-

tain chemicals, or food sources, or conditions, or stresses, and so on, and
these may impact us physiologically. As I described earlier, our environ-

ment (including socialization and culture) plays a huge role in shaping
our brains and behaviors. Furthermore, revived interest in a field within
biology called epigenetics has revealed how environmental or experiential

factors can permanently alter gene expression and function within an

individual.34 As a result of all these different environmental effects, many
traits display phenotypic plasticity—that is, genetically identical individuals will show a range of phenotypes (i.e., traits or outcomes) in response
to different environments.35 In many species, sex-related traits display

phenotypic plasticity, and such plasticity likely plays a beneficial role in
allowing that species to prosper in a variety of different environments. 36

So to sum up, biological factors do not act deterministically, but

rather they contribute to a wide range of outcomes depending upon the

genetic, physiological, and environmental background of an individual.
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Furthermore, this variation and plasticity means that all traits (including
those related to sex, gender, and sexuality) show a range of outcomes
rather than discrete outcomes. From this perspective, specific traits or

behaviors are neither inherently bad nor good, but rather they are simply
different. Of course, some outcomes may be more common than others.
Geneticists often describe typical traits as “wild type” (i.e., the type that

is most often found in the wild) and exceptional traits as “variant.” It is
understood among geneticists that variant traits may be beneficial, or

more common in certain populations, and/or may become more prevalent over time. So, like my use of the words “typical” and “exceptional”

with regards to genders and sexualities, the distinction between “wild

type” and “variant” is meant to be descriptive (i.e., simply denoting an
observed difference), rather than categorical (i.e., assuming that wild

type and variant traits represent discrete outcomes rather than possibilities along a continuum) or judgmental (i.e., assuming that wild type
traits are inherently better than variant ones).

In addition to not being deterministic, biology is also not essen-

tialist. Essentialism is the assumption that objects within a particular

category—especially for those categories that are assumed to be “natural”

(e.g., dogs, cats, trees, humans)—must share some kind of underlying
essence with one another. For example, all dogs must share some under-

lying “dog-ness” that makes them similar to each other and distinct from
all other animals. Children especially rely on essentialism in order to

make sense of categories, and often essentialist beliefs remain with us
well into adulthood.37 One can see essentialism rear its head when people
presume that there must be essential differences between women and

men, between homosexuals and heterosexuals, and between different
races or ethnic groups.

It has been my experience that, within feminist and queer cir-

cles, people often presume that biology (as a field) is inherently essentialist. This always strikes me as bizarre—if anything, biology is
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anti-essentialist. After all, the central organizing principle in the field
of biology is evolution, which states 1) that all animals share a common
ancestor; 2) that all individuals within a given population will genetically

vary from one another; and 3) that this variation may ultimately give rise
to novel traits, and even entirely new species. In biology, there is no such

thing as “dog-ness,” as dogs can interbreed with wolves, and both those
species share common ancestors with coyotes, foxes, and other animals
(including humans if you go far enough back!). Furthermore, essentialist presumptions about sex, gender, and sexuality are not supported by
biology—in fact, it has become increasing clear over the last few decades

that sex-related traits are far less evolutionarily conserved or constrained

than other important traits.38 To put this another way, sex-related traits

are especially plastic, malleable, and susceptible to change over time.
This plasticity may account for some of the sexual and gender diversity
we see in human beings.

Another anti-essentialist property of biology is degeneracy. In biol-

ogy, the word “degenerate” means that there are multiple different routes

that a molecular pathway, or a cell, or an organism, can take in order to
achieve the same end result or trait. Most biological processes display

some level of degeneracy—this is especially true for the brain, where an
almost infinite variety of nerve cell connections and signaling patterns

may give rise to the same resulting behavior.39 With regards to gender and
sexuality, this means that you and I might both be feminine, or bisexual,

or transsexual, and yet not share any single underlying factor that makes
us that way, as we arrived there via different independent paths.

Understanding degeneracy may help clear up one of the most com-

mon misinterpretations of the rudimentary holistic model I forwarded in

Whipping Girl. Specifically, when I introduced the concept of “intrinsic
inclinations” (i.e., subconscious sex, as well as unconscious components

of gender expression and sexual orientation), some people assumed that
I was making an essentialist argument, for instance, as though I had
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claimed that subconscious sex is determined by a specific gene, hormone,

or region of the brain. In fact, I was not making that case. As far as I

am concerned, subconscious sex is operationally defined (as a persistent
self-understanding or desire to be a particular sex) and is not meant
to represent a specific and tangible object or essence—the same holds

true for unconscious aspects of gender expression or sexual orientation.
Granted, I did mention that scientists have found a few tiny regions of

the brain that seem to correlate with gender identity and sexual orientation.40 While I wouldn’t be surprised if these regions played some role in

shaping our genders and sexualities, I believe that it would be foolish to

assume that these small clusters of cells are the only regions of the brain
contributing to these very complex phenomena. Furthermore, the fact

that our brains are highly degenerate—that there are countless different

ways to arrive at the same outcome—suggests that an inclination like
subconscious sex may be achieved in numerous different ways.

So far I have explained why biology is neither inherently reduc-

tionist, nor deterministic, nor essentialist. But there is one more form of
anti-biology sentiment that I have encountered in the past. Specifically,

some gender artifactualists will argue that, by admitting that biology
plays any role in shaping human genders and sexualities, I am giving
ammunition to gender determinists who appropriate biology in order to

promote sexist agendas. And by doing so, I am in effect reinforcing their
sexist agendas.

Here is an example of what I mean: In Whipping Girl, when I intro-

duced the idea that intrinsic inclinations arise, in part, through biological
processes, a few people claimed that I was somehow contributing to the

pathologization of gender and sexual minorities. This surprised me, as
I explicitly and repeatedly stated that these intrinsic inclinations arise

as a result of natural variation, rather than being biological mistakes or

defects. However, even upon clarifying this, some still objected on the

grounds that the fact that I invoked biology gives credence to those who
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wish to portray transness or queerness as being the result of faulty genes,
hormones, or brains. So in essence, they were arguing that my model is

pathologizing, not because it is actually pathologizing, but because other
people may misuse or misappropriate it to promote pathologization.

Similarly, some people objected to a chapter in Whipping Girl

in which I discussed some of the changes that I experienced when I

hormonally transitioned. Amongst the things that I said were that
my muscle-to-fat ratio and my sex drive were both higher when I was

hormonally male, then decreased somewhat after I began taking antiandrogens and estrogen. None of this is especially controversial: Doctors
often prescribe androgens (e.g., testosterone) to both men and women
who wish to increase their sex drives, and athletes often take androgens

to increase their muscle mass (as is evident from Major League Baseball’s steroid scandal). In that chapter, I went to great lengths to make

clear that, while hormones have very real physical effects, these effects

may differ somewhat from person to person.41 I also pointed out that

hormones alone cannot account for all of the variation that exists in
human muscle mass and sex drives, as there will always be some women

who are stronger than certain men, and some men who have lower sex

drives than certain women, despite their hormonal makeup. Notwithstanding these qualifications, I came across a few feminists who criticized what I said about hormones, but not because they believed that
what I said was incorrect or sexist per se. Rather, they argued that my

mentioning that androgens had made me physically stronger reinforces
the popular sexist claim that “women are inherently weak.” And my
mentioning that androgens can increase a person’s sex drive reinforces

sexist beliefs such as “men can’t control their sexual impulses” or that

“it is unnatural for women to be promiscuous or overly sexual.” These
arguments were made despite the fact that, in my chapter, I made it very

clear that I do not endorse these sexist views. As with the pathologizing
claim, my model was being criticized for being sexist, not because it
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was actually sexist, but because other people might misinterpret or mis-

use what I said in order to forward sexist agendas of their own.

I often refer to such situations as the “biology-is-bad” mindset:

people who are sexist often misappropriate biology in order to justify or

“naturalize” their sexist beliefs. Because of this, whenever anyone talks

about how gender and sexuality might be influenced by biology, feminists
often immediately label that person as sexist. However, if that person

then goes out of their way to explain why their specific citation of biology

is not sexist—or perhaps even challenges sexism—they will nevertheless
be accused of “reinforcing” sexism by virtue of the fact that they have

brought up the subject of biology, thereby opening the door for bona fide
sexists to misappropriate biology.

It is clearly problematic to blame a person for the ways in which

other people twist or distort their statements. But what I find even more

concerning is that this biology-is-bad mindset essentially censors any and

all discussions about biology within feminist and queer circles. Indeed,
the only discussions that are allowed to exist are those that monolithi-

cally portray biological accounts as being reductionist, essentialist, sexist,
and so on. This censoring of well-reasoned discussions about biology is
institutionalized within academia: While few subjects are more worthy

of an interdisciplinary approach than sex, gender, and sexuality, virtually all Gender Studies and Queer Studies programs are embedded

within Humanities departments and do not require their students to take

advance classes in biology. This has severely undermined feminists’ and
queer activists’ abilities to counter gender determinism’s overly simplistic

and distorted biological claims. Rather than rebutting gender determin-

ism by arguing that gender is merely a social construct, we should instead
be arguing both that gender is influenced by social forces and that gender

determinists misrepresent how biology actually works! So long as we feminists

and queer activists surrender the field of biology to gender determinists,
they will be free to misappropriate it toward sexist ends.
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Transcending this biology-is-bad mindset offers new directions to

challenge sexist claims. For instance, take the aforementioned claim that
women on average are less physically strong, and have lower sex drives,

than men. The knee-jerk feminist response to such a claim is to pan it

for being rooted in biology, and to offer alternative social explanations,
such as boys are encouraged to be athletic, and to act on their sexual

urges, while girls are not. While I agree that these social explanations
certainly contribute to gender differences, such a response seems to deny
the very real effects that androgens can have on muscle mass and sex

drive. A holistic feminist such as myself would instead emphasize the

large amount of variation within, and overlap between, the sexes with
regard to physical strength and sex drive—this variation occurs despite

socialization and the effects of androgens. But I would further point out
that there is absolutely nothing wrong with having a lower sex drive or

being less physically strong! The crux of the problem here is that we live

in a male-centric world, where being physically strong and having a high
sex drive are lauded because they are associated with maleness, whereas
being physically weak and having a low sex drive are viewed as inferior
because they are associated with femaleness. In other words, sexism does

not stem from simply observing that people have different abilities and
attributes, but rather it occurs when we project double standards onto
those abilities and attributes—when we presume that some traits are

superior, more natural, or more normal than others. As feminists, we
should challenge these sexist double standards, rather than spending all
our effort futilely denying biological influences on gender and sexuality.

How Double Standards Work
chapter FOURTEEN

G

iven that human beings are naturally diverse with regards to our

bodies and behaviors, one might expect us to view gender and sex-

ual variation in a relatively neutral fashion—that is, viewing dissimilar
traits as being different yet equally valid—much as we generally accept
that people vary in their personalities, interests, and hobbies, in their

taste in food, humor, art, and entertainment, and so on. Unfortunately,

this is not the case. Whether in the straight mainstream culture, or feminist and queer subcultures, most of us tend to project arbitrary meanings and value judgments onto different gendered and sexual bodies and
behaviors. Often, this involves classifying specific bodies and behaviors
according to some kind of dichotomous scheme—for instance, certain

gender and sexual traits are deemed good, while others are bad; some
are deemed natural, while others are unnatural; some are deemed nor-

mal, while others are abnormal; some supposedly “reinforce the gender

system,” while others do not. As discussed in the first chapter in this
section, we tend to get bogged down in endless debates about whether
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some specific gender or sexual trait is good or bad, natural or unnatural, etc., without ever examining the underlying distinction that enables

us to project these arbitrary meanings and value judgments onto different traits in the first place. Specifically, this fundamental distinction is
between marked and unmarked.1

When I say that a trait is “marked,” I mean that other people actively

notice and pay attention to it. To illustrate the unmarked/marked distinction, imagine the following scenario: I am walking down the street
in Oakland, California (where I live), wearing a pink shirt and jeans (as
I sometimes do). When I have done this in the past, most people who

walk by me do not seem to take any particular notice of what I am wearing, presumably because my outfit does not seem noteworthy to them.
If, a few minutes after walking past me, you were to ask these people

what I was wearing, I doubt that many of them would even recall. In
other words, my pink shirt and jeans are unmarked—deemed unworthy
of attention. Now, imagine that I am walking down the same city street,
but instead of wearing a pink shirt and jeans, I wear a tie-dyed shirt and
bell-bottoms. Or a hijab. Or a bridal gown. Or perhaps I am dressed up

like Chewbacca. In these latter cases, people probably would take notice
of what I am wearing. In other words, all the latter outfits would stand
out and garner attention. They are marked.

It is important to emphasize that being marked or unmarked is not

something that is inherent in the object itself. Whether an outfit is considered marked or unmarked is specific to both time and place (as the

tie-dyed shirt and bell-bottoms might not have looked so out of place
in Oakland in the late 1960s/early 1970s, and the hijab would not stand
out today in countries where Islam is the majority religion). If I was at a

science fiction convention, or a costume party, I probably wouldn’t stand
out quite so much if I was dressed as Chewbacca. Similarly, my pink shirt

and jeans may render me unmarked on a U.S. city street, but if I were
to dress like that for a wedding, or a costume party, I would likely stand
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out like a sore thumb—I would be viewed as not “dressed up” enough.

Whether an item of clothing is deemed marked or not also depends on
the context of the person who is wearing it. Back when I was perceived

as male, I had a pink T-shirt, and when I would wear it, I would definitely garner excessive attention and comments. So while pink shirts are
unmarked when worn by women, they are marked when worn by men.

The most crucial thing to understand is that the determination of

whether an object or trait is marked or unmarked originates with the person doing the perceiving, and therefore can vary greatly from perceiver
to perceiver. In Oakland (as in many urban settings), there are a lot of

people who dress unconventionally—for instance, in a punky or artsy

fashion. Because they are fairly common here, such people tend not to

receive too much attention from other Oaklanders. However, if a tourist
from someplace where people dress very conventionally (e.g., a well-off

suburb or a small conservative town) were to visit Oakland, they would

likely be shocked by such unconventional styles of dress, and they might
end up staring at the person as a result. So whether a trait is marked (or
not) is most certainly in the eye of the beholder.

Why Do We Mark Some Traits
and Not Others?
Why do we unconsciously mark certain bodies and behaviors while

allowing others to remain unmarked? Well, this tendency may stem in
part from a number of more general biases in human perception. For

example, a large body of research has shown that we perceive people who

belong to our ingroup (i.e., a group that we are a member of, and identify with) very differently than members of an outgroup (i.e., a group to
which we do not belong or identify with). Specifically, we tend to favor
members of our ingroup (even in laboratory settings where groups are

assigned arbitrarily), and we are inclined to perceive outgroup members
more negatively, more extremely, and in a more stereotyped manner than
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we do members of our ingroup.2 These biases may lead us to mark people

who we do not identify with (and thus view as “other”), whereas people
who we identify or feel affiliated with may remain relatively unmarked
in our eyes.

Another perceptual bias that likely plays some role in creating the

unmarked/marked distinction is that we view unexpected traits very differently than their expected counterparts. A trait or event may be considered unexpected if we presume that it is exceptionally rare, that it defies

some kind of norm or law that we feel everyone or everything should

follow, and/or if it defies a more specific stereotype or assumption that we
harbor about a particular type of person. In any case, we tend to pay more
attention to, and spend more thought considering, unexpected traits and

events than we do expected ones.3 Furthermore, when a trait or event is
unexpected, we are biased toward viewing it more negatively than we

would if the same trait or event was expected.4 Thus, exceptional or unexpected traits tend to be marked relative to typical or expected traits.

Of course, there is more to the unmarked/marked distinction than

simply noticing that which is unexpected or exceptional. For example,
women make up slightly over fifty percent of the population, and yet we
are marked relative to men. This is evident in how people comment on,
and critique, women’s bodies and behaviors far more than men’s, and how

things that are deemed “for women” are often given their own separate
categories (e.g., chick lit, women’s sports, women’s reproductive health),

whereas things that are “for men” are seen as universal and unmarked.
So women are marked, not because we are rare or unusual (as we are in

fact slightly more common than men), but because we, as a culture, deem
women to be marked.

Here is another example demonstrating that the unmarked/marked

distinction is not necessarily related to how common or rare something

is. Approximately 0.2 percent of people in the United States are accoun-

tants—this is a relatively small number, in roughly the same ballpark as
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the number of trans people, or the number of women who are sex workers.5 And yet, if the average person was at a friend’s party mingling and

met someone who mentioned that they were an accountant, that aver-

age person would probably not be surprised or shocked. This is because
accountants, despite being relatively rare, are not marked in the eyes of

society. In contrast, the average person would likely be quite shocked if
the party guest mentioned that they were transsexual, or a sex worker.
(Once again, this depends upon the perceiver: I have many friends who

are transsexual or who are sex workers, so I personally would not be surprised by such information.)

These examples demonstrate that the unmarked/marked distinc-

tion is not solely based on how common or rare a trait is, or whether the

person in question belongs to our ingroup or outgroup. Rather, in these
latter cases, the distinction appears to stem from an implicit social pact.
It is as if we, as a society, have all agreed that women are marked relative

to men, and that transsexuals and sex workers are extraordinary things
to be, whereas accountants (despite being just about as rare) are ordinary.
Of course, we did not all gather together as a society to consciously make

these determinations. Rather, each of us learns to make such distinctions through the process of socialization. We are taught that certain

types of people and ways of being are normal and respectable (and there-

fore unmarked), while others are deemed abnormal and unrespectable
(and therefore marked). From the earliest of ages through adulthood, we

internalize these cultural beliefs and learn to employ them in an unconscious manner.

In summary, unmarked/marked distinctions may arise from our

own personal biases and expectations, or they may be culturally ordained.

In either case, the process of marking a person or trait often occurs on
an unconscious level, and therefore takes on an air of common sense: It

just seems “natural” for us to focus our attention on people who we view
as exceptional or different from us in some significant way. And it feels
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“natural” to us to comment upon women’s bodies more so than men’s, or

to be shocked when we hear that someone is transsexual or a sex worker,
but not when they are an accountant.

The Consequences of Being Marked
We have established that the determination of whether a trait is marked
or unmarked is contextual and arises solely from the beliefs and assumptions held by the person perceiving and interpreting the trait, rather

than from the trait itself. The next question that we should be asking

is: What are the consequences of being marked versus unmarked? For
starters, traits that are marked are highly visible and attract attention,
whereas unmarked traits are invisible and are generally taken for granted.

Because of this visibility and attention, marked traits are deemed remarkable (i.e., people feel entitled to comment on them) and questionable (i.e.,

people tend to ask questions about them). So going back to our earlier
scenario, when I wear my pink shirt and jeans, people generally do not
comment on what I am wearing, nor do they ever ask me why I have
chosen that particular outfit. In contrast, if I was dressed as Chewbacca,

people would surely make a lot of remarks (“Look at that person dressed

like Chewbacca!”) and barrage me with questions (“Julia, why on earth

are you dressed like that?”). These remarks and questions often occur
even when one’s attire is not quite this outrageous. For instance, on those

occasions when I wear a dress, I find that people make way more remarks

about how I am dressed than when I wear a pink shirt and jeans—sometimes these are compliments on how I look or what I am wearing, other

times it is unwanted attention in the form of sexually harassing remarks
from strange men on the street. And often when I wear a dress, I find

that people ask questions such as, “What’s the special occasion?” or, “Are
you going out on a date?”

The fact that marked traits are deemed questionable can play out

in a couple of different ways. In the example of me wearing a dress, the
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questions that people ask me (e.g., wanting to know why I have “dressed

up”) may seem innocent enough on the surface. But in actuality, such
questions have the potential to be invalidating for me, because they imply

that I must have some hidden motive for dressing that particular way.

In a sense, these questions are an attempt to compel me to explain my
supposed motives. This opens up the door for people to judge whether
my explanation seems authentic to them. If, for example, my response

is, “There is no special occasion. I just felt like getting dressed up today,”

they might choose not to believe me, or perhaps they may even insist that
there must be some ulterior motive that I am hiding (e.g., a secret lover).

So in other words, when some aspect of my person is deemed questionable, the insinuation is that I am engaging in some sort of artificial or

inauthentic behavior. And if my answers do not satisfy my inquisitors,
they may additionally accuse me of being insincere or deceptive. In stark

contrast, my pink shirt and jeans are not deemed questionable, and therefore do not require any explanation—in essence, I am considered to be

free of motives, ulterior or otherwise—and because of this, I am not susceptible to accusations of being inauthentic or deceptive.

Of course, the word “questionable” can also mean debatable, dubious,

and suspect. These more negative meanings are evident in the Chewbacca

example, where my dressing that way would elicit more than just a passing
curiosity; it would likely be considered by some to be beyond the pale, and

downright unacceptable. In such cases, people would not merely require

an explanation, but they would also express disapproval of my behavior

regardless of any possible explanation I might offer them. (This disapproval is implied in the comment “Julia, why on earth are you dressed like

that?”). So in other words, because marked traits are deemed questionable,
they are often viewed as being inherently illegitimate and invalid (whereas
unmarked traits are always viewed as legitimate and valid).

This notion of illegitimacy can be seen in other assumptions that

plague marked traits. For example, unmarked traits are often considered
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to be normal, whereas marked traits are deemed abnormal. While the
word “normal” can mean common or typical (something that is often

true of unmarked traits), it can also mean “healthy,” or “living up to

standards.” These latter meanings are evident in normal’s antonym

“abnormal,” which implies that the trait in question is not merely rare or
exceptional, but also unhealthy and corrupt.

Along similar lines, unmarked traits are considered to be natural,

whereas marked traits are often deemed unnatural. So while it could
be argued that all items of clothing and accessories are unnatural (in

the sense that they are a human invention)6, we nevertheless get the
sense that my pink shirt and jeans are somehow more natural than a
Chewbacca outfit, or even a dress, jewelry, and heels. There is synergy

between the idea that marked traits are artificial and the tendency for
people to depict those who express marked traits as being inauthentic

and deceptive. Indeed, marked individuals are often portrayed as “fakes,”
both because their marked trait is viewed as artificial, and because their
motives are deemed questionable.7

Finally, unmarked traits are often viewed as mundane, whereas

marked traits are viewed as exotic. This can cut two different ways. The

word mundane is often used as a synonym for boring, and exotic as a
synonym for exciting. Most people would probably consider the word

“exciting” to have better connotations than “boring,” and this might lead
them to think that being marked is a good thing. However, the word

mundane also means “relating to matters of this world,” which implies
that exotic traits are “other-worldly” or “alien.” In a world where we face

constant pressure to conform to various social norms, being depicted as
other-worldly or alien can be very disenfranchising. Furthermore, people

tend to mystify things that they view as exotic or alien—that is, they
depict them as mysterious, uncertain, and obscure. When a person is
mystified by others, it is a dehumanizing act, one that discourages others

from identifying with, or relating to, that person. When we do not relate
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to, or empathize with, a person, we will often fail to extend to them the

most basic social courtesies and human rights—we may refuse to view
them as autonomous beings capable of making their own life choices,

we may refuse to acknowledge their bodily autonomy or privacy, and we
may refuse to treat them with the politeness, respect, or decency that we
accord to other people. As a result of all this, people who are viewed as

exotic are often objectified and viewed as mere specimens that somehow
exist solely for the benefit of those who are unmarked.

These two potential takes on mundane versus exotic can be seen

in the following example. Let’s say that you are at a friend’s party and
you get into a conversation with someone. And you ask them what they

do for a living, expecting them to answer that they are a teacher, or an

accountant, or a waiter, or whatever else might be considered unmarked
in your particular segment of the world. But instead, much to your
surprise, they tell you that they are a U.S. senator, or a Hollywood film

producer. Or perhaps they say that they are a sex worker, or a trans-

sexual activist. All four of these occupations might seem exotic to you,
but in different ways: The senator and film producer might seem exotic

(read: exciting) compared to your mundane (read: boring) life, whereas

the sex worker and transsexual activist might seem exotic (read: alien)
compared to your mundane (read: relating to matters of this world)

life. As a result, the values that you assign to these people might vary
greatly. For instance, you might be envious of the senator and film producer, whereas you might look down upon the sex worker and transsexual activist. In other words, some marked traits may be glorified (e.g.,
senators and film producers), whereas others are stigmatized (e.g., sex
workers and transsexual activists).

This example also illustrates another important point: people may

project a variety of different meanings and value judgments onto those

whom they mark. For example, if I were walking down the street midday, and suddenly a drag queen were to walk by me, I would probably be
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surprised, but in a pleasant way, whereas someone who is homophobic
or transphobic might be disturbed. Some passersby might shout, “You’re

fabulous,” at the drag queen, while another might shout, “You’re a faggot.” And still others may be taken aback by the presence of the drag

queen but feel relatively indifferent and not project any meanings or value
judgments onto them.

While people’s reactions may vary greatly, what remains con-

sistent is that different meanings and value judgments tend to “stick”

more to marked traits than to those that are unmarked. So returning to my original example, if I were walking down the street wearing

my pink shirt and jeans, and some stranger suddenly began berating

me by saying, “Oh my God, I can’t believe you’re wearing a pink shirt
and jeans! How despicable,” most people would be rather confused by

that outburst, precisely because they would likely consider my par-

ticular clothing choice to be unmarked, and therefore unremarkable
and unquestionable. In fact, they would be far more likely to view the
person berating me as acting bizarre and out of order, and me as an
innocent victim of an irrational tirade. However, if that person instead
called out a drag queen on how they are dressed, people would not be

so surprised. After all, regardless of how we personally feel about drag
queens (positively, negatively, or indifferently), most of us view drag
queens as marked—as inherently remarkable and questionable—and

therefore, we will not be shocked if they garner attention, comments,
and controversy. Even those people who appreciate drag queens may

harbor feelings such as, “Well, if you dress that way in public, you
pretty much have it coming to you.”

Essentially, people who are marked are generally viewed as “having

something” that unmarked people do not have. That “something” can
therefore be subjected to remarks, questions, debate, praise or critique;

the unmarked person escapes such critical analysis by virtue of the fact
that they are not seen as having that “something.”
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Double Standards and the Unmarked/
Marked Distinction
Understanding the unmarked/marked distinction is vital, as it appears to

underlie all forms of sexism, as well as marginalization more generally.
This is not to say that being marked is the same thing as, or necessarily

leads to, being marginalized—as I alluded to in previous examples, we

are just as capable of being indifferent to, or even impressed by, some-

one who is deemed marked as we are of invalidating them. But what is
true is that the act of marking automatically creates a double standard,
where certain traits are viewed and treated differently than others. This
act of marking essentially divides the world up into two classes: those
who have the trait in question (for whom meanings and value judgments
will tend to “stick”), and those who do not (and who are therefore beyond

reproach). These double standards provide the underlying architecture
that enables sexism and marginalization.

For example, in Chapter 12 (“The Perversion of ‘The Personal Is

Political’”), I discussed how cissexism and heterosexism work by portraying people who are trans or who engage in same-sex relationships, respectively, as being inherently remarkable, questionable, artificial, driven by

ulterior motives, and deceptive—all of these assumptions stem directly
from the fact that these ways of being are marked, whereas cissexuals and

heterosexuals remain unmarked. In Chapter 9 (“Bisexuality and Binaries Revisited”) and Chapter 6 (“Reclaiming Femininity”), I showed how
bisexuality and femininity are similarly portrayed as being remarkable,

questionable, artificial, driven by ulterior motives, and deceptive—once

again, this stems from the fact that these traits are marked, whereas
monosexuality and masculinity remain unmarked. Indeed, if we were

to exhaustively consider every form of marginalization known to exist
(a project that exceeds the scope of this chapter), I am confident that we
would find some of these telltale signs of the unmarked/marked distinction underlying each and every one of them.
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To be clear, I am not suggesting that all forms of sexism and

marginalization are identical. Each specific form of marginalization
differs in its history, the extent to which it is institutionalized, and in the

specific set of expectations, assumptions, and stereotypes that it projects onto its respective marginalized group. But they all rely on double

standards that stem from the unmarked/marked distinction. This is why

the marginalized group (those who are marked) always garners comments and criticism, while those at the center (who remain unmarked)
never come under question. It explains why those of us who are part of
the unmarked center tend not to identify as white, or able-bodied, or

normatively sized, or heterosexual, or cisgender, or monosexual, and so

on, as these aspects of ourselves are typically deemed unremarkable, and
therefore become invisible to us.8 This is why activists who wish to chal-

lenge a particular form of marginalization often begin by naming the
previously unnamed center (e.g., white, able-bodied, normatively sized,
heterosexual, cisgender, monosexual) and outlining the many privileges

associated with that unmarked status (many of which are directly related

to not being seen as remarkable, questionable, abnormal, unnatural,
deceptive, exotic, suspect, etc.).

Because the unmarked/marked distinction is the underlying

mechanism that enables all forms of sexism and marginalization, those

of us who are committed to feminism, queer activism, and social jus-

tice more generally must make understanding and raising awareness
about this distinction one of our top priorities. This involves learning
to recognize whenever a particular trait is garnering undue attention

and being subjected to the many hallmarks of being marked (i.e., being
deemed to be remarkable, questionable, abnormal, unnatural, deceptive, exotic, and suspect). It also requires us to uncover the unmarked
trait that is being taken for granted, and thus escaping critique, in any

given situation. But in addition to all this, we must also familiarize
ourselves with the numerous double binds that marked individuals
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often face. Basically, a double bind is a no-win situation, one in which

there are two potential responses or courses of action, both of which
come with negative consequences. In the rest of this chapter, I will

discuss many of these double binds (especially those that are associated

with stigmatized traits) and demonstrate how they arise directly from
the unmarked/marked distinction.

The Invisible/Visible Double Bind
Some traits—particularly those associated with our physical bodies—are
almost always visible to other people. Common examples might include

our sex, race, size, and age. But other traits, especially those related to
our desires and behaviors, may not be readily visible in some or all situ-

ations. If we have a marked trait, it might seem that we would be better

off if that trait was relatively invisible, as this would allow us to move
through the world without facing all the attention, remarks, and potential stigmatization that are associated with the trait. But being invisible

does come at a cost. For starters, if our marked trait is not visible, then
people will tend to automatically presume that we are a member of the

unmarked group. This phenomenon could be called the unmarked assump-

tion, as a nod to “heterosexual assumption,” “cissexual assumption,” and
“monosexual assumption,” which I discussed in previous chapters. This
unmarked assumption puts us in the awkward position of either going

along with this false assumption, or else disavowing the assumption by
“coming out” to the person, or perhaps even every person, who makes

this assumption. Both of these courses of action are fraught (as discussed
in more detail below; see The Pass/Reveal Double Bind). A second negative consequence of being invisible is that other people who share our

marked trait may not recognize us as being “one of them.” The drawbacks

of being misperceived as an unmarked outsider are especially acute in
support, social, and activist spaces centered on, or exclusive to, members

of that marked group. Such misperceptions may lead others to question
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our identity or authenticity as a group member—in other words, we may
become marked among our own kind.

The Credit/Detriment Double Bind
People commonly assume that if anything bad happens to someone who

has a marked trait, that the marked trait must somehow be an underlying
factor or cause of that unfortunate circumstance. So in my case, if I were

to fail out of school, or have an affair, or get a divorce, or if I developed
an addiction, or became incarcerated, or were to murder someone, or

what have you, I can assure you that there will be people out there who
will assume that the event was somehow related to me being transsexual,

or bisexual, or due to some other marked trait that I possess. I can also

assure you that if any of those things were to happen to me, nobody would

claim that it must be because I am white, or middle-class, or able-bodied,
or any other unmarked trait that I might possess.

Why does this happen? In Erving Goffman’s classic book Stigma:

Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, he makes the case that stig-

matized traits (which he refers to as “stigmas”) effectively taint a person’s moral character in the eyes of others, although he never explicitly

explains why this is.9 I would argue that, when we are marked, people
view us (and the specific marked trait we possess) as inherently suspect.
Therefore, it is not surprising that people would literally suspect that the

marked trait caused the unfortunate situation. In any case, this tendency
to blame all of one’s failings on the marked trait puts a lot of pressure on

marked individuals. After all, if we do make a mistake or fail in any way,
it will reflect poorly on other people who share the same marked trait. In
effect, we will be viewed as a “detriment” to our kind.

If, however, we are perfect, and lead happy and successful lives

untainted by controversy or complications, people will not assume that

it must be because of our marked trait(s). Instead, they will likely view
our success as occurring despite our marked trait(s), and they may even
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claim that we are a “credit” to our kind. In effect, we will be viewed as the
proverbial “exception that proves the rule” (the rule, of course, being that
people who have that marked trait are inherently suspect).10

The Disavow/Identify Double Bind
When marked traits are highly stigmatized, some people who possess

the trait may feel strong societal pressure to disavow it—that is, we may
distance ourselves from, or deny having, the trait in question. People
who choose this route often refuse to identify or associate with other

people who share the same trait. A classic recurring example of this is
the gay person who refuses to admit that they are gay, and who may

even engage in blatant homophobic behavior as a way of disassociating
themselves from other gay folks. As with being invisible more generally,

this approach may allow the person to escape the attention and stigmatization associated with that marked trait. But it is very psychologically
taxing, as it generally involves repressing, and even directing self-hatred

toward, that aspect of one’s being. Furthermore, this sort of disavowing
typically perpetuates the negative societal meanings and stigma that are
routinely projected onto that trait.

A more self-empowering strategy is to identify with the marked

trait—that is, to admit to ourselves (if not to others) that we possess
that trait. This act of self-acceptance often involves rejecting the negative societal meanings associated with the marked trait, and instead

viewing it as a neutral or good trait that is unfairly stigmatized by others. Those of us who identify with our marked trait are likely to seek

out others who share the same trait for mutual support—after all, no

one else truly knows what it is like to live with the specific stereo-

types and stigma associated with that trait, and thus we may learn from
one another’s experiences. If the identity group in question becomes

large enough, we may develop our own culture, language, narratives,
and ideology to counter the negative depictions of our members in
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larger society. In other words, the identity approach has the benefit

of strength in numbers, and may lead to activism that challenges the
societal stigmatization of the marked trait.

While the benefits of the identity approach are obvious, there

remain several drawbacks (many of which are evident in tales of exclusion offered in the first section of this book). Specifically, the culture,

language, narratives, and ideology that are created by identity groups

often display their own double standards and may favor some people

who have the marked trait over others. In other words, some of us who
have the marked trait may feel excluded by “our own kind” (i.e., the

identity group), and this may lead us to disavow that identity label
entirely. Another critique of the identity approach is that it merely produces a “reverse discourse” that reinforces the distinction between the

marked and unmarked groups.11 So, for example, embracing the label

“gay,” creating gay culture, and fighting for civil rights for gay people may seem to perpetuate the original accusation that gay people are
inherently different than heterosexuals. Those who reject the reverse

discourse route will often disavow the identity label for fear of reinforc-

ing such a distinction. While it is understandable why people might
choose to disavow the identity label for this reason, and/or because

they feel excluded from their own identity group, such a move typically does nothing to remedy the marked person’s (or group’s) situation.

After all, I could refuse to identify as transsexual or bisexual, but that
will not stop others from marking me as transsexual or bisexual and
marginalizing me accordingly. So both the disavowing and identifying
approaches seem to have significant drawbacks.

The Accommodating/Angry Double Bind
When we are marked, other people feel entitled to pay undue attention to,

remark about, and call into question that aspect of our being. Such incidents can range from being slightly annoying to downright invalidating.
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When we are constantly being put into question like this, there are two
general types of responses we might take. The first is to accommodate
these actions. For instance, if people are staring at us, we just put it out of

our minds. If people make remarks about us, we do not object. If people

ask us questions, we politely answer them. This approach can be highly
disempowering, as it places us on the defensive and perpetuates the idea

that others are entitled to constantly call our marked trait into question,
and that it’s our job to accommodate them.

The alternative, of course, is to challenge other people when they

mark us. So if they stare at us, we tell them that it’s impolite to stare, or

stare back at them. If they remark about us, we call them out on their
comments. If they ask us questions, we remind them of how invasive it

is to be interrogated like that. On the positive side, these are proactive
approaches that challenge the double standard. But the problem is, the

fact that we’ve been deemed marked means that they feel entitled to call
us into question. So in their minds, it is we who are acting inappropriately, and they will likely interpret our righteous responses as an attack

on them. Often they will interpret us as acting “angry,” even if we challenge them in a polite manner without ever raising our voice.

The Afflicted/Chosen Double Bind
The fact that marked traits garner questions and require explanations
often leads people to want to know how such traits came to be in the first

place. When people ask me why I am transsexual or bisexual, I often tell

them that there is no clear answer, I just am this way. Those of us who
hold a holistic view of gender and sexuality (as I outlined in the previous

chapter) may accept the fact that such exceptional traits arise inexplicably,
but unfortunately we are in the minority. Most people are not satisfied

with the idea that marked traits simply exist—they want an explanation,
an origin story. Importantly, origin stories are only ever required when

a trait is marked. Returning to an earlier example, if someone at a party
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mentioned that they were an accountant, it is unlikely that people will

feverishly want to know how they came to be an accountant. But if a person mentions that they happen to be a sex worker, or transsexual, people
will surely want to know how they got to be that way.

The type of explanations or origin stories that people are looking

for tend to fall into either the “chosen” or “not chosen” camps. If we say

that we purposefully chose to be a particular way, it may feel personally
empowering, as it implies that what we are (in this case, a sex worker or

transsexual) is a perfectly valid life choice. However, this does open us up

to further rounds of inquiry. For instance, people can critique our morality or mental competency for choosing what they deem to be a dubious
life path (see The Dupes/Fakes Double Bind below).

An alternative is to claim that we did not choose to be the way we

are. The transsexual might claim that they were simply “born that way,”
and the sex worker might claim that they were destitute and had no other

way to make ends meet. Such explanations may in fact be true (or not),
but they are regularly cited because they have the beneficial side effect of
alleviating further critique. After all, if I was simply “born” transsexual,

then it is hard for anyone to deride that aspect of myself as immoral or
mentally unsound, as it was not my choice to begin with. In many cases,

such explanations are likely to garner sympathy rather than critique. But
therein lies the rub: If people feel pity for me because I was born or forced

into a marked trait, then the implication is that the marked trait itself is
inherently bad.

I refer to this as the afflicted/chosen double bind. The word

“afflicted,” of course, implies that the non-chosen trait is inherently negative, something that no one would ever choose of their own accord. As

I mentioned earlier, some marked traits are seen as inherently good—for

instance, being a multi-millionaire. In that case, the non-chosen path
(e.g., being born into money) would likely be viewed as a “blessing” rather
than an “affliction.”
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Obviously, not all marked traits are subjected to the afflicted/cho-

sen double bind. For example, it would be hard to make the case that I

was “afflicted” with wearing a Chewbacca outfit, as it is assumed that the

clothing and accessories we put on are a conscious decision—hence, it must
be a choice. Reciprocally, some marked traits are automatically viewed as

not being chosen—for instance, being a woman (transsexuals aside), or
intersex, or disabled, or a person of color. In such cases, it is not uncommon
for others to feel pity toward us (i.e., we are viewed as afflicted), but not
hold us personally responsible for being the way that we are.

The Dupes/Fakes Double Bind
In certain cases when our marked trait is viewed by others as inherently

suspect and artificial, and as “chosen” rather than an “affliction,” an
immediate follow-up question tends to arise: Why on earth would we

make that particular choice? Those who pose this question often reconcile it by assuming that we must not have made that choice freely, but

instead were purposefully misguided or coerced by others into making

that decision. They may describe us as being driven by “false consciousness” rather than by legitimate, genuine desires. In other words, because

they believe that we have been led down a wayward path, they conceptualize us as “dupes.” If, however, we have not been duped into choosing

this supposedly artificial fate, then the only other obvious possibility is
that we must have consciously decided to engage in the unnatural trait
in question of our own accord. In other words, they assume that we have
purposefully decided to be “fakes.”

Perhaps the most common manifestation of the dupes/fakes double

bind in our culture can be found in religious fundamentalist reactions
to same-sex relationships, where those who engage in such relationships
are described as having been either “duped by the homosexual agenda”

(read: dupes) or as having “chosen an alternative lifestyle” (read: fakes).

I also discussed the dupes/fakes double bind at great length in Whipping
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Girl, specifically with regard to cis feminist interpretations of people who
are feminine (who are seen as either being duped by the patriarchy into

dressing and acting like subservient sexual objects, or as purposefully

donning artificial mannerisms and styles of dress in order to assimilate
into that patriarchal system) or transsexual (who are seen as either being

duped by a patriarchal medical system into changing our sex, or as purposefully choosing to be “fake” women and men).12

The Ashamed/Shameless Double Bind
All the undue attention that comes with being marked can understandably make a person self-conscious about the trait in question. There are
two general types of responses to this hyper self-awareness. The first is

for the person to feel ashamed about their marked trait—this is especially
likely if the trait is viewed negatively and associated with stigma. Often,
when people feel ashamed of their marked trait, they may attempt to
play it down, draw attention away from it, or even hide it. Alternatively,
if the person in question does not view their marked trait in a negative

way, they will be unashamed of it, and as a result, they will not make any
attempt to hide it or play it down. In some cases, individuals may take

outright pride in their marked trait, and unabashedly flaunt it in front of
others, as can be seen in celebrations of Black Power and Queer Pride,

and in the reclaiming of what were once derogatory labels, such as gay,
queer, dyke, tranny, crip, and fat, to name a few.

Being unashamed about, or showing pride toward, our own marked

traits seems to be a far more healthy response, as internalized shame

and hiding oneself can cause a great deal of emotional distress. How-

ever, being unashamed does come at a price. For starters, if we wear our
marked trait on our sleeve (so to speak), then we will have to deal with all
of the attention, questioning, and potential stigma that is associated with
that trait. And if we outright flaunt our marked trait, others may take that
as evidence that the marked trait really does scream out for attention. In
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other words, prideful flaunting may inadvertently encourage unmarked
individuals to feel justified in their questioning and judging of the trait.

Furthermore, if the marked trait is associated with stigma (such

as in the cases of transsexuality or sex work), people will often assume
that no one in their right mind would freely admit to such a thing. So

when those of us who have the trait are open or even proud about it, people will often view us as being immodest or shameless. The distinction

between being unashamed and shameless is crucial: Being unashamed
simply means that one does not feel shame about something. Shameless,
on the other hand, means “insensible to disgrace.”13 In other words, the

word “shameless” suggests that we should feel ashamed, but due to a lack
of common sense or modesty, we do not. Those of us who are viewed as

shameless are often accused of being impolite, and of lacking the tact to

know that we should not air out our “dirty laundry” in front of others.
Or we may be mischaracterized as “attention seekers” who are exploiting

the supposed tragedy of our lives for personal gain or attention. Further-

more, if something bad happens to us (e.g., if we are bullied, harassed,
raped, or ridiculed, or if we receive unwanted attention), people will tend
to blame us (rather than the perpetrators) for the incident because after
all, “we had it coming to us” (read: because we were shamelessly flaunting
our marked traits).

Feminists have long discussed how the ashamed/shameless double

bind plays out in the lives of many women. Specifically, in our straight

male–centric society, women are highly sexualized. This can be seen in

the objectification of women in the media, unwanted sexual remarks and

propositions from men, having others freely remark about how attractive
(or unattractive) we are, and so on. As a result of all this undue attention,
many women understandably become self-conscious about their bodies

and play down their sexual desires. The word “modesty” is commonly

used as a euphemism for this manifestation of the “ashamed” side of the
double bind. Other women may react differently. Some might decide
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that, despite the unwanted attention they receive, they refuse to feel
ashamed about their bodies. So instead of playing down their sexuality

and wearing “modest” clothing, they will unabashedly flaunt their bod-

ies and sexual desires in a manner that some might describe as “shameless.” Women who are deemed “shameless” with regards to their sexuality

are often mischaracterized as indecent and obscene, and/or as attention
seekers who are exploiting their sexuality for personal gain. And other

people (especially men) may feel even more entitled to sexualize such

women under the assumption that, because they are flaunting their bodies and sexuality, they must be “asking for it.”

In feminist circles, this dilemma is typically referred to as the

virgin/whore double bind, where “virgin” represents those who feel

self-conscious about, and play down, their sexuality, and “whore” represents those women who flaunt their bodies and sexuality, and thus are

accused of being immodest or shameless. While the virgin/whore paradigm has been important for making sense of sexual politics in women’s

lives, it is also useful to recognize this as but one of many ways in which
the ashamed/shameless double bind plays out in the lives of those who
are marked.

The ashamed/shameless double bind has played out in a different,

albeit parallel, way for me as transsexual.14 When I first came out to

people in my life as trans, perhaps the most common reaction that I
experienced was people offering their sympathies, and treating my transness as though it were a tragedy. Clearly, these were folks who chose

to view my transness as an “affliction” (despite the fact that I did not
portray it that way myself). I kept hearing the same few phrases over

and over again: “I can’t imagine what you are going through.” “You must
be really courageous.” These felt like backhanded compliments to me,
as they insinuated that being trans was an inherently horrible thing to

be. People who viewed me as overcoming an “affliction” often seemed

quite uncomfortable or disturbed if I would bring up my transness on
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subsequent occasions. They acted as though I was somehow burdening

them by sharing my “problems” (despite the fact that most times I was
discussing my trans experiences in a positive light). The message seemed

to be clear: They felt bad for me, were glad that they were not me, and did
not want to hear anything more about what it was like to be me. In other

words, they viewed me as being “shameless” for not having the common
sense to play down, or keep quiet about, my transness.

In the years that followed, I found myself writing a lot about

being a woman with a penis—it was an aspect of my body that I was
expected to hide and feel shame about, so I set out to reclaim it. Often
when performing those pieces at spoken word events, I would disarm

audiences with one-liners like, “Here’s another poem about my penis.”
People would always laugh, even though the line itself is not especially

funny if you think about it. Upon further reflection, it seems clear that
the supposed humor in that line arises directly from the ashamed/

shameless double bind. After all, as a pre-op trans woman, most peo-

ple considered my genitals to be discordant with my female body and
identity, and thus expected me to be ashamed of that part of me. So
when I mentioned (flaunted even!) my penis, the humor stemmed from

the fact that the audience was surprised that I could be so “shameless”
as to pronounce my genital status in public. Further, by flaunting the

fact that I had a penis, I was essentially giving the audience permission
to pay undue attention to (e.g., to laugh at) my marked status. Also,

when people believe that you should feel ashamed by something, it

tends to make them feel uncomfortable.15 So by acting shameless—by
drawing attention to my own supposed failings—I essentially brought

that tension into relief. Generally, whenever marked individuals
engage in so-called “self-deprecating humor” regarding their marked

trait, the ashamed/shameless double bind always seems to be in play.
While being “shameless” in public might elicit laughs in more playful
and informal settings (e.g., during a performance), in more serious and
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formal settings (e.g., in the workplace) these same actions may instead
be viewed as inappropriate and disturbing.

I have experienced two major health conditions since my coming

out as trans, namely, dealing with skin cancer in 2006, and being diagnosed with psoriasis (an auto-immune condition that affects the skin)
in 2010. While having a medical condition is very different from being

transsexual16, I must say that the reactions that I received with regards to

the ashamed/shameless double bind were remarkably similar. Upon tell-

ing people about my skin cancer and psoriasis, I received lots of “I can’t
imagine what you are going through; you must be really courageous”
sentiments followed by a we-must-never-speak-of-this-again type of

attitude. Both my cancer and psoriasis evoked a wide range of thoughts

and feelings in me—anger, sadness, humor, insight, fear, patience, anxiety, mindfulness, and so on. So naturally, I wanted to openly discuss

my experiences, but I felt a lot of external pressure from other people to
keep quiet about these aspects of my life. As with my trans status, others

wanted me to hide or play down my marked traits in order to protect
them from the supposed tragedy of my life. Basically, they wanted and
expected me to be ashamed of being “afflicted” by these conditions.

I believe that the ashamed/shameless double bind explains why

our society celebrates people who are “stoic” and who keep quiet about
their stigmatized conditions. Of course, if one does not adhere to this

self-imposed silence, or if one fails to adequately cover up or hide their
condition (whether it be psoriasis outbreaks, scars from cancer-related

surgeries, or gender discordant traits), they will likely be depicted as

“shameless,” and as “unseemly” attention seekers. This double bind also
explains why almost all talk about stigmatized conditions is relegated to

the realm of support groups, which provide the “afflicted” individuals
the rare outlet to share their experiences and feelings with others while
simultaneously allowing the “unafflicted” to go merrily on with their

lives without having to deal with, or even acknowledge, the existence
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and experiences of the so-called “afflicted.” Furthermore, the external

pressure placed on marked individuals to hide and keep quiet about our
conditions effectively silences our voices in society. And the resulting

lack of visibility creates the false impression that our marked conditions
are far more rare than they actually are, thus making them even more
susceptible to being viewed as abnormal, unnatural, exotic, and alien.

The Harmless/Dangerous Double Bind
The fact that marked people are assumed to be “afflicted” by, and
“ashamed” of, our marked traits sometimes leads to the impression that

we are fundamentally “harmless.” The assumption that marked individuals are harmless is also implied by the expectation that we will (or at

least, should) be “accommodating” of all of the attention, remarks, questioning, and critiques we receive from members of the unmarked group.

Furthermore, the assumption of “harmlessness” is exacerbated by the fact
that, in most cases, specific marked groups represent a minority of the

population, and as such, we cannot effectively stand up to, and challenge,
the whims of the majority. These multiple forces all collide to put pressure
on us to cooperate with the unmarked powers that be. Essentially, these
pressures compel us not to raise a fuss, nor to protest our circumstances.

If we refuse to go along with the assumption that we are harm-

less, we might instead assert that we are “dangerous.” This assertion of

dangerousness can be found in activist groups that embrace provocative names such as Radical Feminists, Black Panthers, Femme Mafia,

Transexual Menace, and Hermaphrodites With Attitude. The “dangerous” approach is tightly intertwined with the “angry,” “chosen,”

and “shameless” sides of previously mentioned double binds. As with
those other double binds, the more conservative approach (in this case,
acting “harmless”) might reduce the overall level of criticism and disdain that the marked person receives, but it does nothing to challenge

the unmarked/marked distinction. And while declaring oneself to be
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dangerous can be quite self-empowering, the unmarked majority will
often cite this supposed dangerous nature in order to justify their own
questioning, critiquing, and delegitimizing of the marked group.

One final point must be made here: Marked traits may differ in

whether they tend to be read by the unmarked center as “harmless” or
“dangerous.” For example, women, feminine, and disabled people tend to
be read as inherently harmless. In such cases, when we assert ourselves as

dangerous, we may not be taken seriously. In contrast, people of color and
people who are viewed as “transgressively gendered” or “sexually deviant”

tend to be read as inherently dangerous, and as such, we may have difficulty convincing other people that we do not pose a threat, no matter
what we do.

The Pass/Reveal Double Bind
Some people are visibly marked in such a way that it is impossible to conceal
the trait in question, even if they wanted to. But other traits are less visible,

or completely unnoticeable, to other people in most situations. To use a
previous example, some people are more visibly transsexual—that is, they

are often recognized or “read” as transsexual—while other transsexuals
are sometimes, or almost always, perceived as cissexual, even though they
are not. In the latter case, one might claim that the transsexual “passes” as

cissexual.17 Indeed, the verb “pass” is routinely applied to anyone who has a

marked trait but nevertheless is perceived by others as an unmarked person
(e.g., a queer person “passes” as straight, a person of color “passes” as white).

As I have discussed extensively elsewhere, this use of the word “pass” is

problematic for several reasons.18 Primarily, it gives the impression that the

marked person is the active party (i.e., they are working hard to achieve a

false appearance), and that the perceiver is merely a passive and objective
observer who is “fooled” by the marked individual. While in some cases,

the marked person may actively try to appear unmarked, in many other

cases, the marked individual is not actively trying to hide or misrepresent
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themselves. Rather, it is the perceiver who is actively projecting unmarked

assumption onto the marked person (e.g., assuming that the person is cissexual, or heterosexual, or white).

Saying that a person who is marked “passes” as unmarked implies

that we are being insincere and inauthentic, or worse, that we are actively
engaging in manipulation and deception. It also insinuates that our outward appearance is fake, artificial, and merely a ruse. Hopefully by now,
readers will recognize these assumptions—that we are being insincere,
inauthentic, manipulative, deceptive, artificial, etc.—as being accusations

that regularly plague marked traits. So in other words, the concept of

“passing” both relies upon and exacerbates many of the negative assumptions about marked traits and people, while letting the perceiver (who is

the one actively misinterpreting the world and projecting their own false
beliefs and assumptions onto other people) completely off the hook.

When we are marked, unmarked assumption can be endlessly frus-

trating, as it seems to place the onerous task on us to “come out” to those

who misperceive us. “Coming out” results not only in having to deal with

the ramifications of being marked, but also with having to overcome the
narrative (which exists in the unmarked person’s mind) that we were

previously “hiding” or “closeting” ourselves, and are now “revealing” our
true identity. Sometimes this narrative holds some truth for the marked

person as well—for instance, a gay man who “comes out of the closet”

may have felt like he was previously hiding himself but is now revealing

the truth that he is gay. But other times, this narrative belies the marked
person’s actual experience. For example, I may not be actively hiding

the fact that I am transsexual, but when I drop it into casual conversation (e.g., “back when I was in little league,” or “back when I had a

penis”), other people may perceive this as a “coming out moment,” rather

than recognizing that they were the ones who were projecting cissexual

assumption onto me all along. Also, the “revelation” narrative that others project onto me may invalidate my experiences and identity in other
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ways. For instance, if I tell someone I am transsexual, they may interpret

that as me “revealing” that I am “really a man,” rather than accurately
seeing me as a woman who has shared the fact that I am transsexual
rather than cissexual. Similarly, if I mention that I am bisexual, I may be

misinterpreted as having “revealed” the fact that I am “really” homosexual or heterosexual.

Even if the so-called “revelation” is interpreted accurately, it still

pretty much sucks for the marked person. As I have said ad infinitum by

this point, when we “reveal” our marked status, we open ourselves up to
attention, remarks, questioning, and so on. Further, we can never predict

how any given person will react to these supposed “revelations,” so we

must always be on guard and prepared for the worst possible negative

reaction. Finally, if we are perceived as having just “revealed” our marked
status, we may be bombarded by accusations that we have been insincere,

inauthentic, manipulative, deceptive, and artificial, even when such allegations are patently untrue.

Challenging Double Standards
and Their Double Binds
To summarize, double standards (including sexisms and other forms
of marginalization) are generally rooted in the unmarked/marked distinction, and this distinction leads to numerous double binds that can
wreak havoc on the lives of minority and marginalized groups. When

confronted with a double bind, by definition, there is no “right” choice—
each option has some drawbacks for the marked person. Given this, it is
not surprising that marked individuals may respond to these situations in
a variety of ways depending upon their past experiences navigating their

way through the world with that particular marked trait, the specifics of
their immediate situation, and other personal or constitutional factors.

Furthermore, while I presented the concept of unmarked-versus-

marked by focusing on specific traits in isolation, this is not how the world
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actually works. The reality is that each of us is a unique conglomeration of

traits, some of which are marked and others unmarked. Often, we have
very different histories and relationships with our marked traits—e.g., I
might flaunt the fact that I am transsexual, but hide the fact that I have

psoriasis; I might strongly identify as a cancer survivor, but disavow the
label bisexual. Also, as discussed earlier, whether an aspect of our person

is marked or unmarked may change dramatically depending upon the
social setting. Finally, as we know from intersectionality, the marginalization we face from being marked in multiple ways may lead us to experience our marked traits (and other people’s reactions to them) differently

than people who experience those traits individually, or in different combinations. These countless disparities will most certainly impact how any
given person chooses to react to the double binds they face.

Unfortunately, those of us who are passionate about feminism, queer

activism, and social justice often fail to recognize these double binds for
what they are (i.e., no-win situations), and sometimes we will stubbornly

insist that one particular response will eliminate the marginalization that
we face, while the reciprocal choice will “reinforce” that marginalization.
For example, feminists have long argued about how best to respond to

the virgin/whore double bind—this debate has been so fiercely contested
that it has been referred to as the “feminist sex wars.”19 Some feminists

believe that women should respond to our societal sexualization by playing down our sexualities—e.g., by refusing to wear especially feminine or

revealing clothing and discouraging or eliminating pornography and sex

work. Such calls to play down or draw attention away from female bodies
and sexualities position these feminists on the “virgin” or “ashamed” side

of the double bind.20 On the other side of this debate are self-identified

“sex-positive” feminists who claim that women have been made to feel
shame about our bodies and sexualities for too long, and that, instead
of trying to hide or repress female sexuality, we should be celebrating
and informing people about it. Such feminists may flaunt their bodies
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without shame, talk explicitly about their sexual desires and experiences,
and possibly even produce their own feminist porn—in other words, they
fall on the “whore” or “shameless” side of the double bind.

While people on both sides of this debate may have the best of

intentions, it seems clear to me that neither of these remedies will significantly reduce the sexualization women face in our society. After all, this
sexualization is not initiated by what women do (i.e., whether we choose

to act like “virgins” or “whores”), but rather it exists in the minds of
the perceivers who mark women and interpret our bodies and behaviors

through a sexualizing mindset.21 The most constructive way to reduce
sexualization is by changing the way people view women, not by policing
women’s behaviors.

Another example of activists failing to appreciate these double

binds for what they are can be found in the “reformist versus radical” debate within queer activism. This debate is centered on a number of interrelated double binds: invisible/visible, accommodating/

angry, afflicted/chosen, ashamed/shameless, and harmless/dangerous.
Reformists tend to choose the more conservative approaches to these

double binds—e.g., by claiming that queer people are simply “born
that way,” patiently answering all the questions and concerns posited
by the straight majority, and by playing down, or refusing to flaunt,

their queerness (as insinuated in the often-cited phrases: “My sexual

orientation is nobody’s business but my own,” and, “We’re just like
you (read: straight people) except for our sexual orientation”). Radical
queer activists instead proudly shout, “We’re here, we’re queer, get used

to it!” and advocate that all queer people must come out of the closet.
They also often assert that being queer is a valid life choice (rather than

an “affliction”), and that their genders and sexualities are inherently

“transgressive” and “subversive.” Both the radical and reformist sides of
this debate will insist that their approach will lead to salvation, whereas

the reciprocal approach will ultimately lead to doom. (More specifically,
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reformists will accuse radicals of “holding back the movement,” and
radicals will accuse reformists of “reinforcing the gender system.”)

The problem with both these approaches is that they fail to appreci-

ate that queer people are a heterogeneous group. Each of us faces a unique

set of circumstances, and therefore we may respond quite differently to
any given situation. But even more importantly, these approaches fail to

realize that because queer people are marked, we have been placed in a
double bind. Neither prescribed solution gets to the heart of the problem:

the fact that other people mark us as queer, and by doing so, they will
perceive, interpret, and treat us differently than the straight majority no
matter what course of action we take.

The expectation that all members of a particular marked group

should react to the double binds they face in the exact same way represents another manifestation of the perversion of “the personal is political.” Such approaches deny both human diversity and the fact that we

are all uniquely socially situated and have to navigate our way through
the world with a different assortment of marked traits. If we truly want
to challenge the marginalization we face, then we must move away
from obsessing over what marked and marginalized individuals do, and

instead turn our attention (and our critiques) toward the act of marking
other people, and the subsequent assumptions and meanings that the
perceiver projects upon those they have marked.

Myriad Double Standards
chapter FifTEEN

I

n the first chapter of this section, I suggested that we should be

wary of viewing gender and sexism in terms of some sort of hege-

monic “gender system”—such as the patriarchy, or heteronormativity, or
the gender binary, or kyriarchy, and so on. Admittedly, each of these

concepts provides a seemingly self-consistent model for how sexism
arises and functions, and each has a great deal of explanatory power, in

that they account for many people’s experiences with sexism. The problem is that each of these models is incomplete, as they all fail to address

certain forms of sexism and marginalization. Furthermore, when we

single out some force outside ourselves (e.g., a particular hegemonic gen-

der system) as the source of the marginalization we face, it encourages
us-versus-them thinking, as we start imagining ourselves as being

uniquely oppressed, while everyone who does not share our identity

or circumstance is assumed to be our oppressor. This sort of rhetoric
often fosters an “oppression Olympics”–type mentality, where people

claim that certain forms of marginalization (invariably the ones that
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they themselves face) are worse than—and therefore, take precedence

over—other forms of marginalization. Along the same lines, when we
become invested in an us-versus-them narrative, where we are righteous

do-gooders who are committed to overturning some kind of external evil
force, then we will likely be resistant to the idea that we ourselves may
sometimes act in sexist or marginalizing ways toward others.

Rather than relying on one-size-fits-all gender systems that attempt

to explain gender and sexism in their entirety, we should instead acknowledge that we live in a world of myriad double standards. In any given situation or setting, some double standards may be in play, while others may

not. And all of these double standards may intersect with one another, thus
leading to a diverse array of experiences with sexism and marginalization.

Thinking about sexism and marginalization in terms of myriad

double standards implores us to challenge all double standards: those
that are prevalent, and those that are rare; those that negatively impact

us, and those that negatively impact others; those that we are currently
aware of, as well as those that are currently unknown to us. Having such

a mindset can make us more open to learning about new double standards when they are first described to us (rather than outright dismissing

them because they do not fit into our worldview), and more mindful of

the fact that we ourselves are fallible (as we may be unknowingly engaging in, or enforcing, certain double standards ourselves). Perhaps most

importantly, thinking in terms of myriad double standards encourages
humility, as it forces us to admit that there are many aspects of gender

and sexism that we do not personally experience, and therefore cannot
fully know about. For this reason, it would be conceited for us to project
our fixed and limited perspective of the universe onto other people.

Double Standards Take Many Forms
In order to make sense of this notion of myriad double standards, I find

it useful to consider double standards as falling into one of three general
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categories: universal assumptions, hierarchies, and stereotypes. In this

section, I will describe and provide examples for each of these types of
double standards, and the role that they play in sexism and marginalization. In subsequent chapters, I hope to show how distinguishing between

these types of double standards can result in more effective, and less
exclusive, activist movements.

The first type of double standard that I’d like to discuss is universal

assumptions—as the name suggests, these are basically norms or expec-

tations that we make in a general fashion about everyone and everything

around us. For instance, we might assume that everyone we meet will be

cissexual and gender-normative; that they will experience sexual attraction and that that attraction will be monosexual in nature; that they will

be monogamous in their relationships and vanilla in their sexualities.

We may also expect (depending upon the setting) that most or all of the

people we meet will be white, middle-class, able-bodied, normatively

sized, and so on. These universal assumptions represent double standards
in that they essentially create two types of people who we will view very

differently: Some people (and their actions) will be viewed as typical and

expected and therefore will remain unmarked. In contrast, people and
actions that defy these universal assumptions will be perceived as exceptional and unexpected, and therefore we tend to mark them.

Of course, many universal assumptions are not truly universal, but

rather context-specific. We might expect everyone we meet in everyday

life to be heterosexual, but upon entering a gay bar, we might expect
everyone we meet to be homosexual. Our personal experiences may also

greatly influence which universal assumptions we hold and which we
reject. So while most people may presume that everyone they meet will

be heterosexual, as a queer woman with many queer people in my life, I

no longer make this assumption (although I admittedly did back when
I was a young, isolated queer). It should also be said that there can be

varying degrees of unexpectedness. For example, when I tell people that
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I have a female partner, sometimes they are initially surprised, but then
they quickly adjust their expectations and assumptions about me (e.g.,

by re-categorizing me as queer). However, I have had times when I have
come out to people as transsexual (especially a decade ago, when there

was far less trans-awareness than there is today) where people absolutely
did not believe that such a thing was possible—they were in utter disbelief and dumbfounded. I often describe this latter situation as being

considered beyond the realm of possibilities, and it often results in a substantial increase in one’s markedness (i.e., we become even more remarkable,
questionable, exotic, and suspect in the eyes of others).

As I discussed in the previous chapter, we have a tendency to mark

people who strike us as exceptional, as unexpected, and who are members

of an outgroup (i.e., a group we do not belong to, or identify with). This

may lead us to view them as remarkable, questionable, and exotic, but it
does not necessarily result in us viewing them as being “better” or “lesser”

than us. For instance, when I tell people that I am a scientist, sometimes

they find that interesting and unusual, and they will ask me all sorts of
questions about it, but they don’t generally view me as being superior or

inferior to them as a result.1 In contrast, some marked groups are viewed

as being superior or inferior to the unmarked majority in some way,

and I will refer to this type of double standard as hierarchies. Of course,
hierarchies can go in one of two directions. In some cases, the marked

group is glorified, and viewed as superior to the unmarked majority, as
is often seen with celebrities, professional athletes, and people who hold

exceptional power or wealth. In many other cases, the unmarked group
is marginalized. Hierarchies that marginalize the marked group provide
the foundation for traditional sexism, heterosexism, monosexism, cissex-

ism, racism, classism, ableism, ageism, sizeism, and many other forms of
marginalization. Since this book is primarily concerned with sexism and
marginalization, from here on out, when I discuss hierarches, I will be
exclusively referring to the marginalizing variety.
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Marginalizing hierarchies position the marked group as being less

legitimate than the unmarked group. This sense of illegitimacy may stem
somewhat directly from many of the previously discussed hallmarks of

marked traits, such as being viewed as inherently questionable, artificial,
abnormal, exotic, alien, and suspect. But other times, this sense of illegitimacy may be enhanced by additional assumptions that are projected

onto the particular marked group in question. I will generally refer to
these additional assumptions as stereotypes. The word “stereotype” has

many potential definitions2, but here I will use it to refer to any possible

trait (whether a bodily attribute, a type of behavior or tendency, a motivation or desire, a past experience, etc.) that is not a defining characteristic of a group, but that people nevertheless associate with members of

that group. So for example, one might say that the defining characteristic
of transsexuals is that we identify as members of the sex other than the

one we were assigned at birth—in other words, that is a trait that one
must possess in order to be considered transsexual.3 But in addition to

that defining trait, there are numerous additional traits—that is, stereotypes—that people associate with transsexuals: They may presume that
we are mentally ill, or over-the-top in our gender expressions, or brave,

or dangerous, or immoral, or promiscuous, or unattractive, or attention
seekers, or sex workers, or manipulative, or that we have had unhappy

childhoods, or have had “sex change operations,” or are unaware of feminist politics, and so on. Stereotypes are clearly double standards in that

people will tend to make the above assumptions about transsexuals, but
not cissexuals.

This particular list of transsexual stereotypes is by no means com-

prehensive, but it does highlight a few important points. First, while all
of these stereotypes exist (as I can attest, having personally experienced
them all myself), they can vary significantly from person to person, and
place to place. I may meet one person who, knowing that I’m transsexual,

assumes that I must be brave, having survived an unhappy childhood.
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Then the next person might presume that I am a promiscuous attention

seeker who is most likely a sex worker. One person may assume that my
female gender identity is the product of mental illness, whereas another

may assume that my claiming a female identity stems from a lack of feminist awareness. So basically, there are countless different configurations

of stereotypes that people may hold about any given group. And over
time, new stereotypes may be invented, or come into vogue, whereas others may slowly disappear from public consciousness.

People tend to think of stereotypes as assumptions that are held

by the dominant majority and projected onto the marginalized group.

While this is typically the case, what gets less attention is that members of a marginalized group may also project stereotypes onto their own

group. Sometimes these stereotypes resemble those held by the dominant
majority, whereas other times the group may generate novel stereotypes
of themselves.

Another noteworthy point is that the same stereotype may be

shared by different groups. So being “over-the-top in gender expression”
is a stereotype shared by both transsexuals and people who are feminine;

being “promiscuous” is a stereotype shared by transsexuals and bisexuals.
Furthermore, one group’s stereotype may be the defining characteristic

of another stigmatized group. For example, sex workers and people with

mental disabilities are both stigmatized groups who face their own hierarchies, as well as a slew of stereotypes specific to them (e.g., people with

mental disabilities may be stereotyped as incompetent and dangerous;

sex workers may be stereotyped as promiscuous and criminal). So when

transsexuals are stereotyped as mentally ill, or as sex workers, many of
the stereotypes associated with these groups may rub off on me as well,
even if I do not belong to either of these two other groups personally.

While some stereotypes may have positive connotations (e.g., being

seen as brave4), most of the stereotypes targeting transsexuals and other

marginalized groups tend to have blatantly negative connotations. Some
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are condemning judgments about our character or worth (e.g., claims that

we are immoral and unattractive), some impart upon us character traits

that are viewed disparagingly by most people (e.g., being promiscuous and
manipulative), and still others attempt to link us with other marginalized

groups who have their own negative stereotypes to contend with (e.g.,
people with mental disabilities or sex workers). Together, these negative

connotations reinforce the idea that the marginalized group in question

(in this case, transsexuals) is inherently illegitimate and suspect, thereby

supporting the initial hierarchical double standard (in this case, cissexism).
Another phenomenon that I will consider alongside stereotypes (as

it involves assumptions that people make about specific individuals or

groups) is attribution—this is a term that social psychologists use to refer
to the hypothetical reasons that we imagine caused a particular behavior

or event.5 So to use an example from the last chapter, if I were to wear a
pink shirt and jeans, you probably wouldn’t spend much thought on why

I chose that outfit, as such an outfit would be unmarked in your eyes.
However, if I was wearing a dress (which garners your attention, and is

therefore marked in your eyes), you may spend some time considering
why: Is Julia going on a date? Or is she trying to impress someone? Our

tendency to invent hypothetical causes and motives to explain the excep-

tional and unexpected is what creates the impression that marked people
and behaviors must somehow be inherently questionable and suspect.

The process of attribution might seem innocent enough on the sur-

face. After all, it makes sense that we would be curious as to why things
happen. The problem is that, as with stereotypes, attributions are double standards, in that they are disproportionally projected onto marked

groups, but not the unmarked majority. As a transsexual, I am inundated
with attributions that attempt to explain why I exist (was it a genetic

defect? mental illness? hormones gone awry? bad parenting?), and people
regularly project (or attribute) ulterior motives onto me to explain why I

identify as female (to assimilate into straight society? for sexual reasons? to
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infiltrate women-only spaces?). In stark contrast, cissexuality and cissexual gender identities are never questioned or rendered suspect in this way.

There are a number of biases that influence the attributions that peo-

ple tend to make.6 One such bias (which social psychologists call funda-

mental attribution error) is that we tend to assume that a person’s behaviors
stem directly from their disposition or nature, rather than from situational

or other factors.7 This bias helps to explain the human tendency to “natu-

ralize” or “essentialize” other people’s behaviors—that is, to assume that
my behaviors arise from the type of person that I am (whether it be transsexual, bisexual, woman, etc.). Because of this bias, if I do anything that

other people deem to be remarkable (e.g., if I wear a dress), those people
are likely to presume that that behavior must somehow have been caused

by my transsexuality or “transsexual nature.”8 Notably, fundamental attri-

bution error becomes even more pronounced when we view the person in

question as a member of an outgroup rather than our ingroup. Thus, if a
cissexual woman wears a dress, other cissexuals will not be inclined to

attribute that to her cissexuality, whereas in my case, they would likely
attribute it to my transsexuality (e.g., my supposedly “over-the-top gender

performance” and/or “desire to assimilate into straight society”). Another

way of putting this is that we tend to have more essentialist views of outgroups, and this tendency can wreak havoc on minority populations. This

explains why the dominant majority often talks about “the queers,” or “the
transgenders,” or “the blacks” as though they are one uniform group who

all share similar characteristics and tendencies. In stark contrast, people
rarely (if ever) say “the straights,” “the cisgenders,” “the whites,” because
these populations are ingroups for most people in our culture. As such,
these groups are seen as relatively heterogeneous, and their actions and
life choices are not attributed to the unmarked traits that they share in
common (e.g., their straight-ness, cis-ness, white-ness).

As with stereotypes, the attributions people make about marginal-

ized groups often have negative connotations—this is one way in which
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they strengthen the corresponding hierarchies. But they also support

hierarchies in another, less obvious way. Namely, both stereotypes and

attributions portray the marginalized group as sharing all sorts of additional traits and tendencies that are not typically exhibited by non-group
members. In other words, stereotypes and attributions create the illusion

that the marked and unmarked groups are distinct, mutually exclusive,
and perhaps even “opposites” of one another. This plays a crucial function
in maintaining the hierarchy in question. After all, if you believe that

men are superior to women, or that cissexuals are more legitimate than
transsexuals, then it is in your interest to create as sharp of a distinction

between those groups as you can. Thus, when we project stereotypes onto
women that we do not project onto men, or when we attribute motives

to transsexuals that we don’t attribute to cissexuals, it makes women and
transsexuals appear far more dissimilar and disparate from men and cissexuals, respectively, than they actually are.

Furthermore, stereotypes and attributions have a homogenizing

effect on groups—that is, they give the impression that members of a

particular group are more similar to one another than they actually
are. For instance, they imply that most or all transsexuals are attention

seekers, dangerous, and so on, and that most or all women are nurturing, sexually passive, and so on. Marked groups in particular tend to

be misperceived as especially homogeneous for two reasons. First, stereotypes and attributions are more frequently projected onto marked

groups, and tend to “stick” to them more than their unmarked counterparts. All these stereotypes and attributions create the impression

that members of the marked group are quite similar to one another.

Second, as I discussed a moment ago, when a group is marked in our
eyes, we are more likely to assume that their behaviors arise directly

from their “group nature.” In comparison, unmarked groups are

assumed to be relatively heterogeneous and are not typically seen as
having a “group nature.”
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There are examples for which this asymmetry (i.e., marked groups

being viewed as homogeneous, and unmarked groups viewed as heterogeneous) does not entirely hold true. Specifically, when two groups
are viewed as complements, or presumed to be “natural opposites” (as
in the case of women and men), the two groups often associate with

other binary pairs. Thus, women are stereotyped as soft and men as hard,
women are stereotyped as passive and men as active, and so on. This
complementation has a homogenizing effect on both groups, as both are

now associated with many other additional traits. However, even in such

scenarios, the marked group will still tend to be viewed as more homogeneous than the unmarked group, as they have far more stereotypes and
attributions associated with them.9

Before moving on, there is one further consequence that sometimes

arises when groups are seen as relatively homogeneous. Namely, once

people begin to view two different groups as being mutually exclusive, or
even “opposites,” there will inevitably be some individuals who do not fit
nicely into either of these two camps. Such individuals may be perceived

as falling outside of the two groups, or perhaps inhabiting some sort of

limbo or liminal space between the two. The existence of such individu-

als will seemingly call this particular binary or hierarchy into question,
and as a result, they may be viewed with suspicion by members of both

groups. Often, this suspicion leads to the creation of a new hierarchy
between people who fall neatly into one of the two groups (and who

are viewed as legitimate), and those who seem to obscure the distinc-

tion between the two groups (and who are thus deemed illegitimate). An
obvious example of such a hierarchy is monosexism, where people who
fit seamlessly into the hetero/homo binary are viewed as more legitimate

than those who do not.10 As a result of this, it is possible for a particular
group (in this case, homosexuals) to be delegitimized by one hierarchy
(heterosexism), yet be viewed as relatively legitimate according to another
hierarchy (monosexism).
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Isms
When we talk about sexism and marginalization, we often talk about
them in terms of some overarching ideology or ism that is prevalent in

society. Isms are generally composed of the three types of double stan-

dards that I have discussed so far. For instance, traditional sexism (the
overarching ideology) consists of a universal assumption (that maleness
and masculinity are the norm), a hierarchy (that women are seen as less

legitimate and important than men), and a slew of stereotypes and attributions. But, of course, there is more to an ideology than just double

standards. Each ism also has its own history and mythology, means by

which it is transmitted and by which people are indoctrinated into it (e.g.,
language, stories, schools, traditions), ways in which it is institutionalized

(e.g., through laws, medicine, government bureaucracy), and so on. By

focusing primarily on double standards here, I am not in any way denying

or dismissing these latter aspects of isms—they are important and need to

be addressed in our analyses and activism. But I do think that breaking

down an ism and examining its constituent double standards can bring to

light how different forms of marginalization function and interact that
typically remain obscure—that is what I am trying to do here.

Also, a point of clarification: Sometimes I may use a term like “tradi-

tional sexism” to refer rather specifically to the hierarchical double standard,
and other times to refer to the overarching ideology or ism. While this may
sometimes be confusing, it also has practical applications. For example, I
find that people who are unfamiliar with a specific ism often have a hard

time grappling with the idea that there is some kind of overarching ideology
that is institutionalized in society, especially when they personally do not

see it. In contrast, people grasp the idea of double standards on a very basic

level, and it is not nearly as intimidating to them. In my own activism, I find

that getting people to acknowledge that a marginalized group faces a number of double standards is far easier, and it opens the door for them to sub-

sequently consider that marginalization in terms of an overarching ideology.
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Intersectionality
To summarize thus far, as a member of a marginalized group, I may be
subjected to a plethora of double standards, and some of these double

standards may overlap with those faced by other marginalized groups.
This complex network of double standards becomes even more elaborate when we consider the heterogeneity that exists within any specific

group. For example, in addition to being transsexual, I am also a woman,

bisexual, and feminine, to name a few other marked traits that I possess.
Each of these other aspects of my being are delegitimized by different

hierarchies, and they are subjected to a different set of stereotypes and

attributions: Women (like transsexuals) are stereotyped as manipulative;

bisexuals (like transsexuals) are stereotyped as promiscuous; and people
who are feminine (like transsexuals) are stereotyped as being over-thetop in our gender expressions.

These are obvious examples of intersectionality, where different forms

of marginalization compound one another. When framed this way, it
becomes clear why different forms of marginalization tend to exacerbate

one another. For one thing, if I am already viewed as illegitimate and suspect for being transsexual, my supposed illegitimacy and the suspicion that
I face will only be enhanced when people also perceive me as belonging to

another marked group(s), such as being a woman, or bisexual, or feminine.
In addition, because there is some overlap in the stereotypes projected
onto me for different aspects of my being, people may perceive me as being

doubly manipulative (because I am a woman and transsexual), or doubly

promiscuous (because I am bisexual and transsexual), or especially overthe-top in my gender expression (because I am feminine and transsexual).

I also possess numerous traits that are unmarked in our culture:

I am white, able-bodied, and normatively sized, to name but a few.
Because of their unmarked statuses, these aspects of my person will not

negatively compound the marginalization that I face as a transsexual (or

as a woman, or bisexual, or feminine person). But other members of my
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group(s) will differ from me with regards to these traits, and the intersectional marginalization they face will differ significantly from my own
experiences. Trans women of color, and bisexual disabled women, and fat

queer femmes, all face marginalization in a variety of different configurations, and some of their experiences will overlap with mine, and with
one another’s. But many of our experiences will also differ significantly.

Sometimes the concept of intersectionality gets reduced to the

notion that certain people are doubly oppressed, or triply oppressed,

or quadruply oppressed, and as a result, they are worse off than people

who only face a single form of marginalization. While this can certainly
be true, what often gets overlooked is the fact that each of us lies at
the intersection of myriad double standards, some of which marginal-

ize us, and others that do not. Rather than solely using intersectionality
to rank everyone according to how much privilege they have, or how

much oppression they face, instead intersectionality should encourage

us to view each person as being uniquely situated within a multidimen-

sional web of marginalization. We each grapple with a somewhat novel
subset of double standards, we each face different obstacles (albeit some
far more so than others), and we each have different blind spots—aspects

of gender and sexuality, and sexism and marginalization, that we are
unable to view from our vantage point. And while it’s been said many
times before, it bears repeating: There is absolutely no such thing as a

universal female, or bisexual, or transsexual experience. All groups are
fundamentally heterogeneous, and their individual members will inevitably be extraordinarily varied in their experiences.

Ideality
There has been increasing awareness within feminist and queer movements about the importance of intersectionality—the fact that, because

marginalized groups are heterogeneous, their individual constituents

may differ greatly in whatever additional hierarchies they may also face
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(e.g., whether they face traditional sexism, and/or heterosexism, and/or
racism, and/or ableism, and so on). But this same heterogeneity will also
result in individual constituents being impacted differently by the various

stereotypes that are projected onto the group as a whole. In the spirit of

intersectionality, I call this latter phenomenon ideality, because it plays a
major role in determining whether an individual is considered by others
to be an “ideal” or “legitimate” member of the group.

For example, there are countless stereotypes—that is, assumptions

or traits associated with a particular group—that are routinely projected
onto women: We are presumed to be feminine in gender expression, nurturing, verbal and communicative, attracted to men and not women, to

have female-typical genitals, to have been assigned a female sex at birth,

and to have experienced menstruation.11 As a woman, I conform to some
of these double standards (e.g., the first few), but defy others (e.g., particularly the latter ones). Other women will differ from me, as well from
other women, with regards to the specific configuration of stereotypically

female traits that they happen to possess. In fact, given that every marginalized group is associated with a plethora of stereotypes, and given

that every person is to some degree unique in our desires, interests, bodies, behaviors, and histories, then it follows that every single one of us
will inevitably conform to some of the stereotypes that are projected onto
members of our group, while defying others.12

If we just so happen to conform to a particular stereotype that is

projected onto our group, then we will remain relatively unmarked in
the eyes of others (i.e., we are marked with regards to the hierarchy, but
not the stereotype). Because we are not marked by this particular double

standard, we will tend not to notice it, nor be concerned by it. Hence,
feminine women tend not to be overly concerned by the assumption that
all women should be feminine; heterosexual women tend not to be overly

concerned with the assumption that all women should be exclusively

attracted to men; and so on. On the other hand, if we defy or transgress
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a particular stereotype, then we will be marked by it—in a sense, we are
doubly marked by both the hierarchy and the stereotype.13 Being doubly

marked in this manner often leads people to view us as being an atypical,

if not downright illegitimate, member of the group. This is why women

who are not feminine, or not nurturing, or infertile, or intersex, or trans,
or bisexual, or lesbian, or asexual, are all sometimes accused of not being

a “real woman,” albeit for different reasons. Of course, the more closely

associated a stereotype is with the group, the more likely that a group
member will be delegitimized for failing to conform to it.

The fact that members of the same marginalized group will differ in

the stereotypes that they face can have a huge impact on determining the

course of activism the group will take. For instance, if most women happen to be cissexual and heterosexual, then they probably won’t view the

assumptions that all women are assigned and socialized female, and are
exclusively attracted to men, to be “women’s issues,” even though these
double standards clearly dictate criteria that all women are expected to

meet. Furthermore, such activists may even buy into the pervasive rhetoric that trans and/or queer women are not “real women,” and they may
subsequently take steps to exclude those groups from participating in their

movement (as I have chronicled in previous chapters). Such instances of

exclusion will only add to the perception that the group in question (in
this case, women) is far more homogeneous than they actually are.

Challenging Myriad Double Standards
In past chapters, I have argued that biological, cultural, and experiential variation ensures that each person will differ greatly in the collection of traits that they possess. In this chapter, I have tried to illustrate

that because we differ so greatly with regards to such traits, we are each

uniquely positioned within an intricate network of myriad double stan-

dards. As a result, we each have a very specific (and limited) view of
sexism and marginalization. We will each be highly cognizant of, and
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concerned with, the double standards that directly impact us. But we

each also display significant blind spots—aspects of gender and sexuality, and sexism and marginalization, that we cannot readily view because
we do not experience them firsthand.

Knowing that there are myriad double standards, how should we

as activists approach challenging sexism and other forms of marginal-

ization? In the next chapter, I will compare and contrast two different
potential strategies—fixed versus holistic perspectives—and explain why

I believe that the latter provides a more accurate and inclusive approach
to feminism and queer activism.

Fixed Versus Holistic
Perspectives
chapter sixTEEN

W

omen, and gender and sexual minorities, face various forms of sexism, and often we band together to create movements designed to

challenge these sexist double standards. Typically, these movements

begin with a group of activists who share a particular identity, or grap-

ple with similar circumstances, and who together start to articulate the

marginalization they face. Their initial focus will understandably be
centered on those double standards that are most relevant to their own

lives. Sometimes they will conceptualize this particular set of double
standards as forming a singular type of prejudice—an ism or phobia—

that people harbor in their minds. And they may focus their activism
on raising awareness about the harm that this type of prejudice inflicts

in an attempt to convince people in the dominant mainstream to con-

demn such practices. This approach to fighting double standards is often
described as single-issue activism.
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In other cases, activists will conceptualize the suite of double

standards that concerns them in terms of a gender system, one that is

hegemonic, omnipresent, and which subjugates the masses in order to

benefit the privileged few. Gender systems are often imagined to consist

of multiple isms that are inexorably linked in such a way that one can-

not effectively challenge them on an individual basis. It is often argued
that gender systems are far too institutionalized and far-reaching to be
reformed, and therefore they must be subverted or overthrown via massscale revolution.

Many debates within feminism and queer activism—especially

those regarding the issue of exclusion—pit single-issue activism against

the overthrowing-the-gender-system approach, thus creating a false

dichotomy: Should we settle for a more moderate, incremental strategy
of reducing prejudices on an individual basis, or should we take a more
radical strategy of full-scale gender and sexual revolution?

I wish to intervene in this debate to propose an alternative view. I

would argue that, while clearly different from one another, both of the

above strategies are anchored in a fixed perspective of sexism and marginalization, one in which activists are only concerned with a finite subset

of double standards. This concern may stem from activists’ first-hand
experiences being marginalized by the double standards in question.
Or, if one does not have direct experience with the double standards in

question, the activist nevertheless acknowledges their existence because

other activists have previously raised awareness about them. While different fixed perspectives may vary significantly from one another in their

analyses of the issue and the specific solutions they propose to challenge

sexism and marginalization, they all share a fundamental problem: They
fail to consider the countless double standards that remain outside of
their purview. And this results in a host of recurring problems that haunt
feminist and queer movements.

The most obvious problem that stems from only acknowledging
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a limited subset of double standards is that many people’s experiences

with marginalization will be theorized out of the movement. This can
be seen in single-issue activism, where racism and classism have been

viewed by some feminists and gay rights activists as falling outside the
scope of their organizations’ mission statements. This has led to predominantly white- and middle-class–centric movements, where the

concerns of the most marginalized members of those groups (i.e., those
who lie at the intersection of multiple forms of marginalization) fail to
be adequately addressed.1

Furthermore, some double standards take longer to articulate than

others. While critiques of traditional sexism have existed in various

forms for well over a century, the concept of homophobia/heterosexism
as we now know it did not really exist until the 1950s and 1960s. And
the contemporary bisexual movement (and its critique of biphobia/mono-

sexism) and the contemporary transgender movement (and its critique of

transphobia/cissexism) emerged in the 1980s and 1990s.2 The asexual
movement (and its critique of asexophobia) is more recent still.3 When I

was writing Whipping Girl in 2005-06, I set out to raise attention about

trans-misogyny, masculine-centrism, and subversivism (the assumption

that some people’s genders and sexualities subvert the gender system, and
therefore are superior to genders and sexualities that are deemed more

conservative) because I felt that these forms of sexism had received little

to no attention previously.4 All of these more recently articulated forms
of sexism have been omitted from past (and often present) anti-sexist
movements that rely on fixed approaches.

Given this history, it seems reasonable to suspect that there are many

other forms of sexism that currently exist, but which have not yet been

articulated or garnered public awareness. In addition to this, sexism and
marginalization are not static phenomena. As cultures and movements

shift, new sexist double standards may arise. As feminists and queer

activists, we should always be on the lookout for novel, unarticulated,
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and underappreciated forms of sexism and marginalization, and our theories and activism should be flexible enough to acclimate to these newer

double standards when they arise or become apparent. In contrast, fixed

perspectives, with their limited and predetermined sets of relevant dou-

ble standards, do not readily accommodate newly articulated forms of
sexism and marginalization.

When we omit certain forms of sexism or marginalization from

our theories and activism, we are not merely excluding those particular
marginalized groups from our movements. Rather (more often than not)

our lack of consideration for these double standards may lead us to delegitimize those very groups ourselves. For instance, on numerous occa-

sions, I have heard trans activists who are unaware of the disability and
sex worker rights movements make ableist, sexualizing, and/or anti-sex
worker remarks in their attempts to distance themselves from stereotypes
of trans people as being mentally ill or sex workers. Such disparaging

claims not only exclude trans people who are sex workers or who have
mental disabilities from trans activism, but they also contribute to the
societal marginalization of these other groups more generally.

When we base our theories and activism on a pre-selected handful

of double standards, while ignoring all others, it limits the number of

tools that we have to understand sexism and marginalization, thus lead-

ing to a less nuanced, if not outright distorted, view of the world. This
is highly evident in the countless cis feminists who are concerned about
traditional sexism, but who are oblivious to cissexism, and who there-

fore relentlessly view trans people, issues, and experiences solely through

the lens of “male privilege.” Or those gay and lesbian activists who are
concerned with heterosexism, but who are oblivious to monosexism, and
who are only able to make sense of bisexual lives via the construct of

“heterosexual privilege.” As the saying goes: “When your only tool is
a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.” Human beings are way too
heterogeneous for us to treat other people’s experiences with gender and
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sexuality, and sexism and marginalization, as though they are proverbial
“nails” that can be dealt with in a one-size-fits-all manner. Therefore, we
must constantly be seeking to expand our toolkit—in this case, by trying

to uncover and understand the heterogeneity in people’s experiences, and
in the myriad double standards they face.

Limiting our theories and activism to a small subset of double stan-

dards often leads to ignorance. But it can also lead to downright arro-

gance. After all, if we believe that we are fully aware of all the relevant

sexist double standards that exist, and that we truly understand how they
function, then we will begin to fancy ourselves as some kind of authority

on the subjects of gender and sexism, essentially anointing ourselves as

omniscient arbiters of what counts as sexism (and what does not), and
which gender- and sex-related behaviors are righteous (and which should
be condemned). When we become convinced that we have superior

knowledge over others, then we will inevitably become entrenched in

our views, impervious to new ideas and strategies to combat sexism, and
reluctant to engage in constructive dialogue with people whose identities
and experiences differ significantly from our own.

A hallmark of this “omniscient arbiter” problem is our tendency to

presume that particular gender and sexual expressions, identities, and bodies have fixed meanings built into them that hold true in all situations
and contexts. For example, feminists and queer activists who hold fixed

perspectives will sometimes claim that the color pink always signifies submissiveness, that feminine dress always turns a person into a sexual object,
that heterosexuality is inherently conservative, that BDSM is inherently

immoral, that androgyny is the only truly natural form of gender expression, and/or that bisexuals reinforce the gender binary (to name a few that
I have heard on multiple occasions).

The notion that these sorts of personal judgments represent uni-

versal truths is highly problematic. For one thing, it denies individual

and cultural differences. For example, a contemporary cis woman might
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view the color pink as symbolizing submissiveness because she associates

it with the passive and deferential role she was socialized to inhabit as a
young girl. But my perspective of the color pink is very different as a trans
woman who was socialized male. Rather than being something that was

forced upon me, femininity was something that I naturally gravitated

toward. And having to endure male socialization, I was taught to repress
or hide my femininity, and pink was a color that I was supposed to avoid
like the plague. It was downright dangerous. The first time that I dared
to wear a pink T-shirt in public as a man was an act of defiance.

Of course, the color pink isn’t inherently dangerous or inherently

submissive. It is just a color. On its own, it has no inherent meanings. But

it begins to take on meanings—completely different meanings—depending upon what context it appears in, and the beliefs and assumptions
that are held by the person who is doing the perceiving and interpreting.

Indeed, the notion that pink is for girls, or that it symbolizes submissiveness, is a modern Western invention that did not exist before the

nineteenth century. And for a time in the early twentieth century, many
people associated pink with boys and masculinity because they viewed it
as being a “more decided and stronger color,” whereas blue was deemed

“more delicate and dainty.”5 So while many of us today viscerally expe-

rience pink as a profoundly feminine color, that is only because we are
viewing it though the prism of our own unconsciously held double standards. Similarly, I would argue that expressions of gender and sexuality
more generally—whether feminine dress, heterosexuality, consensual
BDSM, androgyny, bisexuality, or what have you—do not have any fixed

inherent meanings on their own, but rather they garner meanings based

upon whatever cultural, ideological, or personally-held double standards
that we project onto them.

If we believe that gender and sexual traits have fixed meanings, then

we are likely to feel justified in encouraging or compelling others to only
express “good” traits (e.g., those that we deem moral, natural, or normal),
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and to outright avoid “bad” traits (e.g., those that we deem immoral,

unnatural, or abnormal). In other words, fixed perspectives often lead us
headlong into the messy business of policing other people’s genders and
sexualities. Sometimes we police behaviors and traits that are already
viewed as suspect and illegitimate in the culture at large (in the above

examples, bisexuality and consensual BDSM).6 When we do this, we
are basically contributing to the societal marginalization of people who
possess these traits. However, other times we condemn behaviors that

are generally praised in our culture (e.g., feminine dress in women, heterosexuality), while simultaneously praising the reciprocal behaviors that
are culturally panned (e.g., androgyny, homosexuality). In other words,

when we are entrenched in fixed perspectives, we often reverse the double standards that we do not like, rather than eliminating them entirely.

While I can certainly understand why a marginalized group might want
to flip-flop the hierarchies that oppress them—for instance, by claiming that homosexuality is superior to heterosexuality, or that androgyny

is more legitimate than conventional masculinity or femininity—in the

end, such approaches only continue to perpetuate sexism and marginalization, albeit in somewhat modified forms.

Often activists who reverse double standards will claim that such

maneuvers are necessary in order to subvert some form of societal sexism.

For example, a feminist might claim that if all women became lesbian

and/or androgynous, then those collective personal endeavors would
have the effect of undermining or overturning traditional sexism. (These
are the sort of claims that I highlighted in Chapter 12, “The Perversion

of ‘The Personal Is Political.’”) This argument assumes that many currently existing stereotypes about women (e.g., being exclusively attracted
to men and feminine in gender expression) are somehow “built into”

traditional sexism. In other words, these arguments seem to conflate a

hierarchy (in this case, traditional sexism) with the countless stereotypes
that are associated with the marginalized group (i.e., women).
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As I alluded to in the previous chapter, stereotypes are highly vari-

able, malleable, and often ephemeral. While traditional sexism exists
in countless societies and throughout history, the specific stereotypes
associated with women and men may differ significantly over time, and

from culture to culture. In Western cultures during the late eighteenth
century, showing off one’s legs was viewed as masculine, whereas covering up one’s legs was seen as feminine—nowadays that assumption is
reversed.7 As I previously noted, the notion that the color pink is for girls

and blue is for boys may seem second nature for us, but in the early 1900s,

many people held the opposite assumption. Even within the last fifty

years, common gender stereotypes—such as men must have short hair
and women long hair, that men work outside the home and women work
within the home, and even that men and women must be exclusively heterosexual—no longer hold as much sway as they used to. In other words,

stereotypes may come and go over time, and vary from person to person,

without the hierarchy ever waning. Indeed, one can rather easily imagine
a world where women are able to engage in same-sex relationships and

dress androgynously, yet still be viewed as being less legitimate than men
in the eyes of society.

So despite claims to the contrary, reversing stereotypes like this

will not automatically dismantle the associated hierarchy. But what it

most certainly will achieve is making the corresponding activist movement more exclusive. For instance, there has been a tendency within

certain strands of feminism to tout women who shun feminine gender expression and relationships with men as model feminists, while
viewing feminine and heterosexual women in a rather condescending

manner. So it’s no surprise that many contemporary feminine heterosexual women who are all for eliminating traditional sexism nevertheless

avoid labeling themselves as feminists.8 If feminists instead worked to

eliminate these stereotypes rather than reverse them—for instance, by

emphasizing that women are heterogeneous with regards to their sexual
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orientation and gender expression—I believe that feminism would be a
far more robust movement than it is today.

Because activists who hold fixed perspectives only recognize certain

double standards, but not others, they often express wildly inconsistent
attitudes toward stereotypes. For instance, many feminists who contend

that women should transgress stereotypes like compulsory femininity
and heterosexuality, will simultaneously insist that women should con-

form to other stereotypes, such as that women should have been assigned
female at birth, and should be interested in loving committed relationships rather than seeking out promiscuous uncommitted sex.

In the previous chapter, I mentioned ideality—how members of

a group will inevitably be heterogeneous with regards to whether they

defy or conform to the specific stereotypes that are associated with their

group, and how this can lead some individuals to be misconstrued as

being illegitimate members of the group. Thus, a woman like myself can
be excluded from feminism both for the fact that I transgress certain

stereotypes (e.g., by not being assigned female at birth) and conform to
other stereotypes (e.g., being feminine) associated with women.

This picking and choosing of which stereotypes one should con-

form to and which should be transgressed is completely arbitrary. As a

femme-identified trans woman, I could turn cis feminist double standards on their head, and claim that cissexual assumption is a double standard that all righteous feminists should transgress, whereas compulsory

femininity is a double standard to which all righteous feminists should
conform. And I could write brilliant manifestos declaring that all people must change their sex, and embrace feminine gender expression, as

that is the only way to subvert traditional sexism. My new movement
would be super self-empowering (not to mention convenient) for me, but

it would disenfranchise countless women. It would also be complete bullshit, as it is based on the fallacies that gender and sexual traits have fixed
meanings, that there are a limited number of double standards, and that,
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therefore, there are straightforward one-size-fits-all solutions that will
challenge sexism in all situations and contexts.

A Holistic Approach to Feminism
That is a relatively brief summary of the many pitfalls associated with

relying on fixed perspectives on sexism and marginalization. Often when
I give presentations on this topic, I make the following analogy: Those
of us who live on the planet Earth are anchored to a fixed position in the

universe. When we look up at the night sky, we see the same familiar set
of stars, forming the same constellations we were taught to recognize as

children: Orion, the Big Dipper, and so on. It is easy for us to mistakenly
presume that we are viewing the universe in its fullest capacity, but that is
not actually the case. There are countless other stars and galaxies that we
cannot perceive from our position in the universe. And even those stars

that we can discern would appear to be in entirely different configurations if we observed them from a different vantage point. The three stars

that make up Orion’s belt would most likely look like an odd-shaped
triangle, rather than a nice and neat straight line, if we were to view it
from some distant solar system.

Analogously, each of us is located at somewhat fixed positions

within a network of myriad double standards. Most of us go through our
lives facing the same sets of double standards over and over again—they

seem real and reliable to us, whereas other double standards consistently
remain invisible or distorted from our vantage point. Given this, I can

understand why most people tend to rely on fixed perspectives to make
sense of sexism and marginalization. I suppose that I am a little more

attuned to this problem than other people, in part due to my transition
from male to female. Upon being perceived as female for the first time,

I suddenly experienced all sorts of sexist double standards that I was not
privy to before, whereas others double standards that had dogged me

for years seemed to vanish before my eyes. And the same behaviors and
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bodily attributes that I had always exhibited suddenly took on very different meanings in the eyes of other people once I was viewed as a woman
rather than a man.9

In addition to that experience, as a bisexual femme-tomboy trans-

sexual woman, I exist at the borderlands of a number of different iden-

tities, and my body and actions are often interpreted in a variety of ways
depending upon whether people read me as trans or cis, as feminine or
tomboyish, or whether the partner I am with leads people to presume

that I am lesbian or heterosexual (funny how they never correctly guess

bisexual).10 And while I often move through more traditional mainstream

settings where patriarchal and heteronormative assumptions dominate, I

also spend lots of time in exceptional communities—such as feminist
and women-only spaces, gay male–dominated queer spaces, old-school
lesbian spaces, contemporary queer women’s spaces populated primarily

by cis women and trans men, mixed queer spaces populated by people
of diverse genders and sexualities, and various kinds of trans majority

spaces. And I can tell you that every single one of these different spaces
has its own set of beliefs and assumptions, and each tends to develop its
own set of norms.

The marginalization that I face cannot be summed up in terms of

patriarchy, or the gender binary, or some other fixed and monolithic gender system. Rather, as a unique human being driven by my own interests,

tendencies, and desires, I feel like I am constantly juggling an evershifting conglomeration of double standards.

To be clear, I am not claiming to have some kind of grand knowl-

edge of all aspects of sexism and marginalization as a result of the multiplicity of identities and settings that I have inhabited throughout my
life. My perspective remains relatively fixed in many ways as someone

who moves through the world as a white, middle-class, able-bodied U.S.
citizen. What I am saying is that my experiences have convinced me that

fixed perspectives may offer us certain useful insights, but in many ways
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they are inaccurate and exclusionary, and will ultimately fail us in the
end. Therefore, I will spend the rest of the book forwarding an alternative
approach, what I call a holistic approach to feminism.

I am not using the term “feminism” here in the narrow sense that

some use it (e.g., to focus solely on women’s rights or issues), but rather

to refer to a wide-ranging movement to challenge all double standards

based on sex, gender, and/or sexuality. Furthermore, this approach to
feminism remains committed to intersectionality and working to challenge all forms of marginalization, rather than focusing solely on specific
forms of sexism.

I am calling this feminist perspective “holistic” for at least two

reasons. First, it starts from the premise that biological, cultural, and
experiential variation come together in an intricate fashion to produce

people who are fundamentally heterogeneous with regards to their sex,
gender, sexuality, and countless other traits (as I detailed in Chapter 13).

Thus, this approach is holistic in that it attempts to accommodate this

diversity, rather than favoring people of a particular body type, identity,

or tendency. Second, this approach to feminism is holistic in that it rec-

ognizes that there are myriad double standards, and it attempts to forge
new strategies that challenge all forms of sexism and marginalization,
rather than merely those that we personally experience or are already
familiar with.

Now one might ask: “How can we possibly challenge all double

standards, especially when we aren’t even aware of many of them?” I
believe that there are several general strategies that will make a positive impact in this regard. The first, and perhaps most important, is to

thoroughly understand the unmarked/marked distinction and the many
hallmarks of double standards (e.g., how marked individuals are deemed

to be remarkable, questionable, artificial, abnormal, exotic, alien, and
suspect), which I already covered in Chapter 14, “How Double Standards

Work.” We should also be intimately familiar with the many double
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binds that marked individuals face. Being able to recognize the telltale
signs of double standards represents a vital first step toward challenging
all forms of sexism and marginalization.

Another obvious strategy is to ensure that when we are confronted

with a double standard, that we work to eliminate it, rather than reverse

it. We should dismantle hierarchies rather than inverting them. And

instead of insisting that all people live up to our own universal assumptions, or the stereotypes that we project onto their specific group(s), we

should recognize that people are fundamentally heterogeneous, and they

will inevitably fall all over the map with regards to the traits they pos-

sess. I discuss this latter point in more detail in the following chapter,
“Expecting Heterogeneity.”

There are a few other holistic strategies that I will forward over

the rest of the book, and which I believe will help undermine all forms
of sexism and marginalization in a general way. They include: challenging gender entitlement, self-examining desire, embracing ambivalence,

recognizing invalidations, and acknowledging that activism is a balancing act.

Expecting Heterogeneit y
chapter sevenTEEN

T

wo chapters ago, I discussed three different types of double standards: hierarchies, universal assumptions, and stereotypes. Hierar-

chies position one group as being superior and/or more legitimate than

another. In contrast, the latter two types might be thought of as homogenizing double standards, as they create the impression that people are more

uniform and homogeneous than they actually are. Universal assumptions

are norms that all people within a given setting are expected to meet,

while stereotypes are norms or assumptions that members of a particular

group are expected to meet. When we defy other people’s expectations—
whether it be universal assumptions or stereotypes—we will become

marked in their eyes, and they may marginalize us as a result. Stereotypes in particular play a major role in marginalization, as they create the

impression that members of marginalized groups are particularly homogeneous, and therefore distinct from the dominant unmarked group. In
other words, universal assumptions and stereotypes can both give rise to,
and further bolster, the hierarchies that delegitimize us.
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Given this, it stands to reason that if we wish to challenge all dou-

ble standards (even those that we may not be currently aware of), then a

good place to start would be to reject stereotypes and universal assumptions. In other words, as we move through the world or within a specific

setting, we must learn to expect that people will not all be the same.
We must expect to encounter people who will be exceptional, and whose
behaviors and opinions will surprise us. In short, we have to learn to
expect heterogeneity.

I have purposefully chosen to use the word “heterogeneity” rather

than “diversity” here. Within feminist, queer, and social justice movements, diversity is something that is routinely touted, albeit only within

certain pre-defined parameters. Usually, when people talk about “striving for diversity,” they are rather specifically talking about displaying a

mix of people of different races, ethnicities, religions, classes, genders,
sexual orientations, ages, and/or abilities. In other words, these are

the handful of different traits that “count” toward imparting diversity

onto an organization or movement. While I most certainly believe that
achieving diversity in these regards is important, what concerns me
is that these are not the only traits that exist. People also vary in our

childhoods, families, geographies, customs, educations, occupations,

personalities, use of language, style of dress, tastes, interests, beliefs,
experiences, obstacles, and aspirations. These latter traits are usually

not considered as falling under the rubric of diversity. So when people talk about wanting to bring “diversity” to their organizations and
movements, it often seems as though they’re imagining a nice and neat

picture of a group of people who on the surface all look different from
one another, but yet all behave in the same manner, hold the same

opinions, and share the same mutual experiences and perspectives.
That is not diversity, it is merely fantasy.

It is this quest for “diversity,” but not true heterogeneity, that leads

to the problem of tokenism. For instance, there are many times in which
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I am the only trans woman within a given feminist or queer space. In
and of itself, this would not be such a bad thing provided that people

recognized heterogeneity—both the fact that my experiences and the

obstacles I face as a trans woman will lead me to differ from the non-

trans-woman majority in certain ways, but also that I will differ from

other trans women in many ways as well. Sadly, I am often not seen
as different in these ways. In some instances, people will expect me to

behave as a “stereotypical” trans woman. Since the stereotypes people

harbor about trans women are often quite disparaging, this can create
innumerable difficulties for me in the space. Other times, people will
be excited to have me in their space because they view my presence as

adding “diversity.” But then if I bring up trans woman–specific perspectives or issues, my concerns are sometimes deemed as being “outside the

scope” of the space or organization, or my opinions may even be mischar-

acterized as “divisive.” In other words, the assumption is that everyone in
the space must conform to a homogeneous set of views and perspectives,
despite any superficial appearance of “diversity.”

In her book Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center, bell hooks has

written about the experiences she and other black women have faced as
tokens in white-dominated feminist spaces:

The condescension they directed at black women was one of the

means they employed to remind us that the women’s movement
was “theirs”—that we were able to participate because they

allowed it, even encouraged it; after all, we were needed to legit-

imate the process. They did not see us as equals. They did not treat
us as equals. And though they expected us to provide first hand

accounts of black experience, they felt it was their role to decide if
these experiences were authentic . . . If we dared to criticize the

movement or to assume responsibility for reshaping feminist ideas
and introducing new ideas, our voices were tuned out, dismissed,
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silenced. We could be heard only if our statements echoed the sentiments of the dominant discourse.1

I have heard countless similar stories over the years: feminist orga-

nizations that want to be inclusive to disabled people, but who don’t want

to hear complaints about how their space is not accessible; queer organizations who want to brag about their age diversity, but who don’t want to
hear complaints about how the anti-homelessness policies in their local

gay neighborhood impact queer youth living on the streets. We simply
cannot expect people to differ in their gender, sexual orientation, race,

class, ability, and age without also expecting them to differ from us

in countless other ways—especially with regards to their perspectives,

issues, needs, and concerns. Diversity has become a “buzz word,” an oversimplified ideal. We should instead embrace heterogeneity—the fact that
people in the population at large, and within our own movements and
communities, will invariably differ with regards to every possible trait.
Heterogeneity is messy and complicated, but we must come to expect it.

Any group or organization can become somewhat homogeneous

over time, but this tendency seems to be amplified in feminist and queer

settings. One likely reason for this is that we envision ourselves as existing in opposition to the dominant mainstream. Because we are constantly
reacting (or perhaps in some cases overreacting) to straight male–centric

norms that are pervasive throughout society, we are especially inclined
to create subcultures with an inverted set of norms. 2 This explains why

we so frequently try to reverse many of the sexist double standards that
we face, rather than simply eliminating them—a troubling tactic that I

critiqued in the previous chapter. As a result, some people within femi-

nist and queer movements actively denounce or look down upon gender
conformity, feminine dress, heterosexual relationships, monogamy, and/

or vanilla sex, while praising contrarian (and supposedly more revolu-

tionary) ways of being. It’s as though we are trying to conquer sexism by
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creating some kind of Bizarro World, where heteronormative and patriarchal norms have all been reversed.3

Sometimes the norms we invent are not necessarily inversions of

sexist double standards, but they are norms nevertheless. I’ve been in
particular segments of the queer community where it seemed as though
everybody was dressed similarly, sported the same haircut, enjoyed the

same genres of music, and found the exact same people attractive. It’s

almost as if some of us take the word “homo” a little bit too seriously.

This sense that we should all dress and act in a rather uniform fashion
creates an insider/outsider mindset, where some people are deemed “bona

fide queers,” or “liberated women,” while others are deemed less worthy
or merely dupes of the hetero-patriarchy. Such norms are not only exclusionary, but they represent a brand new set of stereotypes that queer folks

and feminists are now expected to live up to, and for which they may be
marginalized if they fail to do so.

In feminist and queer movements, we often decry essentialism. We

tend to pounce on anyone who claims that women are naturally programmed to behave in particular ways, or that a particular queer subgroup shares the same underlying genetic, hormonal, or neurological
condition. Why do we despise essentialism so much? Well, because it
creates the false impression that we are one big homogeneous group who

all share the same set of traits, and who are entirely distinct from the

dominant group. In doing this, essentialism props up the hierarchies that
marginalize us, and imparts stigma onto individuals who fail to live up
to the homogenizing expectations that have been placed on the group.

So it is profoundly ironic that many of the same people who are fast and
loose with accusations of “essentialism” routinely create and enforce an
entirely new set of stereotypes that they expect other feminists or queer
folks to conform to.

Of course, the people who promote these newfangled stereotypes

probably don’t see things quite this way. They would probably assert that
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there are pre-existing stereotypes in the culture—e.g., that women must
be feminine and exclusively attracted to men. And so by encouraging

women to do the contrary—e.g., being gender-non-conforming and

homosexual—they are in effect subverting the original stereotype. While

this may sound like a promising tactic, it happens to be patently untrue
in practice. Social psychologists have examined under what conditions
people abandon the stereotypes they hold. It turns out that when only a
few members of a group contradict the group’s stereotypes in an extreme

manner, they tend to be subtyped—that is, thrown into a category all
of their own.4 One can see this subtyping in how people who shatter

conventional stereotypes of women are often viewed as being “butches”
or “dykes” rather than “real women.” Or in the tendency people have to

view trans women not as legitimate women who differ from other women
with regards to one trait (i.e., being trans), but rather as “trannies” or

“transwomen” (a single bizarre hybrid word, rather than the adjective

“trans” followed by the noun “women”). By subtyping unconventional
women into a separate category, others can preserve their belief that
women (as a general rule) conform to stereotypes.

In contrast to this tendency to subtype, social psychologists

have found that when non-stereotypic traits are spread more evenly

throughout a group—that is, if the group appears to be fundamentally
heterogeneous—then people do tend to question and abandon their

previously held stereotypes.5 To clarify, I am not suggesting that those
of us who are extremely non-stereotypical should stop being that way;

as a heterogeneous group, there will always be some of us who defy
group-specific stereotypes more so than others. Rather, I am suggesting that we learn to embrace and celebrate the fact that all groups are
heterogeneous, that we differ in almost every possible way imaginable.
Forwarding this notion of heterogeneity will not only increase the size

of our movements (by welcoming people who currently do not conform

to Bizarro World stereotypes of women and queer folks), but it may also
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more effectively convince the dominant mainstream to relinquish the
stereotypes they so often project onto us.

Perhaps nowhere is our reluctance toward embracing heteroge-

neity more evident than in the way that the concept of “safe space”
plays out in feminist and queer settings. While I most certainly believe
that we can and should create spaces free of sexism and marginalization—that is, double standard–free spaces—I have found that in prac-

tice, the idea of “safe space” routinely devolves into a euphemism for
“same space,” one in which we expect all inhabitants to conform to our

homogeneous notions about the group. When we believe that people

must meet our requirement of uniformity, then we will be more likely
to mark any person in the space whose presence surprises or disturbs

us. As I have stated numerous times previously, we tend to mark peo-

ple who we view as unexpected, exceptional, or as members of an outgroup. And we are inclined to view such groups negatively, suspiciously,
and stereotypically.6

The straight male–centric mainstream polices atypical individuals

by deriding them as unnatural, abnormal, or immoral. In feminist and

queer circles—where our focus is on challenging sexism and marginalization—we police our borders by accusing atypical individuals of being
our oppressors. In her aforementioned book, bell hooks describes how

white women who dominate feminist spaces often accuse feminists of

color of being too “angry,” and will mischaracterize their critiques as
attacks.7 Alice Echols chronicles how during the early 1970s, feminists

who brought up issues of class and lesbianism within the movement were
often accused of being “male-identified” and of seeking to sabotage feminism.8 And as I have discussed in the first section of this book, in queer

spaces (where cisgender gay and lesbian folks dominate), transgender,
bisexual, and femme folks have repeatedly been accused of “reinforcing”

the gender system, and of leveraging male, heterosexual, and/or “pass-

ing” privilege over others.
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It is patently unreasonable and unfair to expect each marginalized

subgroup who shows up in a particular feminist or queer space to have
to justify their presence, prove that they pose no threat, and petition for

their own inclusion. Rather, it should be incumbent upon each of us to

expect to experience difference within our organizations, movements,

and communities. We must learn to expect the unexpected, to expect
the exceptional. We must expect to encounter people who represent

our outgroups, and refrain from viewing them as suspicious, or depicting them as being our oppressors. And rather than simply complaining
about essentialism, we should look at the broader picture and challenge
all stereotypes, all forms of homogenization.

There are some who have argued that this tendency toward homog-

enization is somehow related to identity. In other words, when we as

women, or as some specific queer subgroup, organize ourselves under a
particular identity label, then we will automatically gravitate toward uniformity, essentialism, and exclusion. Activists who believe this will usually propose that the solution to this supposed problem is that we should

abandon identity labels altogether. While I agree that homogenization is
a severe problem, I wholeheartedly disagree with this particular analysis

and proposed solution. First of all, identities are merely ways of expressing certain attributes that we possess, and they don’t automatically lead

to homogenization. I just so happen to identify (to varying degrees) as a

writer, a biologist, a guitarist, a baseball fan, a lucid dreamer, a Californian, a cancer survivor, and a bird person. Each of these labels communicates some aspect of my person. And while some of these identities may

be associated with a handful of stereotypes, these stereotypes are fairly

loosely held, primarily because none of these groups are particularly marginalized in our culture.

In stark contrast, when I describe myself as a woman, or bisexual,

or transsexual, those identities are associated with a plethora of strictly
enforced stereotypes, precisely because these groups are all highly
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marginalized in our culture. Such stereotypes are especially relentless

and unyielding because they are helping to prop up a hierarchy that is

pervasive in our culture. As a result, the dominant majority, as well as
other members of my own marginalized group, will harshly judge me

based upon whether I seem to conform to, or transgress, these particular stereotypes.

When we attempt to compel minority and marginalized groups to

relinquish their identity labels, our concern is entirely misplaced, as the
tendency towards homogenization lies not with the marginalized group’s
choice of labels, but with the projecting of stereotypes onto the group in

the first place. To this point, I could choose to reject the labels “transsexual,” “bisexual,” or “woman” if I wanted, but that would not stop other
people from perceiving, stereotyping, and marginalizing me for being
these very things. The only thing that abandoning these identity labels
would accomplish is making it more difficult for me to talk about the
marginalization I face at the hands of the dominant majority.

As activists, it is important for us to talk about our experiences

and perspectives as women, queers, trans people, and so on. But we
must refrain from viewing our groups homogeneously. We should seek
to eliminate all stereotypes associated with our groups, rather than
compel other group members to either conform to or transgress those

stereotypes. And while all groups necessarily have some kind of defining characteristic(s)—guitarists play guitar, cancer survivors have survived cancer—we should seek to make the requirements to be in the
group as loose and accommodating as possible. Since our goal is to

challenge sexism, I find it useful to consider group labels as umbrella

terms for people who share certain forms of marginalization (as I outlined in Chapter 1, “A Word About Words”). According to this scheme,
“women” is an umbrella term for people who move through the world

as women, and face traditional sexism as a result; “queer” is an umbrella
term for people who are deemed by society as “not straight,” and who
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face similar forms of marginalization as a result. Umbrellas can vary in
how broad or specific they are. For instance, sometimes it is relevant

for me to speak about being transsexual, as certain forms of sexism that
transsexuals face are highly specific to us. Other times it is useful to

speak more generally about sexisms that are faced by all transgender
people, or queer people, and so on.

I think that sometimes we get a little too hung up about the labels

themselves, especially in LGBTQIA+ communities. There are constant

attempts to rebrand group labels for political, aesthetic, and/or generational reasons: from homosexual to gay, lesbian to dyke, bisexual to pan-

sexual, transgender to trans*, and so on. And there are constant debates
about the pros and cons of reclaiming words like queer, fag, tranny, pervert, and the like. Language is important, and certain labels do have

different meanings and connotations than others (although those meanings often shift over time as well). But I do think that we would be better served if, rather than obsessing over label choice and who gets to be

included under which moniker, we prioritized wrestling marginalized

groups (and their associated identity labels) away from the countless stereotypes that weigh them down. In other words, rather than spending

all our effort trying to distinguish our group from others (a project that
typically creates new stereotypes and norms for group membership),
we should instead highlight the fundamental heterogeneity that exists
within all groups, as this will lead us to create more inclusive activist
movements, and help to undermine the hierarchies that marginalize us.

Challenging
Gender Entitlement
chapter eighTEEN

I

n describing my holistic approach to feminism thus far, I have
argued that we should expect heterogeneity and that we should stop

policing other people’s genders and sexualities. I believe that these are

useful rules of thumb if we want to foster inclusion and reduce sexism.

But of course, alone, these axioms are insufficient. Every day, people are

undermined or injured in the name of sex, gender, and sexuality. For
instance, some people express their genders and sexualities in ways that

are nonconsensual or that delegitimize other people. Given this, it is

important to ask: Where should we draw the line between valid expres-

sions of gender and sexual variation, and objectionable expressions of
sexism and marginalization? How do we decide which expressions of

gender and sexuality we should accept and even embrace, and which we
should forcibly seek to challenge and eliminate?

I have already discussed the many problems associated with fixed
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views of gender and sexuality, and their tendency to deem certain bodies and behaviors to be inherently good or bad, natural or unnatural,

moral or immoral. Given this, I believe that what we desperately need
is not some sort of gender morality—a one-size-fits-all set of rules that
attempts to describe all gender- and sexuality-based oppression and that
offers simple, straightforward solutions to how we should challenge it (in

previous chapters, I explained why such approaches are impossible and

inevitably lead to erasure and exclusion). Instead, what we need is a set of
gender ethics that are flexible, contextual, and applicable in all situations.
In working through this problem, I was influenced by strategies that I

developed when I was first coming to terms with my personal relationship with religion. While this may seem like a bit of a digression, I want
to briefly share some of these insights, as I believe they are germane to
this idea of developing a set of gender ethics.

Religiously, I often describe myself as a recovering Catholic. I was

raised Catholic, but I rejected that religion at the age of fifteen, mostly

because of the shame and guilt I experienced over many years as an isolated trans child grappling with the belief that my desire to be female was

tantamount to sin in the eyes of God. Later in my life, I would eventually

meet other Catholic trans people who took a different route than me,
continuing to identify as Catholic, but rejecting the more conservative

human voices in the Catholic church who dismiss transsexuality and

gender non-conformity as sin. In all honesty, that route never occurred

to me. Anyway, my initial reaction as a teenager was to outright reject
religion entirely. I became a very hardcore atheist—Bill Maher would

have loved me as a teenager.1 Not only did I personally reject Catholi-

cism, but I viewed all religions as nefarious hegemonic institutions that
set out to convert and subdue people into submission. I saw people who

were devoutly religious as dupes who bought into a restrictive oppressive
system that I had long ago tossed away.2

It can be quite self-reassuring to hold such a hardline, self-righteous,
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cut-and-dried view of the world. But as time passed, my once dogmatic
views were challenged by new friends and acquaintances who were smart,

independent critical-thinker types, yet who nevertheless were religious
or spiritual in some way. They challenged my assumption that people can
only ever be brainwashed into religion, or that it was somehow a sign of

lacking intellectual rigor. As a result, I eventually began to call myself
agnostic rather than atheist. Part of this transition involved admitting

that while I have never personally experienced evidence that a god or
some higher power exists, I also have no definitive proof that such things
do not exist. This standard agnostic view very much resonates with the

scientist in me. But another important part of my agnosticism was leaving myself open to the possibility that perhaps my religious and spiritual
friends have very real experiences that I am not privy to.

This latter idea was heavily influenced by my trans experience. I

spent my life struggling with an understanding that I should be female
rather than male. While this understanding is very real to me, other
people who have not had a trans experience tend to dismiss me as merely
being confused or delusional. And I find such claims to be extremely

invalidating, but also horribly arrogant. Who are they to judge the valid-

ity of my own self-knowledge and understanding? Similarly, I realized
that for friends of mine who experience a higher power, or a life force, or

a god, or gods (as for some reason, I seem to have as many pagan friends
as Christian ones these days), who am I to doubt their self-knowledge

and understanding? So sometimes when I am asked about my religious

beliefs, I will half-jokingly call myself a “trans-agnostic,” to acknowledge the fact that I can never truly speak for other people’s religious
experiences and perspectives any more than they can speak for my trans
experiences and perspectives.

My transition from atheist to trans-agnostic left me with a dilemma

of sorts. On the one hand, religion can be a unique, rewarding personal experience for many individuals. On the other hand, religion
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can be misused as a tool for marginalizing other people, such as when

LGBTQIA+ folks are denounced as sinners, when people use passages
in the Bible to justify keeping women in a subordinate, second-class

position where they must defer to the men in their lives, or when religious doctrine is invoked to justify war, torture, slavery, and murder. It

seems to me that in these latter cases, the problem isn’t religion per se (as

other non-religious ideologies such as politics and nationalism have been
invoked to justify similar atrocities). Rather, the true problem is simply

arrogance and entitlement—when other people assume that their ideology somehow trumps other people’s life experiences and self-knowledge,

or when they feel that somehow they have the right to force all other

people to follow their ideology whether it resonates with those individuals or not.

Over the course of my life, I have come to understand that I am not

necessarily opposed to any specific religious ideology or belief system,

but what I do reject is other people’s entitlement. If you worship a particular god, or consensually engage in religious rituals with others who

share your beliefs, that is totally fine with me. But if you were to call me

a sinner, or insist that I follow your religious laws, or if you believe that

I need to be converted to your religion, then your ideology has become
nonconsensual, and I object to that kind of entitlement!

I believe that this analogy about religion has great import for think-

ing through many of our shared concerns about gender and sexuality.
On the one hand, we each have a unique gender and sexual experience,

where certain desires and expressions inexplicably resonate with us on a

deep and profound level, while others do not. We should celebrate this
heterogeneity. But there is also a “dark side” of gender—what I call gender entitlement—where we arrogantly project our worldview, our norms,
our expectations and assumptions about sex, gender, and sexuality onto
all other people, regardless of whether it resonates with them or not.

When we talk about all of our beefs with the gender binary—that
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it forces people into one box or another, how it erases those of us who are
gender variant in some way, or worse, outright condemns us for not following other people’s gender norms—these problems do not stem from

maleness and femaleness, or even “twoness,” but rather from gender entitlement—the fact that society expects people to identify and express their
genders in particular ways and punishes them if they do not. Similarly,

in traditional sexism, people presume that women are inferior to men,
and that femininity is inferior to masculinity. Once again, the problem

here is not women, or men, or femininity, or masculinity per se, but rather

gender entitlement—the fact that people make assumptions and value
judgments about certain bodies and behaviors, and then nonconsensually
project those hierarchies and stereotypes onto all other people.

I would argue that gender entitlement plays a foundational role in

all forms of sexism. Therefore, rather than trying to challenge the gender binary, or patriarchy, or any other gender system (all of which are

incomplete models that omit certain forms of sexism), I would argue
that we should work to eliminate all forms of gender entitlement from
the world. In addition to being a more thorough approach, focusing

our efforts on gender entitlement is also a more ethical approach. It is
ethical because this approach does not undermine or malign people for

their bodies and what desires resonate with them—whether they are

female, or male, or intersex, or transsexual, or genderqueer, or feminine, or masculine, or androgynous, or heterosexual, or homosexual, or

bisexual, or pansexual, or asexual, or kinky, or vanilla, or polyamorous,

or monogamous, and so on. Rather, it only challenges people when they
nonconsensually project their ideology and expectations about gender
and sexuality onto all other people.

Recognizing Gender Entitlement
Gender entitlement relies on a central assumption: We presume that
whatever beliefs, expectations, or preferences that we personally have
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regarding sex, gender, and/or sexuality must also apply to, or hold true

for, other people. In making this assumption, we often invalidate those

people’s own gender and sexual identities, desires, and experiences.
Sometimes we are consciously gender-entitled—for instance, when we

denounce other people’s bodies, genders, or sexualities on the basis that

they do not conform to some kind of overarching theory or ideology

that we believe is true and universal. Other times we are unconsciously
gender-entitled, such as when we unthinkingly project the double stan-

dards that we harbor (e.g., women are weak, bisexuals are promiscuous,
transsexuals are confused about their gender) onto other people.

Gender entitlement often takes the form of homogenizing assump-

tions about who we believe people are and how we expect them to behave

in the future. This includes universalizing assumptions, such as expecting everyone we meet to be heterosexual, or cisgender, or monosexual,

and so on. Other assumptions will come in the form of stereotypes that
we project onto people belonging to a specific group. Sometimes our

assumptions may match those commonly made in the culture at large,
whereas other times our assumptions may be quite different (e.g., when
queer people boast about having “gaydar”—the supposed ability to know

for sure whether other people are queer or not without having to ask
them). As I have discussed throughout this book, assumptions pretty

much suck. Sure, sometimes the assumptions we make are correct, but

often they are flat-out incorrect. And unfortunately, the burden always
ends up being on the “assumee” (i.e., the person who the assumption is

made about) to challenge any incorrect assumptions that are made by the

“assumer” (i.e., the person who makes the assumption). Sometimes when

I point out the incorrect assumptions that people make about me, it is no

big deal. Other times, it can be slightly awkward or time consuming, and
in some instances it can be downright awful. Because of horrible negative

reactions that I have received in some cases (especially upon coming out
to people as trans), I am often hesitant to correct other people’s incorrect
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assumptions about me. But this also has negative consequences: It forces
me to keep quiet about that aspect of myself, which can be both difficult

and disempowering. Furthermore, if that information ever comes to light

at a later date, I may be accused of hiding the truth or deceiving other
people. In other words, incorrect assumptions create a damned-if-I-do,

damned-if-I-don’t situation for me—what I referred to as the pass/reveal
double bind several chapters ago.

Another form of gender entitlement occurs when we unduly place

fixed meanings and value judgments onto other people’s identities, bodies, and behaviors—for example, when we claim that some genders or
sexualities are inherently good and others bad; some inherently moral

and others immoral; some inherently attractive and others unattractive;

some inherently subversive and others conservative; and so on. Anyone
who truly accepts heterogeneity will recognize that bodies, genders, and
sexualities are not inherently good nor bad, but rather simply different. I

am a bisexual femme-tomboy transsexual woman. My gender and sexuality are not inherently any better or any worse than a cisgender heterosexual masculine man, or an androgynous genderqueer pansexual drag
performer. We are all merely different from one another.

Because we may experience certain desires, and because certain

ways of being gendered or sexual may resonate with us more than others, it is inevitable that we will develop personal meanings—i.e., we will
personally like, appreciate, or prefer, some aspects of sex, gender, and
sexuality more so than others. But in order to be ethically gendered,

we must not presume that our own personal meanings represent fixed
meanings—i.e., those that are supposedly universal and apply to all other

people. Specific identities and bodies, and expressions of gender and sexuality, do not have any fixed values or meanings—their meanings can

vary from place to place, and from person to person. Some people might

think that it is wonderful when I wear a dress, while others may assume
that it is a bad thing. Some may assume that by wearing a dress I am
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signaling the fact that I am docile and demure, whereas I may personally

feel defiant and badass when wearing a dress. In other words, the act of
wearing a dress does not have any fixed or inherent meanings built into

it—like all aspects of sex, gender, and sexuality, it is essentially a blank

screen that other people will often project their own values, meanings,

and assumptions upon. It is one thing to acknowledge our own personal
likes and dislikes, but that act becomes entitled and nonconsensual once
we start believing that our own preferences represent fixed meanings or
values that must hold true for all other people.

Another example of the difference between personal meanings

and fixed meanings can be found in how people wrap their brain around

romantic and sexual attraction. For example, I find some people attractive, and other people not so attractive. The set of people that I find

attractive is unique to me—I am sure that no one else in the world pre-

cisely shares it. It is a personal set of meanings that I hold. Most of us
respect the fact that people differ in their personal meanings regarding attraction—otherwise we would be in absolute shock every time we
met someone that we didn’t find attractive, yet learned that they have a

significant other. However, some people do assume that attraction is a
fixed set of meanings, and they will claim that certain people are flat-

out attractive or unattractive, no ifs, ands, or buts about it. Such peo-

ple may also deride or dismiss individuals who choose these supposedly
“unattractive” partners—for example, by assuming that these individuals
must have “bad taste” or be “desperate” to have chosen such partners,

or perhaps even claiming that the individual must have some kind of

“perversion” or “fetish” for that type of person. Such claims are clearly
gender-entitled, as they involve projecting one’s own personal meanings
regarding attraction and desire onto other people.

Here is another manifestation of gender entitlement: Let’s say you

hold a specific gender ideology and you meet someone who does not conform to your worldview. You seemingly have two potential responses.
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First, you could alter your ideology to accommodate or include that per-

son. Unfortunately, most of us tend to be far too invested in our personal
worldview to do that. The more convenient option then is to attempt to

delegitimize or erase these individuals who threaten your ideology. This
tactic might be described as gender erasure. For example, some people are
convinced that all men are naturally attracted to women, and all women
naturally attracted to men. Such people will often try to invalidate the
existence of those who experience same-sex attraction by inventing

explanations or ulterior motives, such as, “You’re not really gay, it’s just
a phase; you’re just looking for an alternative lifestyle; you just haven’t

met the right person yet; perhaps you were duped by the homosexual

agenda.” Throughout this book, I have discussed other ulterior motives

that are routinely projected onto people who are trans, bisexual, feminine, and so on. While different, all of these accusations share a common

thread: They all actively erase the perspectives and life experiences of

people who do not easily fit into the assumer’s worldview. And as with

all assumptions, the burden of proof then falls onto the assumee (in this
case, the person whose identity is being erased) to call out the assumption
in order to justify their own existence. Those of us who have had aspects
of our body, identity, gender, or sexuality erased by other people know

first-hand how invalidating this can be, so we should work hard to elimi-

nate such instances of gender erasure both within our feminist and queer
movements, as well as in society more generally.

While it is gender-entitled for us to project our own personal

worldview regarding sex, gender, and sexuality onto all other people,
what is even more arrogant—not to mention potentially destructive—is

when we try to force or coerce other people to alter their desires and
behaviors in order to better conform to our personal worldview. I refer to

this especially blatant manifestation of gender entitlement as gender policing. Bullying is perhaps the most obvious example of gender policing, as

it involves verbally or physically punishing people who fail to live up to
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our assumptions and expectations. But gender policing can also occur

through small and seemingly innocuous acts, such as complimenting or
praising people when they behave in ways that conform to our expectations or ideals, and withholding praise or making discouraging remarks
when they do not. These relatively subtle forms of gender policing form

the backbone of gender socialization during childhood, as well as the

peer pressure we all experience as both children and adults. Basically, it
is gender policing that provides the “compulsory” aspect of compulsory
heterosexuality, compulsory femininity, and other forms of sexism.

Finally, the most entitled thing that we can possibly do is to

assume that somebody’s gender, sexuality, body, or person more generally belongs to us—that we are free to do anything we want with them

without their consideration. In other words, this is where gender enti-

tlement ventures into the realm of violence, abuse, rape, slavery, and

so forth. Admittedly, gender entitlement can (and often does) play a
role in these more extreme cases, but so do many other factors. So I am

reluctant to refer to such instances as examples of gender entitlement.

Rather, I think that it is more useful to imagine gender entitlement
(and entitlement more generally) as being a spectrum where, at the far
end, lies complete dehumanization.

Eradicating Gender Entitlement
That is a brief overview of gender entitlement and the central role that it

plays in all forms of sexism. I first forwarded this concept in Whipping
Girl, but unlike some other ideas in that book, gender entitlement never

really caught on.3 Maybe I did not articulate it clearly. Or maybe I should
have made it a more consistent theme throughout the book. Perhaps

these factors played a role. But I also think that part of the lack of enthu-

siasm stems from the fact that challenging gender entitlement is such
a daunting undertaking. After all, it is relatively easy to excite people
about the idea that we should shatter the gender binary, or overthrow the
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patriarchy, because those scenarios have obvious good and bad guys—

we’re the good guys trying to change the world for the better, and the

bad guys are everyone else who supposedly enforces (or reinforces) the
status quo. Challenging gender entitlement is far trickier because all of

us make assumptions, and we all make value judgments, and sometimes
we project these onto other people. Sometimes we expect other people
to live up to our worldview, and sometimes we invalidate them if they

do not. Challenging gender entitlement is not about us versus them, the

righteous versus the oppressors. It is about being committed to challeng-

ing all gender assumptions, expectations, norms, and double standards,
whether they stem from us or from other people.

So rather than starting with huge questions like, “How do we

eradicate all gender entitlement from the face of the planet?” we should
instead start locally by asking: “How do we eradicate gender entitlement from within ourselves?” Or another way of putting it: How do we
become ethically gendered individuals? I would say that it must start

with us becoming more aware of our assumptions—what assumptions
are we making, why are we making them, and are we projecting them

onto other people? My experiences in certain (albeit not all) trans spaces

and mixed queer spaces have been helpful for me in this regard. When
you enter a room where you do not necessarily know how any given per-

son identifies—whether they are trans or cis, queer or straight, female or
male or non-binary identified, or the specifics of their anatomy—it can
be very humbling. Such experiences bring to the forefront the huge role

that gender and sexual assumptions normally play in our culture. I have
found these sorts of spaces to be way more consensual than most, as they

force us to learn how to respectfully ask people about themselves, and to
listen to what they tell us about their identities and lives.4 Such spaces

also tend to be way less judgmental than most settings, as it is taken for

granted that people will fall all over the map with regards to their genders, sexualities, and embodiments.
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I have also gained insight into how to be ethically gendered from

BDSM and polyamorous communities, both of which avoid the idea
that there is any one correct or ideal way to be sexual. For example, in
the world at large, when people are disturbed or grossed out by a particular sexual act, they will often claim that such acts (and the people who

engage in them) are “unnatural,” “abnormal,” “deviant,” or “immoral.”
In other words, these people nonconsensually project their own value
judgments and meanings onto such acts. In contrast, in the BDSM

community, people will instead say that such acts “squick” them,

meaning that they are personally disturbed or grossed out by that particular act, while at the same time recognizing that other people may

legitimately find that act to be enjoyable. The fact that the word squick
is typically used in the context of “I statements” (e.g., “I am squicked

by missionary position penetration sex”) forces people to recognize that
their reaction is a personal one rather than a universal one that applies
to all people. The BDSM community also accommodates diversity by
adhering to flexible ethical guidelines rather than some rigidly fixed set

of morals. Specifically, a guiding principle in BDSM communities is

that all acts are acceptable provided that they are “safe, sane, and consensual.” Similarly, in polyamorous communities, the guiding principle

is often called “ethical non-monogamy” (which is admittedly where I
borrowed the idea of being ethically gendered). According to ethical

non-monogamy, all potential relationship configurations are deemed
acceptable provided that all of the involved parties are fully informed
and consent to the arrangement(s).

Consensuality also lies at the heart of being ethically gendered.

Typically, when we think of consent, it is in the context of distinguishing between sexual experiences that we freely choose (and thus are consensual) versus those that are nonconsensually forced upon us, as in the
cases of rape and sexual harassment. Nonconsensual acts dehumanize

us—they erase our autonomy, our ability to make informed decisions
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about our own bodies and lives. While on the surface, instances of gen-

der entitlement may not seem to be as traumatic as sexual harassment or

rape, I would argue that they are just as nonconsensual, and are similarly
invalidating. After all, when I project my own hierarchies, assumptions,
meanings, and value judgments regarding sex, gender, and sexuality onto

you, I am essentially denying your autonomy—your ability to decide for

yourself who you are, and how you relate to your own sex, gender, and
sexuality. This is precisely why it can feel so horribly invalidating when
people deny our identity or experiences, treat us inferiorly, presume

things about us that are not true, or expect us to behave according to
their belief systems.

There are a number of ways in which our sexes, genders, and sexu-

alities can become nonconsensual. If my being a woman requires you to

be a man, or requires you to identify within the male/female binary, then
that is nonconsensual. If my sexuality requires other people to perform
their sexualities in similar or reciprocal ways, that is nonconsensual. If

my femme, or transsexual, or bisexual identity is predicated on other
people behaving in certain ways, inhabiting certain bodies, or living up

to certain norms, then my identity becomes nonconsensual, and there-

fore not ethical. However, if my body and identity, and my expressions
of gender and sexuality, do not make any claims or assumptions about

you, nor produce any roles or requirements for you to fulfill, nor directly
interfere with your life, then my gender is not nonconsensual, and therefore it is ethical.

When I wear a dress simply because it pleases me to do so, I

would argue that that is an ethically gendered act, because my cloth-

ing choice does not impinge on anyone else’s gender or life. But if I
were to claim that all women should wear dresses, or that women

always look better in dresses, or if I were to insist that you must wear
(or not wear) a dress—these are all entitled claims that go beyond my
personal preferences, and instead project my value system onto others.
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Such claims are nonconsensual, as they invalidate other people’s differing experiences and perspectives.

To be clear, when I say that wearing a dress can be an ethically gen-

dered act, I am most certainly not advocating what is sometimes called
“choice feminism”—i.e., the belief that, because I have a choice (in this

case, between wearing a dress or not), whatever choice I make will necessarily be an expression of feminism.5 We must remember that feminism

is about challenging sexism. And sexism does not stem from how we
“perform” our genders or sexualities, but rather from the double standards that we (and others) nonconsensually project onto other people.

Therefore, simply acting upon our own gender and sexual desires (e.g.,
choosing to wear, or not wear, a dress) does nothing to challenge sexism in and of itself. It is similarly naive to believe that we can challenge

sexism by simply responding to the double standards we face in one way

or another (e.g., assuming that I can undermine masculine-centrism by
wearing a dress, or undermine compulsory femininity by not wearing a
dress), as these double standards are not contingent upon our reactions
to them. Rather, these forms of sexism reside in the minds of the people

who hold them, and the only way they can be undermined is by changing

those people’s minds—i.e., convincing them to relinquish the double standard in question.

To clarify, when I say that wearing a dress can be an ethically gen-

dered act, it is not the dress-wearing that makes it ethical, but rather

the fact that I do so in a non-entitled manner (i.e., by refusing to project
my own opinions about dresses, or gender more generally, onto other

people). And being a feminist is not about the personal choices we make

about expressing our own genders and sexualities, but rather our commitment to challenging gender entitlement, both within ourselves as well
as other people.

Feminists and queer activists who rely on fixed rather than holis-

tic views might balk at the notion that a woman can wear a dress in an
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ethically gendered manner. For instance, they might argue that, being

socialized female, most women have been brainwashed by patriarchy,
heteronormativity, compulsory femininity, etc., into internalizing the
idea that women should wear dresses, and therefore such women can
never freely choose to wear a dress, as they are always under the influence

of that gender system. Granted, I understand the desire to complicate the
notion of “free choice”—after all, the life decisions we make are always

constrained by the situations we encounter, the options that are presented

to us, and the ideologies that we have been exposed to and use in order to
make sense of the world. But if we suggest that women who wear dresses

are merely operating under a “false consciousness,” then we are essen-

tially claiming that they are incapable of making informed decisions
about their own bodies and lives. In other words, this assertion denies
these women’s autonomy, and therefore such claims are gender-entitled.

Furthermore, as I noted several chapters ago when discussing the

dupes/fakes double bind, the “false consciousness” argument is prob-

lematic in that it is generally invoked against people who are marked.
So for instance, those feminists who accuse women of operating under

some kind of “false consciousness” for wearing dresses or other feminine

items of clothing tend not to make reciprocal accusations of men who
wear masculine clothing. Further evidence that the “false consciousness” argument is inherently delegitimizing can be found in the fact that
gender-entitled heteronormative patriarchal types make the exact same
accusation to invalidate women who do not wear dresses: In their eyes,

women who eschew dresses must have been “indoctrinated by feminist

dogma,” rather than having made a free, informed personal decision.

Clearly, the “false consciousness” argument is horribly entitled and dehumanizing, and as feminists, we should consider it to be anathema.6

Another tactic that is often used to police people’s personal

choices (and therefore deny their autonomy) is to claim that the choice

they have made is inherently unhealthy. Now, lots of personal decisions
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come with some level of health risk. If I eat lots of bacon and ice cream,
or if I go skiing, or walk alone at night, or even get into a car, all of these

actions come with some risk. But those who view me as an autonomous

person will generally acknowledge that, provided that my actions are

not harming or impinging on others, I am free to make such informed
decisions about my body and life. In contrast, I have on numerous occasions heard feminists decry women who choose to wear high heels, or
get breast implants, or who have lots of casual sex, for having made
unhealthy choices. The implication here is that because these women

have made an inherently unhealthy choice, they must not be responsible or mentally competent enough to make informed decisions about
their own lives and bodies. So, like the “false consciousness” claim, the

“unhealthy” trope is a common strategy for denying people’s autonomy
(which is precisely why heteronormative patriarchal types often use

the “unhealthy” trope to invalidate same-sex relationships, transsexual
transitions, premarital sex, contraception, and women’s reproductive
health decisions more generally).

Some feminists and queer activists who are wedded to the approach

of policing other people’s sex- and gender-related life choices might make

the following argument: Sexes, genders, and sexualities are not individual experiences, but rather collective categories. And therefore, while I

may claim to wear a dress for purely personal reasons, or a woman who
gets breast implants may claim that she has done so to feel better in
her body rather than doing it for other people, our actions nevertheless

“reinforce” (or “uphold,” or “reify,” or “naturalize”) certain ideas about

how women should be. Now throughout this book, I have debunked this
argument from multiple angles (e.g., it denies sexual and gender variation; only marked traits are ever subjected to the “reinforcing” trope;

insisting that women shouldn’t behave a particular way essentially cre-

ates a new stereotype that women are now expected to conform to).
But in the context of this discussion about gender entitlement, can I
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just say how absolutely misplaced this accusation is! This argument essentially blames people who are ethically gendered (e.g., me, wearing my

dress in an non-entitled manner) for the gender entitlement expressed
by other people (e.g., those who nonconsensually project their beliefs

about dress-wearing onto other people). Such arguments are structurally identical to the “asking for it” charge, where women who dress in

particular ways are blamed for any nonconsensual acts (e.g., harassment, rape) that are committed against them.

As feminists and queer activists, we unfortunately have limited

time and resources to commit toward challenging sexism and marginalization. As such, we must stop wasting so much of our energy critiquing and policing the bodies, identities, desires, and life choices of

other people, both within our own movements and beyond. Instead of

falsely accusing people of indirectly “reinforcing” sexism, let’s focus our
efforts on calling out the real culprits: people who directly enforce sexism
via gender policing and other forms of gender entitlement. And instead

of judging people based upon whether they conform to our own feministand queer-minded double standards (e.g., subversive genders are good,
conservative genders are bad), let’s judge all people’s actions according

to a single standard. Namely, nonconsensual ideologies, assumptions, and

behaviors deny other people’s autonomy and humanity, and thus should
be challenged. And whatever people autonomously or consensually wish

to do with their own genders or sexualities should be their choice, provided that they are able to give informed consent, and that their actions
remain non-entitled (i.e., they do not impinge on other people’s lives).

In an earlier chapter, I critiqued common feminist refrains that we

must “bring an end to gender” or “move beyond gender.” People naturally
differ in our anatomies, physiologies, predilections, and desires, and it is
inevitable that we will invent language to describe such differences. But

I do think that it would be possible to bring about an end to sexism if

we were all willing to refrain from projecting our personal assumptions,
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meanings, and value judgments onto other people’s sexes, genders, and

sexualities. And I believe that we could bring an end to most, if not all,
forms of marginalization if we were willing to forgo entitlement more

generally—that is, if we all stopped nonconsensually projecting the dou-

ble standards that we hold to be true, or are personally invested in, onto
other people.

Self-Examining Desire and
Embracing Ambivalence
chapter NINETEEN

I

n the last chapter, I made the case that we should strive to be ethically gendered, which involves challenging gender entitlement

both within ourselves and in other people. This strategy is designed,
in part, to foster respect for other people’s autonomy, and acceptance of

their expressions of gender and sexuality. In other words, this approach

removes other people’s experiences of identity, attraction, and desire

from the realm of public criticism (provided that they are not non-

consensual in nature). This was done intentionally. After all, once we

start believing that it is our God-given right to critique other people’s
genders and sexualities, then we will start imagining everyone around
us as falling under our personal jurisdiction. That mindset enables us

to feel entitled to police other people’s bodies and behaviors, and pro-

vides us with a justification to freely delegitimize, dehumanize, and
exclude others from our communities. In contrast, challenging gender
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entitlement allows us to critique instances of sexism, while at the same
time recognizing the fundamental heterogeneity of human sex, gender,
and sexuality.

Admittedly, removing all autonomous and consensual behaviors

from the realm of public criticism wouldn’t work in a general sense. For

instance, you and I could consensually decide to generate lots of pollution,

or build a nuclear bomb together, and that would most certainly have a

negative impact on other people. However, the vast majority of personal
expressions of gender and sexuality do not have that kind of drastic effect

on other people’s lives. For instance, if I were to embrace a particular identity, or wear a particular type of clothing, or modify my body in some way,

or become aroused while reading erotica, or if I had consensual sex, or

participated in an orgy, or entered into a relationship with somebody—in
all of these instances, it is difficult to make the case that other people would

be directly hurt or injured by my actions. However, there are a few ways

in which our autonomous or consensual gender and sexual expressions can
indirectly hurt others.

We all grow up in a world that is saturated with myriad double

standards. This means that certain people are deemed more legitimate
than others. But it also means that certain bodies and traits are assumed

to be inherently beautiful, sexy, pleasurable, and vulnerable, whereas
others are deemed ugly, unattractive, distasteful, and invulnerable. As

with all double standards, it is inescapable that some of these assumptions will seep into our psyche and help shape our burgeoning sexualities.

While biology and biological variation may also influence our gender and
sexual predilections, I most certainly do not believe that we are “biologically programmed” to be outright disgusted by the idea of same-sex
relationships, or grossed out by the idea of being sexual with people who
happen to be trans, intersex, fat, disabled, or of a different ethnicity or

race than us. In other words, we have been taught to view certain bodies

and sexual practices as repugnant. And when we outright dismiss them
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without thinking, our desires conveniently mirror societal hierarchies
and privilege dominant majorities.

So if we truly want to create a world free of gender policing—where

our genders and sexualities are not constantly critiqued and demeaned by

others—then it is incumbent on us to self-examine our own desires. In

other words, being ethically gendered involves more than just challenging gender entitlement. It also requires us to engage in personal reflection
and questioning.

As I have already suggested, this process might begin by critically

examining that which we are not attracted to. If we do not desire a particular type of person or sexual practice, why is that? Does it simply not
pique our interest? Or do we have a strong visceral reaction against it?
Do we find it abhorrent? Or do we experience some level of attraction,
but we are reluctant to act on it because we would be too embarrassed if
someone else were to find out?

As the saying goes, the opposite of love isn’t hate, it’s indifference. So

generally speaking, if we feel a strong sense of repulsion toward particular

bodies, identities, or sexualities, that is usually a red flag—a sign that we

may need to further examine what double standards may be unconsciously
driving that. Similarly, if we find someone or something attractive, but

avoid it because we are worried about being tainted by the stigma associated with it, that is another sign that our sexuality is being influenced by

double standards. But if after honestly examining our lack of desire we
merely find indifference, then perhaps that may be an instance of genuine
personal preference.

Along similar lines, we should critically examine what we do desire.

Are we attracted to the conventional or unconventional? Do we just so
happen to like the type of person who is valorized in our culture or subculture? Are we interested in them because we’re trying to fit in? Are we

hoping their status will rub off on us? If we are attracted to someone or
something that is atypical or maligned in our culture, are we simply more
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open minded than other people? Or are we partly turned on by the taboo
nature of the encounter? Do we mystify them, and view them as exotic?
Do we appreciate them as a whole person? Or are we sexualizing them—

viewing them as a mere sexual or fetish object? What effect might the
nature of our desire have on the person we are attracted to?

This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but it does offer a few exam-

ples of the types of questions we should be asking. As a bisexual femme-

tomboy transsexual woman who was socialized in a straight male–centric

society, I often ask myself: What does it mean that I am feminine, or that
I tend to be attracted to other feminine people independent of gender? Is
it a reflection of our society’s sexualization of femininity? Or a personal

reaction to the fact that as a trans child I was nonconsensually forced into

masculinity? Or is it an expression of my femme activism? Or perhaps

I’m just wired that way. In a straight male–centric world, what does it
mean for me to wear a dress, or to have a submissive fantasy, or to go on a

date with a man, or to be all crushed out when a woman I am dating surprises me with flowers? Often these self-interrogations do not lead to any

straightforward answers. But sometimes we will uncover unquestioned
assumptions and double standards that we can then work to overcome.

The purpose of this work is not to purge every single vestige of

patriarchy from our desire, as some feminists have argued. Sex, gender,

and sexuality are fundamentally heterogeneous, and many desires are
irrepressible and insusceptible to conscious change. And since we can
never fully remove ourselves from the culture or communities that we’re
immersed in, I don’t believe that there is some kind of natural, unspoiled,

patriarchy-free gender or sexuality that we can simply revert to. Just
because some aspect of our gender or sexuality “resembles” patriarchy or
some other societal norm does not necessarily mean that it is inherently

bad, or that we should abstain from it. But we should give our desires
thoughtful consideration and critically examine them in the context of
myriad double standards.
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For me personally, this process has helped me appreciate something

that is rarely discussed in feminist and queer politics: ambivalence. People often confuse ambivalence with apathy or indifference, but they are

very different. Ambivalence is when we simultaneously hold both positive and negative feelings about something. For me, this means being

able to feel empowered by my own expressions of femininity, while recognizing the harmful nature of compulsory femininity. It means experiencing dissatisfaction or dissonance with regards to some aspect of my
body, yet recognizing that some people may find that trait attractive and/

or love my entire body. It means enjoying experiences and ways of being
that resonate with me, while recognizing that they are not for everybody.

Feminist discussions of desire used to be dominated by so-called

“sex-negative”1 thought, which condemned any expression of gender or

sexuality that in any way resembled patriarchy or hierarchies more gen-

erally. This brought on a backlash: the rise of “sex-positive” feminism,
which sought to reclaim maligned aspects of sexuality and free us from

sexual shame. I have long considered myself to be a sex-positive feminist, but I am increasingly bothered by a watered-down version of it that

seems to be garnering mainstream popularity. It is best characterized by
uncritical blanket statements like, “Wearing high heels is empowering!”

or, “Pornography is empowering!” or, “Kink is empowering!”2 Of course,
these things can be empowering for certain people in certain contexts.

But for other people in other situations, not necessarily. A woman may

feel empowered wearing heels but feel disempowered by the sexualizing
comments she gets from strangers when she does. A sex-positive feminist

may feel empowered by the alternative depictions of female sexuality she
finds in feminist porn or a queer BDSM anthology, while a fourteenyear-old boy who uncritically watches hardcore porn or reads Fifty Shades
of Grey may develop really fucked-up ideas about women.3

We live in a world where virtually all aspects of sex, gender, and

sexuality are either glorified, stigmatized, sensationalized, demonized,
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or objectified. Perhaps it’s time for us to move beyond portraying desire

as something that is either wholly positive or negative. Instead, let’s

embrace ambivalence, and learn how to talk about both the good and
the bad, both the empowering and disempowering aspects of being a

gendered and sexual person. Let’s find ways to discuss both the ecstasy
and the difficulties of being embodied, making life choices, finding love,

and having sex, all while navigating our way through the minefields of
stereotypes, norms, and hierarchies.

Recognizing Invalidations
chapter twenty

W

e have all been taught to think about sexism and marginalization in

terms of specific ideologies or isms that are pervasive and perhaps

even institutionalized within a given society. Obvious examples include

racism, classism, traditional sexism, heterosexism, and ableism, to name

but a few. Once a particular ism has been articulated, activists can then
raise awareness about the ways in which these ideologies create obstacles

or disadvantages in the lives of marginalized groups. One can also focus
on the subsequent advantages or privileges experienced by members of

the dominant group—for example, how racism leads to white privilege,

how classism leads to upper- and middle-class privilege, how traditional
sexism leads to male privilege, how heterosexism leads to heterosexual
privilege, and how ableism leads to able-bodied privilege.

The five isms that I have mentioned thus far—racism, classism,

traditional sexism, heterosexism, and ableism—are the ones that I
find people in progressive and social justice circles tend to be most

keenly aware of. Each of these privileges has a fairly long history of
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being articulated, analyzed, and discussed, and an understanding
that these privileges exist has seeped into the culture at large, albeit

to varying extents. But of course, these are not the only five forms of
marginalization that exist in our culture, not by a long shot. Some
forms of marginalization are in the earliest stages of being articulated, and therefore remain unfamiliar to people outside of certain
activist circles. And, no doubt, there are many types of marginalization which have not yet been named or articulated, but which
exist nevertheless.

In this chapter, I want to briefly touch upon some of the challenges

that I and other activists have experienced in trying to raise awareness

about an ism that most people—even most progressive and social justice

activists—were (and in some cases, still are) unfamiliar with or com-

pletely unaware of, namely, cissexism. My intent here is not to explain
cissexism, nor justify the use of cis terminology, as I have done so in previous chapters and elsewhere.1 Rather, I want to share my experiences in

order to make a larger point about the shortcomings inherent in thinking

about sexism and marginalization solely in terms of specific isms and

privileges. After doing that, I will offer an alternative and complemen-

tary strategy for framing disparities in power and legitimacy that exist

between different groups. This strategy can be taught in parallel with
isms, and will help people to more easily recognize and challenge forms
of marginalization that they may have been previously unfamiliar with
or unaware of.

Articulating a New Ism
When I first became involved in trans activism in 2002, trans folks were

significantly lacking in terms and concepts to explain the sexism that
we faced. The word “transphobia” had already been coined (presumably
inspired by “homophobia”) to describe anti-trans discrimination. But as

with “phobias” more generally, the term seemed to imply that a few bad
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apples were irrationally afraid of trans people, but it did not communicate

the reality that trans people were almost universally viewed as less legitimate than our non-trans counterparts. During this time period, it was

still common for trans activists such as myself to do “transgender 101”
panels and workshops, where we shared our stories about being trans
with non-trans folks. Essentially, we were trying to convince them that

trans people are not monstrous delusional sexually deviant serial kill-

ers, and that the fact that we are routinely fired from our jobs, publicly
harassed, evicted, arrested, and sometimes murdered, is a very very very
bad thing that they should be concerned about. Most activist movements

begin this way: trying to convince the dominant majority that you are
reasonable legitimate human beings who deserve to be treated as such.

At the time, there was no word for the non-trans majority. Even

within the trans community, people were still using labels like “biolog-

ical,” “genetic,” and “natural” women and men to refer to such people.
Activist types like myself would use the state-of-the-art (for the time)

term “non-trans.” On top of this, there was almost no discussion (outside
of trans activist circles) about how non-trans folks experienced various
privileges as a result of not having to deal with transphobia on a daily
basis like we did.2

When I began working on Whipping Girl, I wanted to raise some of

these issues but felt linguistically challenged. However, that changed in

December 2005, when I stumbled upon a blogpost by Emi Koyama that

described the terms cissexual, cisgender, and cissexism.3 While I had
not heard these terms up until that point, they seemed perfect for what I

was trying to convey. Basically, this cis terminology paralleled vital steps
taken by gay and disability activists (among others) decades ago: Name

the previously unnamed and unmarked dominant majority (cissexuals,

analogous with heterosexuals and able-bodied people), describe the institutionalized hierarchy that marginalizes you (cissexism, analogous with

heterosexism and ableism), and discuss how this system creates many
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taken-for-granted advantages for the dominant majority (cissexual privilege, analogous with heterosexual and able-bodied privilege).

I personally began using cis terminology in 2006, and I remember

that every time I did, I would be asked to explain it because people—

even dedicated trans activists and allies—were not familiar with it. In
fact, cis terminology was so infrequently used that I had some reserva-

tions about employing it in Whipping Girl, but I went ahead and used
it anyway because I felt it was so critical. In the years since, cis termi-

nology has become more widely used in trans and queer circles, and
has gained some traction within activist and progressive circles more

generally (although it has not quite entered mainstream public con-

sciousness yet). Overall, I feel that this terminology has helped trans
activists to better express our situations and obstacles, and has helped

cis people better understand and challenge societal cissexism. But there
has also been a troubling trend wherein some folks within queer, feminist, and social justice circles—that is, activists who are already inti-

mately familiar with institutionalized marginalization and discussions
about privilege—have strongly resisted and even expressed downright
hostility toward cis terminology.

One issue that cis terminology has encountered is what I refer to

as the “legitimacy problem.” For example, most people in our society
will acknowledge that racism and traditional sexism are real forms of

marginalization, even if their understanding of these concepts is rudimentary and unnuanced. So if you were to describe a particular act as

racist or sexist, other people might strongly disagree with your claim, but

they won’t likely challenge the very idea that racism and sexism do exist
and are actual problems. In other words, racism and traditional sexism

are viewed as legitimate concepts. In contrast, in some instances when I
have described an act as cissexist, I have had people act incredulously and

accuse me of making shit up. In other words, the very concept of cissexism is viewed as fake and illegitimate.
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This assumption of fakeness and illegitimacy has been evident

within the feminist blogosphere, where it is not uncommon to find cis
people who outright reject the words cissexual, cisgender, and cis. There

are several different rationalizations people offer to justify this rejec-

tion: They might claim that cisgender and cissexual sound too jargony
or academic (even though cis terminology has activist, rather than academic, roots).4 Sometimes they will complain that they don’t “identify”

with the term cis—claims that echo complaints made by other privileged

groups who claim that they don’t “identify” as white, or heterosexual, or
able-bodied. Perhaps the most illuminating complaint that I have heard

regarding cis terminology comes from people who have claimed that,

when they are called a cis woman or cis man, that it somehow feels like it
undermines their femaleness or maleness. When I first heard this com-

plaint, it struck me as bizarre—after all, cis denotes that one’s gender
is viewed by society as inherently legitimate. Furthermore, cis is just an
adjective! Would these same people feel that they are seen as less than

a woman or man if they were described as a white woman or an ablebodied man? I highly doubt it. The only way that I can make sense out

of this misconception is that most people view trans people as “fake”

women and men, or as inferior to cis women and men, and as a result they
transfer those inferior meanings onto trans’s counterpart, cis.

Given that many cis people have objections to the term cis, it should

be no surprise that when you point out to someone that they have cis

privilege, sometimes they will act downright appalled. In my experience,

this is especially true for many cis women, and cis gays and lesbians, who

feel so marginalized by traditional sexism and/or heterosexism that they
cannot fathom that they might possibly experience any gender-related

privileges whatsoever. While it is common for people to become defensive about or to flat-out deny that they are privileged in any way, what is

unusual in this case is that many of the people doing the denying—e.g.,

cis feminists, and cis gays and lesbians—are familiar with discussions
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of privilege, marginalization, and intersectionality. Their denial seems

to stem from an assumption that the privileges that they are familiar
with are legitimate and real, whereas newly articulated privileges, such

as cis privilege, are illegitimate and fake. In other words, people have a
tendency to privilege some privileges over others.

These incidences also highlight another problem: That people who

have a thorough understanding of how institutionalized marginalization and privilege work in one context (for example, in traditional sex-

ism) seem unable or unwilling to apply that knowledge to a similar yet
less familiar problem, namely, cissexism. There are countless examples
of this, but one that particularly struck me occurred in 2004, just after

Bitch magazine published an essay I wrote called “Skirt Chasers: Why
the Media Depicts the Trans Revolution in Lipstick and Heels.”5 In the

piece, I discussed how trans women are frequently depicted as hyperfeminine and hypersexual in both the media and in academic texts. I made

a point that was blatantly obvious to me—that these depictions do not
accurately reflect the diversity of actual trans women, or trans people
more generally. But rather, the media’s tendency to depict trans women

as hyperfeminine and hypersexual, while largely ignoring trans men, is
steeped in traditional sexism—that is, the idea that maleness and masculinity are more legitimate than femaleness and femininity.

After the article was published, I received a number of emails from

folks who read the article, and they tended to fall in into one of two
camps. The first were from trans women who basically said something

along the lines of, “Thank you for saying what I have always known,
but have never seen written in print before.” The second were from cis
women who thanked me for offering them a perspective they had not

heard before. Some said that while they were aware that the media distorts the images of women in general—often portraying them as far
thinner, younger, less bright, and more conventionally attractive than
women in real life—it had never occurred to them that images of trans
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women might be similarly distorted. Some of them told me that they presumed that the images of trans women they saw in the media somehow
represented all trans women.

There is something very wrong with how we teach sexism and mar-

ginalization when readers of Bitch magazine, which focuses primarily
on critiquing media depictions of women, do not extend that analysis
to other marginalized or minority groups that they know less about.

To be clear, this is most certainly not a Bitch magazine problem (as they
regularly publish articles that address racism, classism, heterosexism,

and other isms in pop culture and the media). Rather, it is a problem

that is systemic throughout feminism, queer activism, and other social

justice movements. I believe that, at its core, this problem stems from
our focusing too exclusively on specific isms. We teach others to recognize traditional sexism, or heterosexism, or racism, or classism, and so

on, on an individual basis. But we do not do such a good job at encouraging people to recognize the common tactics that these different forms

of marginalization use in order to delegitimize particular groups (stereotyping and media depictions, to name just one). Nor do we do an
adequate job of teaching people how to apply what they know about one

form of marginalization to another, especially when the latter is unfamiliar or previously unarticulated.

So to summarize, describing marginalization in terms of specific

isms is important, as it provides a framework that allows marginalized
groups to explain their experiences with prejudice and discrimination,

and compels dominant groups to recognize the privileges that they benefit from at the marginalized group’s expense. Once people become familiar with a specific ism and the privileges associated with it, they become

far more likely to recognize and challenge that form of marginalization
whenever and wherever it occurs—and this has most certainly been the
case for cissexism and cis privilege. However, as my experiences attest to,
centering discussions about marginalization on isms sometimes fails us
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in pretty significant ways. We tend to focus single-mindedly on one or

a few forms of marginalization that we are most aware of and educated

about. Yet, we are often oblivious to unfamiliar and unarticulated forms
of marginalization, and we often blatantly fail to apply what we already

know about marginalization and privilege to these new problems. And

when we are introduced to a newly articulated form of marginalization,
we have a tendency to view it with suspicion, and we may even dismiss it
as being fake and illegitimate.

To be clear, this is not simply an intersectionality problem per se.

While intersectionality is important and often overlooked, it typically

only comes into play once we recognize and acknowledge that some form
of marginalization exists and is legitimate. The problem that I am outlining here is: How do we apply what we already know about marginal-

ization to help recognize and analyze unfamiliar and unarticulated forms
of marginalization?

A “Bottom-Up” Strategy to Articulate
Sexism and Marginalization
In considering this matter over the last few years, I have come to the

conclusion that most, if not all, of the problems with isms that I have
described stem from their “top-down” approach. By top-down, I simply mean that we focus primarily on the ideology or ism that is driving

this marginalization—for example, racism, classism, traditional sexism, ableism, heterosexism, cissexism, etc. We talk about how that ism

is institutionalized in our society, how it has been enforced over the

course of history, how it seeps into our language and media imagery.

We talk about the everyday obstacles that marginalized groups face

in terms of ideology or ism-specific concepts: for example, the male
gaze, racial profiling, gay panic, transphobic violence, and so on. Now,

to be clear, every ism does have a different history, and they manifest
themselves in people’s lives in rather different ways, so this approach is
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certainly warranted. But what if, in addition to this top-down approach,

we also engaged in a bottom-up approach, and looked for similarities
between the obstacles that different marginalized groups face in their
day-to-day lives?

For example, here is a partial list of the ways in which trans peo-

ple are often delegitimized in our society: We are often excluded from
certain spaces or organizations because of our difference; we often have

difficulty obtaining legal documents that can legitimize us in the eyes of

society; others often characterize or diagnose us as mentally ill or confused; we are often deemed not competent enough to make decisions
about our own bodies and lives; we are often denied medical access or

treatment; we are often denied privacy with regard to our bodies and

personal histories; we are routinely objectified and sexualized; outsiders
often find us “fascinating,” and tend to mystify or eroticize our bodies

and experiences; information about who we are as people—our experiences, lives, and issues—is difficult to find, and is sometimes purposefully restricted or censored; so-called experts who have not shared our

experience often feel entitled to speak on our behalf, and society tends
to accept what they have to say about us over what we have to say about

ourselves; and finally, sometimes we are accused of being a threat to
specific individuals and/or to society as a whole.

Now, I can legitimately view these obstacles in terms of cissexism—

that is, an ideology that targets me specifically because I am trans. But

an equally valid way of describing my situation is to say that I face many
obstacles that are also shared by other marginalized groups. So while we

may be targeted by different isms, the tactics people use to invalidate us
are quite similar. The definition of the word invalidate is to discredit; to
deprive of legal force or efficacy; to destroy the authority of; to nullify. In

other words, the methods of invalidation that I have just described are
tried-and-true ways of delegitimizing people, of knocking people down
a peg, of undermining them.
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Activists have long recognized these shared forms of invalidation,

and we often cite them when we are trying to teach individuals who

are familiar with one ism about another, unfamiliar, ism. (Indeed, this
is exactly what I have done in earlier chapters where I drew parallels

between heterosexism and cissexism.) But what I am suggesting now
is that, instead of merely citing these shared invalidations as a means
to explain a specific ism, we develop an alternate approach to viewing

marginalization that is centered on these invalidations. The idea here is
very simple. In addition to teaching people how to recognize and under-

stand different isms, we should also teach them how to recognize the
basic forms of invalidation that are repeatedly used to delegitimize and

dehumanize people who belong to marginalized groups. Once a person
is well versed in these basic forms of invalidation, they should be able to

recognize when marginalization is occurring, even if they are unfamiliar
with the ideology or ism that is driving it.

There are many possible ways in which a person might be invali-

dated—here, I will briefly mention a handful of non-mutually exclusive
categories of invalidation that seem to recur most often in the context
of marginalization.

One of the most common forms of invalidation is the trope of mental

incompetence—for instance, claiming or insinuating that somebody is mentally incompetent, mentally inferior, or mentally ill. Historically, claims
of mental inferiority have been used to justify the mistreatment, and even

enslavement, of racial minorities and the poor, and to render women as second-class citizens who are expected to obediently defer to the men in their

lives. Mental incompetence is at work when people dismiss queer people

as merely being confused about our genders and sexualities, or claim that
we must suffer from some sort of mental illness. It should be mentioned

that the concept of mental incompetence seems to be closely associated
with physical incompetence in a lot of people’s minds. So when a particular

group is constructed as being physically weak, fragile, incapable and/or in
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need of assistance or protection (e.g., in the case of women, disabled people,

the elderly, and the young), they are often also assumed to be weak-willed,
easily susceptible to manipulation, and incapable of making informed decisions about their own lives. In other words, they may be inappropriately
dismissed as being mentally incompetent.

Another way to invalidate someone is by sexualizing them. When

discussing sexualization, people most often think of how women are

sexualized by men in our society, but there are other ways in which people can be sexualized. For example, people of color are often depicted
as being exotic, promiscuous, or sexually predatory. And LGBTQIA+

people are routinely reduced to our sexualities and bodies, and often
accused of being sexually deviant, predatory, or deceptive. There is an
extensive body of psychological research that shows that when people

are sexualized, they are not treated with empathy, are not taken as seri-

ously, and are seen as less competent and less intelligent than those who

are not sexualized.6 This is why sexualization is such an effective tool
for invalidation.

A third general form of invalidation is to accuse someone of being

inherently immoral, and therefore constituting a threat. Sometimes this

supposed immorality stems from a lack of being “civilized” or “cultured”—this gives rise to portrayals of racial minorities, immigrants, and
the poor as “savages” who cannot control their “animal-like impulses.”

Other times, immorality is presumed to stem from a conscious, elab-

orate, Machiavellian effort to deceive or manipulate other people. For
example, a lot of homophobic, biphobic, and transphobic violence stems

from assumptions that gender and sexual minorities are out to purposefully deceive straight people. Similarly, women are often accused of
tempting men into sin or manipulating men with their “feminine wiles.”
There is a tendency to conflate immorality with the state of being

sick, ill, or unhealthy. This conflation is evident in the way that sexual
and gender minorities (who are often viewed as being immoral) are
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sometimes treated as though they are “infected,” “contagious,” and need

to be “quarantined”—a misconception that predated, but was exacerbated by, the AIDS epidemic. Similarly, people who have chronic illnesses and disabilities are often treated as though they are contagious.

This notion of sickness can also be found in the notorious “one-drop

rule” (where in post–Civil War America, a person was considered black

if they had any African ancestry whatsoever), and in characterizations
of people who are poor, homeless, or immigrants as being “disease-

ridden” or a “cancer on society.” As I discussed in Chapter 18, “Challenging Gender Entitlement,” claiming that a person’s behaviors and
life choices are “unhealthy” is a common tactic to both invalidate the

acts in question and to insinuate that the person making those personal
decisions must not be mentally competent.

Another method of invalidation is to claim that some type of body

or behavior is anomalous. Sometimes, anomalous traits are presumed to
be abnormal or unnatural, and the people who display such traits are
pathologized as “sick,” or treated as though they are abominations. Furthermore, the assumption that certain groups of people are rare—mere

exceptions to the rule—allows the majority to ignore their views, pretend that they do not exist, or trample their rights and humanity (after
all, the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few, right?). Often

the majority will dismiss the obstacles and issues faced by populations
that they consider rare as being “frivolous” and not warranting serious
concern. When you are assumed to be rare, other people quickly move in

to speak on your behalf, or to appropriate your experiences. Because you

are presumed to be anomalous, people may come to find you fascinating,
they may mystify or eroticize you, and, if they are of an academic bent,
they may even study you, thus making you an object of their inquiry.

The last method of invalidation that I will describe here is to accuse

someone of being inauthentic, unnatural, or downright fake. For exam-

ple, people who do not live up to society’s gender and sexual norms in
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some way are invariably accused of not being “real women” or “real men.”
There are currently hordes of “birthers” out there who are convinced that

Barack Obama, our first black president, is literally not a “real” American
(an accusation that no WASP president has ever had to contend with to

the best of my knowledge). A few years back, when actor-turned-activist

Michael J. Fox did a series of political ads in support of stem cell research,

conservative radio host Rush Limbaugh claimed that Fox was purposefully “exaggerating the effects” of his Parkinson’s and that it was “purely
an act.” 7 Of course, once you have depicted someone as inauthentic, as a

fake, then it becomes easy to project nefarious ulterior motives onto them

(such as transsexuals being accused of trying to deceive innocent straight
people into sleeping with us, or queer people being accused of trying to
convert innocent straight people with our homosexual agendas).

The forms of invalidation that I just described are certainly not

comprehensive, but they do seem to regularly come into play with
regards to marginalization. And while I placed them into convenient

categories, it should be noted that these are not discrete phenom-

ena. For instance, the accusation that someone is inherently “sick”

or “unhealthy” is often invoked when that person is also sexualized,

or deemed to be anomalous, immoral, and/or mentally incompetent.
Elsewhere I have written about how sexualization, and the tropes

of mental incompetence, sickness, fakeness, and deception, all come

together in an especially onerous way in certain psychological theories

that pathologize transsexual women.8 Similarly, female rape survivors

are routinely invalidated via sexualization (e.g., intense focus on her
past sexual history, whether she was flirting, and any clothing she was

wearing that might be considered sexually revealing) combined with
accusations that she purposely misled the rapist (thus portraying her
as being deceptive, and therefore immoral and inauthentic). In fact,

more often than not, different forms of invalidation are invoked simultaneously, and have the effect of exacerbating one another. After all, if
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you invalidate someone, thereby dehumanizing them, they will become
more susceptible to further acts of invalidation.

Recognizing invalidations can also lead us to consider the concept

of privilege in a more general way. Those of us with a background in

activism are probably familiar with “privilege checklists,” where the

rather specific advantages experienced by people who are male, heterosexual, cisgender, white, middle-class, able-bodied, and so on, are
thoroughly compiled.9 A different, but complementary, approach would

be to list the many generic privileges that come from not having to routinely face a particular form of invalidation. For instance, some people

have the privilege of being seen as relatively normal (i.e., not anomalous or unhealthy), safe (i.e., not immoral or dangerous), natural and

sincere (i.e., not unnatural or deceptive), competent and autonomous
(i.e., not mentally or physically incompetent or ill), and non-sexualized.

Again, this list of generic privileges is not meant to be comprehensive,

but it does offer a more generalized way of thinking about the concept
of privilege.

Now, any form of invalidation can be used to target practically any-

body. One only needs to consider negative political ads, which heavily
rely on invalidations—politician X is not a real patriot, or not who they
claim to be, or is deceiving voters, or holds some anomalous or extreme
view, or is crazy, or lacking in intelligence, or confused about some issue,

or has been involved in some unseemly sexual scandal, and so on. However, while invalidations, in theory, can be hurled at just about anybody,

in practice, they are usually doled out asymmetrically: Members of mar-

ginalized groups are targeted via invalidations more so than members
of dominant groups. More to the point, invalidations (like stereotypes,
attributions, and other assumptions) seem to stick more to people who

are marked in some way and thus are already deemed questionable, sus-

pect, and illegitimate. In contrast, dominant groups are unmarked and
thus are relatively impervious to invalidating comments or criticism.
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Here is how I believe we can use this concept of invalidations in

order to recognize and challenge marginalization. First, one familiarizes
oneself with the types of invalidation that I have previously mentioned—

sexualization and accusations of mental incompetence, immorality, illness, anomaly, and inauthenticity—and how these invalidations are

often used to undermine marginalized groups. And whenever an incident occurs that involves one or more of these invalidations, it should
serve as a red flag—a sign that something nefarious may be going on.

Now, of course, some people are immoral, and some people do misrepresent themselves, so an accusation that an individual represents a threat,

or is merely a poser, does not, in and of itself, signify that marginalization
is taking place. So in addition to recognizing invalidations, we must also

be on the constant lookout for the telltale signs that a double standard
is at work behind the scenes. Pertinent questions one might ask include:
Does the invalidation seem to implicate not just the person in question,
but an entire group of people who share the same trait? Does this trait,

and those who possess it, seem to garner undue scrutiny? Do others question the existence and/or the legitimacy of this trait? Are people who

exhibit this trait seen as inferior to those who do not possess it? If so,

who is the unmarked group of people who do not exhibit the trait? Is

their lack of said trait taken for granted and seen as the norm? What
interest might they, or society at large, have in creating and enforcing
this double standard?

This combination of seeking out invalidations, and recognizing

asymmetries in the ways that they are used, has been very useful in my

own activism. It has allowed me to recognize and communicate previ-

ously underappreciated double standards. Here is one example. When

you are transsexual, it is common for others to assume that anyone

who is attracted to you must suffer from some sort of “tranny fetish.”
While I have long found such incidents annoying, I did not really have
an overarching analysis or explanation for this phenomenon—I simply
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chalked it up to cissexism. But then I began noticing fat activists and
disabled activists describing similar situations, where people who found

them attractive were assumed to have a fetish for fat or disabled people, respectively. It turns out that the word “fetish” is derived from the

Portuguese word for artificial—in other words, fetishes are literally supposed to be fake forms of attraction, rather than real ones (there’s that

invalidation again!). Upon reflection, it seems clear that there is a double

standard here between the majority of people who are presumed to be

legitimate objects of desire—when someone is attracted to them, or falls
in love with them, that attraction is unmarked and assumed to be real.

Other people—transsexual, fat, and disabled people, to name a few—are
deemed illegitimate objects of desire, and attraction to us is viewed as

unnatural, and is marked with the pejorative term “fetish.” Furthermore,

this double standard asserts that we cannot be loved as whole people,
for our personalities and bodies and other attributes, but rather we can
only be other people’s “fetish objects.” So in a sense, this double stan-

dard objectifies and sexualizes us. I sometimes call this double standard

“fetishism,” which is potentially confusing I admit, but I personally like
it, as it insinuates that people who view me as inherently undesirable are

the true fetishists, whereas people who find me attractive are let off the

hook! Thinking of this issue in this way opens up the possibility to create movements that are less about specific identities (as it would include
trans, fat, and disabled folks, and potentially other groups), and more
about eliminating methods of invalidation that negatively impact people
more generally.

The concept of invalidations has also been valuable to me as an

activist because it allows me to quickly appreciate forms of marginal-

ization that do not affect me personally. For example, a few years back,
I was writing a lot about the aforementioned psychological theories that

pathologize and sexualize trans women. I will not go into the details

of the specific theory here, but one aspect of it is that it lumps lesbian,
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bisexual, and asexual trans women under the same category. As I initially
worked on a critique of this theory, whenever I mentioned the word asex-

ual, I put it in scare quotes. The reason why I put it in quotes was because

I had never met an asexual-identified person before, so I assumed (and
we all know what happens when you assume) that asexuality was not a

legitimate sexual orientation, but rather something invented by pathologizing psychologists. Shortly thereafter, the latest Bitch magazine arrived

at my door, and in it was an article about the burgeoning asexual activism movement.10 As I read it, it immediately struck me that asexuals

face some of the same forms of invalidation that transsexuals face. For
instance, asexuality (like transsexuality) is listed as a mental illness in

the DSM (the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, often

called the “psychiatric Bible” because it lists all of the officially recognized

“mental disorders”), and lay people often assume that asexuals are simply
confused about their sexuality. Similarly, asexuals (like transsexuals) are
often dismissed or shunned by lesbian, gay, and queer communities.

To be honest, there was a time not so long ago when I might have

been skeptical about, or resistant to, asexuality or asexual issues. But
because I instantly recognized these shared invalidations, I had a very

different response. I began to seek out writings by asexual activists. I
began to think about how I might challenge societal asexophobia. I

began to think about ways in which transsexuals and asexuals might be
able to work together on issues that mutually affect us (e.g., challenging
the DSM).

I share this anecdote not to show off what a great person I am for

recognizing asexual people, but rather to highlight the fact that I am

human and I make mistakes. I am aware of certain people and problems, but unaware of others. I want to make the world a better place, but

sometimes in the course of that work, I inadvertently hurt other people,
other marginalized groups, as I did when I put scare quotes around the

word asexual. Activism is hard—it is hard to maintain a balance between
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forcibly fighting for our own rights, to have our voices heard, while at the

same time listening to what others have to say about their own experi-

ences and issues. I think that most of us who are drawn to activism, in
one way or another, strive for this balance.

Thinking in terms of specific isms is a very powerful tool, one that

I have found especially useful for communicating my views and experiences with marginalization as a trans person to the greater cis majority.

But their singular focus—the fact that they are centered on one specific
ism—makes them especially seductive. Focusing on one or a few specific isms leads to fixed views of sexism and marginalization, which can
be conveniently packaged into nice and tidy ideologies—the patriarchy,
white supremacy, compulsory heterosexuality, etc.—that explain some

people’s experiences with marginalization, but not others. When we rest
all of our hopes for changing the world on a single ideology, we can
become highly suspicious of competing ideologies and the people who
forward them. We can become dismissive of any matter that does not fit
neatly into our worldview.

This is why I believe that recognizing invalidations has so much

potential. It is inherently pluralistic—its starting assumption is that we

do not know all there is to know about oppression, that there are forms
of marginalization out there that we are not yet privy to. It encourages
us to learn more about other people’s experiences, to look for connections

between their marginalization and our own—not because all forms of
marginalization are the same (because they are not), but rather to further

our understanding of oppression and to foster alliances with other marginalized groups.

Balancing Acts
chapter twenty-ONE

O

ver the last half-century or so, there has been a lot of amazing

feminist and queer theory and analysis. This work has articulated

numerous forms of sexism and marginalization, described the ways in
which these different isms have become institutionalized and permeate

nearly every aspect of our language and culture, examined how different
isms intersect and compound one another, and detailed the many ways in

which these isms undermine and injure marginalized groups while priv-

ileging those in the dominant group. While this work has been vitally
important, most of it has stemmed from fixed perspectives that inevitably

legitimize certain people’s experiences with sexism and marginalization
while erasing or excluding the experiences of many other people.

Throughout the second section of this book, I have forwarded a

holistic approach to feminism, which is basically a set of strategies that

allow us as activists to challenge sexism and marginalization in a general
sense without necessarily excluding or erasing other people’s experiences.

This approach is not meant to replace all feminist and queer theories and
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analyses that came before it. Rather, it is meant to serve as a corrective:

It contemplates myriad double standards whereas other feminisms have
focused more on specific isms or monolithic gender systems; it highlights

the many commonalities that exist between how different double standards are enforced and function whereas other feminisms have focused

more on the very unique histories and consequences associated with each

individual ism; it stresses individual differences in how we each experience sex, gender, sexuality, sexism, and marginalization, whereas other

feminisms have tended to frame these matters solely in terms of collective
categories and shared experiences of oppression.

I believe that the holistic approach that I have described here will

provide a desperately needed complementary approach to more tradi-

tional fixed perspectives on sexism and marginalization. To be clear, I
most certainly think that we should continue talking about specific isms,

and I’m even fine with discussing hegemonic gender systems, provided
that we recognize that they are only part of a bigger picture, and that we

also work to acknowledge the existence of myriad double standards and
the fundamental heterogeneity of people.

Some may criticize this holistic approach for being too abstract, as

it contemplates double standards in a generic sense but does not directly
address more tangible manifestations or consequences of oppression,

such as poverty, rape culture, colonialism, the prison industrial complex,
domestic violence, bullying in schools, and so on. This is a fair criticism,
one that can be made of many feminist theories. Basically, theories are
models that attempt to describe how a particular aspect of the world works,

but which may not be able to explain all situations or solve all potential
problems. Like all theories, this holistic approach is necessarily incomprehensive. I have tailored this approach primarily to challenge sexisms and

sexism-based exclusion, and while I believe that it has import for many
other social justice issues, I concede that there may be some instances in
which this approach may not be particularly insightful or useful.
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While this holistic approach to feminism is not meant to be a sub-

stitute for hands-on, real-world activism to change people’s lived circumstances, it does provide us with important guidelines to help us build more

genuinely inclusive movements to challenge sexism and marginalization.
And while this holistic approach will not directly solve our most pressing

issues, it does confront a core problem that enables all of them. Namely,
a major reason why people tolerate and perpetuate poverty, rape culture,

colonialism, the prison industrial complex, domestic violence, bullying in
schools, etc., is because they consciously or unconsciously presume that

some people are less legitimate than other people, and thus they deserve
what they get.1 Therefore, teaching people how to recognize and challenge

double standards and invalidations in a more general sense may dissuade
them from viewing certain populations as being less human than others,
and encourage them to take action to challenge these injustices.

Undoubtedly, some people will consider this holistic approach

to be “not radical enough” because it does not take hardline stances,

such as outrightly condemning certain expressions of gender and sexuality (whether it be feminine dress, gender conformity, heterosexual-

ity, BDSM, sex work, pornography, and so on). It confounds me how
some people mistake holding inflexible and uncompromising positions as

somehow being a sign of radicalism. I am reminded of all those cognitive
research studies showing that people who are politically conservative are

“more structured and persistent in their judgments,” and desire “order,
structure, and closure,” whereas political progressives display a “higher
tolerance of ambiguity and complexity, and greater openness to new
experiences.”2 By this criteria, the holistic approach I have forwarded—

which is purposefully designed to be contextual and flexible—is far more
progressive than the dogmatic, cut-and-dried theories forwarded by certain (but certainly not all) self-identified radicals. 3

Challenging sexism and marginalization, and trying to build effec-

tive alliances and movements, is truly difficult work. It’s no wonder that
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many of us crave “magical” answers that will readily remedy the problem
at hand, and that will work in every context or situation in the future.

Given my critiques of fixed perspectives and one-size-fits-all solutions,

readers will probably not be too surprised to learn that I am rather dubious of supposed simple straightforward fixes. This is not merely an intel-

lectual or abstract matter for me. Most of the erasure and exclusion that
I have personally faced within feminist and queer circles has come at the
hands of other people’s supposedly righteous and unquestionable solutions to combat sexism and marginalization.

If we really want to be good activists and community members,

then we must learn to accept the many gray areas that come with

interacting with a heterogeneous group of individuals. I personally

find it useful to think of activism as being a balancing act, one in

which we balance our own needs and desires with those of others,
one in which we are sometimes teachers and other times listeners.
As activists, we must allow for multiple (and sometimes seemingly
contradictory) possibilities.

One area where these multiple possibilities come into play is in con-

sidering which direction(s) our activism should take. Sexism and marginalization permeate almost every corner of our lives, and thus there

are a seemingly infinite number of different problems that we might wish
to address, and different approaches we might take to counter them.

We may act alone or within an organization. We may act locally, more

regionally, or globally. We may tackle rather specific problems (e.g.,
a particular issue faced by transsexual women) or broader issues (e.g.,

obstacles faced more generally by queer folks, women, or all people). We
may find ourselves reaching out to different target audiences: folks in

the straight male–centric mainstream (e.g., in our communities, schools,
workplaces, the media), in academia or in other specialized fields (e.g.,
medicine, law), or within our own feminist or LGBTQIA+ movements.

Different people have different understandings (or misunderstandings)
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about sexism and marginalization, so certain approaches may be more
effective with some audiences than others.

The existence of myriad double standards necessitates a multiplicity

of different approaches to activism. But in order for this to work, we must

constantly seek out and learn from the work and activism of others, and
we must do everything we can to ensure that our particular approach is
not inadvertently marginalizing others. We must also be cognizant of
the fact that not all of our voices carry to the same extent. Some marginalized individuals and groups are viewed as being more legitimate

than others, and thus people may be more inclined to listen to and be
concerned about their issues over those of others. Furthermore, some
people have more resources to put toward their activism than others. One

important resource is time. In my case, for most of the last decade, I have
had a full-time job that gave me the financial security so that I could

buy a computer and allocate “free time” toward writing about feminist,

queer, and trans issues. Having the time to commit toward activism is
not a luxury that everyone has. Money also plays a huge factor in amplifying (or invisibilizing) one’s voice. For instance, organizations that fight

for same-sex marriage or women’s reproductive health causes are able to

raise considerable amounts of money from middle-class and upper-class
queer folks and women, whereas groups that carry out activism focused
on queer folks and women who are of low income, or homeless, or with-

out access to healthcare, or incarcerated, will not be able to raise that kind
of money or attention to their cause. Thus, it is incumbent upon those of

us who do have a voice (however limited) to help garner awareness and
resources toward the issues faced by the most marginalized members of
our communities.

Often, the need for a multiplicity of different approaches to activ-

ism gets overlooked in the “reformist versus radical” debate. Reformists
tend to focus on single issues, make appeals to the straight male–centric

mainstream, and attempt to work within the system to create positive
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change for marginalized groups. Radicals, on the other hand, insist
that one cannot change the system from within, and instead call for a

full-scale revolution, one that completely dismantles the gender system,
white/Western supremacy, capitalism, and/or other superstructures that
create hierarchies among people. Reformists and radicals often view one

another as mutually exclusive, and as potential threats to each other’s
activism. I personally think this is shortsighted.

While I would personally like to see radical change enacted in the

world (such as eliminating all double standards), I think that conceptualizing all forms of activism in terms of a swift overarching revolution

is not completely realistic. While it is possible to completely overthrow
a government or economic system, the double standards people harbor

regarding marginalized groups are often deeply entrenched in their

minds, and may take time to undo. Often the process of unlearning
double standards goes through stages: seeing the marginalized group as
human beings rather than subhumans or monsters; recognizing the most

blatant forms of oppression the group faces (e.g., slurs, violence) while
remaining oblivious to more systematic and institutionalized aspects of

their marginalization; consciously recognizing this system-wide margin-

alization and doing what allies should do to help challenge that (e.g.,
calling out instances of marginalization); and finally, overcoming unconscious internalized remnants of that form of marginalization that reside
within ourselves.

While admittedly limited in scope, reformist approaches tend to be

fairly effective at shepherding the dominant majority through the first

couple stages of this process, after which point they may be open to more
substantive change. At the same time, reformists need to remember that

people who take more radical approaches are generally pushing the envelope of what is possible, and while their goals may not yet be fully achievable at this moment, the groundwork they are laying now may make
those possibilities come true in the future.
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While sexism and other forms of marginalization still abound,

things have significantly improved in a general sense for women and

LGBTQIA+ folks over the last half-century or so (although the people
who have most benefited from this progress tend to be those of us who are

privileged in other areas of our lives). It is hard to imagine this progress

happening if it were not for both radical activism—the unwavering manifestos, riots, direct actions, and rallies—as well as for the more modest

and mainstream reforms. I think that both can (and should) occur simul-

taneously. And they need not conflict or contradict one another provided
that neither side of the reformist/radical divide believes that their way is

the “one and only true way,” and provided that both sides refuse to perpetuate existing double standards, or create new double standards, in the
course of their activism.

Sometimes marginalized groups create spaces and organizations

that are only for “their own kind” (women-only spaces being one example). Many people find such spaces to be empowering and enlightening. I

have had some experiences in trans support groups, or at trans and bisexual caucuses at larger conferences, that have been really amazing. Usually

these are relatively small gatherings (less than twenty people), and they

feel like a refuge where we can swap stories, share concerns, and support one another without having to navigate a mutual double standard

that we as members all face outside the space. I have also been in larger
trans-, femme-, and women-only settings and have found them to be less

rewarding, and often quite contentious. Why does this tend to happen?

Personally, I think that it is easy for five people in a room together to
see themselves as distinct individuals who just so happen to share a single trait or obstacle. But as the group gets larger, the gravitational force

of homogenization starts to garner momentum; essentially, the group
starts generating its own stereotypes and norms regarding its members.

As these stereotypes and norms begin to gel, some members will imag-

ine the space as “safe” because they adequately conform to the group’s
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self-stereotypes, while other people will find the space unwelcoming or
exclusionary because they don’t live up to these same stereotypes. So
while I think that “group-only” spaces and organizations (i.e., specific

for members of a particular marginalized group) have some merit, I

worry about their tendency to veer toward homogenization and exclu-

sion. Perhaps this can be circumvented if we collectively re-imagined
group-only spaces as coalitions of heterogeneous individuals who may

share a few relevant experiences, issues, or goals, but who differ in every
other possible way.

If we want to enact positive change on the rest of the culture, then

we cannot rely solely on these insular group-only coalitions. Rather, we
have to build broader coalitions with people who are not members of

our own group(s). These broader coalitions are vital: After all, there is

strength in numbers, and extensive societal change will not come until
we convince a huge swath of society to work with us to challenge myriad

double standards. Unfortunately, despite being intentionally intersectional, these broader coalitions can also veer toward homogenization and

exclusion in the name of safety. Often this homogenization and exclusion
is driven by “call-out culture,” a phenomenon that many activists before

me have chronicled and critiqued in great detail.4 I want to spend the

rest of this chapter discussing this phenomenon because it is pervasive,
and because being able to have constructive cross-community dialogues
is absolutely essential if we hope to work together to challenge all forms
of sexism and marginalization.

“Call-out culture” stems from a set of unwritten guidelines that

have evolved over the years in an attempt to make intentionally intersectional activist spaces safe for all of their participants. First, if somebody
says or does anything considered to be sexist or marginalizing, others

should call them out on it. After all, if the action is not called out, it can
create an atmosphere where marginalizing acts are tolerated, thus making the space inhospitable for many marginalized groups. Sometimes the
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person who does the calling out is a member of the marginalized group
who is targeted by the act. But since it should not fall to members of a

particular marginalized group to teach others about the oppression they

face5, allies are encouraged to call out the marginalizing act on their
behalf. Indeed, anyone who fails to call out such marginalizing acts is

likely to be viewed as not a good ally. Finally, if you are called out as
having said or done something sexist or marginalizing, you should take

responsibility for your actions rather than try to explain or defend yourself. This last guideline is an attempt to counter the tendency of people

in the dominant majority to be unaware or uneducated about the form of
marginalization in question, leading them to protest the call-out rather
than learning from it and correcting their behaviors.

Now individually, all of these guidelines seem reasonable—in

fact, they are all things that I have argued for myself at one time or

another. However, taken together, this set of guidelines seems to establish a righteous-activist-versus-evil-oppressor power dynamic, where it

is presumed that the action in question is always indefensible and the

perpetrator is always clearly in the wrong, while the person doing the
calling out is unquestionably correct and justified in their critique. This is

certainly true on some occasions, but it is definitely not always the case,
as I will detail in the next few paragraphs.

For starters, the aforementioned guidelines work well when the

action being called out is direct and blatant. So if someone said “women
are no good at math,” “homosexuality is gross,” or “transsexuals can

never be real women or men,” it is clear that such statements delegitimize the groups in question, and thus are worthy of being called out.
However, in many cases, the action that gets called out is not clearly or

directly marginalizing. For instance, I have observed people being called

out for being cissexist because they wrote an article about an issue that
affects women, but failed to discuss how that issue specifically impacts

trans women. Conversely, articles by cis authors that do discuss trans
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women’s issues sometimes get called out for “speaking on behalf ” of trans

women, or “appropriating” trans women’s issues. I have observed people

being called out for being cissexist because they used terminology (e.g.,

sex reassignment surgery, or FTM/MTF) that many trans people use,
but some reject. I’ve also seen people get called out for quoting or discussing the work of an author who has said cissexist things in the past, even if
the passage or work in question has nothing to do with trans people and

issues. In all of these examples, the cissexism that was supposedly perpetrated was indirect—that is, seemingly unintentional, not especially obvious or clear-cut, and subjective in nature (as trans activists themselves
might disagree about whether these acts truly constitute cissexism).

I myself have been called out as “cissexist” on a number of occa-

sions; for instance, for having coined the term “subconscious sex,” and

for calling myself bisexual.6 Once I was even called a “cis supremacist”

for citing a trans woman who blogged at a predominantly cis feminist
blog instead of citing a trans woman who blogged at a trans feminist

blog. So while some call-outs are clearly justified, others fall more into
gray areas, and still others are clear overreaches. In other words, callouts are not infallible.

As a trans person myself, I felt like I could defend myself against

the aforementioned accusations of cissexism directed against me, and
that most onlookers would view it as a legitimate debate amongst trans
people. However, if someone were to call me out for supposedly mar-

ginalizing a group that I do not belong to, any attempt on my part to

explain or justify myself would only compound the problem—I would
be viewed as being doubly marginalizing, both because of the initial

act, and for subsequently refusing to acknowledge that the act was marginalizing. (Indeed, the reason why I have chosen dubious call-outs of

“cissexism” in all of my examples here is because, as a trans activist, I
am afforded leeway to critique such call-outs. I have also heard numerous dubious or unjustified call-outs citing other isms, but I honestly
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don’t feel like I can openly discuss them given the current climate without opening myself up to . . . well, call-outs.)

I have heard people say that one should simply let unjustified call-

outs be—just apologize and move on. This may be fine in some cases,
but other times unjustified call-outs can actually undermine another

marginalized group. For instance, on a few occasions, I have heard about
cis women being told that when they publicly talk about menstruation,

or their clitorises and vaginas, they are exercising cis privilege over trans

women. While I understand why trans women might feel discounted
or disregarded by such discussions, it is a stretch to imply that such acts
are actually cissexist, unless of course they were carried out in a gender-

entitled manner.7 But more to the point, cis women face constant societal

pressure to not discuss these aspects of their body. These repressive forces

lead many women to feel bodily shame, and they contribute to the mys-

tification of women’s bodies in the culture at large. This is precisely why

many feminists choose to publicly talk about menstruation and clitorises

and vaginas in the first place—to reclaim and demystify their own bodies.
Yet, according to the guideline that one shalt not explain or defend oneself upon being called out, essentially these women should simply remain
quiet about their own bodies in order to be good allies of trans women.

Similarly, several bisexual-identified people have told me that they

simply stopped using the label bisexual because trans people had told them

that it was cissexist because it supposedly “reinforces the gender binary.”
While these bisexuals believed that the call-out was unjustified, they felt

like they couldn’t challenge it because that would simply reinforce the pre-

sumption that they were cissexist. (Indeed, I wrote Chapter 9, “Bisexuality
and Binaries Revisited,” because I knew that, as a trans bisexual, I could
challenge that accusation, whereas cis bisexual folks would not have been
able to do so without being further dismissed as cissexist.)

The notion that call-outs are always infallible, and that the person

who is called out has no right to explain or defend themselves, is not
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merely wrong, but it utterly ignores history. For decades, trans woman

exclusion within feminist and queer spaces has been propagated largely

via unjustified call-outs: trans women supposedly “express male energy,”
“possess male privilege,” “transition to attain heterosexual privilege,”

“appropriate women’s bodies and experiences,” “parody women’s oppres-

sion,” “reinforce patriarchal and heteronormative stereotypes of women,”
“infiltrate women’s spaces,” “trigger women who have been raped,” and
metaphorically “rape women’s bodies.” Notably, not a single one of these

call-outs accuses trans women of actually doing anything directly or blatantly sexist. Yet, they all depict trans women as sexist oppressors on the

basis that our bodies, identities, personal expressions, mannerisms, and/
or histories are supposedly indirectly sexist.

I would not be here today—participating in feminist and queer

movements, writing this book—if it were not for the countless trans

women who came before me, and who vigorously challenged unjustified call-outs that were made against them. Similarly, as I have chroni-

cled in previous chapters, lesbian exclusion within feminist settings, and
bisexual and femme exclusion within queer communities, have also been
predicated on unjustified call-outs—specifically, accusations that these

groups are inherently “privileged” and/or “oppressive,” and therefore
constitute some kind of threat. So while I believe that calling out acts of

sexism and marginalization is absolutely necessary for creating safe and
inclusive communities, we must also recognize that call-outs can be used
as tools for delegitimizing people and outright exclusion.

Furthermore, the idea that we should simply let unjustified call-

outs roll off our backs denies the ferocity and mean-spiritedness in which

they are sometimes (albeit not always) delivered. Now I am not talking
about the fact that members of marginalized groups who feel targeted

might respond angrily or emotionally to a marginalizing act. Those of

us who are marginalized have every right to react strongly to acts that
delegitimize us. However, sometimes we go well beyond being angry
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about the incident, and intentionally smear the person behind it. In other
words, rather than trying to simply eliminate sexism and marginalization, we set our sights on invalidating or eliminating people. Nowhere
is this more evident than in the tendency for call-outs to be framed as
“You’re being cissexist,” or “You’re a cissexist,” rather than “What you

just said (or did) is cissexist.”8 The implication that the person is “a cissexist”—through and through, down to the core—essentially portrays them

as irredeemable and unfit to participate in social justice spaces. It also
implies that they are “immoral,” which we know from the last chapter

is a common invalidation used to undermine people, and which is most
effective when the person is marked in some way (e.g., individuals who

are already marginalized, whom we view as unexpected or exceptional,
or who are members of an outgroup).

Feminist, queer, and social justice movements are founded on

eliminating oppression. So once we paint a person (fairly or unfairly)
as being “an evil oppressor,” it becomes rather easy to purge them from

our organizations and communities. But there is a flip side to this: Since
our collective goal is eliminating oppression, we may also gain perceived

credibility within the movement by proving that we are “righteous activists.” And what better way to prove that we are righteous activists and

allies than to vigorously call out other people whenever they say or do

anything that could possibly be construed as marginalizing? I think that
this desire to be seen as righteous activists and allies helps explain two
recurring aspects of this phenomenon: the fact that call-outs are almost

always done in public rather than private, and the tendency toward “pil-

ing on”—when additional people join the fray after the initial call out,
and often long after the person in question has apologized for the incident.9 If the point of call-outs is truly to make our spaces free of sexism

and marginalization, then only one call-out should be necessary, and it

can very well be done by taking the person aside after the incident. While
public shaming and piling on do not necessarily help to further reduce
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marginalization, they are ways for us to show others that we are virtuous
activists who are on the “right side” of the issue.

There is a negative consequence of public shaming and piling on

that is generally overlooked in the heat of the moment: Such incidents

can be quite traumatic for the person on the receiving end.10 I suppose

that if the person truly is an “evil oppressor,” others may view them as
“having it coming to them.” But more often than not, the person in ques-

tion is an activist who is working hard to create positive change, but
inadvertently offended or undermined certain individuals. I know quite

a few activists who have pulled back from or completely left activism
after a particularly nasty piling on. If our goal is to create a stronger and
broader coalition, can we really afford to lose committed activists like

this? And if we create movements where every perceived infraction garners a barrage of call-outs, how is someone brand new to activism (and

who hasn’t had the advantage of learning about all the various isms in
college or graduate school) ever going to last more than a month or two?

Seriously, shouldn’t our call-outs encourage the person to improve their
knowledge and politics, rather than simply drive them away?

I began the chapter by describing activism as a balancing act.

Nowhere is that more true than in how we engage in intersectional activ-

ism and cross-community dialogues. Single-issue activists may be able
to get away with sporting an us-against-the-world, righteous-activistversus-evil-oppressor type of attitude, but that mentality is pure poison
when it comes to intersectional activism. If we truly want to build broad,

intentionally intersectional coalitions (and I believe that we should), then
it begins with us recognizing that there is no such thing as a “gold star”

activist—that mythical creature who has never once said or done any-

thing inappropriate, offensive, or marginalizing to someone. We have all
screwed up at one time or another. Many of us start out relatively unin-

formed about feminism, queer activism, and social justice, but we learn
over time. As activists, we should be judged, not on whether we have
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all the right answers or say all the right things, but based upon whether

we are willing to improve ourselves, learn about and advocate for other
people’s issues, and work together with others.

Some people are repeat offenders—purposefully and repeatedly

marginalizing, and not open to criticism or educating themselves about

others’ experiences—and by all means they should be held fully accountable. But when this is not the case, we should err on the side of giving

people the benefit of doubt: We should presume that if they say or do
anything that we perceive to be sexist or marginalizing, that it was likely

inadvertent or stemmed from ignorance. This is especially true in social
justice settings, where all participants presumably have some interest or

investment in challenging marginalization.11 We should focus any criti-

cism we have on the act, and not the person.

Given that there are myriad double standards, it is impossible for

any single person to be aware of and fully understand all of them. There-

fore, all of us are ignorant in some ways, yet knowledgeable in others.
Keeping this in the forefront of our minds is crucial—it should make us

receptive to being called out as well as to the possibility that our call-outs

may be somewhat off the mark. It should also encourage us to frame
our criticisms in a constructive rather than destructive way—such as, by

posing them as “add-ons” rather than “call-outs.” For example, if some-

body giving a gender-related workshop makes a comment that seems to

confuse or conflate trans women with drag queens, rather than saying,
“What you said is horribly cissexist,” it might be more effective to say,
“You seem to be confusing trans women with drag queens, which is
something that many trans people find cissexist.” The latter remark is less
accusatory, more instructive, and therefore more likely to elicit change.

Over the years, I have come to believe that the intensity of our

focus as single-issue activists can actually impede progress toward creating broader coalitions. For instance, as a trans activist, I have spent a

ton of time rooting out cissexism. This involves critiquing the endless
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stream of stereotypes and assumptions about trans people, articulating
the way our community is affected by particular issues, highlighting
how we are often invisibilized in society, discussing how cis people

appropriate trans lives and culture, analyzing potentially problematic
language, pointing out examples of cis privilege, and so on. All this is

important work that should continue. However, the downside is that
repeatedly focusing on these specific matters can eventually lead me to
see cissexism practically everywhere. Suddenly, if an article I’m reading

fails to mention how an issue affects trans folks, I see it as invisibility
or erasure. If in a non–trans-related situation, someone uses the word

“trap” or “impersonator,” it can feel cissexist to me, because those words

are often used as slurs against trans folks.12 When I am at a costume
party and see someone who is crossdressed, it can feel like a parody or

appropriation of trans people to me, when in fact the person is simply
dressed as someone of the other gender.

Sometimes our heightened sense of awareness about a particular

form of marginalization can lead us to call out even the slightest potential infractions—hence the many previous examples of call-outs of acts

that are indirectly sexist, if sexist at all. In an intentionally intersectional activist setting, this tendency can cause us to myopically view

others primarily in terms of how they behave with regards to the particular ism that we are most concerned with, rather than viewing them

as different individuals who are marginalized in different ways, and
who each brings something different to the table. It can also be quite

derailing if every single participant is citing every indirectly sexist or
marginalizing comment that they notice. I think that using call-outs

more judiciously—for example, in cases when people are clearly pro-

jecting sexist or marginalizing double standards onto others—can help
reduce the frequency of derailments.

Finally, if we want to create broad intersectional coalitions, we

should stop using privilege as a device to undermine others. The concept
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of privilege is supposed to be a tool designed to make visible the advantages experienced by people who do not face a particular form of marginalization. We can rightly call out people who deny their privilege, or

who exercise it over others. But it is not okay to dismiss someone solely
on the basis that they “have” a particular form of privilege. Simply having
privilege does not make one a monster or oppressor. In fact, all of us have

some forms of privilege that others do not have. So it is hypocritical for
us to insist that a person’s experiences, perspectives, or issues are completely invalid solely on the basis that they have (or have had) some form
of privilege that we do not.

I believe that the suggestions that I have offered here are all quite

reasonable. But I’ll be the first to admit that reasonable solutions only
work if everyone who participates also happens to be reasonable. Some

people are unapologetically sexist and marginalizing, and are unwilling
to change their ways, and they should certainly be taken to task for their
behavior. Some people are know-it-alls who are convinced that they are

always right, and that there is no reason for them to listen to or consider
what other people are saying. Such people should be called out for being

arrogant and entitled. But sometimes, the thing that thwarts reasonable
cross-community dialogues is our own anger.

I could write an entire book about anger. My anger at all the cis-

gender, heterosexual, and monosexual people who have made me feel
so small, or tried to erase my identity. My anger at all the feminists and
queer activists who have deemed my perspective irrelevant, or tried to

exclude me from their movements. My anger at all the men and masculine folks who have presumed that my body, femininity, and person

were theirs to freely comment upon, critique, harass, and touch without
my consent. To be honest, it was my anger (rather than my reason) that

drove me to activism in the first place. I was pissed off, and I wanted to
change everything. Back then, I was scared of men. I was suspicious of

cis lesbians (due to the long history of blatant trans-misogyny in lesbian
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communities). Upon reflection, I probably wouldn’t have made a good
intersectional activist back then, as I was too concerned with my own
fears, wounds, struggles, and sorrows.

I am in a different place now. I still hurt, but I’ve done a lot of

self-healing. And I still feel anger, it’s just not my primary motivation anymore. I used to be a singularly focused trans activist, but these days, I am

more interested in being a holistic feminist. Don’t get me wrong: I am not
trying to say that anger is bad, or that it is simply a phase that we need to

get over. Some people never get over the anger, and others maybe never feel
it so intensely, or let it spill into their activism. As I said in the beginning

of this chapter, activism can (and should) occur in a multiplicity of forms:
both angry and reasonable, both radical and reformist, both group-only
and cross-community, both single-issue and holistic. All are important.
If we acknowledge this multiplicity (rather than thinking of activism as
being “my way or the highway”), then maybe we can each figure out for

ourselves where we are at personally, what we are most passionate about,

and what our place in the movement(s) should be. Legitimate anger has its
place in activism, provided that we realize that there are other legitimate
ways to be.

As I have highlighted throughout this chapter, activism—espe-

cially building broad, intentionally intersectional coalitions—is a balancing act that involves speaking as well as listening, teaching, and learning.
It requires us to step out of the relative safety of our fixed perspective,
and to take a more holistic approach that accommodates a multiplicity of

differing perspectives. Certainly, it is crucial for us to have the concepts,

language, and tools in order to forcefully call out acts of sexism and marginalization. But it is also important for us to realize that these same

tools have been used in the past to marginalize and exclude others, thus

creating smaller insular movements that favor people of certain bodies,

identities, and tendencies over others. If we are serious about challenging sexism and marginalization, then we should be just as concerned
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about these hierarchies that arise in our own movements and communi-

ties as we are with ones in the dominant culture. A good place for us to
start would be grabbing our metaphorical sledgehammers, and to begin
shattering the “righteous activist”/“evil oppressor” and the “infallible
activist”/“ignorant oppressor” binaries.

Notes

Introduction
1. For the record, two years ago I found out that I have a chronic autoimmune condition (see Julia Serano, “Skin,” http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2011/08/skin.html).
It is mostly in remission now, but it has led me to question my relationship with ability. Many of the essays compiled in this book were written prior to that knowledge,
so I have chosen to leave intact references of myself as “able-bodied,” even though my
identity in this regard is a little more complicated than that.
2. “A-gay” is queer slang for “an affluent, well-connected, upwardly mobile gay man
or woman” (http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/A-gay). Among feminists and social justice activists, people use the word “liberal” as a pejorative to insinuate that a person’s
politics are too moderate or conservative.
3. Anne Koedt, “Lesbianism and Feminism,” in Radical Feminism, Anne Koedt,
Ellen Levine, and Anita Rapone (eds.). (New York: Quadrangle/The New York
Times Book Co., 1980), 255.

1 – A Word About Words
1. In my previous book, Whipping Girl, I discuss at great length how men and people
on the trans female/feminine spectrum are impacted by traditional sexism. Julia Serano, Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the Scapegoating of Femininity
(Emeryville, CA: Seal Press, 2007).
2. Specifically, people generally use the “ism” version to describe the assumption that
the marginalized group is inferior to, or less legitimate than, the dominant group, as
well as the many ways in which that assumption is reinforced or institutionalized in
society. In contrast, the “phobia” version is often used to describe personal reactions
of anxiety, fear, or hatred that individual members of the dominant group express
toward the marginalized group. As a general rule, I prefer to use the “ism” version,
as it is broader, and a more accurate conceptualization of how sexism actually works.
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However, when a form of sexism is newly articulated, the “phobia” version is often
coined first, and it tends to be more frequently used and easily understood outside
of activist circles. So I will sometimes talk about “phobias,” but I will be using those
terms to refer to the broader aspects of sexism typically denoted by “isms.”
3. According to some sources, the term intersectionality first appeared in Kimberle
Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist
Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,”
The University of Chicago Legal Forum, Volume 139, (1989), 139-167. However, the
concepts underlying intersectionality had been articulated prior to that—see Cherríe Moraga and Gloria E. Anzaldúa (eds.), This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by
Radical Women of Color (Berkeley, CA: Third Woman Press, 2002); Patricia Hill
Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness and the Politics of Empowerment (New York, Routledge, 2000); bell hooks, Ain’t I a Woman?: Black Women and
Feminism (Boston: South End Press, 1981); Audre Lorde, Sister Outsider: Essays and
Speeches (Freedom, CA: The Crossing Press Feminist Series, 1984).
4. The reluctance to include these groups under the queer umbrella stems from both
heterosexual-identified people within BDSM and polyamorous communities (who
don’t consider themselves to be queer with regards to sexual orientation) and from the
greater queer community (where more vanilla and monogamous queer folks don’t want
to have their sexualities or identities associated with BDSM or polyamory).
5. For example, see Julia Serano, “A ‘Transsexual Versus Transgender’ Intervention”
(http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2011/09/transsexual-versus-transgender.html).
6. I favor the trans female/feminine and trans male/masculine variations, as they
rightly denote the person’s gender identity and/or gender expression, with “trans”
being an adjective indicating how such identities/expressions differ from our
birth-assigned sex. MTF and FTM are more widely used, but they are not optimal
because they seem to depict trans people as being perpetually “in between” genders, or constantly transitioning from one to the other. However, I prefer both of
these formulations over MAAB and FAAB (male/female assigned at birth). While it
is sometimes useful (for clarity) to mention the sex a person was assigned at birth,
describing trans people as being a “FAAB” or “MAAB” is horribly delegitimizing,
as it defines us based on our birth-assigned sex (a nonconsensual act committed
against us, and which many of us come to reject), while simultaneously erasing our
gender identities and expressions.
7. Serano, Whipping Girl. See also Julia Serano, “Whipping Girl FAQ on cissexual,
cisgender, and cis privilege” (http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2011/08/whippinggirl-faq-on-cissexual.html).
8. Serano, Whipping Girl.

2 – On the Outside Looking In
1. The Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival’s policy regarding trans women has evolved
somewhat over time (see Emi Koyama’s “Michigan/Trans Controversy Archive”
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http://eminism.org/michigan/documents.html). Their “womyn-born-womyn-only”
policy currently remains in effect, and they have formally stated that trans women
who enter “disrespect the stated intention of this Festival.” However, they no longer
forcibly remove trans women from the space, which has resulted in trans women and
cis allies advocating together on the land under the banner “Trans Women Belong
Here.” For more information about the festival’s trans woman–exclusion policy and
its evolution, see Riki Anne Wilchins, Read My Lips: Sexual Subversion and the End
of Gender (Ithaca, NY: Firebrand Books, 1997), 109-114; Michelle Tea, “Transmissions from Camp Trans,” The Believer, November 2003; Serano, Whipping Girl, 233245; Julia Serano, “Not Quite There Yet . . .” August 23, 2006 (www.juliaserano.
com/frustration.html#postTWE), Julia Serano, “Rethinking Sexism: How Trans
Women Challenge Feminism,” AlterNet.org, August 4, 2008 (www.alternet.org/
reproductivejustice/93826); Alice Kalafarski, “Just Another Woman at Michfest,”
prettyqueer, September 1, 2011 (www.prettyqueer.com/2011/09/01/just-another-woman-at-michfest).
2. For an overview of feminist anti–trans woman sentiment, see Pat Califia, Sex
Changes: The Politics of Transgenderism (San Francisco: Cleis Press, 1997), 86–119;
Joanne Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed: A History of Transsexuality in the United States
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 258–262; Deborah Rudacille,
The Riddle of Gender: Science, Activism, and Transgender Rights (New York: Pantheon
Books, 2005), 141-178; Susan Stryker, Transgender History (Berkeley: Seal Press,
2008), 91-111. For pertinent examples of lesbian and radical feminist writings
that disparage transsexuals, see Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical
Feminism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1990), 67-72; Andrea Dworkin, Woman Hating
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1974), 185–187; Margrit Eichler, The Double
Standard: A Feminist Critique of Feminist Social Science (London: Croom Helm,
1980), 72–90; Germaine Greer, The Madwoman’s Underclothes: Essays and Occasional
Writings (New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1987), 189–191; Germaine Greer,
The Whole Woman (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1999), 70–80; Sheila Jeffreys,
Beauty and Misogyny: Harmful Cultural Practices in the West (New York: Routledge,
2005), 46–66; Robin Morgan, Going Too Far (New York: Random House, 1977),
170–188; Janice G. Raymond, The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the She-Male
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1979).
3. Several passages of this chapter (which was originally written in 2005) have previously appeared in the chapter “Bending Over Backwards: Traditional Sexism and
Trans Woman–Exclusion Policies” of my first book Whipping Girl. This particular
passage appears in Serano, Whipping Girl, 237.
4. Andrea Dworkin was a leading voice of what is often called “anti-pornography
feminism,” which dominated much of feminist thought and activism during the
1980s. Anti-pornography feminists generally oppose anything that they feel objectifies women—this typically includes porn, sex work, BDSM, and certain aspects of
feminine dress. Because they sought to curb or censor many expressions of sexuality,
critics often refer to this movement as “sex-negative feminism.”
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5. Emi Koyama, A Handbook on Discussing the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival for
Trans Activists and Allies (Portland, OR: Confluere Publications, 2003), 12-13.
6. This sentence also appears in Serano, Whipping Girl, 239.
7. This passage also appears in Serano, Whipping Girl, 235-6.
8. This passage also appears in Serano, Whipping Girl, 245.
9. As mentioned in Note 1, in the last few years, there finally have been trans women
(along with cis women) petitioning for their own inclusion inside the festival.
10. Carolyn Connelly, “Fuck You (A Poem for Monty),” a brooklyn diary (self-published, 2003).
11. Julia Serano, “Cocky,” Draw Blood (Oakland: Hot Tranny Action, 2004).

3 – On Being a Woman
1. Alice Echols actually makes this case in her book: Alice Echols, Daring to Be
Bad: Radical Feminism in America, 1967–75 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1989). “Second-wave” feminism refers to feminist thought and activism that
commenced during the 1960s and dominated through the 1980s.
2. Especially in the early 2000s, “tranny boi” was an identity that was popular among
younger trans male/masculine spectrum folks. It seems to have declined in popularity, perhaps due to controversy regarding whether trans male/masculine spectrum
folks can rightfully reclaim the word “tranny”—see Hazel/Cedar Troost, “‘Tranny’
& Cis Women: Re-Reclaiming Tranny (or not) part 2,” January 8, 2009 (http://
takesupspace.wordpress.com/2009/01/08/tranny-cis-women-re-reclaiming-trannyor-not-part-2/).

4 – Margins
1. I have since written more about my experience with skin cancer in Serano, “Skin.”

5 – Trans Feminism: There’s No Conundrum About It
1. Aviva Dove-Viebahn, “Future of Feminism: Transfeminism and Its Conundrums,” March 20, 2012 (http://msmagazine.com/blog/2012/03/20/future-of-feminism-transfeminism-and-its-conundrums).
Note: Many trans feminists prefer spelling “trans feminism” as two separate words,
where trans is an adjective that modifies feminism. The single-word version—“transfeminism”—looks somewhat alien, and seems to suggest that this is not actually a
strand of feminism but something else entirely (just as the single word “transwomen”
suggests that trans women are something other than women).
2. Julia Serano, “Trans Feminism: There’s No Conundrum About It,” April 18, 2012
(http://msmagazine.com/blog/2012/04/18/trans-feminism-theres-no-conundrumabout-it).
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3. “Third-wave” feminisms refer to several strands of feminism that arose in the
1980s and 1990s, and which, in different ways, challenged beliefs that were prevalent
during second-wave feminism.
4. Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness and the Politics of Empowerment.
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Cognition and Culture, 95-97; Jussim, Coleman, and Lerch, “The nature of stereotypes: A comparison and integration of three theories”; Kunda, Social Cognition, 144151; Schneider, The Psychology of Stereotyping, 442.

16 – Fixed Versus Holistic Perspectives
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2. All of these populations have existed and have fought for recognition, acceptance,
and/or equality during earlier time periods. The dates that I list here refer to when
these groups first began to articulate their experiences in terms of a society-wide
ideology or ism that marginalizes them, and when such critiques started to coalesce
into a movement.
3. See “Asexuality: the History of a Definition,” (http://asexualexplorations.net/
home/documents/asexuality_history_of_a_definition.pdf).
4. Serano, Whipping Girl.
5. Jo Paoletti, “Dressing for sexes” (www.gentlebirth.org/archives/pinkblue.html).
6. Granted, we may have different rationales to justify marginalizing these groups,
but the end result is the same—such groups are deemed inferior and illegitimate.
7. Susan Brownmiller, Femininity (New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1984), 83-84.
8. Admittedly, there are a number of reasons why such women might avoid the “feminist” label, but elsewhere I have made the case that anti-feminine sentiment is part
of the problem: Serano, Whipping Girl, 319-343. See also Noah Berlatsky, “Katy Perry’s Aversion to Feminism Shows Feminism Is Still Radical,” The Atlantic, December
5, 2012.
9. I describe some of these experiences in Serano, Whipping Girl, especially chapters
10 and 17.
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10. The idea of existing in the borderlands between two identities stems from Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (San Francisco: Aunt Lute
Books, 1999).

17 – Expecting Heterogeneity
1. hooks, Feminist Theory, 11-12.
2. While we certainly reverse some norms, others may closely resemble those of the
dominant society. As a result, feminist and queer spaces may display subversivism
while at the same time being monosexist, racist, classist, or ableist.
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4. Hinton, Stereotypes, Cognition and Culture, 100-102.
5. Ibid.
6. See Chapter 14, “How Double Standards Work.”
7. hooks, Feminist Theory, 12-15.
8. Echols, Daring to Be Bad, 203-241.

18 – Challenging Gender Entitlement
1. Bill Maher is an American comedian and TV personality who is a very outspoken
atheist, and whose critiques of religion often veer into the territory of ridiculing people who are religious for being unintelligent and easily manipulated.
2. This is an example of the dupes/fakes double bind that I described in Chapter 14,
“How Double Standards Work.”
3. Serano, Whipping Girl, 89-93, 165-170, 359-362.
4. Here, I am not talking about invasive questions centered on the inquisitor’s own
curiosity and anxiety, but rather questions centered on better understanding the person’s identity and preferences, such as asking them their preferred pronouns.
5. “Choice feminism” does not appear to be an actual strand of feminist thought,
but rather a popular misinterpretation of feminism, one that is perpetuated by the
media’s obsessive focus on what women do and the life choices we make, rather than
on the double standards and double binds we face. In other words, the very notion
of “choice feminism”—as well as most debates about it—remains firmly rooted in
the fact that women are marked, and thus our behaviors are deemed remarkable,
questionable, and suspect. Nothing illustrates this more than the fact that men’s life
choices are entirely absent from discussions (both pro and con) of “choice feminism.”
6. Rather than assuming that some people are operating under a “false consciousness” (which denies their autonomy and their competence to make personal decisions about their own bodies and lives), we should instead consider the following
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three possibilities: 1) Perhaps they have made the choice they’ve made because they
lack information or experiences that we possess; 2) Perhaps they’ve made that choice
because they have information or experiences that we are not privy to; or 3) Sometimes people with similar information or experiences nevertheless make different
choices. Reframing the matter in this way prevents us from viewing ourselves as
omniscient, superior beings.

19 – Self-Examining Desire and Embracing Ambivalence
1. Most feminists who forward such views would not consider their approach to be
“sex-negative” (although sex-positive feminists often decry it as such). Lisa Millbank has recently made a case for reclaiming the term “sex-negative” (Lisa Millbank,
“The Ethical Prude: Imagining An Authentic Sex-Negative Feminism,” A Radical
TransFeminist, February 29, 2012, http://radtransfem.wordpress.com/2012/02/29/
the-ethical-prude-imagining-an-authentic-sex-negative-feminism). While I don’t
entirely agree with Millbank’s analysis on every point, I appreciate her attempt to
bridge the gap between sex-positive and sex-negative feminisms, and her writings
encouraged me to write this chapter.
2. These claims often dovetail with the popularity of so-called “choice feminism”—
see Chapter 18, Note 5. I have no problem with the notion that an individual might
find such expressions personally empowering. Rather, it is the way these claims
are framed as uncritical blanket statements that concerns me. However, it must
be said that the very reason why people feel compelled to offer a justification (“It’s
empowering!”) is because these expressions are marked by others, and thus deemed
questionable and suspect. Finally, some radical feminists (who typically fall on the
“sex-negative” side of this debate) will cite these everything-sexual-is-empowering
claims as evidence that sex-positive feminism (as a whole) is ignorant of, or complicit with, the sexualization of women in our culture. This is patently untrue: Many
sex-positive feminists are deeply concerned with this problem—e.g., see Friedman
and Valenti (eds.), Yes Means Yes: Visions of Female Sexual Power and a World Without
Rape. In other words, feminists on both sides of the sex-positive/negative debate
want to see an end to sexualization and rape culture. We just have very different ideas
of how to get there.
3. Fifty Shades of Grey is a novel by E. L. James that depicts a male-dominant,
female-submissive BDSM relationship, and which became immensely popular in 2012.

20 – Recognizing Invalidations
1. Serano, Whipping Girl; Serano, “Whipping Girl FAQ on cissexual, cisgender, and
cis privilege.”
2. For examples of non-trans/cis privileges, see Hazel/Cedar Troost, “Cis Privilege
Checklist,” July 10, 2008 (http://takesupspace.wordpress.com/cis-privilege-checklist); Ampersand, “The Non-Trans Privilege Checklist,” September 22, 2006 (www.
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amptoons.com/blog/2006/09/22/the-non-trans-privilege-checklist). See also Serano, Whipping Girl, 161-193.
3. Emi Koyama, “Cissexual/Cisgender: decentralizing the dominant group,” June 7,
2002 (www.eminism.org/interchange/2002/20020607-wmstl.html).
4. Queen Emily, “Cis is not an ‘academic’ term,” April 25, 2009 (www.questioningtransphobia.com/?p=1327).
5. Serano, Whipping Girl, 35-52. The original article appeared in Bitch 26, Fall 2004.
6. Reviewed in American Psychological Association Task Force on the Sexualization
of Girls, “Report of the APA Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls” (Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association, 2007, www.apa.org/pi/women/
programs/girls/report-full.pdf).
7. David Montgomery, “Rush Limbaugh On the Offensive Against Ad With Michael
J. Fox,” The Washington Post, October 25, 2006.
8. Julia Serano, “Psychology, Sexualization and Trans-Invalidations,” keynote lecture presented at the Eighth Annual Philadelphia Trans-Health Conference, June
12, 2009 (www.juliaserano.com/av/Serano-TransInvalidations.pdf).
9. The idea of “privilege checklists” seems to have originated with Peggy McIntosh’s
essay “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.”
10. KL Pereira, “Do Not Want: The asexual revolution gets organized,” Bitch 37, Fall
2007, 58-63.

21 - Balancing Acts
1. Others will point out that people also tolerate and perpetuate these phenomena
because they indirectly or directly benefit from them. While this may be true, people
do often engage in undermining and dehumanizing others even when there are no
obvious material benefits to be gained from such actions.
2. David M. Amodio, John T. Jost, Sarah L. Master, and Cindy M. Yee, “Neurocognitive correlates of liberalism and conservatism,” Nature Neuroscience 10, no. 10
(2007), 1246-1247.
3. It seems to me that the word “radical” gets used in two different ways in feminist
and queer activism. Sometimes it is used by people who want to address the root causes
of sexism rather than merely reduce the many symptoms of sexist oppression. I can
identify with this use of the term. Others use it to imply that they (and they alone) are
fully committed to the cause and willing to take whatever steps are necessary, and that
non–radical-identified activists are either ignorant, wishy-washy, overly compliant, or
purposefully selling the movement out. It is this latter segment of self-identified “radicals” that tend to use the label to enforce dogmatic and inflexible points of view.
4. A clearinghouse of articles on the topic of “call-out culture” (from all sides of
the issue) can be found at “privilege-checking and call-out culture” (www.metafilter.
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com/122432/privilegechecking-and-callout-culture). The articles that I first read on
this issue (and which resonated with my own experiences and influenced my writing of
this chapter) include Flavia Dzodan, “Come one, come all! Feminist and Social Justice
blogging as performance and bloodshed,” Tiger Beatdown, October 17, 2011 (http://
tigerbeatdown.com/2011/10/17/come-one-come-all-bloggers-bear-it-all-out-feminist-and-social-justice-blogging-as-performance-and-bloodshed); Ozy Frantz,
“Certain Propositions Concerning Callout Culture (Parts 1-3),” Ozy Frantz’s Blog,
December 2012 (http://ozyfrantz.com/category/callout-culture); Sally Lawton,
“The Limits of Social Justice Blogging,” Persephone Magazine, July 17, 2012 (http://
persephonemagazine.com/2012/07/17/the-limits-of-social-justice-blogging);
Ariel Meadow Stallings, “Liberal bullying: Privilege-checking and semanticsscolding as Internet sport,” Offbeat Empire, October 15, 2012 (http://off beatempire.
com/2012/10/liberal-bullying); Hannah Wilder, “The Unicorn Ally,” Pyromaniac
Harlot’s Blog, April 3, 2012 (http://pyromaniacharlot.wordpress.com/2012/04/03/
the-unicorn-ally).
5. Lorde, Sister Outsider, 114-123.
6. I discuss “subconscious sex” in Chapter 13, and the “bisexuals reinforce the gender
binary” claim in Chapter 9.
7. For instance, if someone said that “all women menstruate” or “all women have
clitorises and vaginas,” that claim would clearly be an act of gender entitlement, as
it would erase the existence of trans women and many intersex and infertile women.
But a woman who simply discusses her own attributes in a non–gender-entitled manner is not exercising cis privilege over trans women as far as I’m concerned. I discuss
this more in Serano, “Whipping Girl FAQ on cissexual, cisgender, and cis privilege.”
8. This notion that a person’s cissexist actions stem from some kind of inherent cissexist “nature” or “disposition” may stem from fundamental attribution error, which I
discuss in Chapter 15, “Myriad Double Standards.” As I argued in that chapter, this
assumption is quite essentialist.
9. Dzodan, “Come one, come all! Feminist and Social Justice blogging as performance and bloodshed”; Stallings, “Liberal bullying: Privilege-checking and semantics-scolding as Internet sport.”
10. Dzodan, “Come one, come all! Feminist and Social Justice blogging as performance and bloodshed”; Joreen, “TRASHING: The Dark Side of Sisterhood,” April
1976 (www.jofreeman.com/joreen/trashing.htm).
11. Admittedly, these guidelines may not be as useful in Internet groups and spaces,
where people who are not at all interested in social justice causes can purposefully
interrupt and disrupt otherwise constructive discussions.
12. Trans people are often disparagingly referred to as male or female “impersonators,” which dismisses our gender identities and lived experiences. And on the Internet, some cis men refer to trans women as “traps,” the implication being that we
deceive them into being attracted to, and sleeping with, us.
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